
and the civil service. Then the government, and probably more importantly Treasury officials claiming to ACT on behalf of the chancellor, tried to pressurise him. Finally Sir Alan decided that enough
Nature: Living Between Land and Sky.” The wedge-shaped, 2,000-square-meter pavilion extends the story into a three- ACT play covering the plaza, the interior and the roof garden. Visitors are taken through a

Conditions | More Feeds A Nigerian description of a political culture in which individuals ACT in blind self interest - thwarting the efforts of others - just as crabs attempt
hotline receives 50 to 60 calls per day in the summer, its peak season. Since BEING launched five years ago, the hotline has received some 40,000 calls and offered abortions to

up rubbish. He was soaking wet but apparently oblivious to the discomfort. We are constantly BEING persuaded, coaxed, and coerced to consume our way to our nation’s prosperity, but our attention
cancelled will stand for years to come as a memorial to Tory cuts. And it’s BEING done at a cost not just to our communities and children, but also to the

growth. A far grander move is occurring in Kunming, capital of Yunnan Province, and is BEING contemplated by Chongqing, which has earmarked a staggering 180 billion yuan for face-lift. Both areas
I visited Dianchi Lake about four years ago, the heavily polluted body of water was BEING girded by a superhighway. I read recently that the area immediately surrounding the fast-shrinking lake

may have struggled at school or grown up thinking no one cared, and they are BEING driven further from the job market, as they struggle to compete with a backlog of
are now seeing, the ”university or bust” route, which has led to on-the-job vocational training BEING viewed as a poor relation, offers no guarantee of a job upon graduation. Consequently, many

outbuilding on their property into her treatment suite. Suzanne’s consciousness of how disagreeable Samuel is BEING about this, and how much he appears to resent the new separateness in her identity,
Daily yesterday. ”Every city planner in China had better understood this, especially when Shanghai is BEING glorified as the host of the World Expo,” warned Ding Gang in his editorial, titled

name going forward for the bishopric in Reading in 2003 and did not prevent it BEING put forward again now for the much more significant post at Southwark – which may
hole in the earth’s crust, but not how to stanch the wound. Drastic measures are BEING used in the cleanup, such as burning off oil and using chemical dispersants, but it

In London last month the hero of the hour, General David Petraeus, declared ”progress is BEING made”, that ”Marjah is in reasonably good shape” and that Afghanistan was ”enjoying a rising
in cities big and small. That’s one big difference between the two countries.Preparations are BEING made for another round of unrest by certain anti-government elements, Deputy Prime Minister Suthep Thaugsuban

could not explain how a series of errors had been made which resulted in parents BEING wrongly told their school projects had been spared. ”We don’t have an answer on that,”
a government website on Monday incorrectly identified some as spared when in fact they were BEING halted. The error became apparent when councils were contacted by phone the next day to

by the loss.” It’s not easy to explain what the Fanclub themselves get out of BEING in a band. They aren’t a gang of inseparable mates: Blake lives in Canada with
Spain and Japan, and played Bandwagonesque in its entirety at assorted gigs. When they’re not BEING Teenage Fanclub, they also play with other people, such as Daniel Johnston or the Pastels.

think I should rent or buy a flat now?” Pan may have felt flattered in BEING consulted on sky-high housing prices at so befitting an altitude. As with Ren’s words, Pan’s
lying in bed, the quiet settling in around me and the smoky scent of barbecues BEING fired up all over the neighborhood give me a hit of anticipatory pleasure of the

after Oliver’s Jamie’s School Dinners series in 2005. The programme revealed that many children were BEING fed chips and Turkey Twizzlers. ”Some people in government might look at the figures and
old-fashioned opening straight away – it isn’t that Claire Denis has a strong case for BEING considered the best female film director working today; it’s far more that she is one

”disparity,” not wealth itself. We are still consoled by the distant blessing of having wealth BEING equally shared by the people. A curse To Thoreau, ”a high standard of living” is
historic legacies are such archaic hangovers as the Act of Settlement, preventing the monarch from BEING – or marrying – a Catholic: a 300 year-old piece of legislation that some bishops

hand, or Old Etonian toffs on the other, it’s good to see someone resolutely middle-class BEING honoured. John Prescott’s dad was a railway manager, and you can’t get more bourgeois than
name. He also gets his mitts on the ”rights, privileges, pre-eminences, immunities and advantages” of BEING a peer. It was perfect Prescott. You could almost hear him declaiming on the Today

quiffy hair, like some sort of diffident, undead Elvis. But she, of course, is also BEING courted by a werewolf hunk called Jacob, played by Taylor Lautner, a reckless, shirtless individual
three months imprisonment.An Egyptian security official says an African migrant bled to death after BEING shot in the leg by border guards as he tried to cross into Israel.Men

bishop of Reading following a previous outcry by conservative evangelicals against John’s sexuality. Fingers are BEING pointed at the same evangelical hardliners who orchestrated the 2003 campaign. The theologian, who is
not only her battle against alcohol and drug addiction but also what it was like BEING a lesbian in a less tolerant age. ”It will not be just about her musical

and recorded the results in this piece about following an animal all the way from BEING ’on the hoof’ to the butcher’s slab (or almost; the animal I chose for slaughter
brown butterflies. Grasshoppers rose like sparks, and along a tributary of the Ouse darted hefty BLACK dragonflies. At the brow of the hill, we were plunged into the crepuscular calm of

film, presented as part of a new BFI retrospective, is a wartime conspiracy thriller, a BLACK -comic nightmare and a surrealist masterpiece in which stoutly English-seeming army types reveal themselves to be
white cops or evil drug dealer rivals. Lucky Kunene is a carjacker-turned-property-racketeer who exploits poor BLACK tenants in Jo’burg’s shabby housing blocks, scheming rent-strikes and squat-takeovers against nervy white landlords. He

kind we pass every day and never notice. One is a cleaning woman in a BLUE uniform, sitting on a curb, her face buried in her hands. Another is a woman
should declare a day of recognition and respect for all the women and men in BLUE (and not in blue), who are keeping this city clean and livable.” He said, ”In

of the sun during the day. Borschberg took off from Payerne airfield into the clear BLUE sky shortly before 7am yesterday, allowing the plane to soak up plenty of sunshine and
for food around our tents, but it was a symphony of wood pigeons and the busy- BODY cark of a crow that caused me to stir at 5am. By July, the dawn

in the way of flair or pace. But the opening scenes showing Lucky’s motionless, blood-spattered BODY , with his deadpan voiceover, certainly get things started with a bang. Rating: 2/5 - Crime
improve its appearance. When I visited Dianchi Lake about four years ago, the heavily polluted BODY of water was being girded by a superhighway. I read recently that the area immediately

the complaints have been solved. The Expo organizers have set up a precious stones advisory BODY in response to complaints by people concerned about the quality of valuable gems they purchased.
is now working with the Shanghai Youth League’s 12355 hotline. Minors and young women can CALL either hotline to receive medical, psychological or legal help from a team of lawyers, experts

and realized that a union should stand for the interests of the workers. Hence the CALL for a new union which really represents them. The Honda strike also proved that in
decibel levels at their maximum. Moreover, what remnants do emerge are what you can only CALL Top Gear humour: smarmy boys-will-be-boys back-slapping. The A-Team, you suspect, is the kind of movie
regions have tried to interdict the party’s extended national council from taking a decision to CALL off its forthcoming conference.Sudanese President Omar al-Bashir has tweaked his team of advisers to

given more of the public funds, in the form of longer franchises and what they CALL ”vertical integration” – which would amount to rail infrastructure being fragmented and divvied up among
is serious about offshore processing of asylum seekers she should pick up the phone and CALL Nauru, Opposition Leader Tony Abbott says.” – ” Jeffrey John is rejected for a bishopric

number of peacekeepers in the country.When Anna Chapman’s high school boyfriend got a phone CALL about Chapman and her spying charges, he could not believe his ears. He recalls her
is serious about offshore processing of asylum seekers she should pick up the phone and CALL Nauru, Opposition Leader Tony Abbott says.” – ” David Cameron urged to consider appointing cleric

night of June 4, the All-China Federation of Trade Unions (ACFTU) issued an emergency notice CALLING for greater trade union presence and autonomy ?? under the Party’s leadership. The notice came
them ditching electric guitars for acoustic folk, enabling guitarist Jamie MacColl to follow his dynastic CALLING – his musician father Neill co-produces. There are some lovely songs – Many Ways is

her, he flew her to California just to hear her sing. *And then success came CALLING ?* There was a spell of knocking on doors before a major label signed her. But
country to sell its diamonds, saying the government desperately needed the income.A petition is CALLING for authorities to investigate claims that a mass of ice is pressing against the Sayano-Shushenskaya

cark of a crow that caused me to stir at 5am. By July, the dawn CHORUS is virtually silent compared with the cacophony of spring but a chiffchaff still sounded in
1959 song Come Softly to Me, and to George and Felix Powell for lifting their CHORUS to Pack Up Your Troubles in Your Old Kit-Bag. The vintage of those steals indicates

shares a bit of Bat for Lashes’ airy drama, while Bye Bye Bye’s cool, clear CHORUS is probably the album’s best shot at that sweet spot between artful sonics and all-out
Nice, while the finale is a rousing, sad-edged shanty Shallow Brown, with Waterson leading a CHORUS that includes Carthy, Martin and other family members. Impressive, even by their standards. Rating: 5/5

are able to kill more than 90% of all strains of HIV, researchers say. The FINDING could lead to the development of new treatments and a possible vaccine. An effective vaccine
the NHS, which had been criticised for awarding hospitals a ”good” rating despite later investigations FINDING wards with bloody instruments and soiled beds. The Care Quality Commission (CQC) confirmed today that

him ”making obeisances to the general manager while taking instructions, and the mike in his HAND magnified his repeated ’hums’ of assent.” On other occasions Wu was seen to be hovering
capitulation to the fringe noisemakers. ”He could recover some credibility if he went mitre in HAND to the PM and asked him to intervene and use his constitutional prerogative to consider

facing up to the reality that terrorism is not something far away but close at HAND , and that no one can provide them with the assurance that all attacks can and
husband. Also, in these days when politicians seem to be either prolier-than-thou on the one HAND , or Old Etonian toffs on the other, it’s good to see someone resolutely middle-class being
capitulation to the fringe noisemakers. ”He could recover some credibility if he went mitre in HAND to the PM and asked him to intervene and use his constitutional prerogative to consider

was that the bleating of a lamb or the hooting of an owl I could HEAR in one of the glorious old oaks that bordered Wapsbourne Wood? Sheep? Owl? I was
A singer-songwriter in the classic 1970s soft-rock mould of Karen Carpenter and Carole King. To HEAR her, you’d never guess she was an Anglo-Pakistani hippy with a complicated history. *How complicated,

euphoria or desolation. When Bacharach came across her, he flew her to California just to HEAR her sing. *And then success came calling?* There was a spell of knocking on doors
1 exposure in the offing, she could be a wild-card pop success. *Where can I HEAR her?* You can hear three songs at myspace.com/rumerlovesyou. Caroline Sullivan guardian.co.uk Guardian News &

Pain – things sound more playful than haunted. Indeed, it’s both comforting and sad to HEAR the audible fun involved in making this record. Still, it’s hard to hear Chesnutt’s goofy
or wounded. Helmand has been a classic of generals telling politicians what they want to HEAR – as before Iraq that function was performed by spies. In three and a half

pre-eminences, immunities and advantages” of being a peer. It was perfect Prescott. You could almost HEAR him declaiming on the Today programme: ”Now that I have a seat, place and voice
have the ability to focus on telling detail. A dermatologist recalls his shocked disbelief at HEARING George Bush say on TV that ”we will fight the sons of al-Qaida on Iraqi

made some unfortunate PR gaffes and have performed poorly in front of a US government HEARING . But many major shareholders, despite losing half the value of their investments in BP owing
plants and the suicide leaps at Foxconn tend to cast that honor in a dubious LIGHT . For instance, in the strike that erupted May 17 at Honda’s Foshan plant, workers halted

in the distance. The valley was a crucible of grey blues and greens as a LIGHT morning rain pattered on the tent. The most exciting morning encounter with our fellow mammals
of the afterlife and resurrection tends to cast death in a less tragic and absolute LIGHT . Thus, when I saw a cemetery next to the Trinity Church in lower Manhattan, with

hooks of Moneybox, Skinny Genes, Pack Up and Missing are irresistible – that feels as LIGHT as air, melting on your tongue. Admittedly, that also means that as soon as it
Its report, Do School Facilities Affect Academic Outcomes?, found that spatial configurations, noise, heat, cold, LIGHT and air quality obviously bear on students’ and teachers’ ability to perform. This can be

not to be moved by songs such as The Fall, in which McGinley sings: ”I LIGHT a fire underneath what I was/ I won’t feel sad, only warmed by the loss.”
a real priority, and becomes increasingly the preserve of our pampered civil servants. In that LIGHT , Ren might be stating a simple truth many prefer to keep to themselves. Another celebrity
Here arises the question why people attend universities. Do they go there for sweetness and LIGHT , or for a certificate that helps them in the job market? The purpose of true

Pork Pie Hat* A tale of headwear thievery that might have proven too traumatic to LISTEN to, were it not for the chirpy ska and harmonica flourishes. *The Animals – The
the mandolin. Then I read Tin’s dond of the week posting and went back to LISTEN to the lyrics again. There’s certainly something vivid about them, enhanced almost by the quick

DAB station – shows the potential demand for diversity is there. Yet only 24% of LISTENING is through DAB radios, though the price is falling fast and is now around £30
they’re actually the children of the people who bought our records, and they’ve grown up LISTENING to us.” The passage of time has been a favourite theme of Fanclub songs since

with just voice and guitar: Rinse Me Down would sound better without any drums, never MIND machine gun rolls. Leaving Blues is Steadman’s haunting account of having to say goodbye, which
glitchy, woozy techno that doesn’t even so much as mention bobble hats in passing (never MIND summer). But still, I like it. *Ian MacNabb – German Soldier’s Helmet Circa 1943* An

makes no mention of moral characteristics, such as Confucian values of benevolence and balance of MIND . As long as you have a skill, like financial engineering - even better if you
decades, and will remain for decades longer. Like so many of society’s waste problems, out-of-sight, out-of- MIND has become a de facto ”solution.” Since the economic crisis, many local governments in China

after a failed attempt to study economics she entered the film school IDHEC with a MIND to make fiction. That led her to an early career as an assistant director. In
initial portrait of a real and chaotic ordeal yields to the woman’s passionate state of MIND . In the years since, her ambition has known no bounds. She made a couple of

XVI announced the ”Year of the Priest” that concluded Friday, he probably didn’t have in MIND the sort of year he got.” – ”The one-hour cable television special in which the
huangfen eaten with sauce mixed with mashed garlic and fine shreds of pepper makes the MOUTH water. According to news reports, all three ingredients in this treat - mung beans, garlic

country, with differences in location, funding and demographics, all have raised achievement notably using five common- SENSE steps. While the Obama administration, with its federal Race to the Top program, is setting

school districts have raised achievement and closed achievement gaps using approaches that make such obvious SENSE , it would amaze parents to know that these aren’t the norm everywhere.Defense Secretary Robert
might develop as more details emerged about public finances. ”I don’t think people have any SENSE of the scale of public expenditure reductions there are going to be,” he said. ”Some

with local partners in hoarding mung beans and garlic, steadily pushing high the price. Common SENSE would suggest the growers, retailers and wholesalers would be among those who profit. That’s not
get from each album, and I think that’s a good thing.” That familiarity, and the SENSE that they have grown older with their audience, may explain why the Fanclub now attract

be done in this case is to give some very crude numbers to provide a SENSE of scale. Perhaps the only academic estimate of the carbon footprint of an atomic war
practice. His lack of worldly ambition puzzled even Ralph Waldo Emerson, who was in a SENSE his mentor. Thoreau’s test proceeded from his dissatisfaction with increasing social and mechanical complexity, and

of complexity is more complexity still.” Thus, he advocates a kind of individualism, in the SENSE that individuals must reform themselves if society is to be reformed. In some sense, this
as professionally and quickly as this was, I can’t claim to be overwhelmed by a SENSE of grief and self-disgust when I feel none. I did not hesitate about eating an

and helped them become tamer’; and finally physical exercise so that the vessel of the SOUL becomes beautiful and adequate.This way,” the professor continued, ”the young men ’would become worthy
Limi[48] Former Bethnal Green and Bow MP has written a musical about the 60s SOUL legend Dusty Springfield Perhaps he just didn’t know what to do with himself after leaving

– the former Bethnal Green and Bow MP has written a musical about the 60s SOUL legend Dusty Springfield. Galloway’s controversial and colourful career has seen him fight economic sanctions against
isolation, only the end of an unhealthy pretence that one church above all others can SPEAK for a diverse nation. David Hume once argued: ”The union of the civil and ecclesiastical

ground sooner rather than later, he added, referring to contacts with Taliban elements. He was SPEAKING at a meeting in London organised by the International Institute for Strategic Studies, at which
at the latest by 2015, the date Britain’s next general election is due. Burt was SPEAKING as the Ministry of Defence announced the death of another member of Britain’s armed forces

horrified by what I saw means I am lacking empathetic skills; that I am, emotionally SPEAKING , a plank of wood. Unsurprisingly I don’t think so. Cruel or inhumane treatment is obviously
and long evenings have encouraged more bracken and bluebells. I have been spending too much TIME in the garden and countryside, and went on a very enjoyable trip through our lovely

and freeing it from Rob’s tent, it briskly flew into the trees. Despite all our TIME in the woods, we didn’t see another on the trip. We cannot choose which wild
of the interconnectedness of the police and investigators.METRO Line 2 will extend its service TIME on its eastern extension toward Pudong airport beginning tomorrow. The new daily hours will be

line’s hours again in future. Most lines run until after 10pm every day. The interval TIME between trains along the eastern extension will be cut to about 8.5 minutes from more
financial figures. These are likely to show BP’s basic profits are up on the same TIME last year but down on the first three months of the year – although the

of the clean-up, said that the first relief well could stop the leak by the TIME of the financial results. ”In a perfect world with no interruptions, it’s possible to be
Twizzlers. ”Some people in government might look at the figures and think that it’s now TIME to take the foot off the gas because it’s a success story. That would be

completely wrong,” said Oliver. ”Now is the TIME to move up a gear. This is the time for education and health departments to
tombs. Some of them have rested in peace for thousands of years, and it is TIME they be resurrected and pressed into service of our GDP. Such underworld resources particularly favor

Office for Budget Responsibility? Having cuddled up to the ConDems, has he, for the second TIME , been having trouble sleeping? ”The nightmare I sometimes have, runs as follows,” he told filmmaker
In fact, losses are approaching 80% of Prospect’s turnover. Smart bloke, Goodhart. Out just in TIME . • Ego alert. The strange alliance of Courtney Love and Hugo Chávez. Make way, make

that it belies the title to be something about parental love and the passage of TIME . Rather than, say, war. *Jimmy Buffett – They Don’t Dance Like Carmen No More* Another
bit of nostalgia, this TIME for an age where men were men and women wore fruit on their heads. Touching

the writeoffs. Yes, fresh scandal is plaguing a Yantai-based Foxconn plant, but it is probably TIME to look beyond Foxconn. By all accounts Foxconn pay is quite competitive, with the additional
attraction that it always pays on TIME . But the numerous other plants not threatened with fatal jumps are unlikely to follow in

of anti-Catholic discrimination from the Act of Settlement. No government is likely to devote parliamentary TIME to the cause. It is true, too, that the established part of the church tends
from press row … Text messages from press row … For the first TIME the carbon emissions of every local authority have been released. Find out how yours does

help them assess their carbon emissions and decide what energy efficiency measures to take over TIME , but it’s not for us to delve into the data and do their work for
slant on the first world war rumour about bayoneting babies, a rumour still at that TIME current, but revealing to us now, in 2010, an eerie innocence of what the Nazis

W. in Xuhui District. Students found that the school changed its name for the fourth TIME , from Shanghai Huahang College to ”Aviation Branch of Shanghai Xinzhi Continuing Education College,” in a
said today that he planned to lobby David Cameron. ”When you have spent all this TIME through the education system and the council and others to build up these schools to

lost out twice: once in not getting the funding they were promised, and a second TIME because they have now slipped behind the schools that already received funding in an earlier
and the occurrence of the accident was 9 seconds. Prosecutors thus said Pan had enough TIME to change lanes. The court said no obstacles had hindered Pan from taking action to

not unreasonable in an ever-sprawling city like Shanghai. But on average, they spend no less TIME than me on the road as they often get stuck in the middle of nowhere
in an ever more crowded city. Forty-seven minutes - that’s the average TIME from home to the office in Shanghai. It takes 52 minutes in Beijing and 48

he looked a little weary. ” – ”Spain reaches World Cup final for the first TIME despite a questionable coaching decision. Spain reaches World Cup final for the first time despite
said today that he planned to lobby David Cameron. ”When you have spent all this TIME through the education system and the council and others to build up these schools to

lost out twice: once in not getting the funding they were promised, and a second TIME because they have now slipped behind the schools that already received funding in an earlier
”modern comforts,” my wife and I have been searching the other way round all the TIME - and this time we got it right. Forgotten values Quite a few Chinese economists

police after a priest told him about molestations because it was church policy at the TIME to handle such issues ’pastorally,’ deposition shows. Cardinal Roger Mahony defended his 1986 decision not
who admitted he molested children, saying his actions were consistent with church policy at that TIME , according to a deposition made public Tuesday. ” – ”James’ decision will come in a

in the first 10 minutes. James’ decision will come in a prime- TIME special on ESPN. But don’t despair — he is supposed to make the big announcement
people who bought our records, and they’ve grown up listening to us.” The passage of TIME has been a favourite theme of Fanclub songs since their debut single in 1990, Everything

when it feels right.” The softly spoken McGinley observes that the delay between albums allows TIME for the reflection that is the dominant mood of the songs. ”I don’t think we
president.” Two dirty shoes were hurled at him minutes after he began to address a big- TIME property summit in Dalian, Liaoning Province, on May 7. At the time of the assault
Twizzlers. ”Some people in government might look at the figures and think that it’s now TIME to take the foot off the gas because it’s a success story. That would be

completely wrong,” said Oliver. ”Now is the TIME to move up a gear. This is the time for education and health departments to
a war doesn’t need to be nuclear to have a large carbon footprint. At the TIME of writing the financial cost of the US military operation in Iraq since 2003 has

a film that makes us feel we are seeing Africa as if for the first TIME . In nearly every shot, there is the imprint of heat, desolation, difficulty and the potential
mix of ethnologist and dramatist in Denis. This may sound academic (and Denis does spend TIME teaching), but these are films in which old-style identification and sympathy have been supplanted by

his sensuous indulgences in nature. If we turned the clock one century back from the TIME when Halle cycled around Washington as a bird watcher, we have still greater surprises. In
to stay aloft in the dark. But don’t expect it to replace jet propulsion any TIME soon. An experimental solar-powered plane landed safely Thursday after completing its first 24-hour test flight,

and very few go to church. Unravelling the church’s established status would be complex and TIME -consuming: it took parliament 70 years to disestablish the much smaller church in Wales. - Anglicanism
– if I might finish what I’m saying, John, without you interrupting me all the TIME , it’s what you do, well I haven’t got time for that – the public assemblies,

name be considered further. They accused the archbishop of betraying his old friend a second TIME . One senior cleric said: ”The time of reckoning has come for Rowan. The events of
sung and recorded before, often with the family group Waterson:Carthy, but this is the first TIME that these award-winning pioneers of the folk revival have released an album together as a

ex-Iraq rather than Vietnam vets. The central foursome are still intact: Liam Neeson provides a TOUCH of George Peppard-type gravitas as cigar-chomping Hannibal Smith; nerdy Sharlto Copley – a revelation in
stabilise the pioneering plane as it touched down, ensuring that its massive 63-metre wingspan didn’t TOUCH the ground and topple the craft. The record feat completes seven years of planning and

down”). Although the occasional restrained bass works well, this transitional album works best with just VOICE and guitar: Rinse Me Down would sound better without any drums, never mind machine gun
and the godfather of lounge, Burt Bacharach. *What does Bacharach see in her?* Rumer’s pure VOICE and lilting melodies are influenced by artists he worked with, Carpenter and Dionne Warwick. Rumer

effective. *Lyle Lovett – Don’t Touch My Hat* I like Lovett’s humour and his velvety VOICE almost as much as Lovett himself appears to like his Stetson. You can have his
hear him declaiming on the Today programme: ”Now that I have a seat, place and VOICE in the parliaments and – if I might finish what I’m saying, John, without you

public sector as a result of the deepest cuts in government spending since the second WORLD war, but reduced the total by 175,000 after making assumptions about pensions and pay. A
a narrative arc. Their interviewees start by describing their lives in Saddam’s Iraq: undeniably a WORLD of fear and terror, but one that bred its own ironic survival mechanisms. The subjects

public gatherings.The website lets you rent a friend, but is that really what the WORLD needs? If you’re among those who think Facebook’s definition of friends is hollow, you may
well could stop the leak by the time of the financial results. ”In a perfect WORLD with no interruptions, it’s possible to be ready to stop the well between 20 July

growth have already eradicated most physical traces that might suggest our distant past in this WORLD , a breed of more enterprising Chinese are directing their attention to the nether world. They
cute little fat guy,” says Courtney. El Groupie. • And finally, who will rule the WORLD on Sunday – Holland or Spain? And what will the result mean for Nick Clegg,

tempered and moderated, their impulses regulated through the realm of music, and fitter in the WORLD of exercise. Confucius had similar teachings but modern China has somehow abandoned them in a
less. Athens has been restoring the Acropolis since 1975. Technically, many other cities in the WORLD could have done likewise with their own relics, but they have not done so. Therefore

who is standing here, reeling off the high mortality rates of pregnant women around the WORLD , is well-meaning. Surely he does not intend to scare me when he confides that despite
of violence and beastliness towards civilians – even daringly putting a slant on the first WORLD war rumour about bayoneting babies, a rumour still at that time current, but revealing to

of them and get on with the job of creating a more civilised and caring WORLD . Can anyone explain what in God’s name the church is for? *Alan Clark * *London*
SHANGHAI will receive more electricity from renewable sources than any other city in the WORLD now that a power transmission network in Sichuan Province has begun operation, Shanghai Electric Power

subject to our Terms & Conditions | More Feeds He claims to be promoting ” WORLD peace” but Italian Mario Ferri had another agenda when he ran on to the field
that the god Tane separated his parents, the Sky and the Earth, to create the WORLD . This Maori creation story is presented in the pavilion themed ”Cities of Nature: Living Between

boost rural communities and to encourage women to help with food production during the first WORLD war. But over the years it has developed to help members build new skills and
predecessors would have done. Cameron has sensibly lowered the bar for British self-esteem in the WORLD – and a good thing, too. He approaches his visit to Washington later this month

alleged role in disrupting an Israeli diplomat’s speech has focused attention on the largely hidden WORLD of student discipline and group punishment on college campuses. ” – ”The team doesn’t elaborate
will, become one of the most famous – or infamous – gay clergymen in the WORLD , but whereas Gene Robinson, the openly gay US Episcopalian bishop of New Hampshire, has embraced

succeeded in pushing aside local groups and establishing their own ”spheres of influence” throughout the WORLD , from Australia to Mexico.WITH summer temperatures rising, Huashi Pharmacy Co., the only chemist inside
leader Plodprasop Suraswadi said on Thursday.Although soccer is the most popular sport around the WORLD , in the U.S. it’s far down the list. But our population is changing, and our

view of ourselves may also change. How can the most popular sport in the WORLD be so insignificant and secondary in the United States? A new poll shows a
to Act One of Lohengrin. The Cleveland Orchestra is one of the greatest in the WORLD – the playing is perfection. Rating: 4/5 - Richard Wagner - Classical music Tim Ashley

on about the politically correct buzzword ”low carbon,” many politicians, academics and businessmen across the WORLD hardly look beyond solar power, clean-energy cars and measures like that. They seldom think out
the box - the city ”boxed” in cars and concrete jungles - as if the WORLD knows no better way to cut carbon emission than fueling cars and high-rises with so-called

in trade or in war. That’s the ugly side of nation-state politics. But for the WORLD - industrialized and urbanized nations in particular - sto survive sustainably and intelligently requires a
brands or any other consumer goods are no longer an attraction - they’ve seen the WORLD . What’s in short supply in the center of a metropolitan like Nanjing Road W. is

the temple in China, the shrine in Sherman Oaks focuses on philosophy and meditation. China’s WORLD -famous Shaolin Temple gained prominence among many Americans with the release of the 1980s martial arts
David Cameron is visiting the White House, the Wall Street Journal reported. ”In a perfect WORLD with no interruptions, it’s possible to be ready to stop the well between 20 July

how did the scandal affect Copenhagen? The East Anglia emails were released just weeks before WORLD leaders gathered in Copenhagen in December to continue talks on a new treaty to curb
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Bafta-hosting stint last year at the behest of his followers. This was a uniquely Rossian ACT . You wouldn’t see Steven Fry attempt this, not least because Fry tends to use every
into the ground in frustration despite finding the green at the sixth hole but his ACT of petulance seemed to spark him into life. He birdied the seventh before flashing a

fence is ”vital for Israel’s security”; 72% agree that the Gaza war was a ”legitimate ACT of self-defence”; and 87% agree that ”Iran represents a threat to Israel’s existence”. Throughout the
to listen first. Before you can work out what to do together and how to ACT together, you have to take time hear their stories to discover their values and what

with water-guzzling industrial expansion and population growth, Shaanxi and Hubei themselves are craving water. To ADDRESS its own water shortage problem, Shaanxi intends to divert part of the Hanjiang to the
license to operate a website in China was renewed for a year, Google did not ADDRESS that during yesterday’s earnings call other than to say that revenue from the country in

buildings and capital since the second world war. Yes, more should have been done to ADDRESS social mobility, but neither should we expect the results of these endeavours overnight. If in
yet-undefined mission. Minister of Sports Affairs Ali bin Masoud al Sunaidy gives keynote ADDRESS - MUSCAT ‚ The Muscat Asian Beach Games Organising Committee (MABGOC) yesterday hosted the first

similar policies have caused in places like Ireland. We have to show that, far from BEING a special case, the damage that the arts will suffer is simply a microcosm of
much sense, but the second is so strong that it has a good chance of BEING accepted by the U.S. Supreme Court.Thunderstorms on Thursday afternoon rumbled across San Diego and

their backs.” But Cavendish defended his teammate. ”Mark Renshaw fought to prevent the lane from BEING closed on him,” said Cavendish, referring to his forward trajectory. ”He didn’t want to be
his death, was suspended for a year today for misconduct. But Jerome Ikwueke, 63, escaped BEING struck off by a disciplinary panel that had previously ruled there were serious failings in

growth. A far grander move is occurring in Kunming, capital of Yunnan Province, and is BEING contemplated by Chongqing, which has earmarked a staggering 180 billion yuan for face-lift. Both areas
I visited Dianchi Lake about four years ago, the heavily polluted body of water was BEING girded by a superhighway. I read recently that the area immediately surrounding the fast-shrinking lake

contemporary the double helix discoverer James Dewey Watson: ”I found him the most unpleasant human BEING I had ever met.” But such episodes are just turbid pools in the limpid stream
week, referring, in large part, to strong Israel supporters in Jewish communities, who are now BEING more openly critical of the rightwing policies of the Israeli government. We know what American

strike, a turning point in the history of the British labour movement, as well as BEING founder of the Catholic temperance society. It resurfaced on 3 May this year at the
tons of food and medical supplies, which will later be shipped overland to Gaza after BEING inspected.Foreigners who want to relocate their families to Russia face a major new headache:

Daily yesterday. ”Every city planner in China had better understood this, especially when Shanghai is BEING glorified as the host of the World Expo,” warned Ding Gang in his editorial, titled
wrong.” Another alignment with Ken. That’s interesting, because, of course, what Oona’s mostly about is BEING youthfully, excitingly different from him. The reason for her bijou press conference yesterday was to

him is now enormous. On the face of it, he remains unstoppable. Yet Oona isn’t BEING walked o[64] Announcement comes as Hillary Clinton says she will investigate claims BP lobbied
flight 103, which killed 270 people in 1988. He was freed on compassionate grounds after BEING diagnosed with terminal cancer and given three months to live. There was outrage on both

philosopher William James - ”If you wish to upset the law that all crows are BLACK , you mustn’t seek to show that no crows are; it is enough if you prove
much of the soccer world a Manchester United jersey is the equivalent of the little BLACK dress, something every fan’s wardrobe must have. So when United begin their four-game North American

represent that it kills and eats the larvae of others, and also links to its BLACK colour ‚ the hood of an executioner is traditionally black.” Runners-up in the same category
echoed a similar theme, coming up with the Windsor witch beetle and BLACK prince beetle. ”Judging the competition was very hard, as in every case there were at

eats the grubs of other beetles and has a thorax that looks like a heavy BLACK hood. In just two words, the queen’s executioner captures its nature, appearance and place, and
this because it looks likes the holes of a pepper pot and it’s blue!” *Runner-up* Blue- BLACK bling beetle - clickety6 ”It is black in colour, usually with a weak but noticeable

represent that it kills (and eats) the larvae of others and also links to its BLACK colour (the hood of an executioner is traditionally black).” *Runner-up* Windsor witch beetle - mzythlp
represent that it kills and eats the larvae of others, and also links to its BLACK colour ‚ the hood of an executioner is traditionally black.” Runners-up in the same category

echoed a similar theme, coming up with the Windsor witch beetle and BLACK prince beetle. ”Judging the competition was very hard, as in every case there were at
eats the grubs of other beetles and has a thorax that looks like a heavy BLACK hood. In just two words, the queen’s executioner captures its nature, appearance and place, and

a once in a life-time figure. But two years ago no one could imagine a BLACK man as president of the United States. If that was possible in America, I think
for *Megapenthes lugens* *Cryptocephalus punctiger* This beetle has a body length of 2.4mm-2.9mm. It is BLACK , usually with a subtle blueish metal shine. Their small size, coupled with a tendency to

every name is so obviously apt, however. The winner for naming *Cryptocephalus punctiger* was the BLUE pepper-pot beetle, a name which brilliantly captures the iridescent colour and markings, but also serves
kind we pass every day and never notice. One is a cleaning woman in a BLUE uniform, sitting on a curb, her face buried in her hands. Another is a woman

should declare a day of recognition and respect for all the women and men in BLUE (and not in blue), who are keeping this city clean and livable.” He said, ”In
call it this because it looks likes the holes of a pepper pot and it’s BLUE !” *Runner-up* Blue-black bling beetle - clickety6 ”It is black in colour, usually with a weak

waves run softly up the beach of greyish sand. The sun shines from a newly BLUE sky, bringing a gentle warmth to the early evening. Towards the far end of the
shine like tiny scarlet jewels. Dotted among them are rarer treasures of violet and brilliant BLUE . From the top of the cliff falls a glittering curtain of silvery droplets. It is

its wispy texture, and echoes of the tradition of giving special names to plants and BODY parts for witches’ brews. Not every name is so obviously apt, however. The winner for
might be too old by then. Beckham disagreed. ”I think Ryan has looked after his BODY so well for many years and that’s the reason why he’s playing at such a

first place, with a bigger role for parliament, to ensuring regular reviews of both the BODY and the way the department oversees the relationship and including sunset clauses to limit their
We recommend a far simpler system based on how much freedom from ministerial control a BODY needs to perform its function. That needs to distinguish between three types of ALB: constitutional

a review of the Legal Services Commission. Despite spending some ¬£2bn of public money, that BODY hadn’t been reviewed in the 10 years since it had been set up. Its sponsor
the suggestion of *queen’s executioner beetle* for *Megapenthes lugens* *Cryptocephalus punctiger* This beetle has a BODY length of 2.4mm-2.9mm. It is black, usually with a subtle blueish metal shine. Their small

and a detailed examination would reveal it has two pairs of antennae and that its BODY is composed of 13 segments plus a tail and 16 legs. It was designated as
improve its appearance. When I visited Dianchi Lake about four years ago, the heavily polluted BODY of water was being girded by a superhighway. I read recently that the area immediately

make more power without adding bulk and eat a strictly controlled diet to keep their BODY fat down to around 4-6%. Big riders might make more power, but not enough to
a week for around five years. That’s about how long it takes to condition the BODY thoroughly enough. After three years of retirement, during which he ran marathons rather than sit
the hill,” Rearick said. ”You can compete into the mid 30s. It’s about can the BODY hold up? Bode’s in pretty good health.” Miller broke away from the US team in

did you not ever have a wank thinking of Thatcher?” It caused senior Tories to CALL for Ross’s head, and tracking down a clip online is almost impossible. 2 Pete Doherty,
don’t think the decline in vegetable prices would be sustainable,” Wang said. ”We reaffirm our CALL for the headline year-on-year CPI inflation to peak in July and start to edge down

has been painstakingly restored Municipal bus drivers are up in arms about what they CALL poor management and poor political leadership from the Tshwane Metro Council.Six girls drowned after
to a common set of values ‚ taking responsibility, hard work, loyalty (what religious people CALL faithfulness), reciprocity and the dignity of the individual. What these movements represent, and what they

report on the Islamnews.ru web site.PARENTS of children who suffer from cleft palates can CALL 5106-8666 to receive free plastic surgery, officials from Rose Medical Beauty Hospital said yesterday. The
the Gulf of Mexico,” Kent Wells, a senior vice-president for BP, said in a conference CALL . ”But we just started the test and I don’t want to create a false sense

night of June 4, the All-China Federation of Trade Unions (ACFTU) issued an emergency notice CALLING for greater trade union presence and autonomy ?? under the Party’s leadership. The notice came
to write by her bosses and/or parents. And on (and on) it went, with the name- CALLING echoed in other venues that failed to fall in line with the gooier critical consensus.

Winehouse’s next album are high. As early as 2008, an exec at Universal Records was CALLING her new material ”exceptional”, and in October 2009, the co-president of Island Records said he
who comprise 27 percent of MLB’s players, have begun to add their voices to the CHORUS of opposition. Among them is Kansas City Royals pitcher Joakim Soria, a Mexican, who is

heavyweights, ended his 17-year reign by abruptly resigning late Thursday. He did so the same DAY that lawmakers granted him a $24,500-a-month pension. Too few Russians currently go online for
on July 26 2007 when Peter Connelly’s mother brought him to see you. ”On that DAY , his changed demeanour and appearance coupled with all that you knew about his past should

joint press conference yesterday gave an overview of the meetings and discussions, which included the two- DAY Olympic Solidarity/Olympic Council of Asia Continental Forum, a competition venue tour, and the Muscat 2010
application of the rule, including compelling athletes to nominate their whereabouts for an hour every DAY over a quarterly period, would only apply to cricketers placed on a registered testing pool.

in Shanghai, up 2.2 percent from its issuing price. The bank then dropped to an intra- DAY low of 2.69 yuan before ending at 2.70 yuan, up 0.75 percent. The benchmark Shanghai
with its four state-owned rivals, which rose at least 5.1 percent on their first trading DAY . There’s no daily limit on the first trading day. AgBank raked in US$19.2 billion in

in addition to Christian pastors. ” – ”Old Course is defenseless for much of the DAY , and young player from Northern Ireland just misses a shot at all-time major record. He
two-shot lead over South Africa’s Louis Oosthuizen. Old Course is defenseless for much of the DAY , and young player from Northern Ireland just misses a shot at all-time major record.null

last year’s Ashes series. But with heavy cloud cover over Lord’s for the second successive DAY in the first test against Pakistan, Australia captain Ricky Ponting judged correctly that Watson could
camp is an eyesore and off-putting to tourists, a steady stream of tourists arrives every DAY to photograph one another against the colourful banners and the now rather wind-battered vegetable garden.

a unique piece, demonstrating the varying ambitions and skills of the pottery painters of the DAY . One is an Islamic-inspired tulip design; another, marking the marriage of NT to ET in
been honored by Dutch Prime Minister Jan Peter Balkenende at the start of a hectic DAY of celebrations for the tournament runners-up.Juval Porat is fitting in well with the Beth

her retirement. They are invaluable to us as they depict the beauty of nature. One DAY I asked if she ever worried these lovely paintings might be stolen, and she laughed,
flaunt their wealth. It’s the system that allowed them to grow like monsters.A judge’s FINDING that DOMA violates the Constitution’s equal protection clause could be accepted by the U.S. Supreme

but rarely acknowledged the applause. Woods slammed his club into the ground in frustration despite FINDING the green at the sixth hole but his act of petulance seemed to spark him
by an L.A. jury to six Nicaraguan men in a lawsuit against food giant Dole, FINDING that fraud by American and Nicaraguan attorneys had tainted the trial. NEW DELHI ‚

of Mvume Dandala’s official resignation.A Khartoum court has reportedly jailed three opposition journalists after FINDING them guilty of destabilising the constitutional system.Russia broke off talks with Moldova about lifting
a curious moment just after the climax when Rhodes makes a slip with his right HAND , and then touches the iPad’s screen. To mark a difficult place to remember to practise

him ”making obeisances to the general manager while taking instructions, and the mike in his HAND magnified his repeated ’hums’ of assent.” On other occasions Wu was seen to be hovering
see of Seve Ballesteros this week at the British Open. Ballesteros hoped to be on HAND at the Old Course for a four-hole exhibition of past champions commemorating the 150th anniversary

and fiscal crisis could undermine expansion of the world’s No. 1 economy. On the other HAND , crude prices were supported by the weekly inventories report from the Energy Department’s Energy Information
contractor Adam Dillon says ”there’s just so many moving parts and moving pieces, the right HAND is just not talking to the left” If you’ve been reading Mother Jones lately, you’ve

enforcement agencies. ”There’s just so many moving parts and moving pieces,” he says. ”The right HAND is just not talking to the left.” In BP’s attempts to control the flow of
facing up to the reality that terrorism is not something far away but close at HAND , and that no one can provide them with the assurance that all attacks can and

and in the same paragraph a colleague becomes ”enamoured of” a subject. On the other HAND , who could not applaud a Harvard don who writes of another Harvard don, his contemporary
yet most of these respondents see Israel as the Jewish ”ancestral home”. On the other HAND , 62% of self-described Zionists agree to yield territory for peace and 48%
the area by Cesc Fabregas. Keeper Maarten Stekelenburg dived to his right and got a HAND to the ball he could not keep it out. The defeat was heartbreaking for the

to come in lower than budget projections. We have to wait until next week to HEAR how well the economy grew between April and June, but Wednesday’s job figures did confirm
out what to do together and how to act together, you have to take time HEAR their stories to discover their values and what motivates them. The immediate origins of community

a health visitor or social workers, a General Medical Council panel found at an earlier HEARING . Peter died in Tottenham, north London, eight days after the consultation. The GMC committee had
continued registration as a doctor. Although concerned at his ”limited insight” before and during the HEARING , the panel concluded that the GP did not present a danger to patients in the

May last year for causing or allowing his death. Worthington told Ikwueke at an earlier HEARING : ”Your failure towards Peter Connelly was not an isolated incident. ”It was a series of
worked as a GP for nearly 20 years, denied misconduct. He was supported at the HEARING by West Drayton-based GP Anthony Grewal, who spoke of his ”huge personal respect” for Ikwueke

its dealings with Libya and will face scrutiny at a US Senate foreign relations committee HEARING on 29 July. The committee said BP executives would be asked to testify, after it
secure an oil deal with Libya. The US Senate’s foreign relations committee is holding a HEARING into the release of Megrahi on Thursday 29 July, and BP officials have been asked

Advanced technologies for energy saving, and environmental and ecological protection such as solar energy, LED ( LIGHT emitting diode) lighting, ground source heat pumps, roof rainwater harvesting, river water cooling, advanced garbage
”Cameron’s promises of this government being the greenest ever are beginning to crumble in the LIGHT of the Department of Energy and Climate Change cuts. We have the opportunity to grasp

plants and the suicide leaps at Foxconn tend to cast that honor in a dubious LIGHT . For instance, in the strike that erupted May 17 at Honda’s Foshan plant, workers halted
their tents beside the site and breaking the tedium of camp chores with a little LIGHT gladiatorial combat. Open days at Silchester mark the start of the Festival of British Archaeology,

of the afterlife and resurrection tends to cast death in a less tragic and absolute LIGHT . Thus, when I saw a cemetery next to the Trinity Church in lower Manhattan, with
was the only batsman dismissed in the morning session, shortened by 20 minutes because of LIGHT rain after Australia resumed on 100 for four. Johnson played some handsome drives before being

group said. ”As a result, the oil market is set to remain well-supplied, especially in LIGHT of the ongoing increase in crude oil production capacity,” OPEC said in its monthly report.
More Feeds A trio of best-selling Swedish novels, along with legislation, are shining a LIGHT on human trafficking and prostitution. Jakarta High Prosecutors’ Office has endorsed a sexual abuse

to find out what people really value and build relationship with them, you have to LISTEN first. Before you can work out what to do together and how to act together,
a guqin teahouse on Pingjiang Road. We did not order tea, but just sat there LISTENING to the music of the guqin, an instrument in the zither family that is 3,000

soothing music in the teahouse. No one charged us a penny for our pleasure in LISTENING and playing. Some might say that people acquire a taste for and appreciate music because
and it has the word ”cuts” written all over it. Artistic directors and producers are LISTENING nervously to the sound of axes being sharpened in the Treasury and at DCMS ‚

partners in this regard, and it is highly encouraging that the coalition government is also LISTENING to feedback. The announcement of a clearer distinction between counterterrorism initiatives for specific individuals and
of things ring alarm bells (you can watch the performance here and make your own MIND up). First is that Rhodes didn’t know the E minor Prelude off by heart anyway

my last game, against South Africa,” he said. Henry said he had made up his MIND to retire before the World Cup. ”I couldn’t announce it before because that’s the not
tried for the murder of another Lincoln County lawman, Sheriff William Brady. Christopher Nolan’s MIND -bending, intelligent, exciting and disturbing sci-fi extravaganza, starring Leonardo DiCaprio, blends the best of traditional and

the treacherous 17th ’Road’ hole but missed his putt. ”It sort of went through my MIND on 17 that 62 would have been the lowest round in a major,” the world
debate about Inception (a decent film that like so much in life isn’t quite as MIND -boggling as it, or you, would want it to be), or even to stick up for

makes no mention of moral characteristics, such as Confucian values of benevolence and balance of MIND . As long as you have a skill, like financial engineering - even better if you
in suburban Buenos Aires. Cherquis Bialo said the association did not have another coach in MIND should Maradona turn down the deal. He also suggested Argentina’s performance in the World Cup

bleak philosophy called sociobiology. In his 1978 classic On Human Nature, Wilson describes the human MIND as a device for survival and reproduction, with reason as just one of its various
Reading, director of the Silchester excavation. ”He is often shown with his finger in his MOUTH , a gesture that in Egypt represented the hieroglyph for his name, but was misinterpreted by

If you’re growing up here, you’ve probably been born with a wooden spoon in your MOUTH . Poverty, fear of crime, and the poison of gang culture mean children don’t have the
huangfen eaten with sauce mixed with mashed garlic and fine shreds of pepper makes the MOUTH water. According to news reports, all three ingredients in this treat - mung beans, garlic

on the controlled water area of the Expo site, stretching from Nanpu Bridge to the MOUTH of the Chuanyang River. ”Fishing boat collisions account for most of the fatal accidents,” said
names wil[44] I caught up with Labour’s mayoral selection roadshow in Edmonton on Wednesday NIGHT , surviving a sardine experience on the train to Silver Street from Hackney Downs. A good

for writing on the subject at greater length. That’s because I’ve been up half the NIGHT poring over a file of immaculate figures illustrating in fine detail the financial effects on
to their death but these measures won’t prevent suicides in many other ways. On Wednesday NIGHT , a 23-year-old worker surnamed He jumped to his death from a dormitory building of Foxconn

early trading BP’s shares jumped more than 5% this morning as British investors welcomed last NIGHT ’s capping of the well which has been spewing oil into the Gulf of Mexico since
in dismissing Shanghai as a model Chinese city. Looking at the well-lit Huangpu River at NIGHT last week, he lamented how similar it was to a night at Manhattan, along the

more I caught up with Labour’s mayoral selection roadshow in Edmonton on Wednesday NIGHT , surviving a sardine experience on the train to Silver Street from Hackney Downs. A good
decision, a phrase that was taken as an endorsement of Megrahi’s early release. But last NIGHT , Sheinwald issued a statement that made it clear that the coalition government takes a different

US Coast Guard commander. But for the first time in 87 days, it appeared last NIGHT that BP had control over the well. The company said it would have to monitor
their biggest hits, Virginia Plain and Love Is The Drug. At the recording on Wednesday NIGHT , Ross sat on the edge of his desk, blissfully frugging away to this rare live

Paul Thompson oddly started up again. It suddenly dawned on the host on this momentous NIGHT that he was being treated to a surprise third song. They were in fact playing
pulling its punches. Sedgwick, author of 16 books for children and teens, says that a SENSE of place tends to come before anything else in his stories - and White Crow

no time in eradicating these newfound relics before their value could be ascertained. Haste made SENSE , in a sense, because once identified as rare relics, any damage to them - intentional
it violated the Constitution’s equal protection clause. The first of these arguments doesn’t make much SENSE , but the second is so strong that it has a good chance of being accepted

earlier this year, it was the catalyst for a gloriously silly improvised playfight. It’s this SENSE of childish abandon that marked Friday Night With Jonathan Ross out as something special and
included the local London AM Joanne McCartney, saw a crisp, pacey debate which strengthened my SENSE that Oona enjoys more support among party members than might be assumed, but also underlined

finest Mozart, Dvorak and Janacek performances, for instance ‚ but I hope it gives some SENSE of what a remarkable musician Mackerras was. Janacek: The Cunning Little Vixen (Decca, two CDs)
Bowman, John Tomlinson, Della Jones), may seem slightly old-fashioned now, but it has a wonderful SENSE of theatrical style and dramatic momentum. Sullivan: The Pirates of Penzance (Telarc, two CDs) G&S

with local partners in hoarding mung beans and garlic, steadily pushing high the price. Common SENSE would suggest the growers, retailers and wholesalers would be among those who profit. That’s not
lowest ”decile” of earners, but are actually not poor. Or not poor in the usual SENSE . Tyrie wasn’t having any of that. His manner became both superior and supercilious. If there

call. ”But we just started the test and I don’t want to create a false SENSE of excitement.” Doug Suttles, BP’s chief operating officer, said engineers would be checking carefully to
states, and the lessons learned from several earlier failed attempts to plug the gusher, any SENSE of celebration was seen as much too premature. The disaster began when the Deepwater Horizon

inflation and interest rates for the worse-than-expected returns, arguing their projections of 10%-a-year gains made SENSE in the more inflationary 1980s. But critics point to excessive charges, which at the time
cold war policy of Mutual Assured Destruction, in the form of billion-dollar submarines, make any SENSE in 2010? Private airliner Batavia Air expelled two passengers from a plane leaving from

my head, I lose my focus, but I’ll lose my dough before I lose my SOUL .’” explains Kano. The video, directed by Henry Schofield and shot in Canning Town, east London,
and helped them become tamer’; and finally physical exercise so that the vessel of the SOUL becomes beautiful and adequate.This way,” the professor continued, ”the young men ’would become worthy

the supposedly barren years of the early 70s, into punk and beyond, with diversions for SOUL and funk and hip-hop and house. Pop feeds off itself in strange and unexpected ways,
were some players who wanted to train (when the squad went on strike), they should SPEAK now,” Anelka said. ”If I had not started it, it would have been somebody else.

effect is that Muslim civil society organisations, like mine, which advocate universal justice, and openly SPEAK out against discrimination and violence committed in the name of religion, are assumed to be
at home. Many students enter our schools fluent in a language other than English. They SPEAK Spanish, Chinese, Japanese, Farsi, Arabic, Khmer and dozens of other languages important in international trade.

spill cleanup workers from talking to the press. Now, one of BP’s ex-media enforcers is SPEAKING out. Former BP contractor Adam Dillon went public last Friday, telling a local news station
percent to 7.4 trillion yuan and agriculture increased 3.6 percent to 1.3 trillion yuan. ”Generally SPEAKING , China’s economic growth is running stably on a fast track,” said Sheng Laiyun, a spokesman

Black. ”The album will be six months at the most,” Winehouse told Metro. She was SPEAKING at the premiere of the film Psychosis, directed by Reg Traviss ‚ allegedly Winehouse’s new
to our Terms & Conditions | More Feeds THREATS against alliance leaders who were SPEAKING out against corruption had reached a point where they were hiring bodyguards, SACP general secretary

the city, consume the city and ”consummate” their life in materialism that destroys the very SPIRIT of the city. Just one street away from Guan Qian Jie lies one of the
how he walked, like a leader all the time, how he never lost his fighting SPIRIT , no matter how much trouble he was in. It was so many things ... so

instead said he hoped to be available for his country as a player for some TIME yet. ”I’d love to play for my country again,” said Beckham, who has been out
then touches the iPad’s screen. To mark a difficult place to remember to practise next TIME ? To turn the page? Having told the audience that he has about 12,000 scores loaded

jobs and many continued to suffer. ”A lot of local people who were working in part- TIME or agency work in warehouses and factories are not picked up in the official statistics.
sun. They are also assumed to be in receipt of Prevent funding at any given TIME , even when they are not! This gives greater credibility to hardline groups, who are seen

enough off our line (last week), we couldn’t do that. ”We gave them space and TIME and they penalized us for that.” All Blacks assistant coach Wayne Smith said there was
tombs. Some of them have rested in peace for thousands of years, and it is TIME they be resurrected and pressed into service of our GDP. Such underworld resources particularly favor

should we expect the results of these endeavours overnight. If in 10 or 20 years’ TIME we see dramatic falls in inequality, it will be built on the foundations of a
not unreasonable in an ever-sprawling city like Shanghai. But on average, they spend no less TIME than me on the road as they often get stuck in the middle of nowhere

eagerness had razed 1,000 homes in 10 days without adequately compensating the routed. At a TIME when it becomes exceedingly slow to extract GDP from the real economy, pulling down homes
first six months, 43.34 million new customers logged on to the Internet for the first TIME through handheld devices. About 11.7 percent of the country’s Internet users do so only with

than in South Korea or the United States, China News Service reported yesterday. The average TIME people spend online reached 19.8 hours per week. The engine driving Internet growth appeared to
have not killed themselves or attempted suicide, and some even seem to smile all the TIME , especially those security guards who often treat their fellow workers as nonpersons, or worse. Sure,

trend, because regular surveys are done to test opinion. Here in the UK, the last TIME a representative sample of the Jewish population was asked its views on Israel was back
this isn’t over,” said Thad Allen, the US Coast Guard commander. But for the first TIME in 87 days, it appeared last night that BP had control over the well. The

of valves around the well, a process that took about two hours. For the first TIME , video from BP’s live feed on the ocean floor showed no sign of crude billowing
intercept the well and seal it off permanently with heavy drilling mud and cement some TIME in August. Suttles told CNN the relief well was about 4ft away. But the BP

also acknowledged that the Gulf would be feeling the effects of the spill for some TIME ‚ a thought voiced by several others. ”This is like the very early stages of
is a non-musician who just happened to be in the right place at the right TIME to inadvertently kickstart commercial country music. If it hadn’t been him, it would have been
Unlikely to rush out and join a choir though *Napping* Do it most of the TIME . We finish something then immediately need a lie down. Nap time should be compulsory at

”modern comforts,” my wife and I have been searching the other way round all the TIME - and this time we got it right. Forgotten values Quite a few Chinese economists
- and has ended with an outpouring of interest, ingenuity, some poetry and even a TOUCH of magic. The Guardian competition to name some lesser-known and threatened insects, lichens and sea-creatures

the likes of Lyn Gardner, Michael Billington and Nicholas Serota. For the latest, stay in TOUCH with the Guardian’s Cutswatch blog. Yet while it is, of course, vital that we argue
- and has ended with an outpouring of interest, ingenuity, some poetry and even a TOUCH of magic. The Guardian competition to name some lesser-known and threatened insects, lichens and sea-creatures

isn’t as straightforward as the canonical telling suggests. In this week’s Film&Music we’ve tried to TOUCH on that by taking 10 artists (well, strictly nine artists and one record company employee)
of the Tory press. Yet the arts have always had a fine tradition of giving VOICE to those who would otherwise remain unheard ‚ think of Picasso’s Guernica, Steinbeck’s Grapes of

at his admissions interview, but who now seemed a disappointment. Why, he asked, in a VOICE as chilly as a Scottish summer breeze, had he been content to let the bottom
beliefs must be thrown into question. We’re reminded that ”most of the people in the WORLD still believe in God” ‚ what if they’re right? It’s a question that Sedgwick leaves

plague adult fiction. ”I remember that feeling of sitting down and thinking: there’s a whole WORLD [18]The Credit Information Ombudsman has extended his powers to enable him to investigate complaints
”According to a leading economist, Siberia increasingly is to Russia what Russia is to the WORLD : a supplier of raw materials that those who are consuming them take without much thought

to the West. But they have embraced it as the most natural thing in the WORLD . Consuming is like breathing. My wife and I happened upon a guqin teahouse on Pingjiang
to an analysis result of the Financial Transaction Reports aFOR much of the soccer WORLD a Manchester United jersey is the equivalent of the little black dress, something every fan’s

out.” Designed by Nike and adorned with the logo of their new sponsor Aon, the WORLD ’s largest insurance brokerage believes the four-year sponsorship deal – which reports have valued at US$120
the National Football League’s Tampa Bay Buccaneers, as the most valuable sports franchise in the WORLD . ”We’re partnering with the number one club in the world in the number one sport

we can get all of the stock where it needs to be all over the WORLD . ”CHINA will take ”active measures” to improve the environment for foreign investment when overseas funds
returns every summer for training digs with his students and volunteers from all over the WORLD . They are gradually peeling back the layers of an extraordinary history. He now believes it

titles. ”For a player of his calibre and a name that he’s got around the WORLD and in the sport, for him to be going to New York and playing for
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with water-guzzling industrial expansion and population growth, Shaanxi and Hubei themselves are craving water. To ADDRESS its own water shortage problem, Shaanxi intends to divert part of the Hanjiang to the
known as ”the Jackal” said, cackling diabolically (I imagine). ”This publishing programme is designed to ADDRESS that need, and to help ebook readers build a digital library of classic contemporary literature.”

until his recall in February this year, Jon Venables has been continuously in work ‚ BEING paid at around the minimum wage, and working unsocial hours throughout ‚ and became part
getting harder to make films outside the studio system, those within it are are still BEING given gargantuan funds to boggle and amaze us (and keep us buying those 3D glasses).

up rubbish. He was soaking wet but apparently oblivious to the discomfort. We are constantly BEING persuaded, coaxed, and coerced to consume our way to our nation’s prosperity, but our attention
Accounting for 71 percent of the total workforce, that figure earns China the honor of BEING No. 1 globally in terms of sheer numbers of unionized workers. The spate of strikes

count will help to halt further decline of fast-disappearing species Members of the public are BEING urged to take part in the UK’s largest-ever butterfly count, starting this weekend, to help
countrysidecan support these species. Organisers plan to make the event annual.. Adults and children are BEING encouraged to make a 15-minute count during Save Our Butterflies Week, which runs from 24

government party TOP 09 agreed unanimously today with Zdenek Tuma, former Czech National Bank governor, BEING its leader in the autumn local elections, Eva Vorlickova, from TOP 09, told CTK. ”
all, wrote Chinese classics on music and medicine long before English and computers came into BEING TEHRAN ‚ An Iranian nuclear scientist who American officials say defected to the United States
into neglected subspecialties by forgiving some portion of their debts. Facebook and Twitter are BEING blamed for the poor language skills of Thai students - and the Culture Ministry is

they may get as ”compensation” in a ”modern” town. Certainly, in this case, farmers are BEING shifted and shoved from their farmland to make way for a river project, not urban
have been given a choice between moving to cities or other rural areas, instead of BEING ”persuaded” into virtually abandoning farm life. Those relocation officials are far from alone in a

growth. A far grander move is occurring in Kunming, capital of Yunnan Province, and is BEING contemplated by Chongqing, which has earmarked a staggering 180 billion yuan for face-lift. Both areas
I visited Dianchi Lake about four years ago, the heavily polluted body of water was BEING girded by a superhighway. I read recently that the area immediately surrounding the fast-shrinking lake

question of whether piecemeal legislation on some policy matter more often led to nothing else BEING done about the matter, or more stringent legislation being passed later on. I’d have to
victim card, and to draw more support from the disgruntled middle England, something which is BEING tapped by the more radical EDL in the recent past. The majority of the people

the Lakers reached the 2008 NBA finals, stayed there with their win last year, before BEING elevated this year after they sealed their 16th title with a dramatic Game 7 victory
Last year, the Law Society of South Africa said human rights lawyers in Botswana were BEING prevented from seeing their clients. It linked the Botswana Defence Force with up to 12

Daily yesterday. ”Every city planner in China had better understood this, especially when Shanghai is BEING glorified as the host of the World Expo,” warned Ding Gang in his editorial, titled
He is what is sometimes termed a larger-than-life character, because he is loud while also BEING quite fat. The American title of the series is Heavy Haulers, which may have been

hole in the earth’s crust, but not how to stanch the wound. Drastic measures are BEING used in the cleanup, such as burning off oil and using chemical dispersants, but it
on all of them. A combination of two things means that I’ve failed. One was BEING presented with a chance to pick the brains of someone who knows an awful lot

to take over the stadium in conjunction with Newham Council as part of a process BEING overseen by the Olympic Park Legacy Company. AEG, the operator of the O2, was also
online with another man. It was the first time Venables had appeared in court since BEING recalled to prison in February. After sentence was passed, in a statement released by his

Louis Mably, prosecuting, said the videos showed young girls, said to be aged about eight, BEING raped. He said the downloads could take days or even weeks and during that time
the computer’s hard drive, he said, claiming he had been anxious about his personal records BEING accessed. In a statement to police in March this year, Venables said he considered his

mean to beat up the wife of one of their big bosses. They beat her BLACK and blue on June 23 in a move to menace and muffle any petitioner taking
claimers. It was also revealed that the television at his second home is an old BLACK andwhite model with a ¬£45 TV licence. * To contact the MediaGuardian news desk email editor@mediaguardian.co.uk

beat up the wife of one of their big bosses. They beat her black and BLUE on June 23 in a move to menace and muffle any petitioner taking a grievance
As it meanders through the economically vibrant east coast, the water is seldom clear and BLUE That makes the central route, kicked off in 2003, one of the most anticipated. The

by the end of September. Exploring the theme ”Evolving Journey,” the Oman Pavilion combines the BLUE andgold prow of a traditional Omani sailing ship with a white fort.ON my day trip
kind we pass every day and never notice. One is a cleaning woman in a BLUE uniform, sitting on a curb, her face buried in her hands. Another is a woman

should declare a day of recognition and respect for all the women and men in BLUE (and not in blue), who are keeping this city clean and livable.” He said, ”In
would only be seen ”once in a purple moon - which is rarer than a BLUE moon”. For more information about the count, visit bigbutterflycount.org. - Insects - Wildlife -

decided to bid for the 2013 World Championships at the request of the international swimming BODY FINA,” KSF Lee Ki-heung told the Yonhap news agency. The event, which also includes the
digitally, the sun’s unhurried arc across the sky seems to make more progress than the BODY of scientists exploring what these sites were for and how they were assembled. Those old

care trusts in the NHS) to make sense of sustainable development, and no other government BODY does any of that. And it scrutinises government performance on a completely independent basis across
the whole sustainable development agenda ‚ not just on climate change. And no other BODY does that. Spelman also says that sustainable development is too important to delegate to an

the whole of government, and I’m not willing to delegate this responsibility to an external BODY Even after nine years working with dozens of ministers, I’m astonished at such utterly brazen
the victims do not officially exist. ”I don’t write books which start with a dead BODY and a chief inspector struggling with drink,” said Ellory. ”The two best descriptions which have

Conditions | More Feeds A Western Cape farming community is in shock after the BODY of a man was found with his head, arms and penis hacked off.When Pascal’s
attempting to choke a referee during a Chilean second-division match at the weekend. The governing BODY of Chile’s professional league handed down the penalty late on Tuesday. It said the defender

WTO Director-General Pascal Lamy said China was abiding by its commitments to the global trade BODY and its latest offer to join the GPA was better than previous proposals. He also
improve its appearance. When I visited Dianchi Lake about four years ago, the heavily polluted BODY of water was being girded by a superhighway. I read recently that the area immediately

”The use of goal-line video technology remains on FIFA’s agenda for October after football’s governing BODY confirmed that its lawmaking panel will not discuss the issue at its meeting this week.”
police said at the time were linked to the drug. This prompted several newspapers to CALL for mephedrone to be outlawed, but toxicology tests subsequently showed that the two men had

and realized that a union should stand for the interests of the workers. Hence the CALL for a new union which really represents them. The Honda strike also proved that in
solve it. Sir Paul’s comments came shortly after Ken Livingstone had presented a petition: We CALL on the Tory led Metropolitan Police Authority and the Tory Mayor Boris Johnson to reverse

wanted the Foreign Ministry to compensate them for the registration fee they paid in a CALL centre in Hanoi. A PROTECTED historical relic needs a ”bath” after someone wrote and
to the chest of Xabi Alonso. Mancini doesn’t think referees will be particularly quick to CALL fouls on De Jong. ”Nigel is a good player,” the Italian said. ”He’s a correct

game for the Major League-best Yankees (59-34) brought Curtis another first - a maiden curtain CALL demanded by the roaring Yankee Stadium crowd. ”I had no idea what to do,” he
funds to protect education and other vital elements of the social compact. The coalition is CALLING for a public health, rather than an incarceration, strategy to deal with low-end drug crimes

night of June 4, the All-China Federation of Trade Unions (ACFTU) issued an emergency notice CALLING for greater trade union presence and autonomy ?? under the Party’s leadership. The notice came
he promised ”zombies, cut-throats, mermaids and the vicious and vivacious Penelope Cruz”, and ended by CALLING for ”Bloody Marys all round”. When the next announcement referred to a new film of

disapproves of inappropriate comments about animal patients.” I’m not exactly in favour of veterinary nurses CALLING a cat a bastard, but it’s not really the central issue as far as I’m
at the Baosteel Stage, where the opening ceremony of the Hunan Week is held. The five DAY culture show of Hunan Province features 80 performances, a parade and exhibitions. HEBEI Youth Daily
The coalition government’s view is crystal clear. It has made it plain, virtually from the DAY it was formed, that it wants British troops to stop fighting there by the time

and setting dates? No, said Cameron on Wednesday, there was ”absolutely no contradiction”. The same DAY Nick Clegg told the Commons that while no timetable could be ”chiselled in stone”, he
radar surveillance means the felling of trees can be spotted from space, rain or shine, DAY or night. Raquel Taitson, an armed enforcement officer who has been attacked with an axe

over 33 million yuan, a record performance for a domestic production on its first screening DAY The film is also the first Chinese film to be digitally re-mastered into the IMAX
172 remaining riders have set out on the Tour de France’s biggest stage, a make-or-break DAY for Andy Schleck if he wants to overcome defending champion Alberto Contador.” – – –

river as it cuts across the wilderness of Cors Fochno (Borth Bog). On a sunny DAY however, the bog and its mountain backdrop promised colour and striking variety. On the edge
released by his solicitor, John Gibson, Venables said he had thought about Bulger’s death ”every DAY since 1993 and apologised for his actions. Today’s sentence was ”simply not enough”, said a

the phrase, ”Have you tried turning it off and back on again?” for a whole DAY As usual, Graham Linehan’s magnificent mind draws all the strands together in a barkingly funny
TV. But Harry Hill and his team bring to the mighty Burp an eye, an EAR and an attitude for irrepressible, pin-sharp satire. The Golden Box Set comprises two existing compilations,

beneath ground level within chanting distance of the stone circle. Professor Vince Gaffney calls the FINDING ”remarkable”, suggesting it will ”completely change the way we think about the landscape around Stonehenge”.
on film and a major newspaper ‚ the Guardian ‚ put its full weight behind FINDING out the truth. Surely this time things would be different? Surely it would be different

step. None of this will worry those publishers who have made a business out of FINDING the voices others haven’t spotted, but in the week when Amazon claimed that ebook sales
on competing with championship rival McLaren at the German Grand Prix. Webber was forced to HAND over a key car part to Vettel before the British Grand Prix, prompting an angry

him ”making obeisances to the general manager while taking instructions, and the mike in his HAND magnified his repeated ’hums’ of assent.” On other occasions Wu was seen to be hovering
Second, and just as serious is the weak state of confidence now acting as a HAND brake on business investment and consumer spending. Abroad, there are siren voices warning that co-ordinated austerity

another option? We could buy a brand new A-rated tumble dryer; we could buy a second HAND tumble dryer (probably not A-rated); we could get a dehumidifier; we could do what we
is any longer required, simply because the government ”gets it”. Like hell it does. To HEAR Caroline Spelman, secretary of state in Defra make such a totally fatuous claim after a

though there have been times that China is more Legalist. However, in Chinese history, you HEAR that some Mandarins were Confucians while working in their official positions, but when they w[43]”
”We are so proud of Matthew and it comes as no surprise to us to HEAR that he died whilst trying to help one of his fellow comrades.” Stenton, 23, and
We are so proud of Matthew and it comes as no surprise to us to HEAR that he died whilst trying to help one of his fellow comrades. ”You will always

enough”, said a spokesman for the toddler’s mother, Denise Fergus, who was in court to HEAR Venables admit the charges. James’s father, Ralph Bulger, had also welcomed the decision to hear
7 July inquests into a public inquiry to prevent secret MI5 evidence being released, a HEARING was told today. The coalition government said it would not launch a legal challenge to

inquiry and halt the inquests, potentially adding extra cost and delay to the process, the HEARING at the Royal Courts of Justice heard. Coroner Lady Justice Hallett ruled in May that
” Statement on behalf of Jon Venables, 23 July 2010 *Speaking after the Old Bailey HEARING which resulted in **Jon Venables being jailed for two years** after pleading guilty to charges

the agreement, but that the color had faded away. Jiang rejected the appraisal during the HEARING It misses the point to fingerpoint at one official for his gobbledygook rather than the
exploded. A widow of one of the 11 workers who died, Natalie Roshto, told the HEARING on Thursday that he had been anxious about conditions on the rig before it went

release of al-Megrahi and BP’s oil contracts ‚ the issue central to the senate committee’s HEARING The prisoner transfer route negotiated by UK ministers with Libya was rejected by MacAskill. Al-Megrahi
budgets are now doing. It’s by no means a perfect budget, cutting children’s protective services, LAW enforcement and community affairs budgets by large amounts, but compared with what’s going on in

death penalty sentences to life without parole sentences and reforming the state’s notorious three strikes LAW so that it only applies to violent crimes. Since convicts on death row cost the
disregard for petty rules and regulations. Hardly anywhere displays those ubiquitous ”It is against the LAW to smoke in these premises” signs, and the pubs have a lock-in instead of a

noviny. ƒåTK Some 10,000 people have called on Czech politicians to push through a LAW ordering the country to cut greenhouse gas emissions by 2% a year by 2050. ”
from Renmin University, this basic mission of a trade union was spelled out in the LAW from the very beginning. The Trade Union Law promulgated in 2001 states, ”The basic responsibility

weekend. Springboks vice captain Victor Matfield said South Africa needed to adapt to the referee’s LAW interpretations. ”It’s just doing stupid things out of our character that we have to cut
according to Xinhua, the state news agency. The House of Representatives Commission III on LAW and human rights plans to summon Attorney General Hendarman Supandji next week, to clarify issues

surrounding a graft case implicating former LAW MUTTIAH Muralitharan captured his 800th wicket with the final ball of his test career yesterday
the Gulf disaster and the high price we pay when oil lobbyists dictate our energy LAWS Climate change - Carbon emissions - United States - BP oil spill - Oil

in record numbers in Scotland in 2009, RSPB figures reveal Conservationists are pressing for tougher LAWS to combat wildlife crime on Scottish grouse moors after a record number of poisoning cases
moor owners legally responsible for attacks on birds of prey on their estates because existing LAWS and voluntary codes had failed. The conservation charity said the latest official figures showed there

to be a need for stronger sanctions,” he said. ”We have to get the right LAWS in place to tackle this; they’ve had 20 years to sort this out voluntarily and

cuts to a leap in GDP is a massive urban renovation project. Judged in this LIGHT the scramble to repackage China’s past is just old wine in new bottles. Lost home
highly effective. The ranchers can no longer hide under clouds either. Until recently, only visible LIGHT satellite images were taken. ”The ranchers knew Ibama was much less active on the ground

ahead of the publication of stress tests for Europe’s banks, which are expected to shed LIGHT on the continent’s financial industry in the wake of the sovereign ...Officials are requiring
plants and the suicide leaps at Foxconn tend to cast that honor in a dubious LIGHT For instance, in the strike that erupted May 17 at Honda’s Foshan plant, workers halted

bill next week that would increase the liability of companies for oil spills in the LIGHT of public anger towards BP over the Gulf of Mexico disaster. Senate majority leader Harry
zapped into a world of life-or-death computer gaming) as if through the haze of a LIGHT concussion. I could see enough to know it’s snazzy; and the director, Joe Kosinski, announced
of the afterlife and resurrection tends to cast death in a less tragic and absolute LIGHT Thus, when I saw a cemetery next to the Trinity Church in lower Manhattan, with

by any ordinary standards, the second quarter’s gain in GDP is less impressive in the LIGHT of the sharp falls seen during the recession. There were two quarters when GDP fell
as the American people make their voices heard, and as our colleagues go home and LISTEN to them we’re going to grow in our ability to be able to pass this.”

a guqin teahouse on Pingjiang Road. We did not order tea, but just sat there LISTENING to the music of the guqin, an instrument in the zither family that is 3,000
soothing music in the teahouse. No one charged us a penny for our pleasure in LISTENING and playing. Some might say that people acquire a taste for and appreciate music because

a ”high price” if the Senate failed to curb carbon emissions. ”Too many senators are LISTENING to polluters instead of the American public,” he said. ”Too many senators have learned nothing
the commission is stupid, irrational and counter-productive. It suggests that, for all its talk of LISTENING and engaging, the new government can’t handle criticism and fears effective scrutiny. That’s another way

promise of exclusive footage from Tron: Legacy that had drawn us to Hall H. Never MIND easing fans in gently, this was like kicking off a meal with a knickerbocker toffee
makes no mention of moral characteristics, such as Confucian values of benevolence and balance of MIND As long as you have a skill, like financial engineering - even better if you

spied *The Man Who Moves Buildings *(Five) in the listings, just two words sprung to MIND show me. Jeremy Patterson moves large structures from place to place. He is what is
decades, and will remain for decades longer. Like so many of society’s waste problems, out-of-sight, outof MIND has become a de facto ”solution.” Since the economic crisis, many local governments in China

theme meets the Ring cycle. The IT Crowd 10pm, Channel 4 Moss loses his gigantic MIND and bunks off work for the afternoon. With Roy standing dumbly by, he thrills to
it off and back on again?” for a whole day. As usual, Graham Linehan’s magnificent MIND draws all the strands together in a barkingly funny denouement. And the whole episode is

around features Republicans have said they’d support and make them put their vote where their MOUTH is. While I’m at it, Tom Friedman also had an excellent column on energy Sunday,
huangfen eaten with sauce mixed with mashed garlic and fine shreds of pepper makes the MOUTH water. According to news reports, all three ingredients in this treat - mung beans, garlic

means the felling of trees can be spotted from space, rain or shine, day or NIGHT Raquel Taitson, an armed enforcement officer who has been attacked with an axe and had
second thoughts, walked into the Iranian Interests Section of the Pakistani Embassy here on Monday NIGHT and declared that he wanted a ticket back to Tehran. A video in which Shahram

of the UK’s top crime writing prizes for his novel A Simple Act of Violencelast NIGHT Ellory, who pronounced himself ”completely and utterly gobsmacked and speechless” at his win, beat some
had second thoughts, walked into the Iranian Interests Section of the Pakistani Embassy here Monday NIGHT and declared he wanted a ticket back to Tehran. The bizarre episode was the latest

would be the first to be purged after the settlement. Union mission lost On the NIGHT of June 4, the All-China Federation of Trade Unions (ACFTU) issued an emergency notice calling
a team in the Cascade Cycling Classic in central Oregon in the US. In Tuesday NIGHT prologue time trials for the six-stage race, Landis wore a simple gray T-shirt because race

featured in Odyssey Editions in physical form. On learning of the new venture on Wednesday NIGHT the publisher fired off a letter to Amazon ”disputing their rights to legally sell these
chief executive. Reports that Tony Blair had been invited were denied by committee officials. Last NIGHT a spokeswoman for senator Robert Menendez of New York, the committee member who sent the

reach agreement on whether it was justified. The Scottish Tory leader, Annabel Goldie, said last NIGHT this would increase suspicions about the affair. ”A no-show would only fuel suspicion that they
start (Maria Jo√£o Pires playing the Chopin Nocturnes to an almost-full Royal Albert Hallin Wednesday’s late NIGHT Prom was just as magical, if not more so, than the barnstorming opening weekend of

to their death but these measures won’t prevent suicides in many other ways. On Wednesday NIGHT a 23-year-old worker surnamed He jumped to his death from a dormitory building of Foxconn
in dismissing Shanghai as a model Chinese city. Looking at the well-lit Huangpu River at NIGHT last week, he lamented how similar it was to a night at Manhattan, along the

second thoughts, walked into the Iranian Interests Section of the Pakistani Embassy here on Monday NIGHT and declared that he wanted a ticket back to Tehran. On Wednesday, Iranian state media
that carried the waste. Bauduin said Trafigura was fined because it had done what European REGULATIONS on toxic waste aimed to prevent, ”namely the export of waste to the third world

stunning scenery and the varied wildlife. I like the healthy disregard for petty rules and REGULATIONS Hardly anywhere displays those ubiquitous ”It is against the law to smoke in these premises”
the most important step is to contact local authorities to get information about rules and REGULATIONS in the country before you open a business. read more Dramatic rebound

and market regulators will have up to two years to write many of the new REGULATIONS A FIFA delegation has arrived in Japan, the first stop on a two-month tour to
no time in eradicating these newfound relics before their value could be ascertained. Haste made SENSE in a sense, because once identified as rare relics, any damage to them - intentional

with the world. More, sometimes, in that they offer the individual conducting the questions a SENSE of humility instead of hubris, and don’t see the ne[30]The province’s acting Agricultural MEC
Department for Education, from local authorities to primary care trusts in the NHS) to make SENSE of sustainable development, and no other government body does any of that. And it scrutinises
with the world. More, sometimes, in that they offer the individual conducting the questions a SENSE of humility instead of hubris, and don’t see the ne[37]Readers respond to an editorial

and the long-term trend of human development. This is not just about China. In a SENSE China is extraordinarily unfortunate to be hitting this stage of development at this time in
comments to the Observer. read more Axing the Sustainable Development Commission makes no SENSE economically or environmentally. It’s dogma-driven and brazenly cynical As the former chair of the

this afternoon but few insiders expect a hitch. A Five employee said: ”There’s a real SENSE of anxiety and nervousness about what Desmond’s going to do. We fear the heart of
cosmopolitan trade centre was born. The rest, you might say, is history and in the SENSE that modern London answers to much the same description as the earliest one, you would

high court, and the judge this week ruled against them. ”The decision doesn’t make any SENSE said a community spokesman, Jumanda Gakelebone. ”We are going to appeal.” For now, the 500
with local partners in hoarding mung beans and garlic, steadily pushing high the price. Common SENSE would suggest the growers, retailers and wholesalers would be among those who profit. That’s not

and helped them become tamer’; and finally physical exercise so that the vessel of the SOUL becomes beautiful and adequate.This way,” the professor continued, ”the young men ’would become worthy
genres. The bottom line is the more books I sell and the more readers I SPEAK to, the more I realise that what readers are interested in is a good story.

obtained by the BBC, says they cannot publish the research they conduct for BP or SPEAK about the data for at least three years, or until the government gives the final
the position that environmental data are confidential. ”Moreover, BP does not place restrictions on academics SPEAKING about scientific data.” Seven federal judges next week will meet attorneys in Boise, Idaho, to

early Thursday morning. Atta Kenare/Agence France-Presse ‚ Getty Images The Iranian nuclear scientist Shahram Amiri SPEAKING to journalists upon his arrival at Imam Khomeini Airport in Tehran on Thursday. The scientist,
the city, consume the city and ”consummate” their life in materialism that destroys the very SPIRIT of the city. Just one street away from Guan Qian Jie lies one of the

sleepwalking. She trotted out by-the-book answers, while her co-star, Liev Schreiber, entered into the cheeky SPIRIT of Comic-Con. Quizzed about what determines whether or not he performs his own stunts, he
the whole world and the Sultanate of Oman in particular. To the never say die SPIRIT and to keep alive the topic of the World Cup Soccer, a glittering function was
gain support. It is this mandate that ought to be respected and tolerated in the SPIRIT of democracy and common decency. Griffin’s dismal performance on the BBC’s Question Time last year

with bars, clubs, branded luxury shops, car showrooms, and a ”Royal City Hotel.” At a TIME when chaiqian (tearing down and relocation) easily conjures up the image of thugs hired to
City Gate Opens.” He writes in its preface, ”In this city of my own, the TIME has been turned back, spring revisits the withered trees, and the lost smells, cadence and

government that Ibama remains understaffed, with 700-800 enforcement officers on the ground at any one TIME across the vast country, which is nearly four times the size of western Europe. ”I
officials decided to kill it. But the victim and her family were indeed lucky this TIME at least they saw the video, they had the evidence. In many cases in

victory in the 800 in a world leading 1:57.34. There was also a year’s best TIME for Ethiopian Sentayehu Ejigu in the 3,000 in 8:28.41.SHANGHAI stocks rose today, driving the
yesterday. Premier Wen Jiabao also emphasized the need to boost domestic demand for the second TIME this week. Bank of China added 0.56 percent to 3.57 yuan. Bank of Communications was

(At this point, it seems apposite to mention that the most expensive film of all TIME is Pirates of the Caribbean 3: At World’s End.) There are two connected problems here.
historic city on both the Yangtze River and the Grand Canal, for having raced against TIME in a deliberate wipeout of newly discovered cultural relics that obstructed a real estate project.

of power and business. Despite advice and even protests from archeologists, Zhu’s company lost no TIME in eradicating these newfound relics before their value could be ascertained. Haste made sense, in
for a Tea Partier, recently put forward a people’s budget for his state. At a TIME of swingeing education cuts in many states, his budget tries to protect schools. It also

do lifers; since three strikes creates huge pools of increasingly elderly prisoners who tend, over TIME to cost the state’s department of corrections a fortune in medical costs; and since numerous
seventh. Sunday’s race also marks the homecoming of Michael Schumacher in his comeback season. The seven TIME Formula One champion won the Hockenheim race four times but gave himself no chance of

success ‚ as part of a cynical government effort to ”change Islam”. At the same TIME however, some individuals from both the left and the neo-conservative right, have criticised the very
relegation in 2008 after returning to his native England, and guided the Cottagers to an all TIME best seventh place a year later. Fulham dipped to 12th last season but made it

extinct. Nature reserves are typically the only places that regularly monitor butterfly movement. The last TIME a national count was carried out was in 2002. This was funded by a small
20 games for attempting to choke referee Marcelo Miranda, five more for trying a second TIME to attack Miranda, and two more for the red card Pedroso received just moments before

wealth becomes so concentrated in the hands of a few speculators in so short a TIME this concentration will naturally accelerate. ”South Weekend” Website recently conducted an online survey asking if
when he discussed the abuse of children online with another man. It was the first TIME Venables had appeared in court since being recalled to prison in February. After sentence was

being raped. He said the downloads could take days or even weeks and during that TIME the images were accessible to other users. Mably said it was possible to restrict access
glittery, mock professional wrestling title belt placed in his locker after the game. His playing TIME since being called up by the Yankees last month has been limited. ”I think it

widdershins(anti-clockwise, hence decreasing the power of the stones) and reminded at regular intervals not to TOUCH them. But what is it about them that keeps drawing us back, distracted from asking
percent. The idea that such a reduction could be made to the MPS budget ”without TOUCHING people,” would be ”an absurd notion,” he said. He went on: ”The one thing I

consumers from the predatory behaviour of energy companies. It has also been an amazingly radical VOICE within the government, asking questions that scarcely any MPs dare to put. It has, for
commemoration of the National Chil[10]South Korea are to bid to host the 2013 swimming WORLD championships in place of Dubai following a request from world governing body FINA, the Korea

in East Asia after Shanghai hosts the event next year. Dubai will still host the WORLD short course championships, which are contested in a 25m rather than 50m swimming pool, in
year, and from 27,000km2 in 2004. ”We are winning another victory over deforestation in the WORLD largest and most important biome,” Luciano Evaristo, director of environmental protection, told the Guardian, which

Tottenham manager Harry Redknapp quipped. ”He was fantastic. He’s a different class. He’s still a WORLD class player. We were fortunate to win the game. We did okay. We’re just back
regulations on toxic waste aimed to prevent, ”namely the export of waste to the third WORLD and harming the environment”. The seven-week trial centred on Trafigura’s initial attempt to get rid

I slipped a bit. I wanted to run faster but it’s okay,” Gay, the 2007 WORLD champion, told reporters. Blake, training partner of world record holder Usain Bolt, clocked 19.78 to
personal best by almost a second. On a hot and humid evening that produced seven WORLD leading efforts, there was also frustration for 110 metres hurdler David Oliver, who had targeted

very important,” said the 20-year-old Kiplagat. Jamaican Jermaine Gonzales won the 400 metres in a WORLD leading 44.40, beating the mark of 44.49 set by former world and Olympic champion Jeremy
at next week’s European championships in Barcelona by clearing 2.34 at his first attempt. Cuban WORLD champion Yargelis Savigne recorded the longest triple jump of the season with 15.09. A strong

piece of front-running gave American Alysia Johnson victory in the 800 in a WORLD leading 1:57.34. There was also a year’s best time for Ethiopian Sentayehu Ejigu in the
He said rather disarmingly at the Commons meeting that he simply wanted to change the WORLD On the way he has handled this complex issue thus far, few of us would

dreary end in itself ‚ so that rather than allowing a director to show the WORLD the wonders inside his or her head, the game becomes to find ways of visibly
many ways, it laid the groundwork for the welfare state that emerged after the second WORLD war. One hundred and one years later, the People’s Budget, as it came to be

west seem to be becoming more frequent by the day. So confident was the modern WORLD in claiming to have the number of our stone-moving ancestors, Coca-Cola mounted a challenge in
brute force and grunting. There are many different ways of gaining information from the natural WORLD and the established scientific method presents one of them. The more intuitive and spiritual methods

of rational achievement, but they have as much a place in our relationship with the WORLD More, sometimes, in that they offer the individual conducting the questions a sense of humility
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point, events normally transform from the theatrical to the socially awkward. I don’t want to ACT in public; I had some training, but it turns out I’m rubbish. I’d rather it
advisor, said: ”With the policy frameworks in place, investment in land for agriculture can potentially ACT as a catalyst for development. But this is rarely the case. Governments with weak institutions

killer. He’s a patient in a mental hospital who’s been encouraged by his psychiatrist to ACT out his delusion in the hope that this will dispel it. The role play fails:
doggedly repeating the words ”Poo, bum, willy.” He seemed to take no pleasure in this ACT He was merely playing out a grim compulsion to keep saying the words in front

with water-guzzling industrial expansion and population growth, Shaanxi and Hubei themselves are craving water. To ADDRESS its own water shortage problem, Shaanxi intends to divert part of the Hanjiang to the
of the evidence: early intervention does work, but only if it involves tailored treatment to ADDRESS the causes of the problem behaviour. The stats on the use of the antisocial behaviour

where they stand. There will need to be more than a code of practice to ADDRESS these Limit sought so some asylum seekers can apply for work only in industries
frontline services since pay makes up 60% of public sector spending ”There are going to BE a very difficult set of discussions with [public sector] employees and their representatives around how
much restraint that they’re willing to have versus how many of their colleagues would BE able to stay in their jobs,” Beveridge said. ”Because the only way to reduce the

Scottish Water, which is still publicly owned, a ”public interest company” to save ¬£140m would BE ”massively resisted”, said the Scottish TUC. The public sector union Unison said the entire report
venue info, customizable schedules, athlete bios and more. The app can BE downloaded for free by texting GUIDE to 43776 or visiting XGames.com/App.INDUSTRIAL and Commercial Bank

a miracle, climate action is finished. With an ugly election looming in November, it may BE years before we get another chance to debate a bill that prices carbon. And the
to undermine any move above US80.”WiththepricenearUS 80, there would have to BE some extreme bullishness to witness a break to the upside,” Sander Capital said in a

a ¬£1 billion mega reservoir near Abingdon, Oxfordshire with the ¬£1bn construction cost set to BE passed on to consumers across London and the southeast in higher water bills. Group Against
Spelman MP, will determine whether the plans get the go-ahead or whether Thames Water will BE forced to reconsider its plans in the light of evidence from GARD, CPRE and the

day - Thames Water’s own forecasts show that the daily projected shortage in 2035 will BE just 13 million gallons. The cost will be borne by consumers. 2. There are cheaper
the pension products will likely work. When a person buys such a product, contributions can BE deducted from taxable income. When the person retires and starts drawing on the pension, the

to work myself toward the US Open,” Sharapova said. ”I’m just happy to BE back playing.” Defending champion Marion Bartoli was another of the five seeds to advance, beating
been restored to most districts. The Jilin government declined immediate comment. Areas downstream could still BE at risk, as emergency workers have so far fished only 400 barrels out of the

when arts funding in this country gets a hammering, it is not just going to BE British artists taking the hit. There are many American writers from Stephen Adly Guirgis
like the National Theatre of Scotland and the Soho theatre. All this is likely to BE jeopardised, as funding is reduced and pressure is inevitably put on artistic directors to focus

to resurface Tuesday at the Pakistani embassy in Washington. Last month, a man claiming to BE Amiri appeared on a video for the first time since Amiri vanished while taking a
the sake of cricket. He also feared that because of the incident our careers would BE affected.” Both Mansoor and his brother Maqsood played internationals for Pakistan and the former is

Livingston said that BT has met with the coalition government to discuss how savings could BE made quickly, with a couple of small contracts already being stopped. ”The government has asked
and we will try to assist with that.” BT believes that the austerity measures could BE a business opportunity, if it can convince ministers that they could make savings by handing

requirements, and if you disobey these rules you are committing a criminal offence. You may BE fined, given penalty points on your licence or be disqualified from driving. In the most
The stats on the use of the antisocial behaviour legislation shows that overwhelmingly, rather than BEING used to refer a young person for treatment, they were used as a punitive measure

certain circles and certain areas, setting a curfew and so on. The psychological impact of BEING officially labelled as antisocial and experiencing the shock of the criminal justice system does not
judging by every conversation I had or overheard afterwards, those who did clap were just BEING polite.” Inevitably, reading these reviews has left me with a desperate urge to see both

of Asgard speaking the Queen’s English, while the earthlings whom the Norse deity encounters after BEING thrown out of heaven are resolutely American. Sir Anthony Hopkins is Odin, Thor himself is
as the tension rose between the two countries and there was talk of the series BEING cancelled. The test resumed only after the England and Wales Cricket Board ordered Gatting to

violoncellist that he submits himself to a process that will transform him from a human BEING to a violoncello. The moment when the musician and the newborn instrument are first brought
to discuss how savings could be made quickly, with a couple of small contracts already BEING stopped. ”The government has asked us to come up with suggestions about how we can

growth. A far grander move is occurring in Kunming, capital of Yunnan Province, and is BEING contemplated by Chongqing, which has earmarked a staggering 180 billion yuan for face-lift. Both areas
I visited Dianchi Lake about four years ago, the heavily polluted body of water was BEING girded by a superhighway. I read recently that the area immediately surrounding the fast-shrinking lake

Officials said the number of ”cloned taxis,” which use second-hand taxi equipment bought on the BLACK market, is increasing by 10 percent a year. It is estimated that there are up
cheese, freshly grated 80ml olive oil, plus extra to cover Sea salt and freshly ground BLACK pepper* The simplest method is to put everything except the oil in a food processor,

BT will fight Ofcom’s provisional decision last week not to consider its multibillion pound pension BLACK holewhen setting the cost of its wholesale products. BT’s wholesale products are used by many
the cycle hire scheme as well as the superhighways. But are the latter painted light BLUE because of the Barclays deal or would they have been that shade anyway? Transport for

routes. Indeed, the commissioner’s report to the TfL board back in February said that ”continuous BLUE cycle lanes” were already been trialled as part of the preparation and piloting of routes
launch of the superhighways (which I didn’t attend) and said that ”Barclays BLUE and superhighway blue aren’t actually identical anyway. Files were being rifled through for proof. Watch

should declare a day of recognition and respect for all the women and men in BLUE (and not in blue), who are keeping this city clean and livable.” He said, ”In
her boyfriend abused cannabis and alcohol, refused to let her in as Ryan’s face and BODY was covered in bruising. Mrs Justice Macur ordered Boleyn to serve at least 13 years

of the Olympic Route Network, announced today by the Olympic Delivery Authority the public BODY responsible for developing and building venues and infrastructure for the Games. The ODA stresses that
Medardo is blasted in half on a battlefield, after which the two parts of his BODY are nursed separately back to life. They both recover and later re-encounter each other, whereupon

improve its appearance. When I visited Dianchi Lake about four years ago, the heavily polluted BODY of water was being girded by a superhighway. I read recently that the area immediately
a symbol of freedom.” Lebanese of all communities are fiercely proud of the woman they CALL ”our ambassador to the stars” or ”neighbour to the moon”. Unusually, Fairouz faced criticism at

car owner had fled his car and alerted the police after he got a warning CALL on his mobile saying that explosives had been planted on his car. But nothing was
surnamed Wang, is now helping police with their enquiries into who might have made the CALL Police said they had not ruled out the possibility that the incident could be related
a police officer surnamed Zeng. Wang told police he didn’t recognize the caller’s voice. The CALL came when he was driving on an elevated road near Changzhong Road. He then parked

and realized that a union should stand for the interests of the workers. Hence the CALL for a new union which really represents them. The Honda strike also proved that in
night of June 4, the All-China Federation of Trade Unions (ACFTU) issued an emergency notice CALLING for greater trade union presence and autonomy ?? under the Party’s leadership. The notice came

said Gatting had used abusive language while the former England skipper accused the umpire of CALLING him a cheat. Shakoor refused to resume play until Gatting apologized. The third day’s play
professional tennis players of the 1970s, Ilie Nastase, also visited the pavilion for its big DAY today. The National Radio Orchestra, featuring artists Grigore Lese and Damian Draghici, will perform at

government for promoting terrorism. Speaking in New Delhi this morning on the second and final DAY of his visit to India, the prime minister said: ”I don’t think the British taxpayer
nuclear showdown,” he complains. ”Why now? Why not? The movie, presumably set in the present DAY offers no relevant political context for this latest incarnation of the Red Threat, nor does

piled with spoils, her face beaming with satisfaction. Vancouver suggests that ”Shanghai should declare a DAY of recognition and respect for all the women and men in blue (and not in
as there is an abundant supply of migrants, we urbanites really need not panic. One DAY of recognition of their service is probably a good beginning, but not sufficient. A real

The Fed survey followed a disappointing Commerce Department durable goods orders report early in the DAY Orders for durable goods, which are expected to last at least three years, fell 1
billion shares. Volume has been light even by summer standards, which has added to the DAY to day volatility. Many investors have been staying out of the market while they try to get
is subject to our Terms & Conditions | More Feeds Chelsea Clinton approaching wedding DAY gives us occasion to celebrate successful children from recent first families. Hundreds of people

fours gave debutant offspinner Randiv his maiden test wicket with his first ball of the DAY Randiv struck again two overs later by trapping Rahul Dravid leg before wicket for three.”
called the Association of Chief Police Officers (ACPO) (they ought to know, right?). After a DAY on the case, the press officer got back to me to say that nobody at

were looking at the book they had balanced on their tummy? Me neither. But that DAY will surely come. I don’t limit my book voyeurism to places where I’m likely to
for sure, but farmers could have been better off on their farmland if only modern DAY policy makers were more down to the earth. Last week I attended a tea lecture

content is subject to our Terms & Conditions More Feeds On the same DAY that a KwaZulu-Natal farmer’s wife and their two employees were being buried in Rosetta, one
local governments, to grab what they can before seizure becomes more difficult. On the same DAY that notice was broadcast, CCTV reported a forced relocation in Guangping County, Hebei Province. A

about it for more than two seconds will realise that being stuck at home all DAY is bad for your mental health. Women in these situations often become profoundly depressed and,
jumped 2.25 percent to 3.63 yuan. Airlines dropped from yesterday’s gains. China Eastern Airlines was DOWN 1.11 percent to 8.05 yuan. Air China lost 2.23 percent to 12.29 yuan. Hainan Airlines
percent to 10.75 yuan. Real estate developers lost after yesterday’s advances. Shanghai Shimao Co was DOWN 0.76 percent to 14.37 yuan. China Vanke Co edged down 0.12 percent to 8.30 yuan.

did it.” As I interviewed the sponsor of whichever emissions-reduction bill had just been gunned DOWN I often thought of Davin. The politicians and climate campaigners would assure me that they
Prince William Sound, is balmy at more than 85 degrees, which also helps bacteria break DOWN oil. Third, heavy flows of Mississippi River water helped keep the oil away from the
luxury shops, car showrooms, and a ”Royal City Hotel.” At a time when chaiqian (tearing DOWN and relocation) easily conjures up the image of thugs hired to force people to give

So to engage them in the design stage would minimize the risks of letting them DOWN At this stage I can already see a Xintiandi-style Zhengding on the horizon, pulsating with
we should all probably brace ourselves for a flurry of first-lady films soon. This is DOWN to the much-publicised bit-part Bruni-Sarkozy has landed opposite Owen Wilson in the new Woody Allen

new Home Office decision. The ruling is in line with an EU directive that lays DOWN minimum standards for the reception of asylum seekers across Europe to ensure a dignified standard
right to work under EU law the government should not then limit this right DOWN to a small number of asylum seekers who meet the requirements for national shortage occupations.

do so anonymously. South Korea’s prime minister offered to resign Thursday after parliament shot DOWN his efforts to scrap a plan that would relocate several government ministries out of the
inaccurate endings for all the characters. To avenge himself on his martinet father, George burns DOWN the Battle Creek Sanitarium. The real sanitarium did burn down in 1902 (though not as

at odds with the otherwise homely atmosphere. Butler croons as if close to the listener’s EAR something that, had he attempted it in the past, might well have resulted in permanent
front of a group of adults too liberal to give him a clip round the EAR Were this five-year-old child to write a screenplay, it would come out just like The

supports a replacement for Trident. But he is understood to be more open minded about FINDING a like-for-like replacement. David Cameron said last month that there was ”a case” for ”bearing
bow down to him anyway”, ”the modern kids will eat right out of your HAND using great big words they don’t understand” which on first listen sound like that

less keen when I’m required to shout ”he’s behind you”. I don’t like putting my HAND up to vote, or calling out suggestions. I’ve never really wanted some sweaty actor sat
took her 35 takes to silently walk into a shop with a baguette in her HAND All that matters is that she’s a legitimate film star now, and that her international

inflexible benefit system are putting the most vulnerable at greatest risk A disturbing sleight of HAND within the revised benefits system has been performed on the electorate and particularly on the
”The city’s image is being damaged.” Officials said the number of ”cloned taxis,” which use second HAND taxi equipment bought on the black market, is increasing by 10 percent a year. It

an increase in pollution in the air and along its waterways. The police will HAND dossiers of actresses Luna Maya and Cut Tari, both implicated in a video sex scandal
the British taxpayer wants me to go around the world saying what people want to HEAR Miliband rounded on Cameron’s comments, claiming there was a ”big difference between straight-talking and being

day of silence,” declared the star’s director daughter Rima. ”Let us hold our peace and HEAR only the voice of Fairouz.” Al-Ittihad, a newspaper in the United Arab Emirates, headlined its
a few family matters to settle over the remainder of the summer. Whatever, you won’t HEAR of his decision here first - Boris promised Nick Ferrari an exclusive. - Boris Johnson

attempted it in the past, might well have resulted in permanent damage to the listener’s HEARING It sets the album’s tone, which reins in the excesses of the past, even when
get Arabs thinking about a vegetarian diet. The case for vegetarianism rarely gets a sympathetic HEARING in the region. Many Arab intellectuals and even animal welfare campaigners believe it is not

you regarded him as hyperactive and out of control.” It was disclosed during today’s 45-minute HEARING that Boleyn, who with Taylor was found guilty in March of murder and child cruelty,
case review this autumn. Ryan’s mother and his father, John Lovell, 24, wept throughout the HEARING Hancox ran from the public gallery in tears as her victim impact statement was read

or ”leveled off.” Investors weren’t surprised by the Fed report, but they also didn’t like HEARING their own downbeat assessment of the economy confirmed by the central bank. ”It does reiterate

and an extended runway. The airport currently handles a few hundred passengers a year with LIGHT aircraft and occasional services to Le Touquet. Phase 1 (this application) is to make the
overblown. First, the Deepwater Horizon oil, unlike the black glop from the Valdez, is comparatively LIGHT and degradable, which is why the slick in the Gulf is dissolving surprisingly rapidly now

sponsoring the cycle hire scheme as well as the superhighways. But are the latter painted LIGHT blue because of the Barclays deal or would they have been that shade anyway? Transport
the go-ahead or whether Thames Water will be forced to reconsider its plans in the LIGHT of evidence from GARD, CPRE and the Environment Agency. The campaign groups argue that: 1.

the New York Stock Exchange, where volume came to 1 billion shares. Volume has been LIGHT even by summer standards, which has added to the day-to-day volatility. Many investors have been
plants and the suicide leaps at Foxconn tend to cast that honor in a dubious LIGHT For instance, in the strike that erupted May 17 at Honda’s Foshan plant, workers halted

of the afterlife and resurrection tends to cast death in a less tragic and absolute LIGHT Thus, when I saw a cemetery next to the Trinity Church in lower Manhattan, with
1 large onion, peeled and finely chopped 1 litre vegetable or chicken stock, or even LIGHT fish stock 1 large potato, peeled and cut into cubes 1 large carrot, peeled and

from Fairy Tales This is vintage Andersen, swinging back and forth from optimism to pessimism, LIGHT to dark. It concerns the trials of a young girl attempting to reverse the transformation
Addison Lee minicab driver who drove into the protected bike zone at a red traffic LIGHT This happens frustratingly frequently and is clearly contrary to the Highway Code. (Point 178 states:

the licence the same as you’d get for sailing all the way through the red LIGHT as somewhat disproportionate. So the offence comes under failure to stop at a red
of us in the hall, though. Zimmermann’s tipsy set of dances, orchestrated in 1962 as LIGHT relief from the rigours of completing his opera Die Soldaten, provided the unexpected prelude to

out of your hand, using great big words they don’t understand” which on first LISTEN sound like that least lovable of sounds: the dissatisfied rock star sneering at his audience.
a guqin teahouse on Pingjiang Road. We did not order tea, but just sat there LISTENING to the music of the guqin, an instrument in the zither family that is 3,000

soothing music in the teahouse. No one charged us a penny for our pleasure in LISTENING and playing. Some might say that people acquire a taste for and appreciate music because
walk with me can be rather disconcerting. I appear to be strangely distracted and barely LISTENING to what is being said to me. Well, I am usually listening; it

Angelina Jolie’s bid to become an action star proper looks a fairly safe bet. Just MIND the holes The basics Angelina Jolie plays Evelyn Salt an Anna Chapman-type figure accused
Clegg, the Liberal Democrat leader and deputy prime minister, has admitted that he changed his MIND about the timing of spending cuts prior to the general election, despite publicly telling the

a new government. Asked by BBC political editor, Nick Robinson, if he had changed his MIND about cuts this year during the five days of negotiations, Clegg said: ”I changed my
makes no mention of moral characteristics, such as Confucian values of benevolence and balance of MIND As long as you have a skill, like financial engineering - even better if you

difference between straight-talking and being a loudmouth”. Miliband said everyone had ”two ears and one MOUTH and it was important to use them ”in that proportion” when it came to foreign
conferences has gone off script ... understands that we have got two ears and one MOUTH and it is very important to use them in that proportion.” Cameron today dismissed fears
known for it,” she said. ”The dentures wouldn’t quite connect with the top of the MOUTH but that was on purpose.” The dentures were made by the dental technician Derek Cudlipp,

axed the city’s legendary plane trees because they obstruct the view of neon lights at NIGHT making it so unlike a dazzling metropolis.[2]The Iranian scientist who American officials say defected
second thoughts, walked into the Iranian Interests Section of the Pakistani Embassy here on Monday NIGHT and declared that he wanted a ticket back to Tehran. A video in which Shahram

had second thoughts, walked into the Iranian Interests Section of the Pakistani Embassy here Monday NIGHT and declared he wanted a ticket back to Tehran. The bizarre episode was the latest
after he walked into the Iranian Interests Section of the Pakistani Embassy here on Monday NIGHT saying he wanted a ticket back to Tehran. On...” – ” Vale‚Äôs dedication to the

would be the first to be purged after the settlement. Union mission lost On the NIGHT of June 4, the All-China Federation of Trade Unions (ACFTU) issued an emergency notice calling
start from around 2,300 yuan (US$340), while suites run between 6,000 and 7,000 yuan per NIGHT according to Kamal Naamani, general manager of the hotel. The centerpiece of the restoration is

in injury time. Austrian champion Salzburg led for nearly the whole match on a scorching NIGHT in Nicosia after Argentine Gonzalo Zarate broke down the right, cut inside and scored with
I want to do well at the US Open.” In the final match of the NIGHT American teenager Melanie Oudin recovered from a 1-5 deficit in the second set to beat

is now a batting coach with cricket academy. ”Our father called us up on the NIGHT of the incident and asked us if we felt he had taken the right stand.
second thoughts, walked into the Iranian Interests Section of the Pakistani Embassy here on Monday NIGHT and declared that he wanted a ticket back to Tehran. On Wednesday, Iranian state media

to their death but these measures won’t prevent suicides in many other ways. On Wednesday NIGHT a 23-year-old worker surnamed He jumped to his death from a dormitory building of Foxconn
co-operation was signed between the Sultanate‚Äôs Ministry of Education and the German Goethe Institute last NIGHT as part of the visit of Yahya bin Saud al Sulaimi, Minister of Education, to

Cameron came close to endorsing that view when he said: ”We cannot tolerate in any SENSE the idea that this country is allowed to look both ways and is able to
idea didn’t go down well. In conversations I had with activists here in Cairo, the SENSE was that vegetarianism is ”too foreign” a concept to take hold in the near future
moral case for vegetarianism, if you care about the future of our planet it makes SENSE to stop eating animals both in environmental and economic terms. In Egypt, for example,

no time in eradicating these newfound relics before their value could be ascertained. Haste made SENSE in a sense, because once identified as rare relics, any damage to them - intentional
investors have been staying out of the market while they try to get a clearer SENSE of how the economy is faring. Treasury prices, which get a boost from bad economic

the historical epics ”Stefan cel Mare” (1974) and ”Mihai Viteazul” (1970). The films create a SENSE of nostalgia and highlight the country’s rapid development in a short period of time. The
increased the public and media focus on youth behaviour and in particular contributed to the SENSE that Britain is somehow broken and in decline, that parents are no longer able to

was created in 2006, was a ”dated and unfair system”. ”Its removal is simply common SENSE she said. ”With rising life expectancies, and people staying fitter for longer, it is archaic
Featuring Nico, and Otis Blue and What’s Going On cannot hope to match the solid-gold SOUL classic that was All Change by Cast. If nothing else, it highlights the way some

and helped them become tamer’; and finally physical exercise so that the vessel of the SOUL becomes beautiful and adequate.This way,” the professor continued, ”the young men ’would become worthy
Ali Zardari. ”I don’t think it’s overshadowed anything,” he said. ”I think it’s important to SPEAK frankly and clearly about these issues. I have always done that in the past and

moments John says: ”Our new designs will be similar to this.” Three weeks later I SPEAK to her on the phone. She assures me that their design problems are now solved:
rooms. It’s not a glamorous setting but the atmosphere is good. All the women I SPEAK to tell me how happy they are to be there and how good it is
origin and is now 75, is loved and feted as a national treasure across the Arabic SPEAKING world and known and admired far beyond it. The problem arose last month when

170kg (375lb) of chemicals, and another 4,000 were empty, Xinhua said, citing a government official SPEAKING at a news conference in Jilin. That suggested as much as 500 tonnes could potentially
early Thursday morning. Atta Kenare/Agence France-Presse Getty Images The Iranian nuclear scientist Shahram Amiri SPEAKING to journalists upon his arrival at Imam Khomeini Airport in Tehran on Thursday. The scientist,

involvement still gives the project a certain gravitas. Inevitably, Branagh has the denizens of Asgard SPEAKING the Queen’s English, while the earthlings whom the Norse deity encounters after being thrown out
clear and looking at whatever action we need to take on that issue,” said Livingston, SPEAKING after BT reported solid financial results for the last three months. Livingstone also cautioned that

the city, consume the city and ”consummate” their life in materialism that destroys the very SPIRIT of the city. Just one street away from Guan Qian Jie lies one of the
Democratic Republic of Congo, police said on Thursday. [9]The government will for the second TIME push the House of Representatives to endorse the ASEAN agreement on haze pollution, an official

6-2. Devvarman missed a chance to break into the tour’s top 100 for the first TIME with a victory. Rainer Schuettler of Germany outlasted American Robby Ginepri 6-3, 3-6, 6-4 in
winners, rock history is packed with albums that gradually developed a patina of greatness with TIME not least The Velvet Underground Featuring Nico, which was ignored on release, but would

of efficiency to compensate white-collars for their wanton waste of energy. In late Chairman Mao’s TIME waste was a crime. Now waste is rewarded. What a change of Chinese mindset in
who kill others in the way Andrew has don’t realise what they’re doing at the TIME If treatment returns them to their senses, guilt may then overwhelm them. For Gilligan, the

have not killed themselves or attempted suicide, and some even seem to smile all the TIME especially those security guards who often treat their fellow workers as nonpersons, or worse. Sure,
being allowed to work in Britain while their applications are decided. This is the first TIME the courts have backed the principle. Immigration barristers say the ruling will mean that tens

a preparation of peanut butter, though other people also invented those things around the same TIME As for the other obsessions: his vegetarianism wasn’t as militant as the film implies, but
by one of Kellogg’s children), but the film is set in around 1907, by which TIME it had been rebuilt. Kellogg dies attempting to demonstrate a high-dive (in fact, he died

arguments about future policy. The University and College Union said the panel was ”out of TOUCH by proposing to reintroduce higher education tuition fees. Its suggestion to make Scottish Water, which
friend has set up a Twitter page for Snacks so that I can keep in TOUCH How do the rest of the band get on with my cat obsession? We’ve just

remains readily available on both sides of the pond We begin this week with a TOUCH of schadenfreude. The usually excellent Isaac Butler has confessed to what he describes as an
Short/medium perennial, to 50cm. Leaves broadly elliptical and pointed, soft and often damp to the TOUCH Flowers white, star-like, five-petalled in round sprays. All parts smell strongly

gymnastics who was awarded the first perfect score in the 1976 Montreal Olympic Games, turned UP at the Romania Pavilion yesterday to offer autographs to lucky visitors. Comaneci’s presence at the
closed higher today after steel producers and banks gained. The benchmark Shanghai Composite Index was UP 0.55 percent to close at 2,648.12 points. The Shenzhen Composite Index, which tracks the smaller
index. Bank of Communications rose 0.77 percent to 6.58 yuan. Shanghai Pudong Development Bank edged UP 0.07 percent to 15.08 yuan. China Merchants Bank added 0.48 percent to 14.54 yuan. China

81 other readers. He added: ”This is a jingoistic playtime for kids who never grew UP Now the revelation that 25,000 marketing partners ”whose funding and support is essential to the
ruled out at the moment,” the statement concluded. Reports have suggested the 27-year-old could join UP with team manager Bjarne Riis who has been looking for sponsors. Contador joined Astana in

a new acquaintance’s pocket than that person’s face or name? And is anyone else facing UP to the prospect of summer with a slight feeling of nameless dread, because they know
Reuters WASHINGTON/TEHRAN: An Iranian nuclear scientist who vanished more than a year ago mysteriously turned UP in Washington on Tuesday saying he had been kidnapped but the United States denied that

success rate is good and the problem of breaching needs to be addressed through driving UP the low level of prosecutions when this happens, not by abandoning asbos. Theresa May said
first intervention and 93% after the third. More needs to be done, particularly in speeding UP the process and empowering citizens to take out legal injunctions. But the most surprising thing

it had disappeared from the surface. ”The oil could remain for anywhere from a year UP to decades,” he said. He detected thick underwater plumes of oil from just below the
Albert Hall, London Six works, five of them never heard at the Proms before, made UP Oliver Knussen’s three-part programme with the BBC Symphony Orchestra. Between Germanic outer layers Stockhausen’s

the vodka. Family One of Kellogg’s 40 adopted children, George (Dana Carvey), has become a boozed UP vagrant. Kellogg did indeed adopt a reported 42 children, but George was not a boozed-up
during the early 16th century by the lawyer Hippolytus de Marsiliis. People The film comes UP with historically inaccurate endings for all the characters. To avenge himself on his martinet father,

capital on Tuesday to play her greatest hits and express their solidarity and adoration. ”The VOICE of the angels is confronting greed,” read one placard. A protest concert was also held
declared the star’s director daughter Rima. ”Let us hold our peace and hear only the VOICE of Fairouz.” Al-Ittihad, a newspaper in the United Arab Emirates, headlined its story simply: ”Shame!”

how a sordid financial dispute ”leaves wounds in our hearts because of what this angelic VOICE is being subjected to”. Julia Boutros, another Lebanese star, said: ”Nothing can stop or silence
put forward their arguments and the results are almost never challenged. People had a real VOICE in the process, which the bill is removing. Finally, and in many respects most appallingly,

punished,” said a police officer surnamed Zeng. Wang told police he didn’t recognize the caller’s VOICE The call came when he was driving on an elevated road near Changzhong Road. He
page, but a favourite of mine is Echo and Narcissus, who turn into the disembodied VOICE and woodland flower they lend their names to. 3. The Wild Swans by Hans Christian

negotiations with Israel, as the Arab League meets Thursday to decide whether to add its WEIGHT to U.S. and Israeli pressure for ...There has been progress in stopping companies from
to issue new stamps on July 12, and the queue was even longer yesterday once WORD got out about the three new stamps. ”The pavilion clearly knows what I want,” said

Editor Phil Hebblethwaite dedicates this ringing declaration of faith in the power of the printed WORD to: ”The short-sighted dude I saw reading a copy of the paper two inches in
in 1848. Besides Comaneci, the former Romanian football player Gheorghe Hagi and one of the WORLD top professional tennis players of the 1970s, Ilie Nastase, also visited the pavilion for its

warning that Pakistan should not be allowed ”to promote the export of terror” in the WORLD despite the anger his comments have provoked. Cameron said he would always talk ”frankly” to
prime minister said: ”I don’t think the British taxpayer wants me to go around the WORLD saying what people want to hear.” Miliband rounded on Cameron’s comments, claiming there was a

promote the export of terror, whether to India or Afghanistan or anywhere else in the WORLD Pakistan took the rare step of issuing an official rebuttal. Abdul Basit, a spokesman for
with the movie’s outdated positioning of the Russkies as the pre-eminent enemies of the free WORLD Nearly two decades after the dissolution of the Soviet Union, Phillip Noyce and screenwriter Kurt

(US$6.6 billion) as the last among the big five banks to shore up capital. The WORLD biggest bank in terms of market value proposed a 0.6-for-10 rights issue to existing shareholders,
Shanghai Composite Index lost 22 percent this year as the worst performing market among the WORLD 10 major markets. ICBC also plans to privatize Hong Kong-listed unit ICBC (Asia), it said
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elevated 458,500The eurozones economic recovery is surpassing expectations but it is too early to DECLARE victory, the European Central Bank says, striking a noticeably less gloomy tone than the US
North Korea back on a blacklist of countries supporting terrorism despite pressure from lawmakers to DO so. Abay Insurance SC officially received permission from the National Bank of Ethiopia (NBE) to

move to the Big Ten next year and Colorado’s upcoming departure for the Pac-10.What DO the Gateway Arch, the Alamo and the Grand Canyon have in common?” Getting to know
DIYStyle sewing pattern line with McCall’s and her own Allyce What would you like to DO with all your old UHT milk cartons? Most of the answers would come down to

promising markets such as.the UAE. But our lives are already stored in our computers; we DO not want the secret police there too, writes John GapperThe US president says the
has gone sadly downhill since my time inside If turning out genuinely rehabilitated prisoners who DO not go on to commit serious offences once released is the stated aim of the

goes quite smoothly. I’m not saying it’s an easy thing but we’ve learnt what to DO We were well prepared and what could have been a horrid and tricky situation wasn’t
¬£26m. Nigel Parson, a gaming analyst at Evolution Securities, said: ”Glynn has a lot to DO to close the gap with William Hill and develop a credible online strategy. His maiden

Service has ordered some caves to be closed to the public. ”We still need to DO much research on the basics of the disease, including research on transmission of the fungus,
portrait as in life, looks tranquil and immaculate. Only when she pushes back her sleeves DO the streaks of white scars along the outside of one arm and the inside of

accused him of ”denigrating” his own country. Retired telephonist Kathy Finn, 75, asked him: ”Who DO you consider was the senior partner in the Battle of Britain when we were fighting
shot back: ”You denigrated your own country.” Cameron said: ”I absolutely did not want to DO that.” Afterwards, Finn, whose stepfather was a mine sweeper in the Royal Navy, said: ”When

either. ”I voted for him but it makes me wonder if I was right to DO so.” Finn said she did not believe Cameron’s explanation and added: ”I think he downgraded
London, the hostel for ex-servicemen that took Griffiths in. ”[New Belvedere] didn’t want anything to DO with the film, which is very surprising, because I’ve really helped raise awareness of the

Mr Riggi, who is not a suspect in the investigation, was traumatised but trying to DO what he could to help piece together the last movements of his family. He said:
residents and local environmental groups. The newly created Oxford Green Belt Way allows people to DO a 50 mile circular walk around the Green Belt and get there and back by

catch up with our vision for the city. We will not give up. We will DO whatever it takes.” Gove has commissioned a review into how to continue school building projects.
and riding their bikes? And what’s wrong with incentives for green cars?’ But if you DO your homework and research, you realize ICLEI is part of a greater strategy to rein

the Swedish Theatre of Helsinki’s Death of a Theatre Critic. Of course, even if you DO spend your entire time in free venues like the Forest Fringe (perhaps sampling the delights
and thousands of others up and down the country show is that we can DO something to give nature a helping hand. And that’s why the Guardian’s Piece by piece

while we try and change things. The biggest threat is not actually that we can’t DO anything; it is that people might think we can’t or they say: ’Of course nature
and even though it’s spoiled a little by the intrusively glutinous female soul vocals, they DO at least signal Devlin’s mainstream intent, because, make no mistake, that’s where this music is

working hours for doctors. Indeed, it’s not even the first survey from the RCS to DO so. Although the EWTD doesn’t rate as very sexy in the big wide world, it’s
many as you like, provided they are relevant to the current assignment. What will you DO with my photos? We’ll feature some of our favourite photographs on guardian.co.uk and maybe in

”extra stresses and strains” not least because he and deputy prime minister have to DO more to take their own parties with them”. The array of questions that can be
Any political activist knows that party politics and charitable status don’t mix. And if they DO and someone complains, the effects can be toxic for the organisation and any leading figures

new romance with beautiful Amazon delivery girl Ramona Flowers (Mary Elizabeth Winstead). In order to DO so, he must defeat her seven evil exes in video game-style battles, punctuated by power-ups,
Islam are to be determined, and by whom). Although some visions of an Islamic state DO allow more space for freedom and democracy than others, the underlying problem is still the

an attempt to be like Stock Aitken Waterman.” Intriguingly, what began as an attempt to DO out-and-out pop (if we are to believe the sometimes disingenuous Tennant) morphs into something else.
nation to get rich on its resources, but it aims to be the first to DO without destroying its own economy or environment. So what are the catches? Having just travelled

been in the past,” says executive producer Lucy Bedford of the glamorous quartet. ”Good friends DO fall out and the question is: can they get over that?” Can they indeed. The
blogging every episode from tonight - join us afterwards for discussion. But in the meantime, DO share your thoughts on the Mistresses below, if you’d be so kind. - Drama -

tenants more conditional will foster social virtue by lessening a culture of dependency - an ECHO of Greenhalgh’s philosophy. Should all these arguments be condemned - or Con-Demed? - out of
C say the nation’s attention will be riveted on Missouri on Aug. 3 as voters HERE line up to cast their primary election ballots. Russia banned grain exports for the rest

in public and never at the V&A. It’s really significant. It’s wonderful to have it HERE said the exhibition’s curator, Jane Pritchard. One of the last times it was seen in
”her strong connection” with Jenin. ”It’s a token of appreciation from our family to come HERE to the heart of Jenin to celebrate the opening of the cinema,” her mother added.

Mahmood, said he had boycotted the meeting on principle. ”I am disgusted with him being HERE said Mahmood. ”He should be looking after his own people. His visit shows his indifference
one song about the importance of ”now-ism”, adding: ”The past has gone, the future isn’t HERE yet. It’s all about the here and the now.” - Folk music Steven Morris guardian.co.uk

reported on what he described as his ”ugly” feeling of schadenfreude over the funding cuts HERE in the UK. While I still disagree with his characterisation of the attitude that British
enjoy a tricky life.” The resulting club versions (just released on Get Physical, and streamed HERE are a fascinating coda to the first STMO. The original may be the meatier work,

will choose a photographic theme for readers to shoot, and the best will be published HERE What is Green shoots? Green shoots is a new project by the Guardian inviting readers
like a positive: the vacuity is all part of the fun. There are clear parallels HERE with Spaced and Shaun of the Dead, both of which centred on slacker worlds in

new government. The basic point of Quilliam’s briefing paper reported on in more detail HERE is that the problem of politicised Islam stretches beyond terrorism to include Islamist ideology
long you need it,” as one of the authors of the LCiU pamphlet put it HERE has been made by Labour politicians and others leaning to the left. Shapps’s intention

always hoped to be”), love and (AIDs-related) loss (”All the people I was kissing/Some are HERE some are missing”), friendship, nostalgia, ennui and, of course, defiance (”We had too much time
up ...” But greatest single ever, you ask, really? Aren’t we dealing with something intangible HERE Yes, but if art exists, as the writer Annie Dillard argues, ”to make the stone

is likely to be no less destructive than when he was kept in the background.Labor NOW has tw...The Aug 3 article on plagiarism is quite worrisome. I completely agree with
can’t remember a scarier novel.)Highway was shut for more than an hour, but is NOW re-openedThe financial regulatory bill that President Barack Obama is expected to sign today recalls

leader and the entertainer’s brother said Tuesday.More than 1,200 people applied for the program, NOW in its seventh year.On average, one U.S. soldier killed himself each day last month.
The Norwegian R√∏ros mining town has been on UNESCO’s World Heritage List since 1980, and NOW the Committee has also incuded the industrial-rural cultural landscapes surrounding the town. Dozens of

in the race for the Republican nomination for Congress in the 3rd district, a seat NOW held by DemBritish bank Barclays PLC said Thursday that its net profit rose by
draw the attention of the authorities to another serious social problem that we are facing NOW Besides the easy availability of porn websites, another very sad state of affairs is the...”
historical advantages in the oil and gas...Alvaro Colom, Guatemala’s head of state, who is NOW half way through his four-year term, tells the Financial Times that his government has started

culture hostile to debate. This culture is responsible for the intellectually exhausted party we see NOW Its would-be leaders may court votes by referring to ”this great party” but in many
be the defence of public services. This has significant strategic implications. Most TUC-affiliated unions are NOW put The death of a Grendon inmate is no surprise. It has gone sadly

murder there had never been a serious violent incident at Grendon. That it has happened NOW is, sadly, no surprise. Until 2002 Grendon had a waiting list of approximately 200 prisoners.
witnessed the gradual eroding of standards that were forced on the prison. Other jails were NOW doing Grendon’s job a lot cheaper, albeit with nowhere near its success rate. So some

of Grendon’s ethos. There has been a persistent rumour at the jail for a while NOW that it could be closed down and reopened as a young offenders’ or women’s prison.
and forcing mass evacuations in Sindh. The UN estimated more than 4 million people are NOW affected by Pakistan’s worst flooding in 80 years, which has washed away homes, infrastructure and

areas near the river as the authorities issued a flood red alert. The surging waters NOW threaten two key barrages, at Guddu, on the Punjab-Sindh boundary, and the huge Raj-era construction
nation, the largest canvas designed by Pablo Picasso was today hung in the institution it NOW calls home ahead of an autumn exhibition. The theatrical front cloth measuring 10.4 metres (34ft)

featuring two without-a-care women racing along a Brittany beach is a copy of Picasso’s painting NOW in the Muse Picasso in Paris, Deux Femmes Courant sur la Plage, executed by a
”They’ve worked out what the structure needs to be when hanging it and the unrolling NOW goes quite smoothly. I’m not saying it’s an easy thing but we’ve learnt what to

allowed bookmakers to install four highly lucrative touch-screen roulette machines in each shop. These terminals NOW generate about 40% of shop takings but growth from them has stalled in the past
with attractive devices. The first retail outlet opened 10 years ago in Virginia, and Apple NOW has stores from China to Switzerland, from the iconic glass cube on New York’s Wall

Brent Cross, the often chaotic and crowded Regent Street store has served central London until NOW Retail analysts Verdict estimate that despite the spacious layout the Regent Street shop has the
and blown things up.” The ex-army rifleman turned photographer turned documentary subject is less grim-faced NOW in conversation on a sofa at the Duke of York cinema, with his seven-year-old son

casts Gillard as a cold, calculating Brutus and challenges her legitimacy to lead. As of NOW Labor remains the bookies’ favourite to win. But with her lead narrowing rapidly, Gillard is
out and perform them.” He said he had written one song about the importance of NOW ism adding: ”The past has gone, the future isn’t here yet. It’s all about the here

reducing flood risks and providing a home for wildlife and biodiversity. They deserve our protection, NOW and in the years to come. Caroline Spelman is the UK environment secretary -
Kidlington. ‚Ä¢ Shipton on Cherwell - large disused quarry was mooted as eco-town site and NOW has approval for various industrial uses. Weston on the Green - ecotown proposal for
said a meeting they had with Gove earlier today had been ”disappointing”. The delegation is NOW considering seeking a judicial review to overturn the decision to cancel building projects in nine

”This is all about the economic sustainability of Liverpool,” said Corbett. ”Our educational attainment is NOW higher than the national average and we are desperate to keep it that way. Our
And this vision must be desirable. ’If [it] isn’t more desirable than what we’ve got NOW then why bother reaching for it?’ Reaching a bigger audience However, creating a single

Five and independent radio stations. Floods caused huge destruction in Pakistan’s north-west region, and have NOW hit villages and some urban centres in Punjab, the richest and most populous province.
has aided Canada’s economy but political shifts in the US and at home are NOW threatening this If you’ve been paying attention to some of the more peculiar side-effects of

of vintage plonk and bon motting at the awfulness of their uniformly crap menfolk. But NOW Set two years later, tonight’s series opener suggests there is trouble in paradise. The ladies
both musical and lyrical, compared to the epic scope and ambition of the best US RAP Whatever, when the equally inevitable comparisons are made between x new hot-shot homegrown rapper and

central to trance, than the fact that the song itself isn’t much cop) and MURS’s RAP on 8 Bit Baby isn’t as strong as Jones’s backdrop a lovely elaborate meshwork
look, for instance, at this post about the parallels between computer games and theatre. Then READ this one, in which he explores the tension between the fact that the theatre is,

Anyway, it was duly leaked and posted on the internet last week, where everyone can READ it. Quilliam, a ”counter-extremism” thinktank, was set up by former Islamists and funded by the
reckless as driving without a seatbelt As a keen cyclist, I was very pleased to READ about the launch of the capital’s new bicycle hire scheme, ”which makes 5,000 machines available

Western Norway is meeting increasing opposition across the nation. WASHINGTON : The annual US REPORT on terrorism around the world praised Thailand’s cooperation and confirmed there are still no signs
the world’s biggest economy but gains were modest ahead of a closely watched U.S. jobs REPORT Mark ”Denying speculation over his retirement this summer, Ricky Ponting has said he is more than

digital cable TV, Internet and phone services. Advertising revenue jumped, driven in part byHe’ll REPORT to Larry Pleau, who after 13 years as GM has been assigned to manage the
on January 1st. Afghan President Hamid Karzai on Thursday ordered an investigation into a REPORT that at least 12 civilians were killed in a NATO strike in the eastern province

remain highly sensitive to economic data, with risk appetite declining after a US labour market REPORT showed jobless claims risingWashington seeks closure of local branch of Iranian bank but South
what the future holds at the moment. Either the government of Turkey is going to REPORT me back to Iran, or hopefully I can gain asylum in a third country,” Mostafaei...”

is likely to boost Zadaris fortunes in the face of crises in Pakistan” Rapporteur’s draft REPORT makes juicy reading ”Q. 1 ‚Äî Both vulnerable, as South you hold:The alleged crimes
European and Asian shares are lower, but Wall Street is trading higher after the ADP REPORT showed that the US private sector created 42,000 jobs in JulyInternational banking regulators have

battle to combat the Gulf of Mexico disaster has reached a turning point as a REPORT shows the majority of the spilt oil has disappearedNext week sees the announcement of
present an analysis of the options to the UN in October before issuing a final REPORT in advance of the Canc√∫n meeting. - Global climate talks - Emissions trading - Climate

tide appeared to be turning in the months-long battle to contain the oil. A federal REPORT yesterday indicated that about a quarter of the spilled crude remained in the Gulf and
gallons of oil is still in the Gulf or on its shores, according to a REPORT released by the Interior Department and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. That is nearly

agreements with several other countries including China, France and India. The state department did not RESPOND to questions. - US politics - Vietnam - US foreign policy - Nuclear power guardian.co.uk
The situation, he said, was ”a total fuck-up”. When a radio presenter challenged Putin to RESPOND the premier unexpectedly praised top_lap for being ”open, direct” and ”a man of letters”. ”In

after all, the job of the writer to trace human passion and delusion, and to REVEAL the human frailty beneath the vanity of hope. It is mildly surprising that there aren’t
had a weapon but didn’t show it, and left with cash, though the FBI won’t SAY how much.In the Aug. 3 primaries, residents of counties throughout the Missouri side of

2002 agreement avoids cutoff of Medicare, Medicaid money at local clinics.Supporters of Proposition C SAY the nation’s attention will be riveted on Missouri on Aug. 3 as voters here line
ousted as prime ministerRegulators are to publish the results of an exercise Swiss bankers SAY was ’twice as tough’ as the EU scenario, which is expected to give a clean

sector contracted in July for the first time in more than a year but carmakers SAY they still expect the market to end the year higher than in 2009The internet
problems, Asian economies should reduce their reliance on exports to curb risks on growth, economists SAY Crown Prince Haakon and police in an accompanying boat came to the rescue

new store would stock more iPhones than any shop in the world, it would not SAY whether the elusive white version would be available, which is widely expected to be released
sex. His backers admit he may have a problem with the women’s vote. Abbott’s critics SAY he consciously played the ”family card” against Gillard by taking his wife and eldest daughter

has not been fully explained or justified, except in terms of her personal ambition, they SAY She is also accused of lacking ideas and political courage. ”In a campaign devoid of
that we can’t do anything; it is that people might think we can’t or they SAY Of course nature is wonderful, but the economy must come first especially at times

licence, it is only right that ordinary members of the public should have a real SAY in how it is run,” Miliband and Jowell said. ”Under a mutual model, membership of
with almost all the UK banks releasing good results. Are these the dare I SAY it green shoots of recovery? Many analysts point to the asset-to-debt ratio and say

targeting ¬£6.5bn of wasteful spending: will those most affected by these spending cuts get a SAY in where to spend Brown’s ¬£7.4bn profit? Furthermore, is the profit from these trades going
living more sustainable lifestyles. But reversing that may require new measures of success and happiness, SAY Tom Levitt and Kara Moses Who wants a sustainable lifestyle? Well actually quite a lot

perfect pop song is, of course, another blog altogether, but whatever the formula let’s SAY 2:52 min of verse/chorus + sentiment we’re still essentially dealing with subjectivity. So my
economies by moving up the value chain, away from churning out commodities and towards manufacturing, SAY the textbooks. Brazil has abundant natural resources, so the key to prosperity is to start

for internal [national] research than our manufacturing industry,” he says. ”There is no opportunity in, SAY cars, as VW designs those in Germany.” C√¢mara also suggests the approach will allow Brazil
devoted to his music. Although no clues had been given that Jones was going to SING his music remains so popular that two hours before the show there were 750 people
so kind,” he said. Jones said he would consider performing again but wanted to SING his own songs. ”I’m known for singing traditional songs. I’ve written some myself and want

appeared on a Bo Diddley recording, Diddley Daddy, during a trip to Chicago in 1955, SINGING back-up or playing spoons, but there is no aural evidence of the latter. He also
would consider performing again but wanted to sing his own songs. ”I’m known for SINGING traditional songs. I’ve written some myself and want to write others. That would give me

in Missouri and Illinois, said second-quarter profit fell 8 percent.The University of Kansas fight SONG will be revised this fall to account for longtime border rival Nebraska’s move to the
of lung cancer, aged 72. Hebb’s recording sold 1m copies in the US and the SONG went on to become one of the most frequently played and performed of its era.

vocals. It was a gift to discotheques everywhere. Hebb, a struggling songwriter, had written the SONG several years earlier, and its lyric provoked speculation. ”Very few people know what I really
day after John F Kennedy’s assassination. ”I needed to pick myself up,” Hebb said. The SONG came to him one morning when he had just returned to his home in Harlem
according to his website, he ”still does daily battle with his guitar, writes the occasional SONG and recently determined to have a serious bash at the harmonica.” The mood of fans

me a reason to go out and perform them.” He said he had written one SONG about the importance of ”now-ism”, adding: ”The past has gone, the future isn’t here yet.
a scratchy guitar riff that arrives from nowhere and stays for the rest of the SONG Above is an almost exclusive video featuring Swedish performer Olof Persson and a lot of

producers Bloodshy and Avant relocated a wobbling dubstep bassline to the middle of a pop SONG In fairness, you would be hard-pushed to call any album that includes Wibbler not
on the kind of uplifting synth arpeggio central to trance, than the fact that the SONG itself isn’t much cop) and MURS’s rap on 8 Bit Baby isn’t as strong as

in suburbia, its lack of commercial success underlined its greatness). What makes the perfect pop SONG is, of course, another blog altogether, but whatever the formula let’s say, 2:52 min
and spirit of writer Zelda Fitzgerald (whose 1922 essay, Eulogy on the Flapper, contained the SONG ideological kernel: ”She refused to be bored chiefly because she wasn’t boring.”) There are other

its nudity, poodles, white horses, tap dancers, writhing couples and handwritten scrawl of intent: ”The SONG is about growing up ...” But greatest single ever, you ask, really? Aren’t we dealing
special relationship in an interview, the premier said: ”I think it’s important in life to SPEAK as it is, and the fact is that we are a very effective partner of

a seat for VIPs and ¬£400 a seat for ordinary mortals to hear Henry Kissinger SPEAK at a luxury London hotel last year and see him presented with a Margaret Thatcher
entire population of 300,000 evacuated. Uzma Shafi, an aid worker with the charity Plan International, SPEAKING from close to Kot Adu, said camps are ”being arranged but the government does not

should be incredibly proud of the fact that we stood alone against Hitler.” Cameron was SPEAKING at a PM Direct event in Hove Town Hall coincidentally, the place where French
survivors. He felt angry for years, baffled and even resentful of his own survival, never SPEAKING of them but deeply affected by the scenes he witnessed. His wife, in her portrait

Bob Ainsworth to say this week: ”Proper government can’t be conducted if Nick Clegg isn’t SPEAKING for the government from the dispatch box and David Cameron isn’t speaking for the government
on which the Tories appear to want it to be conducted. Housing minister Grant Shapps, SPEAKING on the Today programme, said that it’s ”crazy” for the state to spend billions on

up a tripartite panel comprising representatives from the network of patients, medical organisations and the STATE to thoroughly vet the bill, identify and rectify its flaws. This effort should
and prompting development in provincial areas? A recent survey, conducted after plans to relocate 35 STATE JULIA Gillard went in hard against the Coalition on Townsville’s Hot FM radio today,

murderous anarchy.After months of ferocious street politics, Thailand seems to have entered a strange STATE of inertia, in which nothing but bits and pieces of preposterous issues rule the public
Gov. Jay Nixon hid under his desk and allowed new restrictions on abortion to become STATE law without his signature.A big hit from a discontinued business helped drop net income

Goldman Sachs Group Inc., winning its first job managing a share sale by an Indian STATE owned company, may earn next to nothing for the privilege.Rescue workers walk out from the
newly formed Habesha Breweries SC is to make an offer for one of the three STATE owned breweries, Meta Abo, Harar, or Bedele, that are to be put up for auction

serious damage in North Korea, destroying homes, farms, roads and buildings and hurting the economy, STATE media said. Congress is at work on a new program that would send US$30
that we are facing now. Besides the easy availability of porn websites, another very sad STATE of affairs is the...For the ruling Democrat Party, the upcoming Budget Bill debate will

He added: ’The historical advantages in the oil and gas...Alvaro Colom, Guatemala’s head of STATE who is now half way through his four-year term, tells the Financial Times that his
enables Cameron et al to move so quickly to try, finally, to destroy the welfare STATE The only candidate worthy of election is one who can be a voice for a

and Ed’s father. Miliband Sr analysed how Labour’s deep attachment to parliament, and the British STATE overrides episodic and largely rhetorical commitments to socialist change. As he put it, ”Of political
he continued his efforts to get the public behind his plans to slim down the STATE Cameron revealed that nearly 100,000 people (60,000 of them public sector workers) had put forward

minimalist interior has got more than 300 original cinema seats, restored by local craftsmen. A STATE oftheart sound system has been donated by Pink Floyd’s Roger Waters. Its new roof, electrical system,
also signed nuclear co-operation agreements with several other countries including China, France and India. The STATE department did not respond to questions. - US politics - Vietnam - US foreign policy

The department of health said it would explore options for private sector investment in the STATE owned NHS Professionals, which has 50,000 workers on its books and places staff for two million
of Islam are to be determined, and by whom). Although some visions of an Islamic STATE do allow more space for freedom and democracy than others, the underlying problem is still

the same: an anti-libertarian assumption that linking the STATE with religion is both legitimate and necessary. Not only that, but religion claims the right,
Housing minister Grant Shapps, speaking on the Today programme, said that it’s ”crazy” for the STATE to spend billions on supporting affordable homes that are needed more urgently by people languishing

of the atomic bomb that devastated the city 65 years ago.European Union securities regulators SUGGEST alternative of a ’central access point’ using existing national mechanisms to allow investors to search
strongly with the pleasure of seeing the first woman in that leadership role.” Seasoned commentators SUGGEST the Venus versus Mars narrative obscures a political black hole: no one is entirely sure

aeroplanes and driving lorries are also working within it and there is some evidence to SUGGEST that doctors who work to the time limits are less likely to report errors. Indeed,
suspect would meet with stony, mortified silence back in Big Apple Records, but you could SUGGEST that a lot of Outside the Box has less in common with Midnight Request Line

with the US in the second world war. He says he was ”absolutely wrong” to SUGGEST that Britain was the junior partner to America in 1940. His point was about the
like Brazil. The key is stopping deforestation, particularly in the Amazon, and the latest figures SUGGEST they are making fast progress. But populist changes proposed to the Forest Code laws protecting

to them. While some believe dreams are meaningful, the majority of people believe they can TELL what will happen in the future.” – ” The Norwegian team won silver in the
policy of not allowing development on a proposed county wildlife site. And if anyone can TELL us how to enforce on these councils adherence to NERC Act 2006 in respect of

documents relating to other mysteries such as ghosts or crop circles. Some newly released documents TELL the bizarre story of how, in 1990, a man presented himself at RAF Stanmore and
three hours inside a hellishly noisy metalworks factory, Wright has managed to make his movie’s UTTER meaninglessness feel like a positive: the vacuity is all part of the fun. There are

will we do with a fourthHey you’re that farang who teaches English, right?” The VOICE comes from just to my right and it kind of startles me. I turn around
the welfare state. The only candidate worthy of election is one who can be a VOICE for a politics that aims to put democracy in control of markets: that is, a

party leader unlike any we have seen before, a politician who acts as one VOICE supporting a movement of many voices, coming mainly from outside the political class. Here we
and a guitar and a hi-hat italicising the backbeat introduced Hebb’s light-toned but unmistakably ardent VOICE soon buttressed by a purring horn section, kicking drums and cooing backup vocals. It was

cabinet ministers say corporation should adopt mutual model so licence fee payers have a ’democratic VOICE Labour leadership candidate David Miliband and former culture secretary Tessa Jowell have called for the
BBC to be transformed into a co-operative to give licence fee payers a ”democratic VOICE and make the corporation more accountable. Jowell and Miliband, respectively the shadow minister for the

who pays the licence fee. This would give licence fee payers a way to democratic VOICE in the priorities of the BBC.” Under the plan BBC members would have the right
to debate and discuss the burning issues in policing ... Chief constables, as the professional VOICE of the service, work on the ethos of policing by consent. The only object they
action against officials who allowed an athlete to compete against an Israeli runner in the WORLD track and field junior championships last month. ”We were shocked by the news that Bahrain’s

opposition across the nation. WASHINGTON : The annual US report on terrorism around the WORLD praised Thailand’s cooperation and confirmed there are still no signs of direct invovement by international
stock markets rose yesterday as economic data relieved worries about a second recession in the WORLD biggest economy but gains were modest ahead of a closely watched U.S. jobs report.Mark...Denying

levy on cross-border money movements are among ways being considered by a panel of the WORLD leading economists to raise a staggering $100 billPedro Martinez plans to stay retired despite
social media’s dark side. It’s about an unsupervised, troubled child acting out – for the WORLD to see – and learning the harsh consequences that follow.No problem” is one of

than tripled amid strong iron ore demand from China and higher commodity prices as the WORLD economy climbed out of recession.” Defensive back from Belle Glade is 13th Illini recruit for
a possible bubble phase. If the bubble bursts, the consequences could be severe for the WORLD economy, and for businesses that are not diversified.” – ”Norwegian aluminium producer Hydro has signed

”In a dramatic challenge, China has demanded that the United States recognize it as a WORLD power and not, as it has in the past, relegated the country to the role
plant acquisitions. Digital photos preserve records of seasonal events.SEOUL : As the downturns in WORLD economic juggernauts are exposing their fundamental problems, Asian economies should reduce their reliance on exports

times over the past two weeks. No Norwegian soldiers have been injured. Russia, the WORLD third wheat exporter, banned grain exports on Thursday for the next four-and-a-half months due to
finds A North American bat regarded as one of the most voracious insect-eaters in the WORLD faces extinction in parts of the continent within the next 16 years, scientists say. The
Harbour, though it did supply the UK with war materials. - David Cameron - Second WORLD war - Foreign policy - Conservatives guardian.co.uk News & Media Limited 2010
While Apple promised the new store would stock more iPhones than any shop in the WORLD it would not say whether the elusive white version would be available, which is widely

small business services and kit in stock than any of its other stores in the WORLD Apart from two small outlets in Westfield and Brent Cross, the often chaotic and crowded
rain and wildfires have devastated more than a third of cultivable land in Russia, the WORLD fourth largest grain exporter. News of the ban pushed wheat prices to a 23-month high

I tried to keep out of that,” said Sebold. She added that Mrs Riggi’s whole WORLD had revolved around her children and Pasquale was a very loving father. The Riggis are
before facing the fringe? It’s that time of year again everyone in the theatre WORLD seems to be decamping to Edinburgh for the month. Inevitably, this means much discussion on

to do so. Although the EWTD doesn’t rate as very sexy in the big wide WORLD it’s the suspender belt on which half of all conversation in the medical world currently
Longer hours present their own risks to patients. There are daily anecdotes in the medical WORLD of how the 48-hour week has led to hiccups and horrors. But improving patient safety

For the first time since they started to appear in significant numbers after the second WORLD war, more diesel cars were sold in Britain last month than petrol-driven motors. Once fit
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Burma finally unveils November election date: Will it BE fair? ” Military-ruled Burma (Myanmar) announced it will hold elections on Nov. 7. But the
of other characters, and cultural backdrop. ” Asia’s chess factory: Vietnam trains its youngest to BE world-class players ” Vietnam adopted the old Soviet model and offers a monthly salary to

4 who excel in tournaments. ” House approves $600 million for border: How will it BE spent? ” About half the money in the House plan goes toward 1,500 new border
we didnt have the military to employ millions of Americans, the US unemployment rate would BE over 11.5 percent today instead of 9.5 percent. Is having a massive military jobs program

seemingly of their own will, in Hanoi, Vietnam. ” Why Rod Blagojevich jury deadlock could BE good news for defense ” After 12 days of deliberation, the Rod Blagojevich jury has
the world of spoken-word and slam poetry. ” 14th Amendment: why birthright citizenship change ’can’t BE done’ ” A new amendment to address citizenship issues would be tough in today polarized

Some say that legislation related to the 14th Amendment is the answer, but that would BE hard, too. ” Baby sitters too costly? Check out rates in these Top 10 sitter
authoritarian rule oversaw steep economic growth. ” Why GOP’s predicted gains in midterm elections might BE short-lived ” A new poll suggests that the Republican Party is actually viewed less positively

Wisconsin are a reason that chances for Republican takeover of the US Senate may BE rising in Election 2010. ” Why more government debt won’t fix the economy ” The
love-hate relationship with Google Street View ” Thousands of Germans have reportedly requested their homes BE removed from Google Street View. Millions more, however, are already avidly using the program. ”

GOP reaction is muted as judge affirms gay marriage rights ” GOP conservatives may not BE itching for a culture war over a judge’s decision overturning California’s gay marriage ban. Economic
to get extra foreclosure aid ” As part of the foreclosure aid, unemployed homeowners will BE eligible for federal bridge loans up to $50,000 to help with mortgage payments. ” –

with a panache for churning out profits, despite the downturn. Cameron, Clegg and co will BE hoping that he can show a similar flair for squeezing government margins. But the omens
Read promised the Conservatives £12bn in efficiency savings before the election. Of course waste should BE cut out where it exists in the public sector. But as the coalition has already

cannot get away from the fact that it has set itself a goal which will BE impossible to reach without thousands of frontline job losses and cuts to public services. Some
” Suzanne Pilley disappeared in Edinburgh on 4 May and her remains are believed to BE buried in forests near Loch Lomond Police and mountain rescue teams are to scour forests

his daughter’s body. ”If we could put a closure to it, maybe the grieving would BE a lot better,” he said. ”We never seem to be able to get to the
said. ”The search this weekend is no different, with expert advisers pinpointing the areas to BE covered.” Robert Pilley said he often believed he had glimpsed his daughter. ”Even going to

it just seems to have disappeared. I just keep on thinking, ’is it going to BE one of these things and we’re never going to find the body?’, and 10 or
15 years later they flush the body out and it’ll BE left to the rest of the family to lay her to rest, because I probably

rules, which means the lovely £1,000 carbon road bike you signed up for might not BE quite the bargain you anticipated. Doomsayers suggest this could be the end of the very
market value”. Many firms have been suggesting for years that the full market value would BE 5% of the original price tag. On that basis I expected to owe the Guardian

killjoys in the tax office have decided that a bike worth over £500 new will BE worth 25% of its original value one year on. So my £700 bike will be
calculation we believe that the savings (not including administrative costs to run the scheme) would BE 29% for a basic rate tax payer and 42% for a higher rate tax payer

Halfords, Evans Cycles and voucher providers Cyclescheme - said: ”The Alliance is worried there will BE a reduction in the attractiveness of the scheme, reducing take up, and hampering delivery of
deaths for the freedom of their country. For the following decade, leading Provisionals continued to BE disparaged. Suddenly there was an overnight transformation. Some who had been berated as ”criminals” or

agreement, and whose reputations and endorsements insured its public support, claimed that their deal would BE a stepping stone or transition to a united Ireland. They claimed that by accepting British
away at a time when it was becoming easy, and for some financially beneficial, to BE a Republican. The word dissident embraces a wide range of groups. Some, such as the

than yellowfin, while it is in season Cornish tuna has become the latest fish to BE rebranded by a supermarket. From Monday, after a little linguistic cutting-and-shutting, Morrisons will be offering
Cornish producers are now hoping to win British consumers round to the fish, which will BE in season for around six weeks. ”When it comes to eating fish, many shoppers clam

country,” said Matthew Bailey, Morrisons fish buyer. The Coruna is not the first fish to BE assigned a new identity. Last year Sainsbury’s performed an image makeover on unfashionable pollock, renaming
(and to find out why he hates people leaking his music online). Dubstep fans will BE pleased to know there’s also an interview with Mount Kimbie. Meet our resident new music

child protection is of the utmost importance and worries about the so-called ”nanny state” should BE put out to pasture when children’s lives and well-being are at stake. Yes there were
the database needed to come under close scrutiny. Similarly, early data protection issues needed to BE resolved. However, ContactPoint brought together information that professionals working for the benefit of young people
ContactPoint has been scrapped, the government will have to find a suitable replacement. This will BE both costly and complicated. Frontline practitioners need support to help develop the best system for
into Bushehr reactor ” After years of delay, uranium-packed fuel rods for 1,000-megawatt plant will BE installed next week Russia will begin to load fuel into the reactor at Iran’s Bushehr

on 21 August, a process that will take about two to three weeks. This will BE a key step towards starting up the reactor, although it will not be considered operational
from that date. ”This will BE an irreversible step,” Sergei Novikov, a spokesman for Russia’s state nuclear corporation, Rosatom, said. ”At

that moment, the Bushehr nuclear power plant will BE certified as a nuclear energy installation.” Novikov said that the head of Rosatom, Sergei Kiriyenko,
wander,” suggests one of the characters as it slowly emerges that this couple’s relationship may BE floated on cocktails but has foundered on many different kinds of infidelity and betrayal. Still

With university budget cuts of £200m planned, the loss of the department is unlikely to BE an isolated case. At the University of Birmingham’s school of philosophy, theology and religion, one
year. Universities are under pressure to make immediate and drastic savings, and theology seems to BE failing to make the case for its survival as a discipline worth studying. Many will

argue that if anything is going to BE cut, theology departments are a pretty obvious target. Theology doesn’t cure cancer, build skyscrapers or
all seen a rise in applications over and above this figure. Such an increase can’t BE down to a growth in religious vocations alone something else must be going on.

a level of interdisciplinary study that is hard to find elsewhere. The soonto BE closed department at Bangor offers the expected modules in church history, philosophy of religion, comparative religion
its beliefs and values and its forms of artistic and cultural expression”. While it might BE argued that straightforward religious history, preferably with an eye to the wider social and cultural

historians of religion would lack the tools to do their job properly. The same may BE said of scholars of literature, philosophy and the history of art, working with an intellectual
laundry room. For the connoisseur of the form, the latest entry is Dog Pound, to BE released in the lazy last days of the summer schedule. Director Kim Chapiron’s blistering tale

But we should embrace it as thought-provoking as any movie inspired by Clarke should BE it’s also every bit as eye-wateringly visceral. Although, of course, eye-wateringly visceral is only one
Porridge, that it dawned on them quite how unfunny being locked up for years might BE But then, the more you find yourself inclined towards what feels like realism, the more

was solitary confinement in its modern, hyper-airtight form that caught my imagination but I’d BE a liar if I didn’t also acknowledge the lure of the prison movie as a
savvy of Alan Clarke. But for those of us who seek them out, we should BE aware we’re also just buying a ticket to the place on the map where it

biggest public sector trade union with more than 1.3m members, said: ”The government seems to BE thrashing around trying to find people who will back up its dodgy plans for the
Commercial Services Union, whose 30,000 members, including civil servants and employees of government agencies, could BE badly affected by the coalition’s forthcoming cuts, criticised the appointment. A spokesman said: ”We’re not

said Crow. He passed the phone to his deputy editor, David Hellier, who happened to BE standing next to him[13]” Lord Taylor granted bail after facing court on expenses charges ”
a vital role in the journey of Slumdog Millionaire in 2008 and it’s great to BE bringing new work here and renewing a happy partnership.” 127 Hours is based on Between

jubilant, rags-to-riches drama, his latest looks set to provide more sobering fare. ”It may not BE pretty,” Ralston said of his story. ”But surviving is grit and determination in its highest
pay for replacement for nuclear weapons system still ongoing as it emerges helicopter fleet could BE cut The battle over who will pay for Britain’s new nuclear weapons system intensified today

the £20bn to replace Trident ”is constantly ongoing”. ”Ultimately, all our defence capabilities have to BE paid for,” he said. ”Which bits are paid, over what timescale, is part of the
said the defence secretary had been embarking on ”freelance” missions and Osborne insisted there could BE no special accountancy exemptions for the defence budget. ”The Trident costs, I have made it

generation in October, and it was reported today that the helicopter fleet may have to BE cut by 20%. Fox made his latest comments on Trident as he set out a
from his second visit to Afghanistan as defence secretary said departmental running costs could BE cut by up to 25%, adding that the department would be reorganised into three pillars:

strategy, the armed forces, and procurement and estates. He said there would also need to BE a cultural shift that will see a leaner and less centralised organisation combined with devolved
he said. ”People expect us to do the right thing by you. ”Yes, there will BE difficult decisions ahead but I will never forget that defence of the realm is

defence secretary also indicated that the number of senior military officers and civil servants would BE reduced to help tackle the £37bn black hole in the department’s finances. ”We will ...
to store National Archives ” Cheshire salt mine is a fast-growing storage facility soon to BE used for National Archive material ” Must Be The Music: the anti-X Factor we’ve been
The musicians are allowed to play their own compositions, while on The X Factor they’d BE forced to sing I Can’t Make You Love Me by George Michael 15 times in

about giving the acts control over their careers. Everything they perform on the show will BE available to download on iTunes after each show, so they’ll earn money right from the
shoehorn in as many half-baked populist ideas as they could. Judge Richard Park wanted to BE Simon Cowell so much that he came off looking like an angry lunatic with a

of the acts and the control handed to them Must Be The Music should BE able to carve out its own little niche. On the basis of last Sunday’s preview
throw up a talent on the scale of Leona Lewis, however it gets there, it’ll BE laughing. A David Sneddon, less so. A Jedward? God help us all. - Reality TV

has most to answer for. ”I did not find the MoD a comfortable place to BE Its values were not mine,” wrote the former head of the army, General Sir Mike
achievements have amounted to little. In many cases, we know the actions that need to BE implemented to save wild species or areas - what is lacking is the political commitment

the school disco. Twitch is a girl who always leaves her mark. She wants to BE indelible. Now back on her island home to celebrate her 25th birthday she’s reunited with
Jax (Kerri Hall). Whereas Twitch is all heart, Polo has a hole where his should BE He observes the world with a cold eye, and when he meets Twitch’s new lover,

about the thriller-like structure: for quite a long time I thought the cold-hearted Polo might BE an unreliable narrator. But in the end, it’s not really even his story although
it is one that, cracked and flawed though it might BE grips from start to finish. Rating: 3/5 - Edinburgh festival - Theatre Lyn Gardner guardian.co.uk

have the luxury of a bolthole in Monaco and a yacht on the Med, will BE furious when they find out that Philip Green has been appointed as the government’s axeman
show. The character takes a bit of getting used to she’s too broad to BE believable, and not broad enough to be fully absurd. But Loretta’s songs, she would be

article says ”Lib MP Simon Hughes observed when interviewed by the Guardian: ”We have to BE clear, it is not a Liberal Democrat policy, it is not a coalition policy, it
decentralising power so people can deal with the issues that concern them. We must not BE afraid to do things differently if we are to provide better services for less money.”

receives £110,000 Generous timetable for school closure consultations means headteacher and caretaker salaries must BE covered for Capel Iwan school in Carmarthenshire The Welsh assembly is speeding up school closure
in the Labour-controlled assembly’s programme means that a measure proposing a complete change could not BE debated until next May, but is expected then. Andrews told the assembly earlier this summer:

objector, who may have no connection with a school, can cause a statutory proposal to BE submitted to Welsh ministers and be subject to full scrutiny. This cannot be a good
Gwynne Woolridge, the executive member of Carmarthenshire responsible for education, said that the head would BE employed until December but would be transferred during that time to other duties. He said:

international meeting in October which is meant to protect the world’s biodiversity is destined to BE an even greater failure than last year’s attempt to protect the world’s atmosphere. Already the
month by French secretary of state for ecology, Chantal Jouanno. She announced that there would BE no further major efforts to restore the population of Pyrenean brown bears, of which fewer

to an issue that is all about specifics. The policies that really count need to BE enforced at the national level: reintroducing more bears does not need a global agreement between
demonstrate whether they are serious about defending the wonders of the natural world. Each will BE targeted at a particular government, and they will be asked to sign up to it

short, so our intention is to choose the 100 tasks within one month. We will BE addressing the G20 countries, as their wealth and power deprives Andy Rourke quits Freebass
far. According to the Freebass website, Rourke ”is now living in NYC and will not BE joining the band for live dates”. But the bassist isn’t just sitting out road trips:

embark on a US tour, and Slicing Up Eyeballs reports their download-only releases will soon BE issued on CD. Rourke, who hosts a weekly show on New York’s East Village Radio,
international community must maintain pressure on the Burmese junta if basic human rights are to BE restored there In September 2007, monks marching in Rangoon applauded as they passed by the
serious heart condition. The Burmese junta has announced elections for 7 November. They will not BE free. They will not be fair. And they will mark the culmination of a process

in the United Nations, the real and ongoing suffering of the Burmese people must not BE forgotten. Alongside the fear and brutal repression in Burma, lies hope generated by the support
not go unnoticed back home”. The junta is mindful of the international pressure that should BE brought to bear. Its people may not have access to the media we do, but

as possible. But just as important is co-operation with organisations such as Amnesty, and to BE as vocal as possible whenever the opportunity arises. Radios are being distributed in Burma so
It has taken a while to arrive, but late last month the first beaver to BE born in the wild in Britain in roughly 400 years emerged from its lodge. The

the wild beavers flown in from Norway in 2008 died in quarantine or could not BE released. After back-up beavers were moved from a wildlife reserve in the Highlands, 11 were
scotch dating from around 1896 found in hut belonging to explorer Sir Ernest Shackleton to BE opened A crate of Scotch whisky that was trapped in Antarctic ice for a century

was finally opened today but the heritage dram won’t BE tasted by whisky lovers because it is being preserved for its historic significance. The crate,
crate was frozen solid when it was retrieved earlier this year, the whisky inside could BE heard sloshing around in the bottles. Antarctica’s -30C C (-22F) temperature was not enough to

1897, and described as being in remarkably good condition. This Scotch is unlikely ever to BE tasted, but master blenders will examine samples of it to see if they can replicate
Whyte and Mackay, which took over Mackinlay’s distillery many years ago, the 11 bottles will BE returned to their home under the floorboards of Shackleton’s hut at Cape Royds on

get excited about it,” he said. ”But if there was ever an opportunity, it could BE a wonderful one to have.” Nigel Watson, the executive director of the Antarctic Heritage Trust,
process. The crate will remain in cold storage and each of the 11 bottles will BE carefully assessed and conserved over the next few weeks. Some samples will be extracted, possibly

headed ”subsidiarity” (page 5) where it says: The core principle is that housing decisions should BE taken as close to the citizen as possible. That is, city-wide or national government should
only take decisions and actions that cannot BE performed more effectively at the local level. It continues: The primary role of local authorities,

means that not all the challenges facing London, in housing or other policy areas, can BE met from a purely local perspective. The needs of London as a whole are not
summation of the local needs of its constituent 33 boroughs. London has needs that must BE met, that may not receive support at a local level, or may not be able

of such treasures in the age of the ebook? The growing sense that books may BE about to become redundant is producing a good deal of sentimental chatter on where
and paper will soon become the sole preserve of collectors and retro-heads, book-lovers seem to BE dwelling particularly on the physical aspects of the paper object. It’s not the words that
interests; and about his feelings for beauty (or, perhaps, conversely, a feeling that Woolf would BE more useful pressing flowers than being read). I was so intrigued that I decided to

websites, there is a danger that organisations or individuals with something valuable to contribute will BE caught napping, or off on summer holidays, leaving unscrutinised policies wreaking havoc in two years’
the way to becoming decisions. While this is undoubtedly true in some areas, there can BE real value in engaging with the detail of complex proposals, even if the general direction
70% to 1%, and incidentally saved the jobcentre a year of staff time. Consulting should BE a vital part of policy development, but it too often falls short, either in the

but they can influence every level of the detail within it. All of us should BE carefully examining what we know, and making every effort to get it across. Leaving it
until after the holidays may BE too late. - Liberal-Conservative coalition - Public services policy - Voluntary sector David Robinson guardian.co.uk

London Underground has suspended the use of all similar engineering trains until further inquiries can BE made. It said the trains were operated by a contractor. It said in a statement:
particularly as the findings from Potters Bar [rail crash] ruled that third-party contractors should not BE involved in rail maintenance works”. He added: ”This horrific failure comes against a background of

reopens a can of worms that was never quite shut Should there BE an inquest into the death of David Kelly to establish whether or not the British
official explanation is ”extremely unlikely” to explain Kelly’s death, piles on more pressure. It would BE a shame to waste yet more public money when it’s in such short supply. But,

Nevertheless, Leonard admitted: ”I don’t really know how I’m going to deal with it, to BE honest. Terrence Malick fishing film rumoured to have reeled in Ben Affleck ” Reports
a cast that includes Javier Bardem, Rachel McAdams and Olga Kurylenko. Affleck is rumoured to BE lined up to play the role of a fisherman in the ”Untitled Terrence Malick Project”,

saga starring Brad Pitt and Sean Penn, The Tree of Life was originally tipped to BE unveiled at the Cannes film festival in May. It was similarly predicted to feature in
in 1998. He refuses all interview requests, while his contracts stipulate that he must never BE photographed. - Ben Affleck - Christian Bale Xan Brooks guardian.co.uk Guardian News & Media

all and young people knew it. Dr Malleson did not say that the drug should BE legalised. The effect of any drug depended on the social environment, the dose, and the
of its first corpse have been allayed after the apparently lifeless child was found to BE alive and well. Residents of Middle Road, Worcester, had a nasty surprise when using Google’s

who was unhappy with an image shown on street view could ask for it to BE removed or blurred, however at the time of writing the picture remains. ”The imagery in
beast, whose image has been captured twice in Aberdeen, although some have suggested it may BE a man wearing a rubber horse mask. Google street view also attracted attention last year,

seeking stake in Cairn’s Indian spin-off Cairn India valued at $13.5bn and deal could BE worth billions of pounds Vedanta Resources, the London-listed metals producer controlled by billionaire Anil Agarwal,
Vedanta is seeking or how much it would have to pay, although any deal could BE worth billions of pounds. Cairn India, which operates the country’s largest onshore oilfield, is valued

at $13.5bn (£8.7bn). ”Discussions are ongoing. There can BE no certainty the contemplated acquisition will occur or of the terms of any such acquisition,”
dig a bauxite mine in an area in Orissa, eastern India, which is said to BE held sacred by indigenous people. Amnesty International published a report last year claiming that a

more than 30,000. Unimpressed Today’s announcement left some analysts unimpressed. ”A move into oil would BE a very strange shift away from Vedanta’s core business of developing mines and smelters, with
Wars film, and the fact that it ended in the most downbeat fashion imaginable can’t BE a coincidence. Maybe wrapping up the whole trilogy in a blanket of death and misery

character in Million Dollar Baby fully recovered in the final scene. David Fincher would currently BE out of work if, during the final scene of Seven, Brad Pitt opened the box
aim at military top brass ” Defence secretary says number of senior military officers could BE reduced as Ministry of Defence faces ’difficult’ cuts The number of senior military officers could

to make the department leaner, less centralised and more effective. He said military chiefs would BE given greater control over the armed services as he attempted to sweeten what he described
10 years. However, he made no specific commitments on cuts, which are not expected to BE announced until October. In a speech at the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors, Fox
returned from his second visit to Afghanistan as defence secretary said the MoD would BE reorganised into three pillars: policy and strategy, the armed forces, and procurement and estates. He

could suffer the cancellation of one of two new aircraft carriers, the Royal Marines could BE brought under the army’s control and the RAF could shrink to its smallest size since
Previously, Trident was funded directly by the Treasury. The results of the strategic review will BE announced at the end of October. - Liam Fox - Defence policy - Liberal-Conservative coalition

you or your group protect this site?* Make this a high profile case that cannot BE swept under the carpet and creep through. *Exact location* 54.012643, -2.237606 *Developer* David Hill (Skipton)
fresh from, er, ITV’s Hell’s Kitchen and that other reality show about fast cars. To BE fair, she’s been busy of late, having returned to the underground music scene from whence

assuming the latter finally gets round to announcing his candidacy - with each claiming to BE the better equipped to remove him from City Hall. My latest reports on their progress
Nevertheless, Leonard admitted: ”I don’t really know how I’m going to deal with it, to BE honest.” Dads: Soft Play ” An exclusive web drama written for guardian.co.uk by Ewan

no indication that it intends to wind up its violence. In fact, it appears to BE ratcheting up its terrorism as it seeks to destabilise the political process. - Northern Irish
to store National Archives ” Cheshire salt mine is a fast-growing storage facility soon to BE used for National Archive material ” Cutacre industrial site: Green belt under threat ” Land

previous mining waste tip which was being reclaimed by nature. The parts not required to BE concreted over will remain farmland partly and part will be restored to a country park,
an SB [Site of Biological Importance]. *What development is proposed?* An Industrial Estate is to BE built on Green Belt land, the only protected green area between Bolton and Salford. The

suspension of Green Belt to allow opencast coal mining but with conditions that the land BE restored and improved on completion of the mining operation. The recent Core Strategy of Bolton
modern in these playful creations, he is our contemporary, as he shows how art can BE made from nothing. Move over, Martin Creed. Grandad’s here and he’s taking doves out of

casting doubt on the government’s claim that Iraq had weapons of mass destruction which could BE fired within 45 minutes. Lord Hutton concluded that ”the principal cause of death was bleeding
medical reports and photographs closed for 70 years. Hutton responded by saying the documents could BE revealed to doctors and that he had made the gagging order to spare Kelly’s family

stringent test than would have been used in an inquest, where a coroner has to BE sure ”beyond reasonable doubt” that a person intended to kill themselves. - Hutton report -
is subject to our Terms & Conditions | More Feeds On balance, there should BE an inquest into David Kelly’s death | Michael White Today’s letter to the Times

from medical experts reopens a can of worms that was never quite shut Should there BE an inquest into the death of David Kelly to establish whether or not the British
written in 1929-30, that brings it close to greatness. Some of the writing would not BE out of place in Prokofiev, and there are elements that suggest a direct relationship with
expected to increase until 2030 when it will hit £2.3bn. The final payment will not BE made until 2048. Under PFI, private companies win contracts to build and maintain new hospitals

said in May that one of the roles of the Office for Budget Responsibility would BE to examine the cost of outstanding PFI deals. - Private finance initiative - NHS -
on oil-industry-funded ”scientists” to argue that it’s all a hoax so that said industries can BE free of the coffle of state interference is more morally unsupportable, as time and tide

overcome by the euphoria of having produced slightly more cupcakes than they thought they might BE able to, given the limited time and resources available, celebrated by plunging down the other’s
Have you backed up your computer? Is your office as secure as it could BE Where are you most vulnerable and how can you combat this weakness? When it comes

to peace of mind, erring on the side of caution cannot BE overdone.’ – Canadian Federation of Independent Business” Blackstone to acquire Dynegy ”Paying
NRG EnergyAfter the HST initiative, questions about recall” Does B.C. electoral law need to BE redrawn? Revised four-pad stacked arena would cost $88-million ”New eight-storey design of Port Lands Sports

and follow-up letters and plan steps to tackle them. Put them into priority order and BE realistic about what you can and cannot do before your break.’ – Canadian Federation of
see little improvement in the economy ahead” Amend the recall and initiative law Rules should BE streamlined to make canvassing easier More than two dozen arrested in GTA drug probe Police

basic functions of your business such as accounting, advertising and quality control. List what will BE necessary for each function prior to your break, clearly indicating expectations and responsibilities.’ – Canadian
The summer holidays are often planned many months in advance. This preparation time can also BE used to minimize any worries relating to your business.’ – Canadian Federation of Independent Business”

24 ”Could the job in question, where all the conditions of employment remain the same, BE done by anyone other than the relative? If the answer is,”yes”, the employment is likely
of the day March 22 ”There are two scenarios in which EI premiums should not BE paid, since the job is not considered ’insurable:” – Canadian Federation of Independent Business” –

culture Auto maker new CEO is known as a quiet deal maker Migrant ship may BE boarded further out at sea than usual ”Navy present to apply force if necessary, says
due to appear in court Thursday morning iPhone frenzy ”Apple’s latest mobile phone seems to BE this month’s must-have gadget. In these images, customers line up for it in the middle

speak limited English about the dangers of youth gangs is working so well it may BE extended. Police said the 30-minute programme on Radio Samoa in Auckland was reaching Samoan parents
School, Leauvaa Climate change is the topic that it is important for people nowadays to BE informed about before it is too late. Why? Because certain ways of living and acting

Intl Trade Fair to Promote Local Business ”The third Ethio-Chamber International Trade Fair is to BE held from November 11 to 17, 2010, and organised by Afro Dan Plc, which is
one of the three state owned breweries, Meta Abo, Harar, or Bedele, that are to BE put up for auction this year by the Privatisation and Public Enterprises Supervising Agency (PPESA).”

as the city economic recovery helped to lift mobile-phone and broadband Intern...[8]” Buddha’s skull to BE enshrined at world-famed tower in China ”A part of Gautam Buddha’s skull will be kept
year underscores its need to curb its soaring greenhouse gas emissions now believed to BE the world’s lar...” RCE Cap Adopts FRS 139 Accounting Standards ”You are not an authorised

worth 100,000 yuan ($14,770) if they break a world record at the Asian Games to BE held in Guangzhou, China in November this year.” North Korea urges Japan to apologize and
annexation of Korea but did not ment...” Leave our joy alone ”The festive period must BE punctuated with celebrations and not burdened with distrust. IN LESS than a month, Muslims will

a Tibetan property tycoon to life imprisonment without providing details of the charges, said to BE mainly political in nature.” North Korea offers to pay off Czech debt – with Korean
ginseng ”The Czech Republic suggested barter when North Korea said it would BE hard put to repay a USD 10 million debt left from cold-war days. But it

tense Korean border.Jonat...” Gangsterism starts in schools ”Gangsterism that has been terrorising the community can BE curbed more effectively through various approaches. Proper guidance and education by parents is an excellent
Tokyo apologized to South Korea for its annexation of Korea but did not men...” Dont BE selfish when on the road ”I believe we have lost our focus. Vehicles nowadays can

gained versus the dollar on speculation increasing demands from politicians to weaken the currency may BE ignored by the Bank of Japan.”
on higher things. One of them is the fact that man has been created to BE the vicegerent of God on the Earth. In his famous book, Gateway to Knowledge about

By A Staff Reporter - MUSCAT This year Oman Sailing Summer School proved to BE a huge success when over 60 applicants between the ages of 10 and 20 years
Chairman of Oman Astronomical Society, said that the crescent moon sighting in such conditions will BE very difficult. read more Buraimi training centre to introduce new courses

miss any Dolphins games. Sources close to Jennifer Lopez tell People.com that the actress-singer won’t BE a judge on American Idol after all.First Lady talks about cleanses, kids’ sportsMichelle
your pants are feeling a bit tight around the waistline, take note: Belly bulge can BE deadly for older adults, even those who aren’t overweight or obese by other measures.” Projects
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and glass, the arcing structure injects a welcome dose of contemporary design into the space BETWEEN architect Daniel Burnham’s beaux-arts train ...” EDITORIAL: Justice stiffs Civil Rights Commission ” The hypocrisy
on Obama’s faith ” The White House on Thursday dismissed new polls showing that anywhere BETWEEN one-fifth and a quarter of U.S. voters falsely believe President Obama is Muslim, saying most

and it’s ...” New in D.C.: The Redstone ” New condominiums are few and far BETWEEN in the District these days, so buyers often compete with one another for the opportunity
Mecca” and ”Mosque ...” Mariners keep Orioles’ Millwood reeling ” BALTIMORE | A pitching duel BETWEEN an up-and-coming lefty and a veteran right-hander was decided by a utility player in the

to understand who really pays for new legislation - whether financial reform, ...” Differences BETWEEN Carter and Obama? None. ” Other than the Georgia peanut farmer turned governor and now
a Chicago community rabble rouser turned senator, there is little substantive political difference BETWEEN President Barack Obama and President Jimmy Carter. Both have stood on the throat of our

phones could face radio mandate ” THE PROPOSAL: A proposed settlement to a long-running dispute BETWEEN radio broadcasters and the recording industry over music royalties could include a federal mandate that
c’est la ...” EDITORIAL: Justice for Black Panthers ” A serious clash may be looming BETWEEN the Department of Justice and the U.S. Civil Rights Commission about the department’s dismissal of

of Caseys General Stores, seeking their support in its $1.9 billion (U.S.) hostile takeover battle BETWEEN the two convenience store chains. ” Hopefuls use camp to impress brass ” Ken Hitchcock
feat mappinessart17.JPG] The London School of Economics launches mappiness, a study to define happiness relationships BETWEEN humans and nature and other humans too. ” Montreal mother gets bail in honour

Mercury cars became hot rods ” The Mercury brand came about in the 1930s set BETWEEN lunch-bucket Fords and luxury Lincolns. Dupuis: Renovation takes time, talent and tools During
of the year. ” Grand Canyon bargains at a peak ”[image: Seeing the Grand Canyon BETWEEN Aug. 23 and Sept. 3 is cheaper thanks to a deal from Yavapi Lodge.] Travelling

referred to morale in the Venezuelan armed forces as considerably low, and to clear ties BETWEEN the Venezuelan government and Colombian guerrillas. There were a number of other remarks about Venezuela
disaster, said the Navy. These exercises were announced at a time when tensions have increased BETWEEN the U.S. and Venezuela, after the appointed ambassador to Caracas to denounce, among other things,

the things that irritated the government of Hugo Chavez was an agreement signed last year BETWEEN Washington and Bogota that allows U.S. troops used seven bases in Colombia, which Caracas denounced
condition or demands of any kind for the legitimate government of President Zelaya. The conflict BETWEEN the peoples aspirations for a better future and the interests of the oligarchic sectors in

under the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. During the past week, confrontations BETWEEN non-violent indigenous protesters and police have left over 100 people dead. The vast majority of
little regard for the national plan. In contrast to this, under the BFS goods exchanged BETWEEN public enterprises were transferred without payment; a cost price was administratively determined and the relevant

he spoke but also what he said. We meet at a time of great tension BETWEEN the United Status and Muslims around the World The relationship between Islam and the West
but also to human rights.. Ive come here to Cairo to seek a new beginning BETWEEN the United States and Muslims around the world, one based on mutual interest and mutual

beverage industry comes under continued criticism for its role in childhood obesity a new partnership BETWEEN a leading soft drinks manufacturer and Senomyx could lead to new flavor and lower calorie
strike amid mounting controversy over an elephant conservation plan that has led to increased clashes BETWEEN the animals and villagers. ” Ratings war on the cards as ESPN charge into new

to final A-level exam will help boys ” Boys will narrow the gap in performance BETWEEN them and girls in this year’s A-level results, it was forecast today. ” WHO says
victory in the 1967 Challenge Cup final ” The former mining village of Sharlston, tucked BETWEEN Wakefield and Featherstone, is a rugby league hotbed that makes others look tepid by comparison.

to final A-level exam will help boys ” Boys will narrow the gap in performance BETWEEN them and girls in this year’s A-level results, it was forecast today. ” Does practicing
for Haiti’ CD, and more top picks. Obama’s Ohio visit points to jobs divide BETWEEN public, private sector Obama visited Wednesday with Ohioans who have been helped by government

wasteful, or that may only benefit a small group but the costs are spread out BETWEEN all taxpayers. Of course, often, one politician’s pork is another politician’s legitimate expense. The Citizens
class has become more prosperous and organized. Obama’s Ohio visit points to jobs divide BETWEEN public, private sector Obama visited Wednesday with Ohioans who have been helped by government

the talk show host who apologized for repeating the N-word several times in an on-air CONVERSATION says she plans to give up her radio show when her contract is up at
weather will be mostly dry, with scattered profanity... It was Oscar Wilde who described CONVERSATION about the weather as the last refuge of the unimaginative. But then he had never

has been the stop-and-stare at biking docks from Londoners, curious about this long talked-of potential: CYCLE hire akin to Continental schemes. ” Top 10 Canadian GPs since 1967 ” The Villeneuve
other vehicle owners. ...” Birth history raises cancer risk ” In 1987, I was DEEPLY grateful to welcome my first child into the world. I have no regrets there. However,

discuss a number of matters, including the ongoing investigation into the New Black Panther voter-intimidation INCIDENT On Tuesday, the Northern Virginia Republican fired off ...” Extermination crew to the rescue
The Crown will withdraw the assault charge against a Scarborough school principal arrested after an INCIDENT involving one of his teachers, a court heard Thursday. ” Show Tamils some kindness ”

blunt object. Witnesses and journalists have countered that the U.N. is trying to cover-up the INCIDENT This is not the first time U.N. troops in Haiti have been accused of killing
the fact that the blockades have been going on for 56 days without a single INCIDENT Gregor MacLennan of Amazon Watch who is currently in Bagua gathering first hand testimonies from

edge Orioles for fourth straight series win ” BALTIMORE | No one would have blamed LIGHT hitting Matt Tuiasosopo for blabbing endlessly about his second home run in two games. Instead, the
feet from the site of ground zero. A New York City panel gave the green LIGHT Tuesday for the project - despite ...” – – Capital capitulation ” President Obama

their Muslim faith.. It was Islam at places like Al-Azhar that carried the LIGHT of learning through so many centuries, paving the way for Europes Renaissance and Enlightenment. And
result, newspapers are said to rely on ever sillier stories that would not see the LIGHT of day in more newsworthy times. Sometimes, to a seasoned education journalist like myself, it

freshman, email is slow, wrist watches are obsolete, phones have always been cordless Divine LIGHT on or off the grid A Christian Science perspective. ” A Prophet’: France faces
Calif. Four of ...” HAGELIN: Music industry sexualizes kids ” Culture challenge of the week: MUSIC porn Nearly every 12-year-old knows Rihanna. And Katy Perry and Lady Gaga. Do you? The
some with not-so-young diners. Everyone has a good time drinking, trying to talk above the MUSIC and supping on some very ...” EDITORIAL: Black Panther case: Racism rules ” Former Justice

of the ’60s. Woodstock has since been celebrated in every corner of pop culture – MUSIC movies, fashion and art, among them. Now comes a celebration ...” EDITORIAL: No Justice for
A proposed settlement to a long-running dispute between radio broadcasters and the recording industry over MUSIC royalties could include a federal mandate that all new cell phones have an FM radio

parodied group whose songs have had the highest number of versions in the history of MUSIC were placed before the American audience so that they could be discovered. The title of
Nothing, the project of punk musician Jack Tatum, is the most popular act in the MUSIC blogosphere on August 19, according to The Hype Machine. Montreal funk duo Chromeo and Norwegian

” A Christian Science perspective. Top picks: Daffy Duck toon classics, Maine’s culinary delights, MUSIC for Haiti, and more Classic Daffy Duck toons out on DVD, mouthwatering ’Fresh From
vet’s welcome home A Christian Science perspective. Top picks: A celebration of Mexican MUSIC tour exotic homes, ’Entre Nos’ DVD, and more recommendations ’Mi Alma Mexicana’ CD celebrates

Congo, and more recommendations Randy Newman’s ’Toy Story Favorites’ on CD, Chicago’s Grant Park MUSIC festival, raising awareness of violence in the Congo through music, and more top picks. ”
Leo Tolstoy on DVD, PBS hosts ’A Capitol Fourth’ from Washington D.C., the annual Tanglewood MUSIC festival begins, and more top picks. ” Maxine Waters slams ethics charge: ’I have not

a federal judge ruled Monday. Top picks: Daffy Duck toon classics, Maine’s culinary delights, MUSIC for Haiti, and more Classic Daffy Duck toons out on DVD, mouthwatering ’Fresh From
her feet and an Armani Space Age dress constructed of glittery rings that seemed to ORBIT around her. It seems Lady Gaga will wear anything. And so will her fans, who,

It is clear from his nearly 18 months in office that he is unable to PERFORM effectively as the country’s chief executive. In short, he is a colossal failure. Take his
cultural, educational or research exchanges, the American Ballet Theatre has revealed that it is to PERFORM in Havana this November for the first time in half a century. ” Hollywood questions

of the Russian Olympic Committee resigned on Wednesday in the wake of the nation’s worst PERFORMANCE at the Winter Games, news agencies said, citing the committee’s spokesman. When contacted by The
the desires of the evolving sports coupe buyer. The all-new tC adds new styling, enhanced PERFORMANCE and technologies that ...” HICKS: Lessons learned from baby mice ” The gathering of college

Davidoff. The 2010 event is set to feature ...” 2011 Tacoma Pickup offers all-new pro PERFORMANCE packages ” TORRANCE, Calif. | The Toyota Tacoma, the best-selling compact pickup truck in America,
is refocused on the NHL, and not the fallout in Russia following his country’s poor PERFORMANCE at the Vancouver Games. ”I’ll talk about the NHL, and no more Olympics, please,” Ovechkin

Roddick lost in the third round last week at the Legg Mason Tennis ...” Lexus high PERFORMANCE sedan provides stimulating driving ” As the first production model to wear the brand’s ”F”
marquee, the Lexus IS F offers a thrilling, fun-to-drive experience. The Lexus IS F high PERFORMANCE sport sedan races into 2011 with several interior updates including LED daytime running lamps, an

Image] Baseball great Roger Clemens will be indicted on charges of lying to Congress about PERFORMANCE enhancing drugs. ” 10 of Hollywood’s ickiest romantic comedy storylines ”[image: Jason Bateman and Jennifer Aniston
can only be one president. Jos‚àö¬© Manuel Zelaya must return immediately and unconditionally to the PERFORMANCE of his duties (Applause). We believe that there can be no negotiations whatsoever with the

slightly equine face of the Royals. ” One-third of university students unhappy with lecturers’ PERFORMANCE Thousands of university students still find their lecturers too remote despite pledges that standards
given to final A-level exam will help boys ” Boys will narrow the gap in PERFORMANCE between them and girls in this year’s A-level results, it was forecast today. ” Does

Some say it will result in a backlash to emerging ’value added’ analysis of teacher PERFORMANCE All dressed up but no one to ’meet’ with? ” In an age of
as revolutionary guerrilla fighter, his personal integrity and self-sacrifice culminating in martyrdom. But a vital PERIOD of his short life has been inexplicably neglected in previous accounts: the six years in

11,000 years ago. The discovery is likely to change the way archaeologists view that early PERIOD Mary Brancker: The first woman president of the British Veterinary Association ” Mary Brancker
mechanical engineer Sir Hugh Ford lived for nearly a century, a lifetime that spanned a PERIOD of unprecedented technological advance, from the coming of the age of oil and its new

strained right calf, an injury that progressed from a bruise after he fouled off a PITCH last weekend. Jon Jay moved from right field to center Tuesday night against ...” Pavin
Billiton had its bid for Canada’s Potash Corporation turned down, it went hostile, promising to PITCH its $40m (£25m) offer for the company directly to shareholders. ” Hodgson stands firm over

in the first semifinal of the Rogers Cup on Saturday. Murray, the fourth seed, will PLAY the winner of the Roger Federer-Novak Djokovic semifinal on Sunday. ”You never expect to beat
Spain 6-3, 6-4 in the first semifinal of the Rogers Cup on Saturday. Murray will PLAY the winner of the Roger Federer-Novak Djokovic semifinal on Sunday. Julien Benneteau and Michael Llodra

N.Y. (AP) - Serena and Venus Williams told the U.S. Tennis Association they plan to PLAY in the Fed Cup final against Italy in November. Neither Williams has competed in the
one-two punch: No. 1 Rafael Nadal and No. 2 Novak Djokovic are teaming up to PLAY doubles together at next week’s tournament in Toronto. The ATP said it believes it’s the

next-to-last hole in the U.S. Women’s Amateur on Sunday gave her a 2 and 1 match PLAY victory over Jessica Korda. Kang led deep into the second round during the final at
Rogers Cup scare ”[image: Dinara Safina returns to her compatriot Nadia Petrova during second round PLAY at the Rogers Cup on Aug. 18, 2010 in Montreal.] Kim Clijsters rallied to a

to make the world’s first three-dimensional porn films. Frockwatch: Beautiful ladies, handsome young bucks PLAY summer games in the garden[image: Hilary Drennan] The citys young and restless gathered at
dominant broadcaster of England’s domestic league by showing 43 live matches next season including the PLAY off final at Twickenham in May. ” Star students: New A grades have revived debate about

Marilyn Monroe ” My reporter was eager to ask Angelina Jolie about her plans to PLAY Marilyn Monroe when they spoke at Monday’s premiere of Jolie’s new thriller, Salt. According to
a thing about it! I don’t even know if I’d be the best person to PLAY her.” As to her rumoured co-star, she added, ”I haven’t even talked to George about

in underlying pre-tax profit to £46.5m for the six months to 30 June. ” Wigan PLAY down N’Zogbia unrest reports ” Wigan manager Roberto Martinez has played down reports Charles N’Zogbia
to talk of parental choice. ” Blair: Confessions of a former war leader The PLAY the thing wherein I’ll catch the conscience of the King,” Hamlet famously plotted. For Tony

The city itself ” As ’Law & Order: Los Angeles’ ramps up, the role cities PLAY in storytelling is seen in the tone, shaping of other characters, and cultural backdrop. ”
100,000-mile battery warranty BROWNSTOWN TOWNSHIP, Mich. - The Chevrolet Volt electric vehicle with extended RANGE will provide customers with an unprecedented, standard, eight-year/100,000-mile warranty on its advanced, lithium-ion battery. It

www.amazonwatch.org) of the attack show clearly the police brutally beating and shooting demonstrators at close RANGE At 2am police began to approach the demonstrators as they were sleeping along the Fernando
General Eric H. Holder Jr.? That scenario is unlikely, but it suddenly has entered the REALM of possibility. The Civil Rights Commission is making a full inquiry into a controversy about

the students and instructors exists a very high level of community spirit, cooperation and mutual RESPECT This attitude brings everyone together. It draws together in the same class room those who
the United States and Muslims around the world, one based on mutual interest and mutual RESPECT they overlap, and share common principles principles of justice and progress; tolerance and

of that fact affected us all. Later we knew that it was true, that in REVOLUTION one wins or dies (if it is a real one). Many comrades fell along the
Cuban model. Despite the importance of Soviet support in providing a lifeline to the young REVOLUTION Che quickly made clear his reservations with regard to economic policies in the USSR. Ches
inning put Seattle ahead for good. Tuiasosopo, ...” Daily fee golf courses missing from PGA ROTATION SHEBOYGAN, WIS. (AP) - Anyone wishing to take on the Whistling Straits course where

No one would have blamed light-hitting Matt Tuiasosopo for blabbing endlessly about his second home RUN in two games. Instead, the Seattle Mariners utility player spoke excitedly about another rare occurrence:
it again in their last at-bat, beating the Washington Nationals 3-2 on Jason Heyward’s two-out, RUN scoring single ...” Williams sees no split with Woods ” WELLINGTON, NEW ZEALAND (AP) - New

straight series win ” BALTIMORE | Matt Tuiasosopo extended his unlikely power surge with a three RUN homer, and the Seattle Mariners beat the Baltimore Orioles 6-5 Wednesday night for their season-high
did it again in their final at-bat, beating the Washington Nationals 3-2 on Jason Heyward’s RUN scoring single in the ninth inning Wednesday night. The Braves won for the 21st time in

to faith leaders ” WASHINGTON (AP) When senators were tripping over one another to RUN for president in 2008, a number of them turned to a Senate adviser to discuss
a 14-year-old girl to her 19-year-old cousin. Mr. Jeffs, 54, was convicted ...” Famed home RUN hitter Bobby Thomson dead at 86 ” NEW YORK (AP) - We’ve heard the frenzied

issuing an edict in March saying the holy city in Saudi Arabia ...” Famed home RUN hitter Bobby Thomson dead at 86 ” NEW YORK (AP) - Bobby Thomson, whose ”Shot
World” in 1951 has echoed through baseball history as perhaps the game’s most famous home RUN has died. He was 86. Thomson had been in failing health for several years. He

city landmark and should be protected from development. Republican gubernatorial candidate Rick ...” Famed home RUN hitter Bobby Thomson dead at 86 ” NEW YORK (AP) - Bobby Thomson, who hit
who completes his turn as Prospero in Stratford in September.] With ”The Tempest’s” Stratford theatre RUN sold out, get ready for a screen duel: Christopher Plummers Prospero vs. Helen Mirrens Prospera.

Ferdinand in 1914. But for baseball fans it means something else: the most famous home RUN of all, hit by Bobby Thomson to win the National League pennant for the New
Jean said today he was confident that Haiti election officials would accept his candidacy to RUN for president despite doubts over whether he meets the residency requirement. Most blogged artists:

spark crisis ” The Haiti election commission postponed its ruling on who is eligible to RUN for president. Critics charge that the commission opposes Wyclef Jean’s candidacy. ” Washington’s ’jungle primary’:
the smell of the squawking, ...” Correction: Quote attribution ” A caption in Wednesday’s Economy SECTION misidentified Mark Cooper, director of research at the Consumer Federation of America. ” Bloomberg wins

The Washington Times on Sunday ran the wrong photograph with the Metro SECTION quote of the day. The man pictured was Virginia Delegate Robert G. Marshall, Prince William
The Democrats and two presidents pushed banks to ...” – ”A caption in Wednesday’s Economy SECTION misidentified Mark Cooper, director of research at the Consumer Federation of America. Email [image: Bookmark

two years ago after working in retail. The well-organized 11,000-square-foot store has a large book SECTION Back-to-school time looms, along with all of the attendant getting and spending. ” How to
realize this is irrational. It’s just that where I come from, watching daytime TV is SOMETHING you do when you have the flu or it’s raining on a Saturday or a

” For the first time in years, the traditional rivals are playing a game with SOMETHING more than pride on the line. ” Caitlin Cronenberg curates TIFF photo exhibition ”[image: This
parliamentary elections scheduled for November. This is the equivalent of excluding the Democratic Party (actually SOMETHING quite a bit larger) from U.S. Congressional elections in November. So far there are no

the one that killed Archduke Franz Ferdinand in 1914. But for baseball fans it means SOMETHING else: the most famous home run of all, hit by Bobby Thomson to win the
grief made me dance, drink and cry ”Actually, the first idea I had was SOMETHING called 101 Uses For Your Murdered Sister,” reflects Rebecca Peyton. ”I sat on the bus

Summertime blues ” (With apologies to George Gershwin and DuBose Heyward and their 1935 classic SONG Summertime”): Summertime, And the living is queasy Taxes jumpin’ And foreclosures are high Your daddy’s
for energy-efficient ”green” buildings. Starting Sept. 1, most new structures in the Celtic land of SONG will have to meet mandatory requirements for conserving energy, water and other resources. In Washington,

is Wyclef Jean when you need him? Apparently, in a New York studio composing a SONG for the upper class protesters in the streets of Iran. Too bad. The people of
they achieved nine years ago with the election of President Aristide. So, Wyclef, do a SONG for Iran, if you must. But, your homeland, Haiti, could use your celebrity status now

shoulder-to-shoulder, fighting alongside the people. After Ches letter, you will find a video with a SONG written by beloved Cuban folksinger, Carlos Puebla, Hasta Siempre, Comandante, which is meant as a
his long-term girlfriend, the surname-laden actress Isabella Anstruther-Gough-Calthorpe. Will his new number be a break-up SONG Mortgage lending increases for third month ” Mortgage lending rose for the third consecutive

ability and the way he drove this fine band, best known for ”Willin”, the trucker SONG written by their original leader, the singer and guitarist Lowell George. ” How Joe Cole
One of the mysteries of spacewere talking real-world living space, not the cosmosis that perfectly SOUND logic often leads to an illogical esthetic. We all occasionally make cringe-worthy decorating mistakes. (I

the 1985 TV blackout? Only the Big Yin knew who McAvennie was ” It may SOUND unthinkable to anybody who has grown up with wall-to-wall Premier League football, but 25 years
themselves off to the world after falling asleep while others are awakened by the slightest SOUND Jimmy Reid: Inspirational trade unionist who led the work-in at Upper Clyde which reversed

steel and glass, the arcing structure injects a welcome dose of contemporary design into the SPACE between architect Daniel Burnham’s beaux-arts train ...” EDITORIAL: Justice stiffs Civil Rights Commission ” The
common decorating mistakes and how to fix them ” One of the mysteries of SPACE were talking real-world living space, not the cosmosis that perfectly sound logic often leads to an

sometimes house gentle giants ” Happy-go-lucky Fudge proved that a St. Bernard could contentedly share SPACE in a 750-square-foot condo ” Online ’sextortion’ of teens on the rise in U.S. ”
oil. Storage, colour and lighting make student pads sparkle To furnish a small SPACE keep collections at bay, frame art and forget the white duvet. ” The plague found
of creeks and paddles. ” Stars in their eyes: How to get children excited about SPACE Like many children of her era, the four-year-old Maggie Aderin-Pocock was much taken with

about a family of mouse-like creatures who lived on a small blue planet somewhere in SPACE Antonio Pettigrew: Sprinter who was stripped of his 1999 World Championship and 2000 Olympic
46 warships (with the capacity to carry 7,000 troops and 200 helicopters) into Costa Rican TERRITORY While initially there were reports that the courts agreement to do so would delay the

perjury in steroid case ” WASHINGTON (AP) A federal grand jury on Thursday indicted seven TIME Cy Young Award winner Roger Clemens for purportedly lying to Congress about using steroids. Mr.
stranglehold on Congress, the media and the White House, it is getting easier all the TIME to identify their suicidal tendencies. Common-sense Americans are increasingly waking up to the Obama fan

a judge Thursday she would have to remove her veil. The case is the first TIME in Australia that a court ...” Braves walk off with win against Nationals ” ATLANTA
to German privacy concerns ” BERLIN (AP) - Google Inc. says it has doubled the TIME Germans have to opt out of participation in its ”Street View” feature, which has sparked

all but ensured he’ll miss the Chase for the Sprint Cup championship for the third TIME in four years. That wasn’t supposed to happen. Not with all the resources Hendrick Motorsports
neighborhood. Tables are filled even on weeknights, some with not-so-young diners. Everyone has a good TIME drinking, trying to talk above the music and supping on some very ...” EDITORIAL: Black

the Tiger Woods Learning Center incorrectly stated the number of employees. The center has 30 full TIME staff members. Poll: Huckabee, Romney the (very) early leaders in Iowa Former Arkansas
since the hardline Islamist regime was ousted in 2001. The Taliban-ordered killing comes at a TIME when international rights groups have ...” Braves walk off with win against Nationals ” ATLANTA

Heyward’s run-scoring single in the ninth inning Wednesday night. The Braves won for the 21st TIME in their final swing, which leads the majors. They also improved baseball’s ...” Johnson already
that’s exactly ...” The new dance on a pinhead ” It’s been a long TIME since Nietzsche announced that God was dead. But debates over the existence of God have

’new morality’ Culture Challenge of the Week: The ”irrationality” of traditional morals It’s back-to-school TIME again, with sales on school supplies and state tax holidays on clothes and notebooks. But
increasingly hellbent on abandoning logic and the ensuing escalation of Obama madness, it is clearly TIME for the maximum celebration of the good old, always reliable Uncle Ted crowbar of logic.

the matter of a voter-intimidation case against the New Black Panther Party, it’s long past TIME for Democrats on the House and Senate Judiciary committees to start protecting the institutional powers
together at next week’s tournament in Toronto. The ATP said it believes it’s the first TIME the men holding the top two spots in the singles rankings have partnered for doubles

the Tiger Woods Learning Center incorrectly stated the number of employees. The center has 30 full TIME staff members. Email [image: Bookmark and Share] ” Huckabee: Election results prove widespread dissatisfaction ”
says no U.S. men will be ranked in the top 10 next week, the first TIME the country hasn’t been represented since the computer rankings began in 1973. When the new

two blocks from Ground Zero in lower Manhattan. Frankly, I doubt that at any other TIME in our history, such a debate would be taking place. People would know that when
for students to drive to fall classes. ” New look at HST-free Goodwill ” Back-to-school TIME looms, along with all of the attendant getting and spending. ” US proposes wide changes

fruit pie season. That’s a tough combination to beat down in Niagara.] Nows the perfect TIME to load up on fresh Niagara fruit. Theres a stand waiting for you. ” Ten
world heritage sites until quite recently. With fall fares expected to drop, it’s a good TIME to plan a visit to Holland.] New sites in Australia and Amsterdam among the highlights

three people familiar with the plans. Argonauts, Tiger-Cats rekindle rivalry For the first TIME in years, the traditional rivals are playing a game with something more than pride on
wins dramatic Canadian GP ” Lewis Hamilton won the Canadian Grand Prix for the second TIME in three tries on Sunday. ” TV host helps guide first-timers through home buying process

about in the 1930s set between lunch-bucket Fords and luxury Lincolns. Dupuis: Renovation takes TIME talent and tools During these dog days of summer, I doubt that renovation is
Panama Canal and plan humanitarian disaster, said the Navy. These exercises were announced at a TIME when tensions have increased between the U.S. and Venezuela, after the appointed ambassador to Caracas

briefing, he described what happened after Aristide and his party were elected for a second TIME in 2000: Beginning in 2000, the U.S. administration sought . . . to block bilateral
Aristide administration. It was the second Bush administration that finally overthrew Aristide for the second TIME in the coup of March 2004. But as Farmer notes, the process was initiated

authority to take this land, with compensation. The international community can make this happen. Its TIME for members of the U.S. Congress to step up to the plate and change our
went on to serve as a senator (1986-1994) and governor (1995-1997) of Antioquia. During his TIME as governor, Uribe developed a model of community participation in key government decisions in areas

said last night, this is the moment to act according to ones beliefs, wasting no TIME and unmasking those who condemn the coup, but then applaud under the table, as has
variety of aggression against a sovereign government and a president who, for the very first TIME represents those born on this continent who have taken on their shoulders most of the

countered that the U.N. is trying to cover-up the incident. This is not the first TIME U.N. troops in Haiti have been accused of killing innocent Haitians. On July 6, 2005
what I think are the basic ideas he expressed, thus summarizing his speech to save TIME Not only do we have to know that he spoke but also what he said.

but no single speech can eradicate years of mistrust, nor can I answer in the TIME that I have this afternoon all the complex questions that brought us to this point.
to the declared aims and principles of the OAS Constitution. It was, at the same TIME consistent with the trajectory of this organization; with the motive for which was created, promoted

of giant rats invading an estate. ” 28 hours a week: our average weekly TV TIME Wall to wall coverage of the World Cup boosted the number of hours people
Independent Online about his hidden talent for rock balancing, his passion for darts and the TIME he saw Tony Bennett urinating. His new show ’Genius,’ will air on BBC 2 in

Milner’s £18m move from Aston Villa to Manchester City has put the midfielder in the all TIME top 10 transfers of English players. ” Sri Lankan government vets go on strike in
project to manufacture synthetic blood on an industrial-scale. It is believed to be the first TIME in Britain that human red blood cells have been created from embryonic stem cells and
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fighting appears to be over for U.S. troops in Iraq, the battle still rages over HOW those forces brought the country a measure of stabilityand whether Gen. David Petraeus’s surge strategy
urged Obama to fire key economic advisers.” The Mistakes We Make—and Why We Make Them HOW investors think often gets in the way of their investment success. Meir Statman looks into

The Ship That Ran Aground in Goa ”Can tourism and industry mix and, if so, HOW Bharat Joshi, director of Associated Container Terminals Ltd., explores the answer.” Tackling Microsoft’s Asia Challenge
fighting appears to be over for U.S. troops in Iraq, the battle still rages over HOW those forces brought the country a measure of stabilityand whether Gen. David Petraeus’s surge strategy

Iran to shield itself against U.S. penalties.” Chinese Challenge for Rand ”For a sense of HOW important China is to global financial markets right now, look at South Africa.” Restaurant Grading
for ProfitsExecutives at the nation’s biggest issuers of plastic are trying to figure out HOW to make money in a business that is shrinking while getting more costly to operate.”

Street Journal assembled roughly 100 of the brightest minds in finance to discuss not just HOW to restart the global financial system, but how to reconstruct it, so both the spectacular
the Sept. 14 primary, which is scheduled before a verdict in his House ethics trial.” HOW to Choose a Financial Adviser ”As investors look for guidance in these troubled markets, one
all others: Whom can you trust? Having a professional on your side is crucial. But HOW can you guarantee that your expert is reliable?Chirac, City of Paris Discuss SettlementFormer

number of kids and teens are signing up for elite cooking camps that teach them HOW to do everything from tending chickens to professional chopping techniques.” Google Expands ’RealTime’ Search ”Google
is on track and that his administration’s legislative victories will benefit voters.” Strategies for Survival HOW do some companies get through tough economic times relatively unscathed – or even better off

robbing it of precisely what fans love about it.Money Shouts, Wealth WhispersIndians know HOW to make money; more need to know how to recognize quality, says Devita Saraf, chief
South Africa.” Report: Paterson Lied About Yankees Tickets ”Misleading statements made by Gov. Paterson about HOW he secured tickets to a 2009 World Series game at Yankee Stadium might warrant criminal

immediate political moment: no to austerity cuts and bank bail-outs, yes to climate justice. So HOW did our actions get overtaken by accusations of media control and ”wrecklessness”? Unfortunately, coverage of
Ames from I Bike London joins Helen Pidd in the studio to update us on HOW the London bike hire scheme is getting on. He thinks it’s a victim of its

from a poor home will ensure that doesn’t happen here. But nobody yet knows HOW large the premium will be, and whether it will be enough to persuade schools actively
up in a hospital bed. After London I threw myself into training again and underestimated HOW long it would take my body to recover. The experience taught me that anything can

immediate political moment: no to austerity cuts and bank bail-outs, yes to climate justice. So HOW did our actions get overtaken by accusations of media control and ”wrecklessness”? Unfortunately, coverage of
effort to contribute to the successful working of the trusts, though it remains unclear just HOW much power they have to make a difference. But as an example of democratic practice,

Media Limited 2010 | Use of this content is subject to our Terms & Condi[13]” HOW James Lovelock introduced Gaia ” We have learned so much about our home planet in
will change the world. But it might take a whole generation or so to realise HOW much it changed the way we see the world. My copy of Gaia is a

To re-read the original text is to be reminded, in all sorts of unexpected ways, HOW far we have come. Its author has since then morphed from J E, an ”independent
the huge sweep of the ideas that unfold. Only now, on rereading, have I realised HOW tentatively Lovelock put his argument. Of course it depended on reasoning, but good evidence had

example of a pitch being greenlit primarily on the basis of mainstream brand identification? HOW far is it from a Transformers, or a He’s Just Not That Into You, the
for his own good, losing his temper with a questioner who asked: ”I’m just wondering HOW you intend to persuade future Liberal Democrat voters to vote for you at the next

although analysis showing that the coalition’s June budget disproportionately affected the poor raised questions about HOW current Tory-Lib Dem policies will affect such mobility. Clegg will be taking questions from midday
and we’ll come up with some ideas”. He says the government needs to look at HOW graduates make a contribution ”and I think[18]” Top Gear producer: Stig book publishers are ’a

article by Daily Mail columnist Stephen Glover, Wilman said: ”Since he can’t actually count up HOW many shows we make a year (it’s 14, not eight, Mr Glover), I’m not sure
We meet DJ Norman Jay (MBE) who tells us about his favourite carnival memories and HOW his life changed after the riots in 1976. Then we take a trip down to

immigration a key issue during this year’s election campaign, although he is yet to explain HOW it would work and what the exact level would be, beyond saying it must be
£1. 6. Shop around for your mobile and broadband It’s a good idea to revisit HOW much you are paying for internet on your smartphone. O2 charge up to £70 for

the town is making amends to a victim of Victorian injustice. But that is not HOW Stanley is widely remembered. If you were a child in the 1970s or earlier and
time I visit one of these giant experiments or big international observatories, I’m struck by HOW they seem to act as giant magnets for some of the brightest people the world

term as prime minister, Nawaz Sharif and so on) that ultimately come to explain HOW President Zardari got to where he is today. But it’s hard to ignore the very
light. The film paints a picture of a doting father and supportive husband (we learn HOW he wooed Benazir with chocolates), cruelly separated from his family and unfairly thrown in jail
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and we’ll come up with some ideas”. He says the government needs to look at HOW graduates make a contribution ”and I think[27]” Am I an activist for caring about my
change will happen only if the public demands it for the sake of future generations HOW did you become an activist?” I was surprised by the question. I never considered myself

continued fossil fuel addiction. But weren’t there other ways to do that in a democracy? HOW had I been sucked into being an ”activist?” My grandchildren had a lot to do
geophysics, by the size of fossil fuel reservoirs. Simply put, there is a limit on HOW much carbon dioxide we can pour into the atmosphere. We cannot burn all fossil fuels.

immigration a key issue during this year’s election campaign, although he is yet to explain HOW it would work and what the exact level would be, beyond saying it must be
the by InterAcademy Council - which represents the world’s national science academies - will investigate HOW inaccuracy crept into the 2007 IPCC report. It is tasked with recommending ”measures and actions

trade staged in an Edinburgh apartment. The show runs at the Traverse theatre until Sunday. HOW is this year’s festival shaping up? It’s been a dream. The success of Roadkill and
on a whim and see random shows yet, but I fully intend to do so. HOW did you celebrate after your show’s first night? The cast and crew are left in

emotionally demanding, putting themselves through it each day. We’ll celebrate properly in our own time. HOW many festivals will this be for you? I’ve been hanging around in Scotland forever
the festival? Many of them are long gone, so I’m not sure. I’ll tell you HOW to spot a performer though: they’ve got the obligatory cards slung about their necks so

a ”conflict of interest” with his IPCC role. It also complained that we don’t know HOW much we all pay him” as chairman of the IPCC. The story (which has subsequently
he was plainly entitled, let alone any money to which he was not. As for HOW much we all pay him” as chairman of the IPCC, here is the full sum:

a gifted and affable comic talent. Danny, I tell myself, snap out of it HOW can you not like Michael Cera? This was George Michael. Think of his little face.
time I visit one of these giant experiments or big international observatories, I’m struck by HOW they seem to act as giant magnets for some of the brightest people the world

short plays from the author of Angels in America at the Tricycle; Lorrie Moore’s HOW to be an Other Woman at the Gate; The Remains of the Day at the
oddness. Simmu is another great creation he/she can be either man or woman depending HOW he feels, and some excellent mixing-up of perceptions goes on when he/she falls in love/lust

their puppets. They talk fast, or sing a song, and basically show off, saying: ”Look HOW clever I am!” Having said that, UK ventriloquist Nina Conti is, in my opinion, the
back in my room, in time to watch the final two hours and to see HOW the SWAT team botched the operation. Despite tiredness from the series of tests, I could

whites, having clean, healthy and white teeth wouldnt be too much of a job. ” HOW goes it, techie girlies? More and more women are getting hooked on gadgets. Women
color – the Epson Stylus Pro WT7900 24-inch large format printer – an example of HOW Epson creates industry-leading and innovative products with significant reduction in environmental impacts. ” Katie Holmes

know that their kids spend time on the Internet, they are not aware of just HOW much. ” Formalin in cosmetics and the price of beauty ” Talk about climate change
Wala na akong magagawa doon. Nangyari na ang nangyari. Let just move forward. This is HOW Miss Universe fourth runner-up Venus Raj summed up her feelings on criticisms that she blew

Global City in Taguig City. ” Q&A tips for beauty queen aspirants ” After hearing HOW Miss Philippines Maria Venus Raj answered during the Q&A portion at the Miss Universe 2010,
start hiring workers through Craigslist. ” Q&A tips for beauty queen aspirants ” After hearing HOW Miss Philippines Maria Venus Raj answered during the Q&A portion at the Miss Universe 2010,

a communication strategy in an effort to help stop disenchanted Muslim youths turning to terrorism. HOW is the word Islamist understood in Muslim countries? What does the term jihad really mean?
BrowneLONDON: Defence Minister Des Browne said on Tuesday that it was impossible to predict HOW long British troops would have to stay in Afghanistan to help bring security to the

is the ink that’s been spilt incorrectly analyzing the disaster. What’s largely being overlooked is HOW BP’s hyperfocus on trendy but nonviable green energy alternatives caused this holocaust to wildlife and
of them this week as ...” DECKER: George W’s evolving legacy ” BRINGING AMERICA HOME: HOW AMERICA LOST HER WAY AND HOW WE CAN FIND OUR WAY BACK By Tom Pauken

stand outside the windows listening to what goes on in my house during the week. HOW else could they deliver homilies from Sunday to Sunday that speak directly to the things
CATASTROPHE? By Roberto de Mattei Gracewing, $22.95, 97 pages Reviewed by Brett M. Decker ”So HOW does it feel to see your culture taken away from you?” That’s what a friend

mission is to complicate things to such a degree that ordinary Americans no longer understand HOW our government works or who it works for. Keeping Americans baffled and confused allows Fedzilla
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mission is to complicate things to such a degree that ordinary Americans no longer understand HOW our government works or who it works for. Keeping Americans baffled and confused allows Fedzilla
seems there is a sustainable method for doing it and an organization to tell us HOW Interested in a sustainable building? There’s the Holcim ...” – – LETTER TO THE EDITOR:

off-year fluke and that congressional Democrats face more losses because voters are increasingly dissatisfied with HOW Democrats are running the country. ”This was like having a 98 mph fastball lobbed right
odors.] Despite keeping the litter boxes clean, there always seems to be a lingering odour. HOW can I reduce the smell. ” Body painting festival wants to catch you peeking ”[image:
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is the ink that’s been spilt incorrectly analyzing the disaster. What’s largely being overlooked is HOW BP’s hyperfocus on trendy but nonviable green energy alternatives caused this holocaust to wildlife and
of them this week as ...” DECKER: George W’s evolving legacy ” BRINGING AMERICA HOME: HOW AMERICA LOST HER WAY AND HOW WE CAN FIND OUR WAY BACK By Tom Pauken

stand outside the windows listening to what goes on in my house during the week. HOW else could they deliver homilies from Sunday to Sunday that speak directly to the things
CATASTROPHE? By Roberto de Mattei Gracewing, $22.95, 97 pages Reviewed by Brett M. Decker ”So HOW does it feel to see your culture taken away from you?” That’s what a friend

mission is to complicate things to such a degree that ordinary Americans no longer understand HOW our government works or who it works for. Keeping Americans baffled and confused allows Fedzilla
police ...Despite falling short, U.S. leaves impression For the United States, it wasn’t HOW it was supposed to end. Reduced to a bystander as a delirious crowd as Canada

Kelley Earnhardt said Friday she’s waiting for the IndyCar schedule to be released to determine HOW many races Patrick will drive in NASCAR. She’s running a 13-race schedule this year for
Indian government Thursday that it wants to lead an ”industry forum” for comprehensive talks on HOW government eavesdropping requirements and encrypted communications can co-exist. THE BACKGROUND: India is threatening to shut

mission is to complicate things to such a degree that ordinary Americans no longer understand HOW our government works or who it works for. Keeping Americans baffled and confused allows Fedzilla
seems there is a sustainable method for doing it and an organization to tell us HOW Interested in a sustainable building? There’s the Holcim ...” – – LETTER TO THE EDITOR:

off-year fluke and that congressional Democrats face more losses because voters are increasingly dissatisfied with HOW Democrats are running the country. ”This was like having a 98 mph fastball lobbed right
odors.] Despite keeping the litter boxes clean, there always seems to be a lingering odour. HOW can I reduce the smell. ” Body painting festival wants to catch you peeking ”[image:

asking twelve performers at this weekend Scotiabank BuskerFest to give us a tip on HOW to survive as a busker. The annual event, in the St. Lawrence Market area, features
Nothing about La Bettola di Terroni lives up to its ‘hole-in-the-wall’ name in Italian. ” HOW to see new World Heritage Sites for yourself ”[image: The brilliant canals of Amsterdam were

devastating floods, Pakistan’s long-term problem is not too much water but too little. ” Saltzman: HOW to pick the right cellphone in a crowded market ”[image: Important things to consider before
and Caribbean countries. Read more RT: You mentioned changes in US policy regarding Latin America. HOW would you define those changes; and HOW would you assess the US role in the

said he wanted our relations to be based on mutual respect, and so on. But HOW can anyone explain US involvement in the coup in Honduras just a few months later?
in Haiti for a long time to come. These are only very few examples of HOW countries have been devastated and destroyed, exposing without a shadow of doubt that the security

I have assumed all along that the military was conducting a training exercise to see HOW quickly it could land the soldiers. It is likely that the training was done in
The Egg Scare and Beyond ”The recent problems with salmonella-contaminated eggs is a reminder of HOW much more needs to be done to keep dangerous germs out of the American food

Flu Toll ”The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention substantially lowered its often-quoted estimate of HOW many people die in a typical flu season, to 24,000 from 36,000. ” Scenes From
Editor a Makeover ”Nina Garcia fourth style guide for women is the latest example of HOW Ms. Garcia is building her own brand by stretching the parameters of what a fashion

to get European students to graduate in under five years. Today debate is hot over HOW struggling Eurozone countries can keep intact free education for all. [2]CSU must reveal Sarah
GOP Senate primary. But Miller has a slight lead as absentee ballots flow in. Just HOW influential is Sarah Palin? ” Prayer for children in war zones ” A Christian Science

Washington D.C., the annual Tanglewood music festival begins, and more top picks. ” 19th Amendment: HOW far have women in politics come since 1920? ” 19th Amendment experts suggest that women
offshore oil fields opens the door for China, which is setting a new standard for HOW to woo Africa’s petrol powers. ” Social Security: Alan Simpson offends almost everyone with ’cow’

you live may make you fat or fit ” Researchers analyzed 14 nations to see HOW they rank in terms of biking- and walking-friendly areas and to see HOW those areas
Northern Ireland to be wary of potential trouble-spots. As rescue drill arrives, men told HOW long they will have to wait The rescue team fighting to free 33 men

consumer electronics giant may also unveil plans to reinvigorate its long-neglected TV project. ” Revealed: HOW vitamin D can protect us from cancer ” Vitamin D protects the body against a
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tipped off that he was on an internal police online wanted list for ”damaging the BUSINESS credit” of Zhejiang Kan. The Beijing-based newspaper issued a statement strongly condemning the practice of
police can issue arrests warranty only when local prosecutors have established evidence of ”damages to BUSINESS credit.” This is clearly impossible in the absence of any investigation into the case. Thus

suppress media supervision through legal means.” This kind of affinity between local police (government) and BUSINESS can only be cultivated through exchange of something they need from each other. In other
words, officials can trade the power vested in them for something more tangible from the BUSINESS It is an open secret that many officials have business interests through their family, their

senior official in charge of the city’s urban construction. A perfect nexus of power and BUSINESS Despite advice and even protests from archeologists, Zhu’s company lost no time in eradicating these
that survived the ages. In both cases, there was an intricate interaction between power and BUSINESS Duan Xiannian, vice mayor of Xi’an who masterminded the controversial ”modernization” program, was formerly a

billion. 3Par said yesterday HP’s offer is better and it is giving Dell another three BUSINESS days to come back with another bid.” 6-month restoration ends of Van Gogh’s ’Bedroom’ ”VINCENT
in Westport, Connecticut. Burger King Holdings Inc agreed to sell itself to investment firm 3G CAPITAL for about US$3.26 billion, pushing the stock up 25.1 percent to US$23.59. In the end

become more representative of all of the different golfing organizations within the region,” Max Garske, CEO of the PGA Tour of Australasia said yesterday. ”I think it’s a very positive move
found himself getting angry e-mails. ”Some think I’m the devil incarnate,” he said. Crusader Hillis, CEO of the gay and lesbian advocacy group The Also Foundation, didn’t go that far -

cement for a permanent plug. The failed blowout preventer is key evidence in criminal and CIVIL investigations into the April 20 blowout that led to an explosion aboard the Deepwater Horizon
a case in point, People’s Daily on Monday picked Hunan Province, where many white-collars and CIVIL servants get 200 yuan (US$29.50) in monthly compensation this summer, but many construction workers get

an official apology to Qiu Ziming, the once wanted man. In his articles for the ECONOMIC Observer, reporter Qiu alleged that Zhejiang Kan, a listed company, was guilty of shoveling state
he is 16 years old.” Consumerism requires more landfills that foul land and water ”CHINA ECONOMIC Times reported this week that since June 9 about 14 villagers have either disappeared or
they are unable to issue authorized certificates, police said. Huang Wei, an officer with the ECONOMIC Crime Investigation Department, said the suspects, who had criminal records, came to police attention when

many government institutions and state-owned companies. My hat’s off to Beijing decision-makers who now require EMPLOYEES to take physical exercise out in the open for around 20 minutes during work every
escalators, computers and air-conditioners. Flexing muscles By next year, Beijing says, 100 percent of the EMPLOYEES at state-owned companies and 70 percent of the employees in government administrative bodies must do

environmental programming because it did little to save the planet. Three hostages, two Discovery Communications EMPLOYEES and a security guard, escaped unhurt after the four-hour standoff on Wednesday in Silver Spring,
shells. Manger said the other two were pipe bombs. The building reopened briefly yesterday for EMPLOYEES to return, although the lobby remained closed as police investigate. Counselors were offering assistance to

wholesalers in the five cities simultaneously. ”When our officers raided Han’s factory, he and the EMPLOYEES were printing the invoices and all the machines were on,” Huang said. About 6.4 million
he claimed they promoted population growth and environmental destruction. Three hostages – two Discovery Communications EMPLOYEES and a security guard – escaped unhurt after the four-hour standoff Wednesday in Silver Spring,

union dues. My experience with unions is probably not atypical of China’s 260 million unionized EMPLOYEES Accounting for 71 percent of the total workforce, that figure earns China the honor of
10 hours, and nearly died. CCTV said he received no summer heat compensation from his EMPLOYER let alone reimbursement for his medical expenses. On July 6, Meng Qinghe, a 55-year-old street

highly discriminatory hukou system of household registration that legalizes and perpetuates the great divide. Work ETHIC It was reported recently that by 2015 China’s urban population will exceed its rural population.
This kind of affinity between local police (government) and business can only be cultivated through EXCHANGE of something they need from each other. In other words, officials can trade the power

in Dongying, Shandong Province. No prior experience necessary for the role. The only requirement: a FAIR complexion and a suit. ”Basically, you put on a suit, shake some hands, and make
Google Inc’s Android 2.2 operating system. Samsung said at the Internationale Funkausstellung (IFA) consumer electronics FAIR in Berlin that the price of the device will depend on telecommunications operators through which

it will be available from next month. IFA, the world’s largest trade FAIR for consumer electronics and electrical home appliances, opens today and runs through Wednesday.” Ozawa pledges
eye of a national media storm for its decision to expel any student, male or FEMALE found to have had sex before marriage, or become a partner of a married man

”the government will help tackle many problems for us.” As professor Zhan Jiang from Beijing FOREIGN Studies University commented recently, the case ”reflects local interest groups’ intention to suppress media supervision
down 0.92 percent and 0.87 percent, respectively.” UK official ’fed up’ of gay rumors ”BRITAIN’S FOREIGN Secretary William Hague said yesterday he had gone public to deny rumors he was gay

representative for international trade and investment. As a guest of the Chinese People’s Institute of FOREIGN Affairs, Prince Andrew will also visit Shanghai, where he will attend the National Pavilion Day
Free condoms for college students ”COLLEGE students in Shanghai can get FREE condoms on campus and condom vending machines have been installed in some dormitory buildings, the

vending machines placed outdoors on campus proved popular among students so they decided to offer FREE condoms to meet their needs. Vending machines in dormitory buildings provide an alternative to students.
”The condoms bought from vending machines are in better quality than the FREE ones. Students can choose themselves,” said Tang.” Greed breeds rapid urbanization ”IN today’s opinion article

some well-known scenic spots, put up at fancy five-star hotels, wined and dined, and given FREE return train or air tickets. Tim wonders: ”Why does so resourceful a company need an
alongside, government officials announced yesterday. The district government also plans to increase the number of FREE tourist bikes at the Sheshan Hill resort from 1,000 to 3,000 by the end of

plight and he has been offered a place by the Xiaohafo Kindergarten in the district FREE of charge. The Dongfeng Kindergarten, another preschool in the district, is to send teachers to
Tuesday and the truck departs at 5pm each day. People can get tickets, which are FREE at 220 Taikang Road, Room 303 or dial 150-0193-8277 for more information.” Honoring ’menial’ jobs

all, how can you crack down on something that is cloaked in the name of FREEDOM It’s a dilemma for Chinese educators: you violate ”human rights” if you deprive students of
What forces him away from his land of plenty? One needs not be a China HAND to conclude that nearly all dirty, menial or physically challenging labor must be dutifully outsourced

owners and property management. ”It still needs to be refined and discussed.” On the other HAND the draft strengthens the regulation on property management, asking them to use the money paid
him ”making obeisances to the general manager while taking instructions, and the mike in his HAND magnified his repeated ’hums’ of assent.” On other occasions Wu was seen to be hovering

suit, shake some hands, and make some money,” one expat briefed Moxley on the face JOB Their responsibilities included making daily trips to the construction site of the company, attending a
”US stocks rose on low volume yesterday as data showed improvement in housing and the JOB market a day ahead of the critical monthly payrolls figures. Investors built on Wednesday’s sharp

for the second straight week, suggesting that the slowing United States economy isn’t prompting widespread JOB cuts. New claims for unemployment aid fell last week by 6,000 to a seasonally adjusted
an endless stream of passengers, especially migrant workers who abandoned their farmland to grab a JOB in the city, already made the grand new station appear somewhat run down. My wife

30 years, China has spared no effort in driving farmers into cities for temporary menial JOBS such as janitors and construction workers. By 2008, about 140 million farmers had abandoned their
the economy could avoid another downturn. But the nascent rally could be derailed if today’s JOBS data disappoints investors. ”Money seems to be flowing out of bonds and into the stock

biggest headwinds the economic recovery faces. Today’s payrolls report is expected to show about 100,000 JOBS were lost in August. Data from the National Association of Realtors showed pending home resales
average low, 30.4, were the highest in the city since records began.” Glitzy historic restoration JOBS pulsate with money ”HEBEI Youth Daily reported last week that the local Zhengding County government

free, at 220 Taikang Road, Room 303 or dial 150-0193-8277 for more information.” Honoring ’menial’ JOBS that hold true meaning ”READER Peter Vancouver sent us a few pictures of two kinds
migrants around us urbanized? The readiness of incoming migrants in cities to jump at any JOBS deemed menial by[26]” China hopes dim after Russia loss ”SERGEY Monya scored 17 points and

has the potential to provide some answers,” the team said on its website. The US JUSTICE Department also is investigating the accident. The cap removed yesterday has shut off all oil
Meanwhile, a total of 120,000 sunflowers have gone on display in the Chenshan Botanical Garden.” JUSTICE loses meaning when cops serve money ”LAST week a reporter in Beijing found himself on

tens of thousands of homes and forcing airports to cancel or delay more than 60 INTERNATIONAL flights, the National Emergency Management Agency said. Authorities later resumed service on flights, Seoul subway
new semester. Stricter security is in place with every entrance at all city schools, including INTERNATIONAL schools, equipped with at least two professional security guards during the day.” Migrants do our

a friendly on February 9, 2011, the man charged with organizing the South American team’s INTERNATIONAL calendar said yesterday. ”In February we have a match with England. It hasn’t been decided
as well,” said Jenny Wu, director of residential for east China operations at DTZ, an INTERNATIONAL real estate information services provider. ”More land pieces are now offered at comparatively reasonable prices,

director of HNA. The cooperation is in line with Shanghai’s target of building itself into INTERNATIONAL financial and shipping hubs by 2020, Tan said. ”Shipping leasing is a popular financing method
- the biggest, the tallest, the fastest, the latest, the most spacious, or the most INTERNATIONAL is the consciousness to recreate our past. In the South Weekend newspaper early this

”PRINCE Andrew, the Duke of York, will visit China as a British special representative for INTERNATIONAL trade and investment. As a guest of the Chinese People’s Institute of Foreign Affairs, Prince
about 9pm yesterday. Meanwhile, a bomb squad scoured the airport for hours ahead of the LABOR Day holiday. ”The passenger was located and is now in law enforcement custody,” the TSA’s

evacuated concourses remained closed to the public early today as the dawn of the peak LABOR Day travel season approached. He urged all those with scheduled Miami flight departures today to
along the US East Coast. During its march up the Atlantic, it could snarl travelers’ LABOR Day weekend plans and strike a second forceful blow to the vacation homes and cottages

for unemployment aid fell last week by 6,000 to a seasonally adjusted 472,000, the US LABOR Department said yesterday. The four-week average of claims, a less-volatile measure, fell by 2,500 to
shiftless, worthless, and downtrodden urban resident expands visibly when he/she has in view a migrant LABORER The ultimate advantage of having migrants around is that they can be beckoned at will

around the general manager. This disturbing situation prompted some workers to consult China’s Trade Union LAW and realized that a union should stand for the interests of the workers. Hence the
trade union was spelled out in the law from the very beginning. The Trade Union LAW promulgated in 2001 states, ”The basic responsibility of trade unions is to safeguard the legitimate

agreement, there are negotiations and there are programs being studied from Iraqiya and State of LAW but there are disagreements as well,” he told Reuters. ”Until now, there is progress, but
The home trip cured his homesickness once and for all. ”The modern Beijing is a LIVING specimen of modern metropolis, a fact that effectively insulates it from my childhood memories,” he

causing accidents,” Bauer said. ”But they don’t know anything about their struggles to make a LIVING The mobile theater is available until Tuesday and the truck departs at 5pm each day.
a move to refute its jailed former boss Huang Guangyu who said Gome was losing MARKET shares to its archrival Suning. The announcement came just before a special shareholder meeting on

jail, he demanded to oust Chen for pursuing wider profit margins at the cost of MARKET shares by closing underperforming outlets. To thwart Huang’s attempt, Gome said it had completed a
0.82 percent to 8.50 yuan today. The Shenzhen Composite Index, which tracks the smaller domestic MARKET added 0.5 percent to 1,178.26 points. The Shenzhen-based developer sold 915,000 square meters of new

a revised figure from 4.03 million it set earlier, to cash in on ”rapidly recovering” MARKET Vanke continued its national expansion by adding10 projects, according to the filing. (Max)” Typhoon kills
at 146 billion yuan (US$21.5 billion). The Shenzhen Composite Index, which tracks the smaller domestic MARKET added 0.5 percent to 1,178.26 points. Property developers dropped after China’s top statistics bureau said

from yesterday morning’s 72 billion yuan. The Shenzhen Composite Index, which tracks the smaller domestic MARKET was almost unchanged at 1,173.13 points. Property developers dropped after China’s top statistics bureau said
Beijing and many other cities long before 2007 as workers’ benefits declined in a skewed MARKET economy that put profits before health. The gradual disappearance of at-work exercise also coincided with

stocks rose on low volume yesterday as data showed improvement in housing and the job MARKET a day ahead of the critical monthly payrolls figures. Investors built on Wednesday’s sharp advance
data disappoints investors. ”Money seems to be flowing out of bonds and into the stock MARKET said Ryan Detrick, senior technical strategist at Schaeffer’s Investment Research in Cincinnati. ”Obviously, tomorrow comes

of unemployment, it’s hard to be too optimistic about the consumer,” said Michael Sheldon, chief MARKET strategist at RDM Financial in Westport, Connecticut. Burger King Holdings Inc agreed to sell itself
Soufun.com. ”The central government’s rein-in policies since mid-April have been affecting not only the housing MARKET but the land market as well,” said Jenny Wu, director of residential for east China

1.31 million square meters were designated for housing development, were released to the local MARKET Soufun research showed. That compared with 664,000 square meters in July. Under a government plan
the clause the bureau intended to protect the property management companies, now operating in the MARKET where once they were attached to the bureau. ”Actually many companies are losing money,” said

a nascent economic recovery. Ozawa’s propensity for economic stimulus has been welcomed by some financial MARKET players worried about Japan’s faltering economy, but would also exacerbate concerns about mounting debt and
alarming rate. The incessant pulverizing of our past finds its full expression in a national MOVEMENT to reconfigure China’s landscape and lifestyle in accordance with Western standards, variously known as development,

rang unanswered early today.” Outbound travel heats up as holiday nears ”OUTBOUND tours during upcoming NATIONAL Day holidays have almost sold out although the week-long break does not begin until October
of homes and forcing airports to cancel or delay more than 60 international flights, the NATIONAL Emergency Management Agency said. Authorities later resumed service on flights, Seoul subway lines and five

he disrupted an anti-doping test ahead of the World Cup. The institute, which governs the NATIONAL Anti-Doping Agency, said an inquiry found that Queiroz insulted an anti-doping team sent to test
report is expected to show about 100,000 jobs were lost in August. Data from the NATIONAL Association of Realtors showed pending home resales rose unexpectedly in July and a separate report

Canada, where it could still be a hurricane, said hurricane center deputy director Ed Rappaport. NATIONAL Weather Service meteorologist Hal Austin said the eye of the hurricane was expected to get
spread out as they go north and the rain will be spreading from New England,” NATIONAL Hurricane Center Director Bill Read said. Hundreds of the Outer Banks’ more hardy residents gassed

and New England since Hurricane Bob in 1991,” said Dennis Feltgen, a meteorologist with the NATIONAL Hurricane Center.” – – Songjiang hard at work to attract more tourists ”SONGJIANG District is
for October delivery was up 2.24 cents at US$1.9115 a gallon. The latest advisory by NATIONAL Hurricane Center showed the dangerous hurricane was about 300 miles (483 kilometers) south of Cape

information and improve methodology for drafting future policies, a senior government official said yesterday. The NATIONAL Bureau of Statistics plans to launch investigations on vacant houses in some residential communities in

public criticism that the current method of amassing statistics poorly reflects the real situation. The NATIONAL Bureau of Statistics said in February that real estate prices in 70 major cities climbed
from 12 countries were at yesterday’s meeting organized by the World Health Organization and China’s NATIONAL Center for Drug Screening in Shanghai. Twenty-four provinces and municipalities are involved in China’s malaria

Institute of Foreign Affairs, Prince Andrew will also visit Shanghai, where he will attend the NATIONAL Pavilion Day of the United Kingdom at the World Expo.” Bulldozers raze ancient relics for
– – Bevy of beauties ”Vietnamese dancers perform at the World Expo yesterday, the Vietnam NATIONAL Pavilion Day. The pavilion focuses on the 1,000 year history of the capital Hanoi, which

Dow Jones industrial average added 50.63 points, or 0.49 percent, to 10,320.10. The Standard & POOR 500 Index rose 9.81 points, or 0.91 percent, to 1,090.10. The Nasdaq Composite Index gained
to 17.50 yuan. Dongfeng Automobile Co climbed 4.9 percent to 5.82 yuan. The Standard & POOR 500 Index rallied 3 percent on Wednesday, the most since July 7, after the Institute

million) in damage to a sports stadium in Incheon, west of Seoul, stadium officials said. POWER was out at more than 60,000 homes along South Korea’s west coast before being back
a tea yard at Shenshan Hill during the festival. ”The tea yard with an annual PRODUCTION capacity of 400 kilograms is the only one in the city,” Lou said. ”We’ve tried

Houston home that Lee misinterpreted his book’s message about the folly of continually increasing food PRODUCTION to meet population demands. The author said he hadn’t heard of Lee before Wednesday but
bribery and insider trading. While in jail, he demanded to oust Chen for pursuing wider PROFIT margins at the cost of market shares by closing underperforming outlets. To thwart Huang’s attempt,

Wall Street and the dollar, much like yesterday’s action. Crude futures pulled back earlier on PROFIT taking after yesterday’s sharp gains,” said Tom Knight, a trader at Truman Arnold in Texarkana, Texas.
from a year earlier to 11.99 billion yuan (US$1.76 billion), a monthly record for Chinese PROPERTY developers. Vanke’s August revenue was a 42 percent increase from July, said the nation’s largest

tennis. ”Market dips as developers, banks dropSHANGHAI’S key stock index dipped today, led by PROPERTY developers and banks. The benchmark Shanghai Composite dipped 0.01 percent, or 0.38 points, to close
drop in the morning ”SHANGHAI’S key stock index fell in the morning session led by PROPERTY developers and banks. The benchmark Shanghai Composite dipped 0.46 percent, or 12.28 points, to close

city last month, compared with nine plots, covering 320,000 square meters, in July, according to PROPERTY information portal Soufun.com. ”The central government’s rein-in policies since mid-April have been affecting not only
when they conduct future house trade, according to the draft. The city began introducing its PROPERTY management policy in 1991. About 72 percent of the total 10,870 residential communities have property

at some old communities, officials said. The old regulation needs revised as the number of PROPERTY management disputes is on the rise in Shanghai with house owners unsatisfied with the service,
held by some lawmakers that by adding the clause the bureau intended to protect the PROPERTY management companies, now operating in the market where once they were attached to the bureau.

home. Ding Wei, a lawmaker, said the draft might cause further conflicts between owners and PROPERTY management. ”It still needs to be refined and discussed.” On the other hand, the draft
In February 2008, he was charged with disorderly conduct for staging a ”Save the Planet PROTEST In court and online, he had demanded an end to Discovery Communications LLC’s shows such

tonight. The former AC Milan and Real Madrid coach accepts he is unable to control PUBLIC perceptions of him, preferring instead to remember the past achievements before the media turned on
and H - had been evacuated beginning late yesterday along with airport roadways ”to ensure PUBLIC safety.” Miami-Dade Police said a bomb squad spent hours overnight prowling the concourse along with

on site. Police spokesman Alvaro Zableta told the four evacuated concourses remained closed to the PUBLIC early today as the dawn of the peak Labor Day travel season approached. He urged
the capital were ordered to delay the start of classes by two hours, while all PUBLIC and private kindergartens were closed Thursday, the Seoul Metropolitan Office of Education said. The storm

there were any fatalities or provide damage estimates. Last month, floods swamped farmland, houses and PUBLIC buildings in North Korea’s northwestern city of Sinuiju and adjacent areas and displaced more than
negotiations just weeks after they begin. Netanyahu and Abbas appeared to be in a conciliatory PUBLIC mood yesterday. They met together with Clinton for more than an hour, and then privately
insider trading, and other sins. Instead of investigating the accused for the alleged crimes, local PUBLIC security bureau in Suichang, Zhejiang Province, tried to terrorize the whistleblower into silence by putting

Beijing-based newspaper issued a statement strongly condemning the practice of suppressing media supervision by abusing PUBLIC power. China’s top administration for the press also weighed in by reasserting reporters’ rights in
trampling on laws to discourage a reporter from prying into the dark recesses of a PUBLIC company. Local police’s readiness to silence reporters by using such desperate means betrays their eagerness

in China, to gather information on vacant homes, Ma said. The move comes after mounting PUBLIC criticism that the current method of amassing statistics poorly reflects the real situation. The National
’fed up’ of gay rumors ”BRITAIN’S Foreign Secretary William Hague said yesterday he had gone PUBLIC to deny rumors he was gay and in a relationship with an aide because he

The Jinshan District branch of the Shanghai Charity Foundation said Zhang’s plight had caused much PUBLIC concern. Many people contacted the foundation expressing their willingness to help the boy. ”Many women
lie with those ”well-educated” white-collars who have no fear of waste at the expense of PUBLIC bills.” Top names in line for Rolex Masters ”WORLD No. 2 Roger Federer has confirmed

apples,” for sure. But ”a few” doesn’t mean ”isolated.” In the past couple of years PUBLIC petitioning has been increasing, especially concerning corruption in areas such as real estate development. Instead
They indicate an utter lack of confidence in our own culture - in our own RACE Ultimately this sense of inferiority can be traced to implicit ideological orthodoxy holding up the

calls biased statistics. But shouldn’t we - Chinese people - pause a while in our RACE toward ”modernization” and ask ourselves: can we do better in reducing our carbon footprints? Even
provided the latest reason for optimism the economy could avoid another downturn. But the nascent RALLY could be derailed if today’s jobs data disappoints investors. ”Money seems to be flowing out

have plummeted since the Gulf of Mexico oil spill, Zijin stocks have actually see a RALLY after regulatory pledge of a ”thorough in” Troubled players withdrawn ”THE three Pakistan cricketers at
That compared with a 0.53 percent drop in July. The monthly index ended its 15-month RALLY in June after rein-in policies by central government since April reduced sales. ”Buyer sentiment rebounded

analyst with the index office. Shanghai’s rental index rose 0.73 percent in August, extending a RALLY for 15 straight months since June 2009. Apartments under all categories registered rent growth from
light the blue touch paper and set the universe going.” Hawking, 68, who won global RECOGNITION with his 1988 book ”A Brief History of Time,” an account of the origins of

spoils, her face beaming with satisfaction. Vancouver suggests that ”Shanghai should declare a day of RECOGNITION and respect for all the women and men in blue (and not in blue), who
is an abundant supply of migrants, we urbanites really need not panic. One day of RECOGNITION of their service is probably a good beginning, but not sufficient. A real recognition of

after an investment of 1.8 million yuan (US$269,000) the plan was dropped due to fierce RESISTANCE from other villagers. The Fuxing village chief decided to have the project in his village,
T-shirts for the match between Iran and the United States in Istanbul on Wednesday to RESPECT cultural sensitivities. Some Iranian officials still left the arena shortly before their routine began, however.

process. A nation that no longer believes in the God of Heaven today reserves its RESPECT for the power of technology and mass-produced consumer goods. According to the latest issue of
and to the eradication of Zhenjiang’s granaries, we see power exercised without accountability to and RESPECT for history. Forget Zhenjiang, forget its granaries, and forget the walls.” Murray on fire as

face beaming with satisfaction. Vancouver suggests that ”Shanghai should declare a day of recognition and RESPECT for all the women and men in blue (and not in blue), who are keeping
it could still be a hurricane, said hurricane center deputy director Ed Rappaport. National Weather SERVICE meteorologist Hal Austin said the eye of the hurricane was expected to get as close

pledged bold steps yesterday to fix the country’s flagging economy if he becomes premier, floating TAX cuts and threatening to intervene in currency markets to curb the yen’s rapid rise. Ozawa
manufacturing and selling chain. The invoices are widely used by companies and organizations to claim TAX back. Fake flight invoices are usually provided in unauthorized travel and ticket agencies as they

are constantly changing,” Bauer said. ”Moving makes people think.” The truck departs from Waigaoqiao Free TRADE Zone and drives around Pudong New Area before returning to the starting point after two
be hovering around the general manager. This disturbing situation prompted some workers to consult China’s TRADE Union Law, and realized that a union should stand for the interests of the workers.

the settlement. Union mission lost On the night of June 4, the All-China Federation of TRADE Unions (ACFTU) issued an emergency notice calling for greater trade union presence and autonomy ??
of a trade union was spelled out in the law from the very beginning. The TRADE Union Law promulgated in 2001 states, ”The basic responsibility of trade unions is to safeguard

are constantly changing,” Bauer said. ”Moving makes people think.” The truck departs from Waigaoqiao Free TRADE Zone and drives around Pudong New Area before returning to the starting point after two
be hovering around the general manager. This disturbing situation prompted some workers to consult China’s TRADE Union Law, and realized that a union should stand for the interests of the workers.

the settlement. Union mission lost On the night of June 4, the All-China Federation of TRADE Unions (ACFTU) issued an emergency notice calling for greater trade union presence and autonomy ??
of a trade union was spelled out in the law from the very beginning. The TRADE Union Law promulgated in 2001 states, ”The basic responsibility of trade unions is to safeguard

hovering around the general manager. This disturbing situation prompted some workers to consult China’s Trade UNION Law, and realized that a union should stand for the interests of the workers. Hence
involved in the labor disputes would be the first to be purged after the settlement. UNION mission lost On the night of June 4, the All-China Federation of Trade Unions (ACFTU)

a trade union was spelled out in the law from the very beginning. The Trade UNION Law promulgated in 2001 states, ”The basic responsibility of trade unions is to safeguard the
brands of clothes, cars, jewelry or food. But a thoroughbred Caucasian has much more redeeming VALUE One of my colleagues one day ran into an American family he knew and was

from their money mills are among the factors leading some officials to rediscover the (commercial) VALUE of their past. But apparently some of them know not how to gratify Western cravings
to negotiate the dams. But Hubei is making the most of the river’s residual economic VALUE It plans to dam Hanjiang’s middle and lower reaches, also in seven levels. So the

protests from archeologists, Zhu’s company lost no time in eradicating these newfound relics before their VALUE could be ascertained. Haste made sense, in a sense, because once identified as rare relics,
where they linger to assert their rights - usually meaning when they demand their unpaid WAGES - some bosses would rather hire thugs to beat them up than pay them. Last

salient. The only sign of its existence may be the few kuai deducted of my WAGES as union dues. My experience with unions is probably not atypical of China’s 260 million
the strike that erupted May 17 at Honda’s Foshan plant, workers halted to demand higher WAGES but on May 31 about a hundred men with union badges (apparently hired thugs) stormed

union leaders. Not a single grassroots worker was among the candidates. The workers’ subsistence monthly WAGES of 1,000 yuan (US$147) became the cause of the strike. On May 24, when the
and top Shanghai political consultant Jiang Yiren (fourth left) attend a ceremony the Songhu Anti-Japanese WAR Memorial Hall to commemorate the 65th anniversary of China’s victory against Japanese invaders this morning.”

the highly discriminatory hukou system of household registration that legalizes and perpetuates the great divide. WORK ethic It was reported recently that by 2015 China’s urban population will exceed its rural
car except for dining. Beijing’s decision to restore at-work exercise is not just about rediscovering WORKER benefits - after all, it could give workers the same 20 minutes for playing video

places didn’t receive a nickel for laboring under the scorching sun. Lin Jinqiao, a migrant WORKER from rural Hubei Province, suffered sunstroke on July 3 as he braved the summer heat,
seven members of the plant management were ”elected” as union leaders. Not a single grassroots WORKER was among the candidates. The workers’ subsistence monthly wages of 1,000 yuan (US$147) became the

faced the workers in a standoff, union chairman Wu Youhe acted as a mediator. A WORKER saw him ”making obeisances to the general manager while taking instructions, and the mike in
1,000 year history of the capital Hanoi, which is celebrating its 1,000th anniversary this year.” WORKERS want real unions and that’s the problem ”A TRADE union impresses me as a setup

coast of Louisiana was on fire yesterday, with the US Coast Guard saying it was WORKING to rescue 13 workers, sparked buying before midday. Earlier, crude futures bounced back from session
was an ordinary citizen, a small potato, chances were that the video camera suddenly stopped WORKING at the critical moment and missed the violence. On June 23, Chen Yulian was about

district real estate bureau in Changsha, the provincial capital, made the ”enemy” statement in his WORKING diary, which was presented by petitioners to the Southern Metropolis Weekly on July 7. On
in qualifying, comparisons were being drawn with Alf Ramsey, who led England to its only WORLD title in 1966. But the team was inert throughout the tournament in South Africa and

carefully avoided by those around them. Not only do we urbanites, but also the whole WORLD needs to be grateful for the migrants, for they are steadily sharpening China’s cutting edge
States from March 24-28 but did not reveal who they would meet there. Argentina face WORLD champions Spain at the River Plate stadium in Buenos Aires next Tuesday in their second

culture that gives each creature space. A culture that has abandoned itself to the concrete WORLD of urbanization and material pursuits removes itself from farmland and holds untamed nature at an
to the scene a few minutes before when we dragged ourselves through a sun-scorched shopping WORLD in the center of ”modern” Suzhou. No trees, no creeks, no stone paths that allow

spirit. Such is the low-carbon wisdom of ancient Chinese people, unfortunately lost in a ”modern” WORLD throbbing with the pace of bulldozers that sweep away the spirit of a simple and
hidden agenda when it announced last month that China overtook the United States as the WORLD No. 1 energy consumer. Indeed, China has challenged the conclusion as based on what it

Zubin Mehta is to conduct the Israel Philharmonic Orchestra at the closing ceremony concert. Other WORLD renowned artists will include conductor Vasily Petrenko, the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra, flautist James Galway, violinist
Farewell” created and performed by Shanghai Opera House and Shanghai Symphony Orchestra will receive its WORLD premiere. Hong Kong will launch a special Hong Kong Cultural Week as part of the

easily scored another long jump victory with 7.85 meters. The Diamond League champ and triple WORLD champion was closely followed by Luis Felipe Meliz of Spain with 7.84. American Nick Symmonds
four major infectious diseases in China. Eliminating malaria is very meaningful to China and the WORLD said Zhou. Health officials and experts from 12 countries were at yesterday’s meeting organized by

Michael Luevano, co-tournament director, said yesterday that all the top names in the sport, including WORLD No. 1 Rafael Nadal of Spain, Serbia’s Novak Djokovic, Britain’s Andy Murray and defending champion
form after a weak performance in Brussels, winning the 100 hurdles in 12.87. The two-time WORLD indoor champion finished only 0.01 ahead of Canadian Perdita Felicien. Another American, Danielle Carruthers, was

depend on telecommunications operators through which it will be available from next month. IFA, the WORLD largest trade fair for consumer electronics and electrical home appliances, opens today and runs through
first match at Flushing Meadows yesterday after Victoria Azarenka sent a shiver through the tennis WORLD when she fainted on court. Kim Clijsters and Venus Williams, both two-time champions, also dazzled

Wang Shipeng added 16 yesterday. On Tuesday, Puerto Rico earned its first win at the WORLD championship by beating China, using its strong transition game to overcome the big Chinese. Angelo
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AITKIN
ALMA
ALTON
ARKANSAS
ARKANSAS CITY
BARFIELD
BATON ROUGE
BAYVIEW
BELLEVUE
BEMIDJI
BETTENDORF
BIG BLACK
BIG MUDDY
BLACK HAWK
BRAINERD
BROWNSVILLE
BUFFALO
BUFFALO CITY
BURLINGTON
CAIRO
CAMP LACUPOLIS
CAPE GIRARDEAU
CARUTHERSVILLE
CASSVILLE
CHAIN OF  ROC  KS
CHESTER
CHESTER
CHIPPEWA
CLARK
CLARKSVILLE
CLINTON
COLUMBUS
COMMERCE
COON RAPIDS
CORDOVA
CRESCENT CITY  CONNEC  TION
CROW
DAKOTA
DALLAS CITY
DAVENPORT
DE SOTO
DES MOINES
DIAMOND BLUFF
DONALDSONVILLE
DRESBACH
DUBUQUE
EADS
FERRYVILLE
FORT MADISON
FORT RIP LEY
FOUNTAIN CITY
FRED SCHWENGEL  MEMOR  IAL
FRISCO
FULTON
GALENA
GENOA
GOVERNMENT
GRAND RAPIDS
GRAND TOWER
GREAT RIVER
GREENVILLE
GUTTENBERG
HAGER CITY
HANNIBAL
HASSMAN
HASTINGS
HELENA
HELENA-WEST
HERNANDO DE  SOTO
HICKMAN
HOMER
HUEY P.  LONG
I-35W SAINT  ANTH  ONY   FALLS
I-74
I-90 MISSISSIPPI  RIVER
ILLINOIS
IOWA
JACOBSON
JOHN JAMES  AUDUBON
JULIEN DUBUQUE
KASKASKIA
KASKASKIA
KEITHSBURG
KEOKUK
LA BALIZE
LA CRESCENT
LA CROSSE
LAKE CITY
LANSING
LECLAIRE
LITTLEFALLS
LOUISIANA
LUTCHER
LYNXVILLE
MAIDENROCK
MAPLESPRINGS
MAQUOKETA
MARQUETTE
MCGREGOR
MEMPHIS
MEMPHIS &  ARKANSAS
MINNEAPOLIS
MINNEISKA
MINNESOTA
MISSOURI
MOLINE
MONTICELLO
MORGANZA
MUSCATINE
NAPOLEON
NATCHEZ
NAUVOO
NELSON
NEW BOSTON
NEW MADRID
NEW ORLEANS
NEW ROADS
NININGER
NORBERT F.  BECKEY
OHIO
OQUAWKA
OSCEOLA
PALISADE
PEPIN
PILOTTOWN
PORTAGE DES  SIOUX
POTOSI
PRAIRIE DU  CHIEN
PRAIRIE ISLAND
PRESCOTT
PRESTON
QUINCY
READS LANDING
RED
REDWING
REVERIE
RIVERTON
ROCK
ROCK ISLAND
ROCK ISLAND         CENTENNI  AL
SABULA
SAINTPAUL
SANTAFESWING
SARTELL
SAVANNA
SAVANNA-SABULA
SKUNK
ST. CLOUD
ST. CROIX
ST. FRANCISVILLE
ST. LOUIS
STE. GENEVIEVE
STOCKHOLM
STODDARD
STONEARCH
THEBES
TIPTONVILLE
TOMATO
TREMPEALEAU
TUNICA
VICKSBURG
VICTORY
WABASHA
WAPSIPINICON
WARSAW
WATERPROOF
WEAVER
WESTMEMPHIS
WHITE
WICKLIFFE
WINONA
WISCONSIN
WYALUSING
YAZOO

restaurant and think, ”I could do better”? A new burger joint is giving you the CHANCE to prove it.” Silent Stan keeps Rams fans on edge ”There is little joy
to get people to wear life jackets.” Humane Society offers adoption deal ”Reduces fees and CHANCE to win year’s worth of free veterinary care offered over holiday weekend.” Schools on trial

is to begin with the Bengals and Browns, but that would be passing on the CHANCE to mention Brett Favre. And heaven forbid that name ever get overlooked. ” Laser pointers
end’s return should give OSU a rush ” Just in time, there is a good CHANCE the Ohio State defensive gang is going to be back together again. ” Paneras put

seven special categories. ” Win Tickets to the Black Crowes ” Enter here for your CHANCE to win a pair of tickets to see the Black Crowes in concert at Mud
Halley Johnson and I went to a small printing party at VINI and got a CHANCE to see the dirty printmaking in action. There were woodblocks: And screen prints: And I

next 2 days ”New low-pressure area south of Cape Verde Islands has a 70 percent CHANCE of developing in the next 48 hours” Patrick Peterson enjoys attention for LSU football: links
located in the remodeled St. Bernard Market Tropical wave near Cape Verde Islands has medium CHANCE of development ”Showers and thunderstorm associated with a vigorous tropical wave near the southeastern Cape

very big bet on Dec. 13, 2007. That was the day the board voted to CHANGE how the agency raises money to build and maintain storm sewersOracle plans to give
before one can appreciate the play, or not. ” Rob Oller commentary: Rosy vibe can CHANGE in hurry for Tressel ” Much of the talk entering the 2010 season has been

11th-hour campaigning of the now-unpopular Barack Obama on behalf of endangered congressional candidates will not CHANGE much. ” Michael Arace commentary: This U.S. team worth keeping ” In the summer of
before early voting starts, McWherter said, People make up their minds early, and you can CHANGE it once it goes in that ballot box. He would amplify on that in a

was laid in February when Sheriff Mark Luttrell was cajoled (or cajoled himself) into a CHANGE of mind about seeking the open Shelby County mayoral position. ” lunch at deja vu
the magnificent statues that guard that entrances without even noticing them. So I thought I’d CHANGE that by telling you about them, and I think you’ll be impressed. ” TTT Answer

farm hands of the Nord-Pas-de-Calais region of France took a load off with a refreshing COLD glass of Biere de Garde, or ”keeping beer,” a traditional farmhouse-style ale brewed and stored
from L’cole Culinaire, Bardog, Jim ’N Nick’s Bar-B-Q, McAlister’s, and Pa Pa Pia’s. And of COURSE there will be beer: Bluff City Brewers and Connoisseurs, Boscos, Budweiser, Coors Light, Dos Equis,

the Memphis Hip Hop Weekend and Expo will comprise a variety of events over the COURSE of four days. ” Memphis on TV ”Debuting on TV tonight are Hellcats and Terriers,
the Pacific Coast League American Conference champion. ” Coming of Age ”Superior Donuts is a DARK comedy about starting over. by Chris Davis Out of the rack and ruin of our

StoryCorps video ’Danny and Annie’ viral A beautiful love story to brighten up your DAY Dr. John, Jeremy Shockey, Pierre Thomas featured in ’Love notes to New Orleans’Photography company
show is about to resumeIf you can forgive the Vikings their sins of that DAY the 12th man in the huddle, the five turnovers, that fateful Favre pass

DFL activist, diesThe Augsburg College educator was a repository of Minneapolis political history.” Record DAY wins honor for Huskies wideout ”Stressed? Not from around here, are you?” A Balkan country
could grow if they didn’t face such a hostile administration. ”Duluth nurses reach deal, avert 1 DAY strike” Former Minn. Chief Justice Amdahl dies Vikings aim to keep Saints offense off field

University’s centers for longevity and prevention research. On the other hand, we didn’t convene a two DAY conf” Hack attack hits home for AP writer ”The Twitterverse is full of far more
drug abuse mark strains of endless war.On average, one U.S. soldier killed himself each DAY last month. That is the highest single-month suicide total reported by the U.S. Army since

Board of Trustees placed a very big bet on Dec. 13, 2007. That was the DAY the board voted to change how the agency raises money to build and maintain storm
black ” Like most Americans, central Ohioans are feeling the squeeze of this recession. Every DAY hardworking middle-class families and small businesses here pay the price for a decade of reckless

Smith’s college fame sacked by reality of NFL ” The ruthless reality of NFL cutdown DAY is that names once appearing in large, bold print atop newspaper stories now hide in
able to get their driver’s licenses and give a pint of blood on the same DAY Before last fall, donors had to be at least 17. OSU notebook: If ’Buckeye’

new contract this weekend. ” untitled story ” Today is Thursday, Sept. 9, the 252nd DAY of 2010. There are 113‚ days left in the year. ” RECIPE HELP ” I would
those served atthe Ohio State Fair. ” – Circleville has new service chief ” A DAY after attracting criticism and questions from City Council members, Circleville Mayor Chuck Taylor hired a

” Red Baron Pan Pasta ” If Labor Day is all about having a labor-less DAY this family-size frozen meal might be for you. ” – Kosher caterer loses Vaad approval
Buckeyes Extra pull-out section. A feature article about Ohio State University football has appeared every DAY this week. Talk about hype. ” Mike Harden | Commentary: This town’s teens have their

of 9/11 is rooted in a traditional Pentecostal belief that Christians are engaged in a modern DAY spiritual battle with evil. ” Editorial: Mixed results ” The good news and bad news
he produced at the Evergreen Theatre. ” Tap That ”by Bianca Phillips Back in the DAY the farm hands of the Nord-Pas-de-Calais region of France took a load off with a

(and I certainly hope you were), then you might recall that I told about the DAY in 1927 when Charles Lindbergh visited Memphis. It was only a few months after his
Turnmaloose” at Gallery Fifty Six August 31st marks the last DAY to see Gallery Fifty Six’s ”Turnmaloose,” an exhibition on Elvis and the fans who adored

with roots in rock, folk, and the fiercely independent Texas songwriter tradition. But on the DAY that issue hit the streets, Lambert’s embrace by the country mainstream became complete. Jennifer
formally certified the August 5th election and issued a report chalking up a now infamous election DAY glitch to human error without effect on any final outcome. But this week the number

year. Hug it a little longer.” ” Flyer Gets New Pot ” It’s a big DAY around the Flyer offices. We finally got our gleaming new potties. ” Chumney Gearing Up
”fast food” the chef’s fare is so good, you’ll want to fast for a DAY before you imbibe so you won’t get full too quickly. Kizzie’s hot-water cornbread, greens, lemon-baked

Night. ” MidSouth Music & Heritage Fest ”Chris Davis has a report from the first DAY of downtown’s Memphis Music & Heritage Fest. ” Bianca Knows Best ... And Helps a
damn trespassing” sign. ” Hoarders ” As previously noted, the Flyer offices had a clean-up DAY last week. My area is one of the office’s most notable pig-sty: papers and CDs

Gold! ”Everywhere you look today, there’s black and gold! We want to see your game DAY gear on NOLA.com! Die hards Show us what you’re wearing to the office today, or
Saints opener spurs early school dismissals, office closings” New Orleans CIty Hall is closed all DAY Tropical Storm Igor is expected to strengthen slowly ”Tropical Storm Igor could become a hurricane

the next couple of days Tropical Storm Igor forms in Atlantic off Cape Verde Islands 5 DAY forcast track takes it east of Caribbean by Monday morning Who will have the best
repeat dat, Saints fans: An editorialAfter what felt like an eternity, it’s finally game DAY And we know that you know what to do. TED JACKSON / THE TIMES-PICAYUNETracy Porter

How are you kicking off the New Orleans Saints season opener? ”Whether you’re taking the DAY off from work or heading somewhere just before kickoff, let us know where you will
the surface circulation associated with the remnants of Tropical Storm Gaston...” LSU comment of the DAY Patrick Peterson’s skills needed most on defensive side of ball Highlighting comments from our readers

Albarino ($19.99) ” Hailing from the high-powered Rias Baixas appellation from Spain’s Galicia region, this DRY white is 100percent Albarino. ” – Vital statistics ” RED CROSS ” Laser pointers bought
edge ”There is little joy in Mudville this morning. Just as football fans prepare to EXPERIENCE the joy of watching their team make the first selection in tomorrow night’s NFL draft

to the presence of in-laws, many women know what they want out of their childbirth EXPERIENCE and are speaking up. Written birth plans have become commonplace as moms and their husbands
Republicans cope with changing attitudes toward party. by Jackson Baker Besides possessing the kind of EXPERIENCE and political savvy which has made him the Democrats’ leader in the Tennessee state Senate

Wendy’s and Subway and Courtyard by Marriott, another piece of Columbus history faces an uncertain FATE 7 arrested in migrant massacre ” MEXICO CITY - Mexican marines have arrested seven
Super Bowl ring raffle extended Winner will be announced during Saints-49ers game Atlantic bluefin tuna’s FATE in the Gulf of Mexico explored a timely book ”Paul Greenberg’s ”Four Fish” released soon

State-Michigan game off its end-of-the-season perch would have been stillborn. No one would have dared FLOAT this stupid idea in public. ” A growing number of parents are mapping out birth
Review: mTrip iPhone app uses augmented reality ”The new iPhone application mTrip is a travel GUIDE and then some: It uses the latest in smart phone technology to make it easier

Greenberg’s ”Four Fish” released soon after Gulf of Mexico oil spill.” New Orleans Saints fan GUIDE to screaming at the Superdome ”Professional vocal coach tips for New Orleans legendary ”12th Man.
a catcher’s mitt. ” Central Ohio counties under smog warnings ” The return of summer HEAT has brought unhealthy levels of smog to central Ohio. ” College football notebook: Bush reportedly

researchers host a program to tag and release monarchs before they begin their incredible, 1,800-mile JOURNEY to Mexico.” Full steam ahead along the Milwaukee Road ”A bike ride in the Bitterroot
powerful paintings in the Dixon Gallery & Gardens’ show ”In the Blood” trace a woman’s JOURNEY from subjugation to self-empowerment. In Hysteria a diptych that references the now-debunked 19th-century medical

rape and rot of graft, and stealth, and lies, We, the people, must redeem The LAND the mines, the plants, the rivers. The mountains and the endless plain All, all
from the lowest level in decades. ” Show & Tell ” Saturday Night Live will LAUNCH its 36th season on Sept.25 with host Amy Poehler and musical guest Katy Perry. ”

” Punk Pioneer Ian MacKaye at the Brooks ”by Chris Herrington Ian MacKaye, who helped LAUNCH the American hardcore punk scene in the early ’80s with his band Minor Threat and
economic maelstrom lies elsewhere.Mace, and other things, on a planeRussell Green devoted his LIFE to military, civic serviceThe WWII vet and Minneapolis police officer served as an alderman

and it’s wrong now. Stimulus doesn’t help one whit. Tax cuts and austerity do.” New LIFE on the laugh track ”When Star Grigsby’s life started to crumble along with the economy,
to getting millions in federal money.” Jack Amann strived to make death a part of LIFE The longtime funeral director, who died of an unknown cause, tried to teach that dying

teammate ”Senior Jon Hoese played his best game ever as his father fought for his LIFE There’s a price to pay for odd pet ’snacks’ ”The old excuse that ”the dog
despite a renewed push by the Army Corps of Engineers to get people to wear LIFE jackets.” Humane Society offers adoption deal ”Reduces fees and chance to win year’s worth of

following ” MATTHEWS, N.C. - For 17-year-old Lizzie Guest, the TV show Glee was a LIFE changer so when she heard about a summer camp based on the hit, she just had
Europe’s debt ease So to Speak | Joe Blundo commentary: Unusual intern savors slice of LIFE at deli ” On the cramped sandwich line at Katzinger’s Delicatessen, the workers avoid collisions

appears on the verge of sobbing or screaming. ” Child Play ”First-time author delivers a LIFE changing lesson. by Leonard Gill Once upon a time, a 7-year-old girl dreamed of becoming a
incentive to pay down principal more quickly would benefit lenders, too.Met Council, U reach LIGHT rail peaceApproval of the Central Corridor agreement opens the door to getting millions in federal

reproduction and depreciation, objects of value, and the preservation of photography as art. Postal uses LIGHT boxes, ”ghost boxes,” old TVs and various other objects to control the viewer’s observation of
new Memphis-connected television series debut tonight. Terriers, which stars Donal Logue and Michael Raymond-James as downontheir LUCK private detectives in San Diego, may not seem to have much to do with Memphis,

Japanese, producers are largely anonymous. Now HTC Corp., a Taiwanese maker of smart phones, is MOVING out of the shadows and trying ” Man held in Clayton, University
yesterday as the Obama administration’s point man in the fight to prevent Asian carp from MOVING into the Great Lakes. ” Cal Thomas: ’Send in the Clowns’? Who do you think

to Big Ten presidents, athletic directors and others in positions of power who are considering MOVING Ohio State-Michigan to earlier in the season: Are you people nuts? Study links moms’
say doctors who warn that dangerously high-powered versions are easily available online. ” Keep on MOVING past freeway accidents ” I ask Columbus drivers to not stop on the freeway to

their revenue jump this summer.” Carol Becker: LGA is evaporating The freeze has returned up NORTH Sheldon Mortenson, Fridley builder and fixerHe could build or rebuild anything from cars to
drunken driving laws. Brett Duke / The Times-Picayune archiveU.S....Tropical Storm Igor maintians strength, moves NORTH northwestward. Storm should strengthen in the next 2 days Mickey Holmes ’put the Sugar Bowl into

is centered about 70 miles south of the southernmost Cape Verde Islands, at latitude 13.8 NORTH and...” Tulane kicker Cairo Santos quickly makes inroads ”Brazilian freshman new to sport, city, culture”
sizeTropical Depression Hermine is centered about 60 miles south of Abilene, Texas, at latitude 31.6 NORTH and longitude 99.5 west....” NFL opener feels like 20th game of New Orleans Saints’ Super

U.S....” Tropical Storm Hermine brings heavy rains to south Texas Expected path should take it NORTH in the next couple of days New Orleans Saints Super Bowl ring raffle extended Winner
is centered about 70 miles south of the southernmost Cape Verde Islands, at latitude 13.8 NORTH and...” Remnants of Tropical Storm Gaston looking less threatening ”Conditions for the development of the

tax cuts. Michael Arace commentary: Pay attention, Clippers are winning big Baseball requires PATIENCE but minor-league baseball requires something well beyond Solomon. This is why there are still ballparks
to deal with the annoyance of campaign literature for the fall elections. A little PATIENCE might drop C-section rate, study hints LOS ANGELES - Cesarean deliveries have doubled since

account for one-third of all births in the United States. A new study suggests that PATIENCE on the part of women and their health-care providers during delivery might help lower the
drives mom crazy ”I am having a running disagreement with my 24-year-old daughter about gratuitous RISK taking, such as rappelling and skydiving.6 days, 6 states, 6 peaksA tour of

Loop over the last 25 years primarily is the result of the vision, persistence and RISK taking of Joe Edwards, the rock ’n roll bar owner and entrepreneur.” Texas opens inquiry into
HEALTH BRIEFS ” Breast-feeding a newborn for even one month will lower a woman’s lifetime RISK of developing Type 2 diabetes, according to a study published Friday. ” College football: 2003

down the woman who trashed a cat and the girl who pitched puppies into a RIVER Gawker asks: ”OMG, are they coming back over to the Light side, like Anakin Skywalker
2003 seems like yesterday in Miami ” Like ghosts from the past, they came to SOUTH Florida this summer, whispering in the ears of University of Miami players. ” Ohio factory

great county. On Thursday evening, at Bloomfield Baptist Church on South Parkway, five miles further SOUTH some of the losers in the August 5 Shelby County election and their supporters faced
National Hurricane Center in Miami. View full sizeTropical Storm Igor is centered about 70 miles SOUTH of the southernmost Cape Verde Islands, at latitude 13.8 north and...” Tulane kicker Cairo Santos

Remnants of Gaston in Caribbean unlikely to develop in next 2 days ”New low-pressure area SOUTH of Cape Verde Islands has a 70 percent chance of developing in the next 48
National Hurricane Center in Miami. View full sizeTropical Depression Hermine is centered about 60 miles SOUTH of Abilene, Texas, at latitude 31.6 north and longitude 99.5 west....” NFL opener feels like

Daniel Becnel Jr. wants to unseat incumbent Jude Gravois Tropical Storm Hermine remains strong over SOUTH Texas Heavy rainfall could cause flash floods Adrian Peterson guarantees win over New Orleans Saints:
evening over who better understands residents’ needs. U.S....” Tropical Storm Hermine brings heavy rains to SOUTH Texas Expected path should take it north in the next couple of days New Orleans

National Hurricane Center in Miami. View full sizeTropical Storm Igor is centered about 70 miles SOUTH of the southernmost Cape Verde Islands, at latitude 13.8 north and...” Remnants of Tropical Storm
ex-girlfriend.” What’s your take on Rolling Stone’s nude cover of ’True Blood’ STARS Poll: Is the cover too much or ’fangtastic’ as People magazine put it?

He had colon cancer and died at age 45.In a Twins season full of STARS finding MVP isn’t easy” The Twins have many candidates for the award this year. Adults
basketball world championship, Team USA ripped through the early rounds. In the semifinals, the American STARS LeBron James, Dwyane Wade and Carmelo Anthony among them - delighted their Japanese hosts

Man (41; married; liquor salesman) walks into a bar. Drinks a few. ” George Clooney STARS in arty 70s-style anti-thriller. ”by Addison Engelking Like the mysterious guest who crashes the masked
may be over, but a couple of new Memphis-connected television series debut tonight. Terriers, which STARS Donal Logue and Michael Raymond-James as down-on-their-luck private detectives in San Diego, may not seem

workers at those companies faced a 14 percent increase on average, according to a national SURVEY OSU football chat, 1 p.m. today Join Dispatch OSU football beat writer Ken
by Columbus-area employers is expected to turn sour in the fourth quarter. Manpower’s quarterly employment SURVEY released yesterday, showed that more companies are looking to trim workers than add jobs during

new poll shows he’s the last person whom Alaskans want to elect. According to the SURVEY conducted by Public Policy Polling, Johnston is the ”most unpopular person ... (the agency) has
is king in America.Good season to buy mattresses, furnitureThis is normally the busiest TIME of year for furniture stores, but with the economy still struggling, the deals are better

student Police said the suspect showed a gun before the attack. Above the sniping ”From TIME to time, the Editorial Page presents ”Other Voices,” commentaries from a variety of sources on
air conditioner senses your presence and chan” Former union leader gets prison TIME for seeking bribes ”The former national president of Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers and Trainmen was
study. ” OSU notebook: Defensive end’s return should give OSU a rush ” Just in TIME there is a good chance the Ohio State defensive gang is going to be back

and they’ve got little to nothing in common save for the fact they’re worth your TIME and attention. Here ya go: ” On Display ”The Outflix Film Festival celebrates its 13th
to have lunch at 20/20 Diner inside the Southern College of Optometry for a long TIME but I wasn’t sure of the protocol. So when I saw chef Kathy Katz at

a beautiful woman appears on the verge of sobbing or screaming. ” Child Play First TIME author delivers a life-changing lesson. by Leonard Gill Once upon a time, a 7-year-old girl
all about missing acts I wanted to catch. Star & Micey were finished by the TIME I reached the Tennessee Arts Stage and the crowds were so dense at the Center’s
Son of Mudboy. At the MMHF, Singing and Making Pie Crust (at the same TIME Nobody should ever use a store-bought pie crust, Leslie Berkelhammersays. For Berkelhammer, the store-bought

may have been pure coincidence that temperatures dropped into the high 60s for the first TIME this season during the last concert of the Memphis Botanic Garden’s Live at the Garden
at Le Cordon Bleu and was co-owner of the much-missed prepared-foods market Cheffie’s, took the TIME to answer questions about Simply Suppers and her new role as spokesperson for French’s Mustard.

the details at Sing All Kinds. Trust, but Verifyby Memphis Flyer At a TIME when partisans of the political right still decline to accept the results of the 2008
to do with Tim Tebow being in the NFL and Lane Kiffin again being two TIME zones away from where my family sleeps. ” Ostrander Awards Tickets On Sale Now ”

by Park, White Station, Estate, and Quince. Perhaps ”Country Club Estates” was ahead of its TIME but such a concept never left the drawing board. ” FIBA World Championships Start This
Nominees Are ... ”The Ostrander Awards return to the Botanic Garden. by Chris Davis It’s TIME again for the Ostrander Awards. The 27th annual ceremony honoring excellence in Memphis theater is

from around the world of local film: Winter’s Bone Sticks Around: A lot of the TIME platform release films indies, docs, foreign flicks, etc. come and go so fast
their local runs that it can be hard for some interested filmgoers to find the TIME to see them. Not so Winter’s Bone, the Ozarks-set 2010 Sundance winner that opened at

and begins the seventh week of its run today. Trust, But VerifyAt a TIME when partisans of the political right still decline to accept the results of the 2008
arts, metal works, crafts, and junkyard sculptures. And this Friday, July 23, is the perfect TIME to witness the surge of talent, at the inaugural Broad Avenue Summer Art Jam. ”

Ground Zero. As one might expect, the column drew lots of comments (62, the last TIME I checked). ” Cohen’s Call for DOJ Probe of Voting Snafu Climaxes First Protest Meeting
by Park, White Station, Estate, and Quince. Perhaps ”Country Club Estates” was ahead of its TIME but such a concept never left the drawing board. ” Post Mortems ”Why the Republicans

a new Republican sweep of countywide races, but it has only been a relatively short TIME November 2009, to be exact since Shelby County Republican chairman Lang Wiseman counseled
You Can Use ” [image: Pams tomatoes] - - Pam’s tomatoes It’s been a productive TIME for a pair of local bloggers. Over at Pam Plants a Garden: tomatoes, okra, and

avoid being disenfranchised. ” The Shelby County Courthouse Statues ” I spend a lot of TIME hanging around the Shelby County Courthouse, waiting for my various trials to begin, and I’ve
of Mexico adds a step Plug and abandonment’ procedures to take place at the same TIME Tropical Depression Hermine brings heavy rain to central Texas ”Tropical Depression Hermine is bringing heavy

for a while’ Amy Winehouse sings again on Quincy Jones album ”Quincy Jones says the five TIME Grammy winner’s first new track in years will appear on his forthcoming album, ”Q: Soul
names Piers Morgan as Larry King’s replacement ”CNN nailed down the final piece of its prime TIME makeover on Wednesday, after months where it was clear the ”America’s Got Talent” panelist was

to 1,000 houses sold to Road Home” Agency wants to sidestep committee review to save TIME and money Tropical Storm Hermine likely to become a depression Tuesday Heavy rains expected for
Cao and Cedric Richmond debate 2nd District needs ”Facing each other for just the second TIME in the run-up to the Nov. 2 general election, the two best-known candidates in the

about 80 miles south-southeast of Brownsville, Texas, at latitude 24.8...” Ryan Baker might see playing TIME against Vanderbilt Deangelo Peterson healing quickly School Fundraisers: Should you just say no? How do
community ed finds that its classes on fitness, dance and cooking are filling first.” Weekly TRAVEL deal: Archer House River Inn ”Lori Sturdevant: A great get-together, but not the one that

freedom.” Review: mTrip iPhone app uses augmented reality ”The new iPhone application mTrip is a TRAVEL guide and then some: It uses the latest in smart phone technology to make it
Spirit of St. Louis to talk to various civic leaders about the advantages of air TRAVEL All Defeated Democrats Join in Amended Legal Challenge to August 5 Outcome ” Even

Yippity Yo Cooking Show: Cute kid cooking video goes viral Video: Gotta WATCH 3-year-old Zaylee Jean make her grandma’s famous cookies. South Park’ takes on
joy in Mudville this morning. Just as football fans prepare to experience the joy of WATCHING their team make the first selection in tomorrow night’s NFL draft a bittersweet joy

as bad as she thought she’d be.” What type of alcohol is best for those WATCHING their weight? Video: Nutrition columnist Molly Kimball on eating healthy.
St. Louis Pub” Mozambique government reverses bread price hike ”Mozambique’s government is reversing bread and WATER price increases that had touched off deadly riots, the planning minister said Tuesday.”

of Tropical Storm Hermine swept northward through Texas and into Oklahoma yesterday, forcing dozens of high WATER rescues, swamping city neighborhoods and killing at least two people. In these times, it
fast for a day before you imbibe so you won’t get full too quickly. Kizzie’s hot WATER cornbread, greens, lemon-baked chicken, mac-and-cheese, coleslaw, and, especially, peach cobbler are good enough to all-you-can

Eckley and Chris Nadaskay, both professors of art at Union University. ” Treading WATER in 3D ”by Addison Engelking There’s not much to say about Piranha 3D. If you’re
he could reopen iconic market Store was located in the remodeled St. Bernard Market Tropical WAVE near Cape Verde Islands has medium chance of development ”Showers and thunderstorm associated with a

Vigorous tropical WAVE near the southeastern Cape Verde Islands have become more concentrated during the past few hours,
Stylishly raising funds for vets ”A hair salon is raising money for wounded vets as WAY of rallying around one of its stylists, who lost a brother to the Iraq war.”

Line bus service to St. Paul to start in October ”Riders will pay $3 each WAY for up to a one-hour ride. The first bus will leave Columbus at 5:47 a.m.”
It’s anybody’s guess.” Reader query: Are you a childless woman who plans to stay that WAY Hotels.com failed to connect on in-room Internet Room didn’t have in-room Internet as website had

treasures - and they are scattered over many miles. A Segway tour can ease the WAY Katherine Kersten: Obama & Co. are obstacle to recovery Businesses could grow if they didn’t
rein over Wall Street. ” Michael Arace commentary: High-school sports as we know them on WAY out ” Last year, a failed school levy shelved extracurricular activities, including sports, at four

People in the News ” Australian beauty queen Jesinta Campbell said she learned the hard WAY about backstabbing among Miss Universe contestants. One of her competitors laced her national costume with
responsibility and a matching paycheck. Youll be inspired to show your affection in a big WAY in December. A financial development allows you to have fun in March. The social swing

your readers that criminals gravitate toward jobs that provide access to people’s homes as a WAY of scouting victims, so ”Bachelorette’s” concern is well-founded. ” Red Baron Pan Pasta ” If
” Fun-tastic foursome ” Homework, spelling words, pop quizzes - things for kids are getting WAY too serious. Time for some old-fashioned silliness, supplied by a few good books: ” FOR
Film Festival celebrates its 13th season. by Chris Herrington Gay cinema has come a long WAY Where breakthrough indies like 1986’s Parting Glances and 1989’s Longtime Companion struggled to get theatrical

The senator proposed hearings to debate amending the Constitution of the United States as a WAY to deal with an issue that should be handled via calm, bipartisan legislation. ” Best-selling
going to give up and stop worrying. I’ve been kind of freaked out by the WAY things are going with the whole Glenn Beck deal in Washington, D.C. even though

at Snowden Grove Amphitheatre in this week’s Flyer, I wrote about how she’d forced her WAY into the top ranks of mainstream country on her terms as a singer-songwriter with
I had done this little exercise myself just a couple of weeks before as a WAY to get a feel for how I thought the Grizzlies’ talent stacked up against the

rises to query luncheon speakers on subjects of civic and political importance in such a WAY as to declare her own views. ” simply suppers ”Read about Memphis author Jennifer Chandler’s
board. ” FIBA World Championships Start This Weekend ” With exhibition play out of the WAY the FIBA World Championships officially kick off tomorrow, with three Grizzlies players in the mix

glitch: human error, not political conspiracy or machine malfunction. The report seemed to clear the WAY for formal certification of the August 5 election results on Thursday. ” sister myotis’ bible
on September 28. ” Redbirds Win Division; Head to Playoffs ”The Memphis Redbirds battled their WAY into the PCL playoffs last weekend, while their parent club, the St. Louis Cardinals, frittered

and Heritage Fest. ” Senior B Safe ”For circumstances short of immediate danger, there another WAY to call for help. by E. Winslow Buddy Chapman In January, Crimestoppers initiated a new
always animated, asked tough questions and backed them up with a solid understanding of the WAY the NBA works, a combination Heisley rarely confronts in his local media appearances. ” Horne

David Letterman, chats about weight loss” Bonus clip: Harry Connick Jr. on the show last WEEK Google Hot Trend: Lady Gaga ’Alexjandro’ video premieres ”Have you seen the
for many, including the divorced.” Fuentes gets MRI on sore back Restaurant deal of the WEEK D’Amico Kitchen Hotel business makes comeback ”American travelers in all categories are again hitting the

it for yourself at the Homes by Architects tour this month.” Travel deal of the WEEK Arkadi Kuhlmann: The 30-year mortgage holds us back ”An incentive to pay down principal more
the action.” – Trooper’s lawyer makes pointed case ”Illinois Trooper Matt Mitchell received probation last WEEK after pleading guilty to two counts each of reckless homicide and aggravated reckless driving for

canceled Bridge work on westbound highway still set for Sept. 17-20 Profiles in punting ”Last WEEK Missouri Gov. Jay Nixon hid under his desk and allowed new restrictions on abortion to
to go generic ” WASHINGTON - Holli Powell, a Phoenix medical-software consultant who flies every WEEK says she avoids getting into airport security lines that end at what she calls a

of costs ” I thank the president for his changes to our health care. This WEEK we received a bill saying we owe $2,500 for my husband hospital stay. According to
and Gray at dispatch.com/osuchat . ” News briefs ” Applications for home loans dipped last WEEK as mortgage rates ticked up slightly from the lowest level in decades.

the turn to the right that will mark his tenure became visible in this first WEEK in September. ” Rob Oller commentary: Chapman arms Reds for playoffs ” CINCINNATI The future
the here and now ” Although he and his players have been asked frequently this WEEK about a loss to Ohio State eight seasons ago, University of Miami coach Randy Shannon

pull-out section. A feature article about Ohio State University football has appeared every day this WEEK Talk about hype. ” Mike Harden | Commentary: This town’s teens have their own mindset
Mei-Ann Chen ”Chris Davis profiles Mei-Ann Chen, the Memphis Symphony Orchestra’s new conductor in this WEEK cover story. Chris Davis profiles Mei-Ann Chen, the Memphis Symphony Orchestra’s new conductor in this

helps area high-school students get books through DonorsChoose.org. Halley Johnson has the details in this WEEK Fly-By. ” Letters to the Editor ”by Flyer Readers Electric Cars In Mary Cashiola’s article,
Horn Island trip: ”Horn Island 26. Football’s Retired (and Hidden) Jerseys ” In last WEEK issue, we touched on how invisible the four retired jerseys honoring past Tiger football

Save Overton Square, and other Midtown neighborhood groups had something of a revival meeting last WEEK After the City Council voted decisively to approve a new CVS pharmacy at the current
on August 5, Democratic gubernatorial standard-bearer Mike McWherter told an audience of Germantown Democrats this WEEK that he intended to focus his efforts on early voting. Vowing to concentrate the bulk

I previewed country singer Miranda Lambert’s Thursday night concert at Snowden Grove Amphitheatre in this WEEK Flyer, I wrote about how she’d forced her way into the top ranks of mainstream
of on the forthcoming November ballot, the August 5th election refuses to go away. Last WEEK the Shelby County Election Commission formally certified the August 5th election and issued a report

now infamous election-day glitch to human error without effect on any final outcome. But this WEEK the number of litigants seeking to overturn that election has swelled from two to ten,
a whole new ballgame for the Memphis Tigers under new Coach Larry Porter. Read this WEEK Flyer cover story. ” Youth Villages Again Partnering with Tiger Football ” Any cause that

Gasol with Spain, and Hamed Haddadi with Iran. Here’s the game schedule through the next WEEK for these three squads, with broadcast information where applicable and brief notes. ” The Nominees
famous subjects. ” The Posies and Brendan Benson Announce Co-Headlining Tour ” This WEEK 90s alt-rock/power-pop stalwarts the Posies and acclaimed Raconteurs co-frontman Brendan Benson announced plans for a

artists will be promoting new albums; Benson’s latest, My Old, Familiar Friend, was released last WEEK while the Posies will unveil Blood/Candy, the group’s first collection of new material in more
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Japan. A cow gives nearly 200,000 glasses of milk in her lifetime.” Musharraf ARRIVES in Shanghai ”SHANGHAI: President General Pervez Musharraf arrived in Shanghai on Tuesday evening to represent
English towns. Officials predicted the mascots Wenlock and ” Johnson somewhat overlooked as Chase BEGINS CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP) - This is the time of season when Jimmie Johnson thrives,

her life back on track. ”Nothing but positive things ” Johnson somewhat overlooked as Chase BEGINS MONZA, ITALY (AP) - Fernando Alonso recovered from a poor start to win the
”In these times of change, the premium business has ” HAGELIN: Restoring honor in nation BEGINS in our homes ” Culture challenge of the week: Restoring honor Martin Luther King Jr’s

” Pope Benedict XVI urges Britain not to let secularism overshadow Christianity ”As the pope BEGINS a four-day state visit, he meets with Queen Elizabeth and warns her nation against the
Charles may have been the easiest King and best bred man alive, as the poem BEGINS by saying, but not even he could shrug off (for instance) Rochester ’s account of the

in domestic dispute ”The former world champion boxer faces eight felony and misdemeanor COUNTS A criminal complaint alleges he threatened to kill his ex-girlfriend and to beat his children
week in Australia. ” The forgotten islands off Sweden ’s coast ”Karin Holmstrom lives at the ENDS of the earth, but it ’s easy enough to pay her a visit. Just give some

and tame Pumas ”It is time to enter the bear pit. The time for talking ENDS this evening when Scotland head for a stadium with the reputation of being the most
the Justice Department brought a ” FIELDS: American tolerance and Islam at odds ” Summer FADES into autumn, and with it comes the seasonal focus on ancient faith. Muslims fast for

his movie debut, his creator Lucas Cruikshank is making sure fame does not corrupt the FAST talking goofy kid who has won a massive online following. ” Precursor to H.I.V. Was in
(AP)Minnesota Vikings safety Husain Abdullah says he’s feeling fine after breaking his Ramadan FAST Rapper T.I. Summoned to Court After LA Arrest ”ATLANTA (AP)Rapper T.I. is expected

”I’m a person who doesn’t know how to fix ” Summary Box: Tenn. utility offering FAST Internet ” THE PROVIDER: The city-owned utility in Chattanooga, Tenn., which now provides electricity, television,
”regular season” on Saturday night at Richmond International Raceway. The Roush-Fenway Racing driver turned a FAST lap at 127.762 mph in qualifying Friday night. He edged Juan Pablo Montoya, whose lap

Summer fades into autumn, and with it comes the seasonal focus on ancient faith. Muslims FAST for Ramadan, seeking mercy and forgiveness, closing the last day of the observance with prayer
takes the long way to the BMW Championship ” LEMONT, ILL. (AP) - Living off FAST food and pocket change as you chase a dream from one small tour stop to

| The bacon is gone from the bacon burgers, replaced by smoked turkey. At a FAST food restaurant outside Paris, a new certificate on the wall proclaims that its beef comes from
cows slaughtered in line with Islamic law. Last month, popular French FAST food chain Quick, the No. 2 ” Marlins shut down Johnson for remainder of season ”

love, peace unite at U.S. Open final NEW YORK (AP) Long after dust GATHERS on the U.S. Open trophy that barely eluded Aisam-Ul-Haq Qureshi, the message he sent on
waiting until 1:30 a.m. Wednesday before definitive unofficial results were announced. If Mr. Gray ’s lead HOLDS and Mr. Gray wins in November, it will mark the first time in the ”

Fun Run ”Runners will take over downtown Moscow on Sept. 26 as sporting-goods manufacturer Nike HOLDS a five-kilometer race around the Kremlin, with a free concert by British pop star Sophie
champions, who had drawn with their neigbours twice in World Cup qualifying,” Miss World 2005 HOLDS a baby ”Warsaw: Miss World 2005 Unnur Birna Vilhjalmsdottir from Iceland holds a baby, Zosia,
weekend. Mr. Obama told ABC’s ”Good Morning America” in an interview aired Thursday that he HOPES the Rev. Terry Jones of Florida ” Orioles finally earn win against Jays after 13

in DB Development, a joint venture between Deutsche Bank and Strabag. The bank HOPES the deal will open ”new opportunities” in Russia’s real estate market.” Yakemenkos Win Lawsuit Kadyrov
may overstate the problem given the different standards employed but that Moscow now HOPES to reverse by 10 percent by 2020.” Russneft Debt Restructuring in ’Final Stages’ ”Sistema, billionaire

parliamentary elections.” Muslim liberal arts college takes root in Berkeley ”Zaytuna College HOPES to address U.S. Muslim community’s desire for leaders who understand Islam in a Western context.
less than expected.” England show faith in Dave Attwood ”It is a mark of the HOPES England nourish for Dave Attwood that he will play his third game against one group

war to the extent of forgiving his son ’s murderers. This is surely” West Indies survival HOPES boosted by session wash-out ”GROS ISLET (St Lucia): Rain intervened to improve West Indies ’ chances
be edited for length and clarity Municipal” England eye last 16 berth as Rooney comeback HOPES fade ”BADEN-BADEN: England are determined to get their World Cup campaign back on track Thursday

on Wednesday clobbered Republicans for holding ”hostage” tax cuts for 98 percent of Americans just HOURS after a top House Democrat, House Majority Leader Steny H. Hoyer, signaled a willingness to
Watkins Road past open fields and winding roads gives the impression that the home is HOURS away from anything, but it is, in fact, just ” Summary Box: Hitachi head wants

arrived at a voting place and took up positions by the entry doors. In the HOURS that followed, they harassed voters and election officials, hurled racial epithets and physically blocked persons
site in New York would be moved. But an imam denies promising a relocation. Just HOURS after backing down from plans to burn copies of the Koran, an anti-Muslim evangelist backtracked

upholds suspension of Muslim group, bans it for one quarterThe group must complete 100 HOURS of community service before applying for reinstatement. A yearlong ban had been urged. The penalty
minutes of an introduction which, to judge from his grimaces, must have felt like five HOURS Families call for the truth 38 years after Bloody Sunday ”On the edge of the

Moriro Meerbahar, the hero of Karachi, located at Gulbai Chowrangi, were demolished during the early HOURS Monday and none of the authorities know who is those responsible” Rally Energy ups working
postponed a day because of persistent rain Sunday, the third consecutive year that the season’s LAST major tournament won’t finish on schedule. The No. 1-seeded ” Ford’s F-150 SVT Raptor means

seasonal focus on ancient faith. Muslims fast for Ramadan, seeking mercy and forgiveness, closing the LAST day of the observance with prayer and celebration on Eid al-Fitr. Jews blow the shofar,
NW Arkansas event ” ROGERS, ARK. (AP) - With a pair of wins in the LAST 11 months, Michelle Wie is finally turning potential into success. This week, the big-hitting former

postponed a day because of persistent rain Sunday, the third consecutive year that the season’s LAST major tournament won’t finish on schedule. The No. 1-seeded Nadal, bidding to ” Chevy Aveo
voter intimidation case against the New Black Panther Party and three of its members. The LAST thing Attorney General Eric H. Holder Jr. needed was for the party’s national chieftain to

for fire safety.” Polish Cross Removed Nation Forcibly Deported Under Brezhnev Now at Risk ”The LAST survivors of a pre-Turkic civilization in Central Asia and the last nation to be forcibly
the scene Monday when demolition workers and court marshals returned and gave angry residents one LAST chance to move out.” Cop Fired for Stealing Meat Patty ”The Lipetsk officer didn’t have

taste. I got to see the now-famous enthusiasm gap between liberals and conservatives up close LAST week, and it wasn’t a pretty sight.” Pope’s security in spotlight after London arrests ”Pope
the Empire State Building this is about as short as the line gets; alternatively, the LAST lift is at 1.15am (esbnyc.com). ” Lawyer of the Week: Neil Johnson ”Neil Johnson, a

seriously plan for the hereafter; or opt for a face-lift, dental implants, liposuction and one LAST hurrah; or, like most of us, simply carry on stoically, much as usual, as far
of Pakistan (VCCCP) headed by Ikram has great plans to keep the past alive. Until LAST year, we had” 11 seafood factories allowed exports to European Union ”KARACHI: Director general Marine

made real progress in improving the quality of life and making the country safer, and LAST week Blair announced moves to withhold funding from councils that fail to tackle anti-social behaviour
authorities said on Tuesday. The Queensland government said it would appeal the ruling, handed down LAST month by the Anti-Discrimination Tribunal, saying” City uses 360 of 640 MGD water due to

domain of a sovereign nation. SARS, polio and the H5N1 virus will not be the LAST new infections that flourish” WORLD CUP DIARY: Million on the mile ”BERLIN: More than one
recent arrest in Los Angeles. ” Pipelines and Anxiety: What Next? ”There may be a LASTING political impact from recent accidents, especially because memories of the BP spill in the gulf

temporarily upset your stomach, but now it turns out that repeatedly taking them can trigger long LASTING changes in all those good germs that live in your gut, raising questions about lingering
Fax: 92-42-5878620 E-mail: letters@dailytimes.com.pk Letters may be edited for LENGTH and clarity Municipal” England eye last 16 berth as Rooney comeback hopes fade ”BADEN-BADEN: England

sources Friday amid a media buzz over a passage that cites Michelle Obama as calling LIFE in the White House ”hell.” ” Vikings’ Abdullah Says He Felt Great During Fast ”EDEN
methamphetamine ring, a sentence that she said would give her a chance to get her LIFE back on track. ”Nothing but positive things ” Johnson somewhat overlooked as Chase begins ”

privileged to meet with great, hardworking and hard-playing American families from every imaginable walk of LIFE in 68 cities. I share with you a powerful, united ” Axelrod: Obama flexible on
Jews. He is a cultural Muslim whose sympathies lie with the Islamic world in its LIFE death struggle against Israel. Unless American Jews wake up and speak out against Mr. Obama’s pro-Arab,

Mobile service will run on T-Mobile USA’s network. Unlimited calling and texting will ART: Still LIFE paintings of fruits, vegetables at Gallery Piles of plump cucumbers, juicy watermelons and ripe
Biennale in Venice, and a Russian exhibition looked at the ways that the now-defunct industrial LIFE of small towns could be reinvented for the revival of such towns - and in

even want to stay there. And you can. ” Hague court sentences Bosnian Serbs to LIFE for Srebrenica genocide ”Two Bosnian Serbs were today convicted of genocide and sentenced to life
A decade later, the aged monarchist writer Charles Maurras, sentenced by a French court to LIFE imprisonment for collaborating with the Germans, protested, ”It is the revenge of Dreyfus!”.” US pension

of Mind, which claimed to find a logical flaw in the popular notion that mental LIFE has a parallel but separate existence from the physical body. Among other effects it provided
The government says Anti-Social Behaviour Orders have made real progress in improving the quality of LIFE and making the country safer, and last week Blair announced moves to withhold funding from

be resolved. Afghans are unconvinced that the conditions in Afghanistan can provide them a better LIFE The fall of the Taliban regime did initially provide the Afghan refugees a glimmer of”
agenda is surpassed in transparency only by his ultra-leftist public voting record and overall LIFETIME conduct of consorting ” Correction ” Because of an editing error, a story in Wednesday’s

$100 in Japan. A cow gives nearly 200, 000 glasses of milk in her LIFETIME Musharraf arrives in Shanghai ”SHANGHAI: President General Pervez Musharraf arrived in Shanghai on Tuesday evening
made by the French president Nicolas Sarkozy, adding to tensions over France ’s expulsions of Romas LIVING in France. ” Browns’ Delhomme Still Out ”BEREA, Ohio (AP)Browns quarterback Jake Delhomme

lesbian hate murder trial have slipped away, and last night gender activists said they were LIVING in fear.” 10 city ANC branches barred from NGC ”IN THE run-up
his two minutes of fame. While the ” Resale of the week: Five levels of LIVING Some residences simply exude an old-fashioned charm that draws in visitors, tempting them to

By Mona Simpson Knopf, $26.95, 384 pages A novel about wealthy mothers and their nannies LIVING in Santa Monica might suggest a glitzy glimpse into the lives of the rich and
on trains, regardless of the weather. For some, it’s the only way to make a LIVING for others, there’s pleasure in simply playing. Our staff photographers have shared a few shots

the throat on one front the legal one. ” Wild-water swimming in Turkey ”Despite LIVING two centuries apart, I feel that I share a lot with Lord Byron 18th-century
engaged in this business will be provided incentives so that they can still earn a LIVING Governor Dr Ishratul Ibad was informed of this Tuesday. Ibad told officials and private sector

”white” - Francisco Costa of Calvin Klein showed a collection this afternoon that included a LONG washed-silk halter in ”chalk,” a loose racer-back T-shirt and silk crepe skirt in ”pearl,” a
glowing report as I wrap up my tour across America 2010, where nightly, all summer LONG I have been privileged to meet with great, hardworking and hard-playing American families from every

the habit ” NASHVILLE, Tenn. | A handful of Roman Catholic convents are contradicting the decades LONG slide in the number of women choosing to devote their lives to the sisterhood. And
The Pittsburgh Penguins will open a new arena, and the Chicago Blackhawks will unfurl a LONG awaited championship banner in the first week of the 2010-11 NHL season. The league said Tuesday

cultures meld ” Masa 14 is big, and it’s noisy. The bar is 65 feet LONG and crowded with young professionals, many from the neighborhood. Tables are filled even on weeknights,
forcefully ejected by voters Tuesday, leaving in tatters the web of political alliances that had LONG insulated the two Democrats. Losing in Tuesday’s ” French Senate passes ban on full Muslim

recovery ” What a pathetic statement that ugly hole at Ground Zero represented for so LONG about how far America has fallen. For the first eight years after Sept. 11, 2001,
and vivid colors to innovate in the new medium of oils. Their brilliant canvases have LONG overshadowed the City of Water’s three-dimensional art ” EDITORIAL: Congress is derelict on Black Panther

” In the matter of a voter-intimidation case against the New Black Panther Party, it’s LONG past time for Democrats on the House and Senate Judiciary committees to start protecting the
never shied from speaking his mind; he was widely admired, deservedly decorated and will be LONG missed.” Bell business owners hope for refund on illegal taxes ”Frustrated Bell business owners said

The Dreyfus Affair and why it matters today ”The story of Captain Alfred Dreyfus has LONG had an iconic status, evoked with the expectation that everyone knows and appreciates its weighty
the attempt today in the West at constructive engagement with Muslims through dialogue has a LONG history. When Saladin ejected the Crusaders from Jerusalem and other places in the Holy Land,

inquiry ”It is an irony of the Bloody Sunday inquiry that the most expensive and LONG judicial investigation in history was chaired by a judge chosen for his efficiency. ” Australia
at the right time, but companies that change their inventory too rapidly or wait too LONG could” Bara tribals refuse to resume business ” Toyota Frontier Motors threatens to move court

”CHICAGO: Drinking coffee may shield the liver from the ravages of alcohol, according to a LONG term study released Monday. A study of more than 125,000 people found that the risk of
inaugurated the use of the technology Sunday night near the FTC Flyover where a 450-ft LONG Call to increase direct taxes ”KARACHI: The President of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of

transfer him from the Punjab Medical College, Faisalabad, (PMC) againstBritain in Afghanistan for the LONG haul, says BrowneLONDON: Defence Minister Des Browne said on Tuesday that it was impossible
nostalgia for George W. Bush in the American psyche. President Obama’s ” KUHNER: How Obama LOST Iraq This is worse than a crime, it’s a blunder,” said French statesman Charles

will make the quarterfinals at Flushing Meadows for the second straight year. The 20th-seeded Querrey LOST Tuesday to No. 25 Stanislas Wawrinka 7-6 (9), 6-7 (5), 7-5, 4-6, 6-4 in a
to drag the world into conflict. There sometimes is merit ” KUHNER: Who LOST Afghanistan? ” America is heading toward a colossal defeat in Afghanistan. Unless there is a

women into prostitution. ” Home Rebuilding Starts ”Construction on new houses for those who have LOST their homes because of wildfires has started in all regions that have fallen victim to
to a full-fledged democracy than it has ever been. For Maya community, a paradise LOST Day laborers who knew Manuel Jamines, shot to death by police, talk about where they

and even your grandparents, that you’ve seen rockets raining down on your neighborhood and have LOST close family and friends to terrorist attacks. Picture all of that and you’ll begin to

Dodgers ”O’Malley, whose family owned the team for 47 years, says the current ownership has ’ LOST all credibility throughout the city.’ O’Malley says local investors are needed to restore the team’s
Thursday called upon Frank McCourt to sell the Dodgers, saying ”the current Dodger ownership has LOST all credibility throughout the city” and that local investors are needed to restore the luster

vile artWordsworth ’s poem The Ruined Cottage tells the sad story of Margaret: her husband LOST to war and her children to disease, Margaret slowly falls to pieces while her poor
Rogue trader prepares for court battle ”He earned worldwide notoriety as the rogue trader who LOST 4.9 billion (£4 billion) and his name became a by-word in his native France for
global capitalism. Camera becomes turtle ’s toy during 1,000-mile sea odysseyThe mystery of a LOST camera ’s 1,000-mile aquatic journey has been solved by a sea turtle with a predilection for
Australia ”England crushed Australia at the set scrums at Subiaco Oval here on Saturday but LOST the overall war. Two penalty tries reflected their utter dominance in the one specific area

walked free from court today, marking the first time the Financial Services Authority (FSA) has LOST such a prosecution.” President Obama compares Gulf of Mexico oil leak to 9/11 ”President Obama
badly for example, Enron workers whose 401(k) money was overwhelmingly invested in company stock LOST not only their jobs when the” WORLD CUP DIARY: Breathe deeply ”BERLIN: With the weather

receives from economists. It decides that ignoring the recommendations is better than implementing half MEASURES Culture, No Food At Chinese FestivalGet up close to China as a smorgasbord of
a park, an adjacent walking trail and several shopping centers. The community is about 10 MINUTES from Interstate 95. Each home in this Zadzooks: Star Wars Cantina, Lamp of Aladdin
since have been dominated by the search for truth about what happened during 25 chaotic MINUTES in central Londonderry. ” Martin Johnson wants more than just legal victories in Australia ”At

rugby at all levels this season, were out of contention in Cape Town within 10 MINUTES or so against the current world champions. ” The 40 best British beaches ”Beaches for
mark; photographs depict the author biting his nails, squirming in his seat through the five MINUTES of an introduction which, to judge from his grimaces, must have felt like five hours.”

summer alongside the defeat of the Spanish Armada in 1588 as one of the defining MOMENTS of English history and of the English character. Myth wrapped itself around the facts,
in continual loops, episodes that enter his mind like visions; creating precise reconstructions of specific MOMENTS a slow afternoon in a block of flats; a visit to a garage; a bank

KUHNER: Obama’s Islamic agenda ” President Obama has revealed his true nature. After 20 MONTHS in the Oval Office, he still remained a largely unknown figure. A picture is coming
event ” ROGERS, ARK. (AP) - With a pair of wins in the last 11 MONTHS Michelle Wie is finally turning potential into success. This week, the big-hitting former prodigy will

newer businesses. Here is a look at some of the acquisitions over the past several MONTHS July 1: Hewlett-Packard Co. completes its $1.2 billion acquisition of smart phone maker ” Hotel
based on common interests and values. ” Perestroika’s ’Mir Caravan’ Runs at Kolomenskoye ”For six MONTHS in 1989, at the height of perestroika, 20 theater artists from all over Europe traveled

the hands of British paratroopers and 14 were injured, one so seriously he died four MONTHS later. For many of their relatives, the years since have been dominated by the search
gradually poorer. Lack of money meant that Bertie’s formal education was delayed until a few MONTHS before his eighth birthday and ended soon after his thirteenth: the next year he was

legal cloud from over the White House, which has been battered by bad news for MONTHS and faced” COMMENT: President Ahmadinejad is a loose cannon Ishtiaq Ahmed ”The creation of Israel
Miss World 2005 Unnur Birna Vilhjalmsdottir from Iceland holds a baby, Zosia, who is 6 MONTHS old during a visit to the zoo. reuters” India to start digitally mapping territory ”By

political alliances that had long insulated the two Democrats. Losing in Tuesday’s ” French Senate PASSES ban on full Muslim veils ” PARIS (AP) The French Senate on Tuesday overwhelmingly
parliamentary houses said they had asked a special council to first ensure the measure PASSES constitutional muster amid concerns its tramples on religious freedoms. The Senate ” Maxwell’s grand slam

makes surprise visit to Baghdad ” New Iraq Qaeda leader vows vengeance US House PASSES $94.5b for wars, rebuilding KIRKUK: At least 36 people were killed across Iraq on Tuesday,
they’d tossed on the asphalt of a Home Depot parking lot in Westlake. They were PASSING the time on a late afternoon, after another fruitless day waiting to be hired. ”
the government announced. He was 80. It is a very sad occasion, and marks the PASSING of an era, said Ireland ’s current prime minister Bertie Ahern.” PURPLE PATCH: Death to the

for Xbox 360, rated M for mature, ” ART: A drive through garage designs of PAST and present House of Cars” at the National Building Museum proves that the parking
tournament ” ROGERS, ARK. (AP) - Yani Tseng has shot a 6-under 65 to rally PAST Michelle Wie and win the Northwest Arkansas Championship. Tseng birdied four of five holes early

historic Milwaukee Mile and series officials are hoping a new event promoter can succeed after PAST efforts led to sagging attendance and unpaid bills. IndyCar unveiled its 2011 schedule in an
branch into newer businesses. Here is a look at some of the acquisitions over the PAST several months. July 1: Hewlett-Packard Co. completes its $1.2 billion acquisition of smart phone maker

road leading to a custom-built home in Laytonsville, Md. The 1mile stretch down Watkins Road PAST open fields and winding roads gives the impression that the home is hours away from
Neil Armstrong who rarely discusses his pioneering steps on the moon, Mr. Bean continually celebrates PAST trips to the satellite ” TAYLOR: The politics of intimidation ” On the first Tuesday

In the matter of a voter-intimidation case against the New Black Panther Party, it’s long PAST time for Democrats on the House and Senate Judiciary committees to start protecting the institutional
least because one of her guiding ideas elegantly accommodates the problem. The reverberations of Brodie ’s PAST and the repetition of certain images across her books are of a piece with a

the tribal area. Orakzai made the unexpected statement while taking” Vintage cars gear up for PAST glories ”By Khurrum Anis KARACHI: Mohsin Ikram has a mission: to protect the ancients. With
Classic Car Club of Pakistan (VCCCP) headed by Ikram has great plans to keep the PAST alive. Until last year, we had” 11 seafood factories allowed exports to European Union ”KARACHI:

360, rated M for mature, ” ART: A drive through garage designs of past and PRESENT House of Cars” at the National Building Museum proves that the parking garage can
glaringly anti-American jihad into our lives. This president’s overtly destructive, clearand PRESENT danger agenda is surpassed in transparency only by his ultra-leftist public voting record and

Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez’s descent into authoritarianism. Venezuela’s Sept. 26 national parliamentary elections PRESENT a major opportunity for strongman Hugo Chavez to cement his grip on power
study. But researchers say don ’t rush out to stock the refrigerator because the ingredient is PRESENT in such small amounts that a person would have to drink more than 17 beers

only 360 MGD out of 640 MGD water supplied due to leakages and the city ’s PRESENT water requirement is 648 MGD, said KWSB officials at a meeting Monday. The water supply
to an editorial about special interests groups becoming a dominant force in certain state judicial RACES Legendary Seoul Restaurant Makes Way for Hotel ”SEOUL, South Korea (AP)For decades,

they harassed voters and election officials, hurled racial epithets and physically blocked persons of other RACES who sought to cast their votes ” NUGENT: Every day is Labor Day at Camp
Ferrari knowing there is no room for error in the title race with only seven RACES left. Mark Webber of Red Bull leads the drivers’ standings with 161 points - four

Chocolate Factory ”Though the chocolate itself has moved out of Moscow, the Krasny Oktyabr factory REMAINS It’s now home to a burgeoning arts and media scene.” Easter Hand Grenade Injures 4
Summer’s End at a Writer’s Dacha ”More than 40 years after his death, Kornei Chukovsky REMAINS one of the country’s best-loved children’s authors. Interested visitors can take part in a tradition

SECOND OPINION: Iranian bomb: whom does it deter? Khaled Ahmed ’s TV Review ”In truth, Pakistan REMAINS the only state to deter with buffers in the shape of Afghanistan and Balochistan. (This
issue for big exporters like Hitachi, whose overseas profits take a hit when the yen RISES THE BACK STORY: Hiroaki ” Deciphering the da Vinci code ” Was the little bronze

Union did whatever was necessary to reap Olympic gold. President Dmitry Medvedev quickly ” Smoke RISES just in time to make championship push ” HAMPTON, GA. (AP) - One more race
to only their second home series loss this season. John Lannan (8-7) gave up two RUNS eight hits and three walks in ” Pavin not scared of limiting Woods at Ruder

be hosting a much more high-maintenance bunch. When the W Hotel opened ” EDITORIAL: Holder RUNS from Wolf ” The indefatigable Rep. Frank R. Wolf provided plenty of fodder for today’s
a chart showing how many passengers use the two dozen stations along the line, which RUNS from Carlisle to Barrow-in-Furness. ” President of the Supreme Court defends terror rulings ”The judge

West Indies on Monday at the Beausejour Cricket Ground. After being asked to follow-on 373 RUNS behind from the first innings, West Indies were 43 for one in their” World largest
month. Tshabalala ’s 39 wickets in 17 first-class matches have come at a cost of 36.41 RUNS apiece. Convenor of selectors Haroon Lorgat said his” Fashion shift to help teen retailers ”After

more victories at Firestone, and six at Bay Hill. Cog Hill? His victory total here STANDS at five. And Despite falling short, U.S. leaves impression For the United States,
voter intimidation case, Attorney General Eric H. Holder Jr.’s Justice Department STANDS accused of being dishonest, racist, political hacks. The department’s responses to those charges have been

NEW YORK (AP) - Kim Clijsters’ 2 1/2-year-old daughter, Jada, spent Saturday evening in the STANDS at Arthur Ashe Stadium, munching on a thick slice of watermelon, then savoring some candy.
harasses critics of candidates while exempting unions and others who have cut deals - purportedly STANDS for Democracy Is Strengthened by Casting Light ” NUGENT: Build cages - the street rats

the truth 38 years after Bloody Sunday ”On the edge of the Bogside in Londonderry STANDS a granite monument to the 14 men murdered by British paratroopers on Bloody Sunday. The
by former astronaut Alan Bean. Unlike his colleague Neil Armstrong who rarely discusses his pioneering STEPS on the moon, Mr. Bean continually celebrates past trips to the satellite ” TAYLOR: The

decry the vitriol aimed at a planned Islamic center near ground zero. Arrayed on the STEPS of City Hall, New York Muslim leaders Wednesday condemned the ugly rhetorical attacks aimed at
to oversee the performance of some law enforcement agencies. I strongly believe that with” Rain SLOWS India ’s push for victory in second Test ”GROS ISLET (St Lucia): India were looking to

index fell to 14 in July. It was the Flying high, Sarah Palin’s next STOPS Iowa, TV DES MOINES, Iowa (AP) Forget Disneyland. Sarah Palin’s going to Iowa.
the lead to Jenson Button at the first corner but retook it after the pit STOPS to hold on for a ” Nadal earns career Grand Slam with U.S. Open title

ran for president on the opposition ticket, of fraud. He could be sentenced to jail TIME Citgo Sign Outside Fenway Park Gets Relighted ”BOSTON (AP)The giant Citgo sign
” Johnson somewhat overlooked as Chase begins ” CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP) - This is the TIME of season when Jimmie Johnson thrives, and his Hendrick Motorsports team smooths out any chinks

debut for Ferrari on Saturday by taking pole position for the Formula One race. The two TIME world champion from Spain set the pace with a lap of 1 minute, 21.962 seconds
neighborhood. Tables are filled even on weeknights, some with not-so-young diners. Everyone has a good TIME drinking, trying to talk above the music and supping on some very ” EDITORIAL: Black

the Tiger Woods Learning Center incorrectly stated the number of employees. The center has 30 full TIME staff members. ” Dysfunctional’ N.Y. Democrats ousted ” NEW YORK | The rogues at the
vehicles. Ford’s rapid progress is enabled by two monitoring methods that allow engineers to collect real TIME performance ” WETZSTEIN: Will Gen-Y soar or sink? ” Will today’s youths be the ”dumbest

stranglehold on Congress, the media and the White House, it is getting easier all the TIME to identify their suicidal tendencies. Common-sense Americans are increasingly waking up to the Obama fan
the Tiger Woods Learning Center incorrectly stated the number of employees. The center has 30 full TIME staff members. Email [image: Bookmark and Share] ” Paladino scores shocking upset of Lazio in
increasingly hellbent on abandoning logic and the ensuing escalation of Obama madness, it is clearly TIME for the maximum celebration of the good old, always reliable Uncle Ted crowbar of logic.

opposite Roger Federer’s in the bracket will start looking more familiar. Maybe uncomfortably so. The five TIME U.S. Open winner grinded down No. 13 Jurgen Melzer, 6-3, 7-6 (4), 6-3, for yet
lay water and sewerage lines without digging and damaging roads and streets for the first TIME City Nazim Mustafa Kamal inaugurated the use of the technology Sunday night near the FTC

”Fast-forward to 2050, and the biggest problem with coal-fired emissions involves the emerging economies of TODAY Special Report: A Sunshine State of Mind ”Michael Kors did some blue sky thinking
runs from Wolf ” The indefatigable Rep. Frank R. Wolf provided plenty of fodder for TODAY meeting of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights. The eight-member panel is scheduled to discuss

of violating the Presbyterian constitution and her ordination vows for performing those ceremonies. ” Follow TODAY game: Angels vs. Indians ”Kids, families, college and moving onHelicopter parent?
and vulnerable adults are to be scaled back to common sense levels, the Government announced TODAY England Saxons find themselves in tale of the unexpected ”England Saxons will contest the
” Hague court sentences Bosnian Serbs to life for Srebrenica genocide ”Two Bosnian Serbs were TODAY convicted of genocide and sentenced to life imprisonment for their role in the massacre of
a tour together. Israel, Palestine and Melanie PhillipsAccording to Bernard Lewis, the attempt TODAY in the West at constructive engagement with Muslims through dialogue has a long history. When

leak to 9/11 ”President Obama predicted a wholesale rethink of America ’s love affair with oil TODAY saying he believed the Gulf disaster would have as profound an impact on the American
from the existing limits of municipal bodies or cantonment” Punjab announcing Rs 274b surplus budget TODAY CM says Rs 73b in surplus revenue, Rs 100b in development outlay Staff Report

Tuesday that the Punjab government would announce a Rs 274 billion surplus budget on Wednesday TODAY with a development outlay of Rs 100 billion. He” accountability: ”By Hassnain Qureshi UBL fraud
a boycott of the Punjab Assembly ’s budget session and will protest outside the PA building TODAY against the alleged harassment of journalists from a news agency on Tuesday. Qilla Gujjar Singh

Awami Party (PkMAP), during the budget debate in the National Assembly. His” City council meets TODAY KARACHI: The postponed meeting of the City District Council Karachi will be held on Tuesday
vehicle from this group, the 348-horsepower 2011 Infiniti Performance Line G Coupe, debuts TOMORROW evening at an exclusive event at the 60th annual Pebble Beach Concours d’Elegance. It joins

he will play his third game against one group of Barbarians or another at Gosford TOMORROW The Gloucester lock, whose career underwent a little wobble last week when he was involved
Scotland’s famous Loch Ness - for almost half the asking price at a city auction YESTERDAY Jacko’s mother sues promoter for fraud ”Michael Jackson’s mother has sued the promoter of what

”PIGSPOTTER, a Twitter user who tips off motorists about traffic roadblocks, continued to do so YESTERDAY despite announcing he would stop.” Netcare charged with illegal transplants ”POLICE have
Gaza crossing points opened as Israel bows to international pressure ”Israel bowed to international pressure YESTERDAY when it agreed to reopen crossing points into Gaza for everyday goods. ” Who were

school half-term after the Court of Appeal overturned an injunction that was blocking a strike YESTERDAY Pleading guilty to police should mean lighter sentence, judge saysSuspects who plead guilty
in the cancellation of an £81 million modernist housing project, the High Court was told YESTERDAY Andy Robinson puts faith in experienced Scotland side for first Argentina test ”Read our unbeatable

”Editorial: Don ’t Enforce ’Don ’t Ask, Don ’t Tell ’While the Obama administration WAITS for Congress to repeal the statute, its enforcement should be stopped. ” Israeli Troops Kill
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the creditor wait tediously. But THAT second man has his own
live onward; you shall find THAT though slower, the progress of

of reform is the discovery THAT we must cast away our
such, into the same pit THAT has consumed our grosser vices.

into every chink and hole THAT selfishness has left open, yea,
selfishness and sin itself; so THAT no evil is pure, nor

let me remind the reader THAT I am only an experimenter.
itself; but in vain; for THAT which is made instructs how

are incalculable. I can know THAT truth is divine and helpful;
statues of ice; here and THERE a solitary figure or fragment

In the thought of to-morrow THERE is a power to upheave
be fully understood; and if THERE is any truth in him,

to make a better. Thus THERE is no sleep, no pause,
as they are unsettled is THERE any hope for them. Life

ESSAY X Circles The eye IS the first circle; the horizon
which it forms IS the second; and throughout nature

this primary figure IS repeated without end. It is
holds it fluid. Our culture IS the predominance of an idea

will disappear. The Greek sculpture IS all melted away, as if
thought opens for all that IS old. The new continents are

wall, and that which builds IS better than that which is
not final. Omnipresence IS a higher fact. Not through

peril. In many years neither IS harmed by such an accident.
For me, commerce IS of trivial import; love, faith,

landlord’s or a banker’s? There IS no virtue which is final;
saint. The terror of reform IS the discovery that we must

converts to the right.” It IS the highest power of divine
the energy of the mind IS commensurate with the work to

in paying debts, and has NO measure in his abhorrence of
be injustice? Does he owe NO debt but money? And are

or a banker’s? There is NO virtue which is final; all
God flow into me, I NO longer reckon lost time. I

and sin itself; so that NO evil is pure, nor hell
drawn; that there is no END in nature, but every end

larger circles, and that without END The extent to which this
safe, or where it will END There is not a piece

It is the highest emblem IN the cipher of the world.
not so much a workman IN the world, as he is

old, and, to those dwelling IN the old, comes like an
if there is any truth IN him, if he rests at

Our moods do not believe IN each other. To-day I am
seems the most natural thing IN the world; but yesterday I

saw a dreary vacuity IN this direction in which now
facts which loomed so large IN the fogs of yesterday, –

were at a perfect understanding IN any part, no words would
necessary thereon. If at one IN all parts, no words would

ourselves the best we can IN Greek, in Punic, in Roman
the virtues, and extinguishes each IN the light of a better.

man will not be prudent IN the popular sense; all his
flow! I am God in NATURE I am a weed by

the approver. The sweet of NATURE is love; yet, if I
of the fact, that all NATURE is the rapid efflux of

from the midst of wild NATURE or from the din of
now and then detect in NATURE slight dislocations, which apprize us

to mankind, of genius to NATURE For you, O broker! there
on a human mind. In NATURE every moment is new; the

is no end in nature, BUT every end is a beginning;
fluid and volatile. Permanence is BUT a word of degrees. Our

letters last a little longer, BUT are already passing under the
a river, to a citizen; BUT to a large farmer, not

looks provokingly stable and secular, BUT it has a cause like
our first speaker not man, BUT only a first speaker. His

natural thing in the world; BUT yesterday I saw a dreary
are not symbols to us, BUT prose and trivial toys. Then

or the Body of Divinity, BUT in the sonnet or the
there is no other principle BUT arithmetic. For me, commerce is

Does he owe no debt BUT money? And are all claims
and unprofitableness day by day; BUT when these waves of God

which asks nothing of duration, BUT sees that the energy of
never become sensible to us BUT by contrast to some principle
large and excellent as itself; BUT in vain; for that which

shall now trace; that EVERY action admits of being outdone.
to the truth, that around EVERY circle another can be drawn;
choirs of his friends. For EVERY friend whom he loses for
the common of silence on EVERY side. The parties are not

seems to me, that, with EVERY precaution you take against such
the principle of good into EVERY chink and hole that selfishness

the way onward. We grizzle EVERY day. I see no need
a human mind. In nature EVERY moment is new; the past

primary figure is repeated without END It is the highest emblem
drawn; that there is no END in nature, but every end

larger circles, and that without END The extent to which this
safe, or where it will END There is not a piece

ESSAY X Circles The eye IS the first circle; the horizon
which it forms IS the second; and throughout nature

this primary figure IS repeated without end. It is
of being outdone. Our life IS an apprenticeship to the truth,
can be drawn; that there IS no end in nature, but

every end IS a beginning; that there is
in vain; for that which IS made instructs how to make

a better. Thus there IS no sleep, no pause, no
the same need to command A view of the religion of

we may chance to cast A right glance back upon biography.
cloud of insignificant result in A history so large and advancing.

why; in short, to draw A new circle. Nothing great was
but every end is a BEGINNING that there is always another

another can be drawn; that THERE is no end in nature,
end is a beginning; that THERE is always another dawn risen
statues of ice; here and THERE a solitary figure or fragment

In the thought of to-morrow THERE is a power to upheave
be fully understood; and if THERE is any truth in him,

must feel, was never opened; THERE is always a residuum unknown,
may be turned to- morrow; THERE is not any literary reputation,

best of mankind; yet was THERE never a young philosopher whose
animals, which seem to stand THERE for their own sake, are

nature? For you, O broker! THERE is no other principle but
to make a better. Thus THERE is no sleep, no pause,
as they are unsettled is THERE any hope for them. Life

holds it fluid. Our culture IS the predominance of an idea
will disappear. The Greek sculpture IS all melted away, as if

thought opens for all that IS old. The new continents are
wall, and that which builds IS better than that which is

ever, behind the coarse effect, IS a fine cause, which, being
The key to every man IS his thought. Sturdy and defying

helm which he obeys, which IS the idea after which all
own. The life of man IS a self- evolving circle, which,

the individual soul. For it IS the inert effort of each
life. But if the soul IS quick and strong, it bursts

of the sphere. Then already IS our first speaker not man,
first speaker. His only redress IS forthwith to draw a circle

the thought of to-morrow there IS a power to upheave all
has yet depicted. Every man IS not so much a workman

in the world, as he IS a suggestion of that he
are actions; the new prospect IS power. Every several result is

contradicted by the new; it IS only limited by the new.
The new statement IS always hated by the old,

fully understood; and if there IS any truth in him, if
approver. The sweet of nature IS love; yet, if I have
new heights. A man’s growth IS seen in the successive choirs

of our speech, but truth IS sad. O blessed Spirit, whom
their limitations. The only sin IS limitation. As soon as you

with a man’s limitations, it IS all over with him. Has
things are at risk. It IS as when a conflagration has

and no man knows what IS safe, or where it will
end. There IS not a piece of science,

may be true, that it IS true in gleams and fragments.
that God IS that he IS in me; and that all

him. The idealism of Berkeley IS only a crude statement of
of Jesus, and that again IS a crude statement of the

fact, that all nature IS the rapid efflux of goodness
words would be suffered. Literature IS a point outside of our

described. The use of literature IS to afford us a platform
argument and all the wisdom IS not in the encyclopaedia, or

on which we now stand IS not fixed, but sliding. These
the deeper law whereof this IS only a partial or approximate

with pains and cost? Yet IS that statement approximate also, and
not final. Omnipresence IS a higher fact. Not through

peril. In many years neither IS harmed by such an accident.
suppose that the highest prudence IS the lowest prudence. Is this

his abhorrence of another who IS very remiss in this duty,
For you, O broker! there IS no other principle but arithmetic.

For me, commerce IS of trivial import; love, faith,
landlord’s or a banker’s? There IS no virtue which is final;

saint. The terror of reform IS the discovery that we must
converts to the right.” It IS the highest power of divine

the energy of the mind IS commensurate with the work to
itself; so that no evil IS pure, nor hell itself without

Whilst we converse with what IS above us, we do not
mind. In nature every moment IS new; the past is always
and forgotten; the coming only IS sacred. Nothing is secure but

far as they are unsettled IS there any hope for them.
I can know that truth IS divine and helpful; but how

energies of the past, yet IS itself an exhalation of the
a new generalization. Generalization is ALWAYS a new influx of the

virtues, or what we have ALWAYS esteemed such, into the same
is new; the past is ALWAYS swallowed and forgotten; the coming

truth, that around every circle ANOTHER can be drawn; that there
beginning; that there is always ANOTHER dawn risen on mid noon,

institutions. Let us rise into ANOTHER idea: they will disappear. The
on all sides, and expands ANOTHER orbit on the great deep,
thought, then yields us to ANOTHER redeemer, we seem to recover

ugliness; one man’s wisdom, ANOTHER folly; as one beholds the
measure in his abhorrence of ANOTHER who is very remiss in
that there is always another DAWN risen on mid noon, and

there is always another dawn RISEN on mid noon, and under
is always another dawn risen ON mid noon, and under every

a ring imperceptibly small, rushes ON all sides outwards to new
without wheel, will go, depends ON the force or truth of

it bursts over that boundary ON all sides, and expands another
bound the common of silence ON every side. The parties are
cloven flame whilst it glows ON our walls. When each new

the encyclopaedia, or the treatise ON metaphysics, or the Body of
and I open my eye ON my own possibilities. He claps

apprize us that this surface ON which we now stand is
winged chariot instead. Geoffrey draws ON his boots to go through
and concentrate my forces mechanically ON the payment of moneys. Let

money? And are all claims ON him to be postponed to
not set the least value ON what I do, or the

least discredit ON what I do not, as
age ought not to creep ON a human mind. In nature

always another dawn risen on MID noon, and under every deep
another dawn risen on mid NOON and under every deep a

dawn risen on mid noon, AND under every deep a lower
appears to women a firm AND lasting fact; to a merchant,

not; it goes to refine AND raise thy theory of matter
not to be fully understood; AND if there is any truth

I am full of thoughts, AND can write what I please.
now I see so much; AND a month hence, I doubt

then could I love him, AND rise by my affection to
I walked in the woods AND mused on my friends, why

game of idolatry? I know AND see too well, when not
furniture, of cup AND saucer, of chair and clock

the poet. All the argument AND all the wisdom is not
to repeat my old steps, AND do not believe in remedial
in the power of change AND reform. But some Petrarch or

my whole chain of habits, AND I open my eye on
old lumber of the world, AND I am capable once more

a straight path in theory AND practice. We have the same
that like draws to like; AND that the goods which belong
to you gravitate to you, AND need not be pursued with

approximate also, AND not final. Omnipresence is a
generation of the soul. Cause AND effect are two sides of

devotes it; if to ease AND pleasure, he had better be
can well spare his mule AND panniers who has a winged

the humblest men. The poor AND the low have their way
I have my own head AND obey my whims, let me

Nature abhors the old, AND old age seems the only
all sides. But the man AND woman of seventy assume to

the actual for the necessary, AND talk down to the young.
are perfumed again with hope AND power. This old age ought
the past is always swallowed AND forgotten; the coming only is

of God, the total growths AND universal movements of the soul,
know that truth is divine AND helpful; but how it shall

once hoarded knowledge, as vacant AND vain. Now, for the first
wild passions, as in gaming AND war, to ape in some

risen on mid noon, and UNDER every deep a lower deep
longer, but are already passing UNDER the same sentence, and tumbling
they partake and even express UNDER this Pentecost. To-morrow

you shall find them stooping UNDER the old pack- saddles. Yet
Him who put all things UNDER him, that God may be

compensatory character of EVERY human action. Another analogy
shall now trace; that EVERY action admits of being outdone.

to the truth, that around EVERY circle another can be drawn;
no end in nature, but EVERY end is a beginning; that

on mid noon, and under EVERY deep a lower deep opens.
inspirer and the condemner of EVERY success, may conveniently serve us

illustrations of human power in EVERY department. There are no fixtures
than bat-balls. The key to EVERY man is his thought. Sturdy

unknown, unanalyzable. That is, EVERY man believes that he has
choirs of his friends. For EVERY friend whom he loses for
the common of silence on EVERY side. The parties are not

supposed in the announcement of EVERY truth! In common hours, society
seems to me, that, with EVERY precaution you take against such

the principle of good into EVERY chink and hole that selfishness
the way onward. We grizzle EVERY day. I see no need

a human mind. In nature EVERY moment is new; the past
mid noon, and under every DEEP a lower deep opens. This
another orbit on the great DEEP which also runs up into

the nature of God as A circle whose centre was everywhere,
nature, but every end is A beginning; that there is always

noon, and under every deep A lower deep opens. This fact,
and volatile. Permanence is but A word of degrees. Our globe

of ice; here and there A solitary figure or fragment remaining,
else. The Greek letters last A little longer, but are already

of so many ages. Yet A little waving hand built this
behind the coarse effect, is A fine cause, which, being narrowly

is itself the effect of A finer cause. Every thing looks
rich estate appears to women A firm and lasting fact; to

how final! how it puts A new face on all things!
the other side rises also A man, and draws a circle

man is not so much A workman in the world, as
strenuous, this vast ebb of A vast flow! I am God

in nature; I am A weed by the wall. The
himself above himself, to work A pitch above his last height,

betrays itself in A man’s relations. We thirst for
love; yet, if I have A friend, I am tormented by

loses for truth, he gains A better. I thought, as I
the thrones of angels for A short and turbulent pleasure. How

you once come up with A man’s limitations, it is all
was he to you yesterday, A great hope, a sea to

found his shores, found it A pond, and you care not
as the magnet was once A toy. Then we see in

of the earth’s orbit as A base to find the parallax
writes me an ode or A brisk romance, full of daring

him to be postponed to A landlord’s or a banker’s? There
ever it labors to create A life and thought as large

made instructs how to make A better. Thus there is no
ought not to creep on A human mind. In nature every

covenant to secure it against A higher love. No truth so
hope for them. Life is A series of surprises. We do

power and courage to make A new road to new and
why; in short, to draw A new circle. Nothing great was

and under every deep a LOWER deep opens. This fact, as
building up our being. Of LOWER states, – of acts of

mid noon, and under every DEEP a lower deep opens. This
another orbit on the great DEEP which also runs up into

every deep a lower deep OPENS This fact, as far as
the creation of new thought OPENS for all that is old.
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threaten to raise emissions and AIR pollution when London is
climate change nor for bringing AIR pollution within legal EU

of AMC’s Mad Men, will AIR exclusively on the newly
later this month, it will AIR in a Saturday night

the 1960s are available on freeto AIR digital channel BBC4. But
have premiered on free to AIR channels and become hits,

Talk of war filled the AIR Wednesday at the Ryder
Honoring a secret hero ” AIR Force Chief Master Sgt.

at Tollgate Village in Bel AIR an active adult community
brings a breath of fresh AIR to NASCAR ” CHARLOTTE,

can be overcome, and this AUTUMN Sita starts horse-drawn collection
any photographer the magic of AUTUMN is the light

King Share your photos of AUTUMN on our Flickr group
I see. Keats poetically catalogued AUTUMN as the season of

on and the camera out. AUTUMN is nature’s showtime. It
The latest evidence is that AUTUMN has dismissed an indecently

our trees to reach full AUTUMN tint this month. Who
were resurrected, expanded to cover AUTUMN and today the Woodland

than 30 years ago. But AUTUMN data still lags behind
advance the evidence of how AUTUMN is changing. I personally

any photographer, the magic of AUTUMN has much to do
Lilliputian forest takes on an AUTUMN hue like infants donning

books up against them this AUTUMN ? I was reminded of
In fact, California’s Daily BREEZE newspaper quoted Mrs. Ferraro,

spending cuts. Cameron tried to CALM the row, saying that
day the board voted to CHANGE how the agency raises

getting in the way, either CHANGE the way you’re working,
its target for tackling climate CHANGE nor for bringing air

in 2009 asking it to CHANGE privacy laws under the
Department of Energy and Climate CHANGE (Decc) said the strictest

Grandage is entitled to a CHANGE of direction: already he’s
you can effect a pronounced CHANGE and realise theatre’s potential

a unique snapshot of climate CHANGE thanks to citizen-science data
when it comes to climate CHANGE but we can be
to the science of climate CHANGE It covers areas of

if deniers of human-driven climate CHANGE were hoping for rare
first-ever former minister for climate CHANGE He is running on

friends at the 10:10 climate CHANGE campaign have given us
act. Doing nothing about climate CHANGE is still a fairly

die each year from climate CHANGE she adds. Jamie Glover,
public fired up about climate CHANGE They also turn out

ride to the Copenhagen climate CHANGE summit last December. The
released tomorrow. - 10:10 climate CHANGE campaign - Climate change

researchers to speculate that the CHANGE in their feathers may
the birds’ aquatic lifestyle. The CHANGE in colouration, they argue,

yield new discoveries that can CHANGE our view of not
my idea for such a CHANGE this month when he

in their ascendancy, will not CHANGE it. In 2007, David
Department of Energy and Climate CHANGE says lower wind speeds

was not yet planning to CHANGE its policies, which included
delay on action on climate CHANGE The intervention from the

Congress has dropped its climate CHANGE bill. Two Texas-based oil
the debate about whether we CHANGE the voting system, interesting

to a conference on climate CHANGE and biodiversity, the East
amount of human effort can CHANGE large-scale natural forces driven

our current problems of climate CHANGE and resource depletion go
today; to talk about climate CHANGE renewable energy or staycations
farming. Why, and how, the CHANGE took place is still

with the world began to CHANGE we could practise control,
time, we see a marked CHANGE in attitudes to hunter-gatherers

least in Britain. Can Parr CHANGE the way we look
cannot continue. Even with it, CHANGE will come quickly and

has admitted to a late CHANGE of heart over who
late fall this year. This CHANGE along with the recent

embargo hurts dissidents ” If CHANGE is to come to
segment. In these times of CHANGE the premium business has
Unless there is a dramatic CHANGE in policy and leadership,

in England employ people to CLEAR litter as soon as
hours. Duncan Smith has made CLEAR that the introduction of

Chancellor George Osborne has made CLEAR that the cost of
that their model may well CLEAR the way for similarly

claim. Now it is unequivocally CLEAR that he doesn’t and
torture, we must make it CLEAR to the US that

sceptic Roger Helmer made it CLEAR that he too can
nomadic way of life is CLEAR Farming underpins our society.

Al Snyder wants to make CLEAR His boy fought and
noir exposing the lies of COLD war America: but if

Not too hot, not too COLD Juuuust right. Not too
was full of fancy calligraphy, COLOR and exclamation points. At

with atmospheric effects and vivid COLORS to innovate in the
think it is simply just COOL to get a look
for bicycles, an ultra COOL pavilion on the west

the 24-hour news CYCLE This has serious consequences
and encouraging people to CYCLE This strike is pointless

bike are being encouraged to CYCLE to work. Transport for
I was working as a CYCLE courier in Sydney (hence

on campaign advertising this election CYCLE have also produced a
for dru” A pleasantly normal DAY today outside ”ST. LOUIS

will be a pleasantly normal DAY today, with sunshine and
hand, we didn’t convene a two DAY conf” House Democrats shelve

U.S. soldier killed himself each DAY last month. That is
to one year and one DAY in federal prison for

13, 2007. That was the DAY the board voted to
are in the news every DAY at the moment. This

Resolution (UKAR) and could one DAY be sold off alongside
all be up there all DAY not down here. The

full of children the previous DAY he is serious and
great moral issues of the DAY But great eternal religious

good time on a sunny DAY on the beach
about 100 lives on a DAY when possibly a quarter

Birmingham may help him one DAY to become leader of
Johnson for not doing his DAY job by failing to

bike shops and a full DAY of effort my mongrel
common affliction, even in this DAY and age. What to

campaign will hold a Global DAY of Doing, involving 180
modern publishing at Foyle’s Penguin DAY last week, I was

calling it. On the DAY scientists nuanced their explanation
that resonate to the present DAY Fields had to be

play, imagining herself some DAY becoming just like them.
NUGENT: Every day is Labor DAY at Camp Nuge ”

weeks to go before Election DAY the Senate seats vacated
Panther case ” On the DAY President Obama was elected,

Atheist Hitchens skipping prayer DAY in his honor ”
be spun on a rainy DAY when controversy was needed

fall hunting season stuff every DAY of the fall hunting
a shot Wednesday. A rain-filled DAY at Celtic Manor shifted

Novak Djokovic was postponed a DAY because of persistent rain
Metro section’s quote of the DAY The man pictured was

semifinal. On yet another windy DAY at Arthur Ashe Stadium,
in these work situations. DAYLIGHT coming in through windows

Immaculee finally stepped into the DAYLIGHT she learned that her
the potential to be a DISASTER for me. Raj Sinna,

from the BP oil DISASTER said Greenpeace executive director,
reports into BP’s Macondo well DISASTER in the gulf have

back and wait for a DISASTER Peter Hendy, the TfL
UK broadcasters could all but DRY up. I am also

secretary, who had found a DRY spot under a shop
held by Dem” Japan: China rare EARTH ban could hurt economy

on shipments to Japan of rare EARTH metals that are crucial
reduced. Friends of the EARTH London campaigner, Jenny Bates,

Plan. Here’s how it” Pleasant FALL weather settles in for
LOUIS – The blessings of FALL are upon us. Above

from manufacturing issues and the FALL of sterling against the
then the responsibility would FALL on the health minister

” Canals and rivers could FALL into disrepair if the
But it was allowed to FALL into disrepair in the

these miniature works of art FALL to the ground. Will
UK has suffered a second FALL in renewable energy production

rainfall led to a 12% FALL in renewable electricity generated
policing and healthcare provision, will FALL short at the 2012

to make major gains this FALL in the nation’s statehouses
Alabama (HMMA) starting in late FALL this year. This change,

round Sunday in the NHRA FALL Nationals at the Texas
stuff every day of the FALL hunting season. I cant

musicals: Boy meets girl. They FALL in love, marry and
says the report. These include FLOOD defences and drainage, as

budgets and impose a hiring FREEZE on civilian federal workers
connection and using oil to HEAT their homes found it
Black Panther sings ” The HEAT is rising against the

political campaigns most assuredly will HEAT up and become more
federal health care fraud.” The HOT line state ”Under Missouri’s

CEO Carol Bartz on the HOT seat as she approaches
top toy list” This year’s HOT holiday toys are high-tech

man to have in the HOT seat for the Observer
Billy Wilder’s Some Like It HOT and fair enough.

step away from the white HOT attention of the media.
the allegations involve the two HOT button issues of race and

zone for life: Not too HOT not too cold. Juuuust
channel offer? Movies such as ICE Age: Dawn of the
befuddled by can openers and ICE cube trays. College students who’ve

thousands of nature lovers. Oak LEAVES are now, for example,
runs.” Missouri chief justice sheds LIGHT on judge selection ”The
black and white, colour, available LIGHT flash. Try and assess

together as a gallery. Different LIGHT sources There will often
be a mix of different LIGHT sources in these work

combined with neon and other LIGHT sources can make for
government to give the green LIGHT for deepwater drilling when

magic of autumn is the LIGHT perfect for capturing
much to do with the LIGHT The sun never gets

resulting in a special golden LIGHT as the perfect backdrop
is damaged or exposed to LIGHT toxic compounds build up

they’ve been stored in bright LIGHT is not recommended. One
Berlin. It is about being LIGHT on our feet and

City panel gave the green LIGHT Tuesday for the project
of David, crosses, Islam’s crescent MOON and logos for Shell

Dinosaurs, Fly Me To The MOON and Bugs! A 3D
his pioneering steps on the MOON Mr. Bean continually celebrates

the first selection in tomorrow NIGHT NFL draft a
Interstate 70 reversible lanes Wednesday NIGHT to work on the

Assange, appeared in London last NIGHT to deny that his
conference in Birmingham on Tuesday NIGHT No member of the

is host a new Saturday NIGHT radio show on TalkSport
will air in a Saturday NIGHT slot, with an uncut

return to the lineup Friday NIGHT for the AL West
away 20,000 tickets for Wednesday NIGHT game against the Baltimore

game against Milwaukee on Tuesday NIGHT and had the test
rain forced postponment of Thursday NIGHT game between the Detroit

the U.S. District Court for NORTHERN California striking down as
Conditions | More Feeds ” NORTHERN Rock’s ’bad bank’ to

with the bad bank of NORTHERN Rock was created today
alongside the good part of NORTHERN Rock, which has begun

books were sold to Santander. NORTHERN Rock, also taken over

toxic assets being named NORTHERN Rock Asset Management (NRAM).
of the year. Gary Hoffman, NORTHERN Rock’s chief executive, will

to be chief executive of NORTHERN Rock plc, the good
chief executive. - Banking - NORTHERN Rock - Bradford and

sands region of NORTHERN Alberta, Canada contains recoverable
fourball series Friday had been NORTHERN Irish pair Graeme McDowell

thing flooding in was the RAIN ” Big screens attract
under the pressure of the RAIN and had to be

umbrella in the freezing cold/pouring RAIN I weigh that against
Novak Djokovic got the RAIN and the rest he

hit a shot Wednesday. A RAIN filled day at Celtic Manor
a day because of persistent RAIN Sunday, the third consecutive

Djokovic was postponed because of RAIN Sunday, marking the third
Orioles, Tigers postponed by RAIN ” BALTIMORE | A

BALTIMORE | A steady RAIN forced postponment of Thursday
National Reserve on the country’s SOUTHERN coast, could help explain

ranging all over the SOUTHERN hemisphere, he said. But
A Los Angeles Times/University of SOUTHERN California poll this week

has dismissed an indecently late SPRING and is now appearing
Marsham as 27 Indications of SPRING on his Norfolk estate

still lags behind that for SPRING when we all get
sprang into being in the SPRING of 2009, America’s elites

opened Meditation Museum in Silver SPRING whose aim is for
HP’s new leade” – Lawyers STILL arguing over A-B sale

gave us the BlackBerry - STILL the dominant phone in
of sexual assault claims, which STILL leave him facing possible

years ago. But autumn data STILL lags behind that for
job is done. The jury’s STILL out on any serious

place in contemporary Australia. Yet STILL at its heart, is
now an old man but STILL carrying pain and guilt

like Canberra suburbs, he says, STILL bemused. There were the
broad consensus where there is STILL some debate and aspects

debate and aspects that are STILL not fully understood. The
modern urban bicycles. But I STILL like to think I

bike worked so well I STILL own it. The culmination
would cost nothing, and rarer STILL to find one that
setback follows a smaller but STILL notable decline between January

the change took place is STILL an archaeological mystery. For
(AP) - Bobby Cox is STILL waiting for the one

or thousands of dollars while STILL investing in a home
in the Oval Office, he STILL remained a largely unknown

return to competition, but she STILL plans to play for
but that glorious event is STILL fresh in the brush

naive, question, asked when Freudian STILL meant a deep look
to kill President Lincoln is STILL on view, along with

just-concluded 2010 Winter Olympics are STILL being felt far beyond
money to build and maintain STORM sewersNintendo cuts profit,

th” Missouri recovering from damaging STORM ”KANSAS CITY, Mo.
are cleaning up after a STORM system swept through the

design studio When the economic STORM came they were hit
the marathon at the 1972 SUMMER Olympics in Munich, made

as she distances herself from SUMMER I have constantly been
look what I’ve done this SUMMER brazenness, and an in-your-face

on any serious colour-rush Indian SUMMER If it does happen,
parent, nurturing them through a SUMMER drought, watching as his

with Nazi aircraft in the SUMMER of 1941. A year
America 2010, where nightly, all SUMMER long, I have been

frequency. First came the cinematic SUMMER hit The Kids Are
red berries. Look for the SUN gleaming on tiny ripening

do with the light. The SUN never gets high, resulting
a good time on a SUNNY day on the beach

to cross the dangerous 2C TEMPERATURE rise. Choices have to
poor are increasingly unable to WARM their homes. Find which

rural households may face keeping WARM this winter. The study
big gigs. Little Jeremy did WARM up. Save for 9/11.

badly, and much quicker to WARMING Or some unforeseen events
year, to help combat global WARMING On October 10

and our current package of nuclear/wind/ WAVE We rely on energy
analyst now finds the GOP WAVE could be even bigger

sports ” MOSCOW | A WAVE of public anger, soul-searching
a high near 78. Cooler WEATHER arrives Friday.” Fear and

Here’s how it” Pleasant fall WEATHER settles in for the
Get the data The WEATHER getting colder and this

about, said Webb. Anyway the WEATHER too bad to clean
on. Of course, the rotten WEATHER did not help. Council

fear of famine, of uncontrollable WEATHER As we began to
rocket, state media reported. WEATHER conditions at the Xichang

fire no matter what the WEATHER may be outside. These
a tonne, ridiculous for burning WET matter, now we only

and Climate Change says lower WIND speeds and rainfall led
drop in electricity generated from WIND hydro and other clean

today said lower than expected WIND speeds and rainfall led
for green industry so more WIND farms are built, reducing

statement. The intermittent nature of WIND means that we do
back-up generation, for when WIND speeds drop. But for

and our current package of nuclear/ WIND /wave We rely on energy
grinding style exhausts him. The WIND plays havoc with his

may face keeping warm this WINTER The study has conducted
to ration their fuel in WINTER Most rural fuel

heating down or off in WINTER to save money on
flourish before the chill of WINTER closes in. The latest

a tree looks different. Last WINTER a friend planted a
are now approaching their first WINTER He’s been like an

worst performance at the WINTER Games, news agencies said,
I do wintertime stuff each WINTER springtime stuff each spring,

to Sochi? ” Throughout the WINTER Olympics, NHL officials have
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movement. In an article worthy of a class ACTION libel suit, the New York Review
activities, you’ll never be far from the ACTION Start getting more out of life.

be out of politics General Motors political ACTION committee has resumed giving money to
two teams, each at 2-2 after nonleague ACTION kick off Bay Division action in

after nonleague action, kick off Bay Division ACTION in the Peninsula Athletic Hezbollah leader
on a cross-country bicycle ride to raise AWARENESS and money for victims of this

architect Daniel Burnham’s beaux-arts train EDITORIAL: BLACK Panther case: Red hot Assistant Attorney
including the ongoing investigation into the New BLACK Panther voter-intimidation incident. On Tuesday, the

the City of Water’s three-dimensional art EDITORIAL: BLACK Panthers but no white rights Let’s
the mealy-mouthed euphemisms: In the now-infamous New BLACK Panther Party voter intimidation case, Attorney

so ordinary EDITORIAL: Congress is derelict on BLACK Panther case In the matter of
of a voter-intimidation case against the New BLACK Panther Party, it’s long past time

about a voter-intimidation case against the New BLACK Panther Party. The case involves two
Made Flesh at the Phillips Collection. EDITORIAL: BLACK Panther-judgeship nexus The Obama administration’s
voter-intimidation case against members of the New BLACK Panther Party is bordering on sinister.

independent special counsel to look into the BLACK Panther case immediately. It was bad
Rose, c’est la EDITORIAL: Special protection for BLACK Panthers Racial cowardice, thy name is

exhibition makes a strong case EDITORIAL: Subpoenaed BLACK Panthers Could the U.S. Commission on
directing A Night to Remember, a vivid BLACK andwhite rendering of the sinking of the

Camp Nuge Sadly, there isn’t much to CELEBRATE this Labor Day. With official unemployment
RIM declined to comment specifically on the CELEBRATE The City at Mission art exhibit

Emael, the curator of the upcoming exhibit CELEBRATE San Francisco, helped construct the gallery
and downtown performers help the drag virtuoso CELEBRATE being 50-something. Letters: Obama Offer to

corrosion in the whole edifice of the CIVIL Rights Division in the Obama-Holder Justice
today’s meeting of the U.S. Commission on CIVIL Rights. The eight-member panel is scheduled

its own attorneys worse than it treats CIVIL rights violators those attorneys would prosecute. On
E. Perez to the U.S. Commission on CIVIL Rights, department attorney J. Christian Adams

Black Panthers Could the U.S. Commission on CIVIL Rights actually subpoena U.S. Attorney General
has entered the realm of possibility. The CIVIL Rights Commission is making a full

Human Rights Campaign, the nation’s largest gay CIVIL rights Doc describes difficulty of insurance
solar WASHINGTON (AP) Solar power is COMING to President Obama’s house. The most

available to its Skate This Art show COMING to SF Ex-skateboarder Anna-Lisa Stardust van
at Carlmont, 3 p.m. The Scots are COMING off an Nigeria: Federal judge allows

and others. Verizon says 4G high speed COMING to Northeast Letters from our readers:
do no harm to our tiniest humans CULTURE challenge of the week: Slippery medical

been celebrated in every corner of pop CULTURE music, movies, fashion and art, among
of HAGELIN: ’Imperfect’ kids teach life lessons CULTURE Challenge of the Week: Imperfect Children
Miller. But thanks to Alaska’s unique political CULTURE there is a small cadre mostly

U.S. Open semifinal. On yet another windy DAY at Arthur Ashe Stadium, Youzhny handled
all Alex Smith, according Chile anticipates ’great DAY ’ as escape shaft nears 33 miners

Villa Granada and elevate your every DAY Tour of California bypassing San Francisco
California will bypass San Francisco in the eight DAY professional cycling race across the state.

Ontario. This Government Motors Rider claims ’bad DAY ’ after pepper-spray attack A disgruntled Muni
because she was having a bad DAY police said. The 29-year-old victim of

Franciscans are celebrating the human experience present DAY and what innovations GOP Senate candidate
the San Diego Padres. With an off DAY last week, Bochy rearranged his pitching

both Tim Lincecum and Matt Cain a DAY early, with North Korean official confirms
nation may be waiting well beyond Election DAY this year to find out who

any distance between herself and the national DEMOCRATIC Party. The GOP is taking every
are emerging that Republican predictions of deep DEMOCRATIC losses in the House and Senate
lose ground in Congress and some governorships, DEMOCRATIC and Republican officials agreed, but momentum

show of political strength to energize struggling DEMOCRATIC candidates. But even [[ This is
Nov. 2 election as a referendum on DEMOCRATIC leadership. Over the [[ This is

has had just one conversation with his DEMOCRATIC opponent, Rep. Barney Frank. It was
II, but its broader objective is to EDUCATE leaders and average citizens about racial

The Im Grueene Foundation said Friday the FREE online encyclopedia revolutionized the access to
In a case testing the limits of FREE speech, the Supreme Court is considering

the most Dalai Lama asks China to FREE Nobel Peace Prize winner Liu Xiaobo,
how many subscribers would abandon the Detroit FREE Press and The Detroit News once

physicians treat patients and themselves. Canel A guilt FREE custardy confection with a caramelized
First Amendment is the essence of life. FREEDOM of speech Correction: Quote attribution A

range it is HAGELIN: Protect kids from ’ GAY propaganda’ Cultural challenge of the week:
immorality has caused more controversy by posting anti GAY comments on Twitter and joking about
with Meir Zarchi 1980 original APNewsBreak: National GAY rights leaders to deliver more than

than 100k letters to Mormon church National GAY rights activists tell The Associated Press
a senior church leader to recant recent anti GAY statements. The Human Rights Campaign, the

The Human Rights Campaign, the nation’s largest GAY civil rights Doc describes difficulty of
dollars in political advertising. The group, Crossroads GRASSROOTS Policy Strategies, is incorporated

The ads were taken out by a GROUP of nuns acting independently. Chicago black
the California science standards. What does your GROUP do? The Headlands Institute helps Young
Lewis currently works at the SOMA Orthopedics GROUP in San Francisco, where he treats

television station run by Lebanon’s militant Hezbollah GROUP has aired a rare spot showing
has aired a rare spot showing the GROUP reclusive leader emerging from hiding to

seen in public since his Shiite Muslim GROUP battled Israel in a monthlong 2006
leaders of Somalia’s al-Shabab militants could see GROUP split Analysts and militants say that

militants say that Somalia’s most powerful militant GROUP is teetering on the brink of
the size and strength of the al-Qaida-aligned GROUP The rift inside al-Shabab is over

was stabbed and robbed by a large GROUP of young men. The victim, an
U.S. stock market on May 6, no GROUP of securities got hurt more than

with caustic waste was on an environmental GROUP watch list of risky industrial sites.
Hoosier finds groove as unlikely Ryder Cup HERO NEWPORT, WALES (AP) - He might

odds. No Hollywood endings for the unlikely HERO against the Evil Empire. The Yankees
bad enough that ROBBINS: Honoring a secret HERO Air Force Chief Master Sgt. Richard

of Books depicted the Tea Party’s first MARCH on Washington as a parade of
found at a Redwood City bar in MARCH A joint police task force served

off the court, a two-time reigning U.S. OPEN champion on it. But the 27-year-old
anything Clijsters beats Zvonareva for 3rd US OPEN title NEW YORK (AP) - Getting

Clijsters was so dominant in the U.S. OPEN final that it would have taken
see Clijsters beats Zvonareva for 3rd US OPEN title NEW YORK (AP) - Kim

Moving closer to Federer-Nadal final at US OPEN NEW YORK (AP) - Looking back
You know who: Youzhny reaches second US OPEN semi NEW YORK (AP) - No.

to advance to his second career U.S. OPEN semifinal. On yet another windy day
Tom Nolan, the executive director of Project OPEN Hand, is celebrating the nonprofit organization

hosted in their Polk Street headquarters. Project OPEN Hand delivers groceries and meals to
surrounded by green pathways, pocket parks, and OPEN spaces. The developmentis anchored by a

last month at 1787 Union St. Why OPEN another restaurant in the Marina? Ive

yet another smoggy day at the China OPEN Art in Review: SARAH SZE Exhibition
quality is so bad at the China OPEN in Beijing that players should have

to reach the semi-finals of the Japan OPEN and keep a special appointment on
himself in the batting helmet after striking OUT in the ninth inning Europe tames

police officers. HOW: Following 125 stings carried OUT by undercover FBI agents, the cops
This Place begins, choreographer Lizz Roman comes OUT into a cramped lobby area and

opener last week, a single question stands OUT for Sacred Heart Cathedral Will
Examiner Editorial: Government Motors should be OUT of politics General Motors

They sipped tea while keeping an eye OUT for insurgent fighters who were
at Barringer High School in Newark walked OUT of class in protest, saying their

beyond Election Day this year to find OUT who won control of Congress. Close
hang on Iraq’s political bazaar is branching OUT Envoys for Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki

because tickets for the first round sold OUT in 30 minutes the waters
putt on the 16th hole, then closed OUT Hunter Mahan to give Europe the

Liu’s quick release. Chinese state media blacked OUT the news A Credit Suisse analyst
of Pink Slips The country began carrying OUT President Ra‚àö‚à´l Castro plan to cut

cricketer, saying his words had been taken OUT of context. Urban Athlete: Using a
from Christmas seasons past including holiday PARADE memorabilia and window displays from such

Party’s first march on Washington as a PARADE of bigots. Ex-president Jimmy KUHNER: Radical
expelled a student who wore a short, PINK dress to class has been ordered
it. New Sight for Cubans: Blizzard of PINK Slips The country began carrying out

Gowdy has lots to say about Washington POLITICS in his campaign for a congressional
have to turn into Las Vegas to POLITICS charged in lawsuit vs. EPA over

and regularly accuses others of promoting the ’ POLITICS of fear,’ they’re awfully willing Mum’s
hog the spotlight. After a TAYLOR: The POLITICS of intimidation On the first Tuesday

a call from a friend in state POLITICS Webster’s opponent, Democratic Rep. Alan Grayson,
Editorial: Government Motors should be out of POLITICS General Motors political action committee has

Columnist: The End of the Tunnel American POLITICS these days is anything but rational.
Barack Hussein Obama did not sneak into POWER An army of clueless, disconnected, ignorant

One woman hid in her Brief Muni POWER outage disrupts subway service Power was
Brief Muni power outage disrupts subway service POWER was lost for less than 5

Paul Rose, spokesman for the SFMTA, said POWER and service have since been restored.
and the Giants lack of a consistent POWER threat. But now that the team

argument to stop giving one person the POWER to invest the state pension fund.
the W Hotel opened EDITORIAL: Pro-Black Panther PREJUDICE The foundation is crumbling from the

no, mayor says system will change Do PUBLIC school teachers get tenure just by
Angle air negative ads but duck Nevada PUBLIC SPARKS, Nev. - The battle for

unpopular they have mostly been ducking the PUBLIC and instead are waging war against
each case Murkowski’s ’Alaska Mafia’ and the PUBLIC dole Once insurgent conservative Joe Miller

Hassan Nasrallah has rarely been seen in PUBLIC since his Shiite Muslim group battled
so-called quality-of-life citations. Aggressive panhandling, PUBLIC drunkenness or urinating

spaces. The developmentis anchored by a large PUBLIC plaza, and each of the three
the reclusive communist nation. In the first PUBLIC confirmation of the succession plan, Yang

a measure placed on the ballot by PUBLIC Defender Jeff Adachi Oakland hospital gunman
such plans are not available to the PUBLIC and industry watchdogs. An investigation into

1940s. South Africa’s Desmond Tutu Retires From PUBLIC Life Archbishop Desmond Tutu who used
help bring down apartheid, officially retired from PUBLIC duties on Thursday. Bruins Sign F

Why Big Labor couldn’t match Glenn Beck’s RALLY The nation’s biggest, richest and most
months organizing the One Nation Working Together RALLY at the Lincoln Memorial Saturday. With

causes varicose veins? Varicose veins are usually RALLY highlights schism among Democrats Political
gap was narrowed by Saturday’s One Nation RALLY may have to look elsewhere. The

the peace prize is the international community’s RECOGNITION of increasing voices within China for
he lured four young men into sexual RELATIONSHIPS I feel like David against Goliath.

its own attorneys worse than it treats civil RIGHTS violators those attorneys would prosecute. On
Perez to the U.S. Commission on Civil RIGHTS department attorney J. Christian Adams resigned

art EDITORIAL: Black Panthers but no white RIGHTS Let’s avoid all the mealy-mouthed euphemisms:
Panthers Could the U.S. Commission on Civil RIGHTS actually subpoena U.S. Attorney General Eric

entered the realm of possibility. The Civil RIGHTS Commission is making a full inquiry
Meir Zarchi 1980 original APNewsBreak: National gay RIGHTS leaders to deliver more than 100k

100k letters to Mormon church National gay RIGHTS activists tell The Associated Press they
to recant recent anti-gay statements. The Human RIGHTS Campaign, the nation’s largest gay civil

Rights Campaign, the nation’s largest gay civil RIGHTS Doc describes difficulty of insurance system
owning guns at the 25th annual Gun RIGHTS Policy Conference taking place at the

a two-year contract they say protects the RIGHTS of employees as well as the
Corrie, the young American defender of Palestinian RIGHTS Site in Hungary Was Listed as

that regulations are unlawful and usurp state RIGHTS Rolfing, Excruciatingly Helpful Some younger
in his latest effort to defuse the SEX abuse crisis shaking his church, as

end of his In Scotland, Pope reiterates SEX abuse failures EDINBURGH, Scotland | Pope Benedict
next solo UNH defensive back facing felony SEX charge; suspended from team A University

dangers that often seem faraway. Modern Love: SEX on the Run? No, We Parked
that he lured four young men into SEXUAL relationships. I feel like David against

young men from the congregation into a SEXUAL relationship, his attorney said. Lawyers for
says Charles Leaf is charged with aggravated SEXUAL assault on a minor and endangering

and facing a charge of aggravated felonious SEXUAL assault. Durham, N.H., police say 19-year-old
The people I interviewed about the AAP’s SEXUALITY Contraception, and the Media report loved

level of Islamophobia generated by the proposal. SPEAKING on ABC’s This Week With Christiane
City-based authority on women self-defense, will be SPEAKING about the importance of women owning

Area, but will not rush the process. SPEAKING at the WNBA Finals, Orender said
a 5-iron. China Denies Exploiting Rare Earths SPEAKING in Brussels, Prime Minister Wen Jiabao

Saturday at Dover International Rain forces 3rd STRAIGHT Monday final at US Open NEW
of playoffs MINNEAPOLIS | For the second STRAIGHT year, the Minnesota Twins will play

tall story struggled to walk a STRAIGHT line Thursday, police said. The 36-year-old
surfing with television viewing is gathering more SUPPORT from major media outlets that distribute

Virginia Republican, NUGENT: Burning desire I don’t SUPPORT burning the Koran any more than
Wednesday, impressed by the soft drink maker’s SUPPORT of its bottlers. Analyst reinitiates coverage

Analyst reinitiates coverage of Coca-Cola, impressed with SUPPORT of its bottlers Examiner Editorial
while a Georgetown University student brought him TOGETHER with his wife, Lucia. The car

where two people are destined to be TOGETHER according to a Realtor profile: Heather
General Motors and ABB Group will work TOGETHER to develop pilot projects for re-using
Two things likely to draw San Franciscans TOGETHER The Giants reaching the playoffs, and

spent months organizing the One Nation Working TOGETHER rally at the Lincoln Memorial Saturday.
a Meet Your Neighborhood event to bring TOGETHER local businesses and residents on Saturday

Movie Review | ’Bombay Summer’: A Love TRIANGLE Without the Bollywood Joseph Mathew-Varghese Bombay
speech LETTER TO THE EDITOR: The dirty TRUTH about ’clean’ biofuels Clean biofuel is

style points. U.S. captain Corey Pavin, his VOICE unsteady at the opening ceremony Thursday,
Rebellion You can hear it in his VOICE The Boxer Rebellion guitarist Todd
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result for all the parties, said Jacob Frenkel, a former SEC enforcement attorney now in PRIVATE practice. The SEC claims victory. The defendants get closure while preserving their ability to
Fear and anger over unemployment and deep deficits are energizing conservative voters; liberals are demoralized. PRIVATE groups are pouring huge sums of money into Republican campaigns. An almost dizzying series

Football World Cup in 2014 and Olympics in 2016. Tourism in the favelas arranged by PRIVATE operators has been an existing phenomenon for quite a few years. By inviting tourists
one of San Franciscos most distinctive structures. The 1886 Queen Anne-style Victorian is the only PRIVATE home of the... ” FBI: Armored car robbery an inside job ”The FBI says

Information Act 2000. The Royal Household was not included in the Acts definition of a PUBLIC authority, so members of the public are unable to access information held in the
was not included in the Acts definition of a public authority, so members of the PUBLIC are unable to access information held in the Royal Archives. Public bodies can be

as massage. Thus, I am all in support of the aforementioned campaign against using the PUBLIC time to seek pleasure. This campaign will bring about a change in the cadres’
three might just be cooperating with the investigation. The last time Shen was seen in PUBLIC was last Monday when he was training his team for a match against Nanjing

November in an attempt to make them pay more tax at a time of tight PUBLIC spending, Osborne said yesterday.” Iran to resume nuke talks with West ”IRAN’S president yesterday
Sun said. He said more measures were under consideration and details would be announced today.” PUBLIC barred from a public lake ”A CITY lake has disappeared from public view, not

more measures were under consideration and details would be announced today.” Public barred from a PUBLIC lake ”A CITY lake has disappeared from public view, not because of drought or
be announced today.” Public barred from a public lake ”A CITY lake has disappeared from PUBLIC view, not because of drought or pollution, but because of private enclosure (Changjiang Daily,

the rich. That would end his career. Why does China now allow commercial ads or PUBLIC speeches that openly demean or demonize the poor and the underprivileged? One answer lies
official news agency said such an alliance was by no means isolated in China. Good. PUBLIC opinion knows what’s wrong. But will public opinion fall upon deaf private ears?” Eto’o

was by no means isolated in China. Good. Public opinion knows what’s wrong. But will PUBLIC opinion fall upon deaf private ears?” Eto’o silences racist chants in Inter’s win ”SAMUEL
on BFM-TV. He later called on the government to suspend the parliamentary debate. Schools, trains, PUBLIC transport and even garbage collection in Marseille have been blocked by intermittent strikes to

pollution in big cities of China. While extolling new energy cars, Wan said promotion of PUBLIC transport would also help ease the problems caused by expanding car ownership in China.
by expanding car ownership in China. Using new-energy vehicles should also be top priority for PUBLIC transport firms, he said. Twenty-five Chinese cities have jointed a pilot program co-sponsored in

of Industry and Information to promote energy-efficient and new-energy vehicles. The project aimed to replace PUBLIC transport vehicles with electric ones to develop the electric vehicle industry, Wan said. The
right to brag about what it said is the biggest financial penalty ever against a PUBLIC company’s senior executive. The agency has been criticized for doing little to prevent much

200,000 yuan (US$28,570) was raised yesterday at an auction of exhibits from the Pavilion of PUBLIC Participation. Afterwards, the auction of items continued online. Cash raised will be used to
to take a rest. Local TV and radio stations as well as websites, screens on PUBLIC transport and broadcasts at Metro stations kept reminding people to choose another date to

700,000 and had reached 900,000 by 2:30pm. However, the Expo site remained open to the PUBLIC rather than prevent visitors from entering under a previous emergency plan. Expo organizers had
the construction, the farm said. The new pavilion is scheduled to be opened to the PUBLIC before next year’s National Day holiday in October.” Justice loses meaning when cops serve

hide out in three different places for the next three days. When this incident became PUBLIC knowledge, the overwhelming public fury forced a dramatic turn of events, and last Friday
different places for the next three days. When this incident became public knowledge, the overwhelming PUBLIC fury forced a dramatic turn of events, and last Friday local police from Zhejiang

insider trading, and other sins. Instead of investigating the accused for the alleged crimes, local PUBLIC security bureau in Suichang, Zhejiang Province, tried to terrorize the whistleblower into silence by
Beijing-based newspaper issued a statement strongly condemning the practice of suppressing media supervision by abusing PUBLIC power. China’s top administration for the press also weighed in by reasserting reporters’ rights

trampling on laws to discourage a reporter from prying into the dark recesses of a PUBLIC company. Local police’s readiness to silence reporters by using such desperate means betrays their
please choose another date to visit the Expo. However, the site still remains open to PUBLIC and people can still enter. The city government has enacted its peak traffic program,

breeding methods. Jean Ronnei, who oversees the award-winning school meal programs of the St Paul PUBLIC schools, said the new celery could be a perfect fit for her cafeterias, which
Incivility breeds classroom chaos ” Culture challenge of the week: classroom chaos Two veteran PUBLIC school teachers lost it last week over student misbehavior. A Tennessee algebra teacher tried

” Thomas E. Perez, assistant attorney general for civil rights, is in big trouble. The PUBLIC interest group Judicial Watch yesterday released a 62-page index of documents regarding the New Black
cut off by her husband to punish her for running away has stepped out in PUBLIC for the first time with a temporary prosthetic. The 19-year-old woman, identified only as

defines ...” Russia laments bygone era of Soviet sports ” MOSCOW | A wave of PUBLIC anger, soul-searching and nostalgia for the Soviet era swept Russia after its dismal showing
Why God is great ” America’s leading atheist is dying. Christopher Hitchens, a prominent PUBLIC intellectual, has been diagnosed with cancer of the esophagus. The deadly disease has spread

charter school used to tout student-aid program ” Two days after President Obama disparaged D.C. PUBLIC Schools on national television, Education Secretary Arne Duncan used a highly successful public charter
disparaged D.C. Public Schools on national television, Education Secretary Arne Duncan used a highly successful PUBLIC charter school as a backdrop to publicize a federal college-access program. Mr. Duncan and

The French Senate on Tuesday overwhelmingly passed a bill banning the burqa-style Islamic veil in PUBLIC but the leaders of both parliamentary houses said they had asked a special council
Javid Chowdhury Committee facilitated the resumption, in February 2010, of vaccine production in the three PUBLIC sector units, one in Himachal Pradesh and the other two in Tamil Nad...PLUS

”EastBridge Investment Group’s Client, AREM Pacific Corp., Begins Audit Work to Become PUBLIC ”EBIG ) today announced that its Australian client, AREM Pacific Corp. (AREM), has completed
Medical Journal of Australia. Ms Molly Bond, PhD candidate at the Michael Kirby Centre for PUBLIC Health and Human Rights, School of Public Health and...” North Korea Threatens Strikes on

PhD candidate at the Michael Kirby Centre for Public Health and Human Rights, School of PUBLIC Health and...” North Korea Threatens Strikes on South ”South Korea if the South resumed
To Make Better Use Of Hospital Data ”0 posts Although not the traditional focus of PUBLIC reporting of Australian hospital care, data already exist that can be used to improve

Marcia Lins, who outlined the plans to remodel the Maracan Stadium and State Secretary for PUBLIC Security Jos Mariano Beltrame who presented the Pacification Police Unit program. [image: The Foreign
got today is that the state government is really determined to grip the problem of PUBLIC security now and the pacification program is actually a pretty sensible way of tackling

abilities, has made him an immensely popular president with a cult-like following that the Brazilian PUBLIC is reluctant to let go. Even Barack Obama went so far as to say
Metro station of the same name, Catete is amply catered for when it comes to PUBLIC transport. For anyone working in Centro, it could barely be better placed; just two

Marina Silva decides to throw her support behind one of the candidates. The most recent PUBLIC opinion poll conducted by Datafolha shows Dilma leading with 48 percent and Serra at
If these nuisances are not eliminated, landlords could soon be socked with $1,000-a-day fines. The PUBLIC Health Department is pushing tougher enforcement powers to ensure apartment buildings and single-room occupancy

surrounded by green pathways, pocket parks, and open spaces. The developmentis anchored by a large PUBLIC plaza, and each of the three new housing areas also has a semi-privatespace for
No More releases irreverent TV, viral videos to raise awareness to eliminate diseaseA new PUBLIC service announcement irreverently suggests one way to solve the malaria problem in Africa: Recruit

also count on fellow strikers Salomon Kalou and Daniel Sturridge and defender Alex after he RECOVERED from a thigh injury but his Brazilian compatriot and namesake in the Spartak midfield
Diego Costa. Atletico improved to 13 points, while Getafe stayed on 10. Barcelona playmaker Xavi RECOVERED from the sore tendons that kept him out of Spain’s recent Euro 2012 qualifiers

tell us about the past. The idea of finding buried gold and silver still has ROMANTIC appeal, but treasure-hunting has become an activity to be frowned upon, if not a
their quite different ways to redraw and expand the circle of what is known about ROMANTIC literary sociability. In doing so, both raise questions about the relation of literature to

staff member of the pavilion and the ceremony wrapped up the Macau Week with a ROMANTIC touch. The couple received a wedding gift of a honeymoon to Macau, including flights
two geese had welcomed all the guests to Ru Lu. The geese seem even more ROMANTIC when described by author Xu Jiang, president of the Hangzhou-based China Academy of Art.

an ancient genre of Chinese operas popular around Suzhou for its merrily melancholy melodies and ROMANTIC lyrics. One elderly man played a flute while another person sang. Those assembled listened
China is for the more civilized cities to send their trash to as yet undeveloped RURAL areas. Still, it’s much easier to fill up landfills, than to find new ones.

many city dwellers), you can see how greed breeds urban sprawl at the expense of RURAL interests and how ugly urbanization has become. In the past 30 years, China has
the Northeastern state of Pernambuco into the very conditions that exemplify the underprivileged conditions of RURAL Brazil. Dropping out of school after fifth grade to work, he never forgot where

million. But unions are not relenting in fighting for what the French see as a near SACRED right to retire at 60. A sixth round of nationwide protests is scheduled tomorrow,
age from 60 to 62 - are seen by unions as an attack on their near SACRED social protections. The government says that is the only way to save the money-draining

while new superstition is the blind belief in science and technology, which can meet our SECULAR needs and even offer more than needed, but it can’t meet our soul’s need
enjoyed a golden era of painting. Artists such as Giovanni Bellini, Giorgione and Titian combined SECULAR subject matter with atmospheric effects and vivid colors to innovate in the new medium

XVI on Friday. Undeterred, the pontiff stuck to his message, reaching across Britain’s religious and SECULAR divide to demand a greater role for faith in public life. Despite the ...”
AN AMERICAN KNIGHT: THE LIFE OF COLONEL JOHN W. RIPLEY, USMC By Norman J. Fulkerson TRADITION Family and Property, $14.95, 208 pages, illustrated Reviewed by Brett M. Decker Listening to

Open ” NEW YORK (AP) - A Monday men’s final is becoming a U.S. Open TRADITION The championship match between Rafael Nadal and Novak Djokovic was postponed a day because
to the sisterhood. And at least two of them are doing it by sticking to TRADITION including the wearing of habits. The number of nuns in ...” Braves begin life

on things like how to buy train tickets, or how to use the baths in TRADITIONAL Japanese inns, said the official. It’s hard for us Japanese to judge how prepared
educators: you violate human rights if you deprive students of their sexual rights; you violate TRADITIONAL Chinese values of chastity and loyalty if you wink at this mistress culture. It

logo, the seal weighs 2 kilograms and stands 8.6 centimeters high. It is decorated with TRADITIONAL Chinese symbols, including dragons, phoenixes, turtles and kylins - a Chinese unicorn. Other lots,
from a dusty heart that fears anything it knows nothing about. That’s why Buddhism and TRADITIONAL Chinese culture prod people to cultivate a mind at one with nature, a mind

enjoy the fragrance of incense and tea, and the beauty of ikebana, calligraphy and painting. TRADITIONAL Chinese music, especially that of the guqin (a seven-string zither-like instrument) and the xiao
other cities this summer - but few would exercise their leg power that, in Chinese TRADITIONAL medical theory, holds the key to health. Health hazards I’m not sure whether these

freshest and coolest (in contrast to its coldest in a closed, air-conditioned room). Listening to TRADITIONAL Chinese music that’s forever mild and reflective, one soon cooled down, not just in
Australia Needs To Make Better Use Of Hospital Data ”0 posts Although not the TRADITIONAL focus of public reporting of Australian hospital care, data already exist that can be

the area. But what the media fails to report is that a good deal of TRADITIONAL Brazilian culture comes directly from the favelas, Theotonio dos Santos explains. Historically, the favelas
lives and landscapes created by the celebrated British artist on the Brushes application replace TRADITIONAL As the capsule carried the first rescuer down to the 33 trapped miners,

of another 80 exhibits up for auction are listed on the website. Only a Chinese VERSION is available. Pavilion officials said the works are still on display in the pavilion,
companies said Thursday. The news follows published reports that Verizon Wireless will start selling a VERSION of the iPhone early ...” ARTS: Dreamy portraits in marble from Venetian Renaissance sculptors

ago Speaker Nancy Pelosi spent a busy week rounding up votes to pass the Senate VERSION of the Democrats’ health care legislation. It wasn’t easy. She had to get Democrats
apply to all of the units as well. Giants, Phillies each boast their own VERSION of Big ThreeHome run hitters may rack up the big bucks, and high-scoring

yuan (US$1.7 million) yesterday to top bids from seven other Chinese companies. The farm, a WITNESS to the friendship of China and the Czech Republic, was established in 1956 after
man, according to Radar Online sources. In a... ” Shooting reported at Tennessee post office; WITNESS says police outside building ”Authorities say there has been a shooting at a post

view of mountains and lakes and woods superior to that in which I am now WRITING If you read that in a holiday-home companys blurb, you might dismiss it as
both raise questions about the relation of literature to the private conduct and daily WRITING of a life, and the significance that relation might have for biography and
relations which has been called Ko-S...” A heavy price to pay for development ”I AM WRITING to protest the indiscriminate felling of old trees in Temerloh. In recent months, there

However, the current public transport system in the city is poor. At the time of WRITING Salvadors metro system has just eight stops and does not stretch beyond the city
his most spectacular flowering comes in Psmith in the City, as The New Fold again WRITTEN for The Captain between 1908 and 1909 and first published in volume form by

for the four days, I don’t think anyone would have questioned that my name was WRITTEN on the trophy before the tournament started ... I hit some good shots and
Nugent If Dirty Harry wrote books instead of blowing away bad guys, he would have WRITTEN Trickle Up Poverty. Thankfully, Michael Savage wrote it instead. Instead of wielding a .44

Bush in the American psyche. President Obama’s ... Savage conservatism ” Michael Savage has WRITTEN a timely and important book. The fiery talk radio host, whose show, The Savage
ago, English poet Samuel Taylor Coleridge became intrigued by life in the womb. His words, WRITTEN in 1802, still ring true: The history of man for the nine months preceding

alien spacecraft, spurred on by support from within his own White House team. They have WRITTEN to the pre...” Vaccine probe exposes flawed appreciation ”The report of the Javid Chowdhury

of the greatest players in the last decade, Ronaldinho Gaucho started his glittering career at LOCAL side Gremio before French outfit Paris St. Germain snapped him up in 2001. Gremio’s
originally provided by a saxophonist, the late LeRoi Moore, who used to play in a LOCAL jazz bar where Matthews mixed the drinks. Soon after, during an afternoon rehearsal session

readers: Union must cooperate to improve Muni service ”As long as the Transit Workers Union LOCAL 250-A stands fast in attitude and refuses to enter into meaningful dialogue with management,
Oakland, police said. Four victims were wounded in the shootings and are being treated at LOCAL hospitals in conditions ranging from stable to critical. The first shooting took place in

killed by an improvised bomb in Afghanistan. ” Marine from Columbus killed in Afghanistan Examiner LOCAL Editorial: The City deserves a reality-based board ”With the advent of district elections 10
has canceled Monday’s classes because vandals deflated tires on most of the school buses. Madison LOCAL Schools Superintendent Roger Goudy tells Cleveland television stations WJW and WKYC that about three-quarters

in the accident. The liner, Costa Classica, suffered a long slit on its side and LOST control with a power glitch, according to an initial report from the maritime safety
Co dropped 4.47 percent to 61.40 yuan. Zijin Mining Group Co, China’s largest bullion producer, LOST 3.21 percent to 9.94 yuan. Metal producers went mixed. Yunnan Copper Co dipped 0.64

pact’s limits. In an interview with Britain’s Mail yesterday, Sepulveda said he had at times LOST hope of being rescued and had played dead in a macabre joke on the
China began to chip away at Confucian values in 1919 as the country’s elite literati LOST confidence in Confucius in the face of Western science embodied in gunpowder. It was

team’s recent struggles, but kept the popular club within striking distance of leader Cruzeiro, which LOST 2-1 to Gremio in Porto Alegre. With eight rounds to go, Cruzeiro has 54
streak to eight matches and moved the two-time national champion to seventh place. Cruzeiro hadn’t LOST in four matches. Fluminense could have taken over the lead had it beaten Botafogo

which International, second in the league and only one point behind derby rival Shanghai Shenhua, LOST 1-2 to Taida, not only losing the title but allowing Taida to remain in
picture remained unclear as banks struggled with the foreclosure crisis. Benchmark oil for November delivery LOST US$1.44 to settle at US$81.25 a barrel on the New York Mercantile Exchange. The

other Nymex trading, heating oil fell 5.31 cents to settle at US$2.2308 a gallon, gasoline LOST 3.27 cents to settle at US$2.1038 a gallon and natural gas gave up 12.2
made passersby even more uncomfortable, while shoppers inside felt the heat of the human crowd LOST in the misguided pleasure of shopping. But inside Yiyuan (Yi Garden), built in the

body but also in spirit. Such is the low-carbon wisdom of ancient Chinese people, unfortunately LOST in a modern world throbbing with the pace of bulldozers that sweep away the
classroom chaos ” Culture challenge of the week: classroom chaos Two veteran public school teachers LOST it last week over student misbehavior. A Tennessee algebra teacher tried vainly to quiet

N.C. (AP) - Darrell Waltrip, winner of 84 races and three championships on the track, LOST a popularity contest among his peers that stung more than any other defeat in
confirmed, ...” Clint Bowyer’s 150-point deduction upheld ” CONCORD, N.C. (AP) - Richard Childress Racing LOST its last bid Tuesday to overturn Clint Bowyer’s championship-ending penalty. NASCAR chief appellate officer

time Sunday, moving up one position during an off week after previously top-ranked Ohio State LOST 31-18... Canadian ex-commander who flew queen pleads guilty to murder, other chargesA
” Hawker Beechcraft machinists vote on contract with 10 percent pay cut amid threat of LOST jobs Examiner Editorial: Treasury’s handling of TARP: Sloppy and secret ”Praise for Congress has

as she investigates the laborious, dark, sweaty work of baking with very low-gluten flour. Early MODERN breadmaking turns out to be an unexpectedly masculine occupation, the domain of professional bakers
minutes before when we dragged ourselves through a sun-scorched shopping world in the center of MODERN Suzhou. No trees, no creeks, no stone paths that allow grass to grow and

in spirit. Such is the low-carbon wisdom of ancient Chinese people, unfortunately lost in a MODERN world throbbing with the pace of bulldozers that sweep away the spirit of a
the heat wave. In another report yesterday, the newspaper published a reader’s complaint about her MODERN apartment in downtown Shanghai. Her flat has many large windows that look super modern

her modern apartment in downtown Shanghai. Her flat has many large windows that look super MODERN but do not reflect the heat or use a heat-reflective film. She complained that
2,000 years of history and proven wisdom of simple living lose out to a few MODERN ideas that run counter to nature? If only Suzhou designed its modern landmarks in

to a few modern ideas that run counter to nature? If only Suzhou designed its MODERN landmarks in line with its time-weathered gardens. In that case, China’s per capita energy
statistics. But shouldn’t we - Chinese people - pause a while in our race toward MODERNIZATION and ask ourselves: can we do better in reducing our carbon footprints? Even if
as one of the defining moments of English history and of the English character. MYTH wrapped itself around the facts, as myth will at such moments. Britain stood alone

English history and of the English character. Myth wrapped itself around the facts, as MYTH will at such moments. Britain stood alone a David facing Goliath as the Few
in the name of progress. In other words, cars are here to stay although by NATURE of the internal combustion engine they pollute nature. Policy makers like Liu dare not

cars are here to stay although by nature of the internal combustion engine they pollute NATURE Policy makers like Liu dare not propose a comeback of pedestrian or cyclist culture,
why Buddhism and traditional Chinese culture prod people to cultivate a mind at one with NATURE a mind capable of treating man and centipedes as equals. Such was the first

the concrete world of urbanization and material pursuits removes itself from farmland and holds untamed NATURE at an uneasy distance. A few steps up from the centipede wall is a
consumption, there’s no reason why China should be complacent about what it has done to NATURE in violation of its own ancient wisdom. Xinmin Evening News reported yesterday that Shanghai

is no different. ... Obama’s Islamic agenda ” President Obama has revealed his true NATURE After 20 months in the Oval Office, he still remained a largely unknown figure.
watermelons and ripe tomatoes fill the paintings by little-known Spanish artist Luis Melendez to advertise NATURE bounty. A feast of these works, dating from 1760 to 1774, can be savored

its people. The problem with that statement is, as the Declaration of Independence recognizes, the ORIGIN of our freedoms is actually God, Drunk on stupid ” In these
grant copyright - but he refused, arguing that the image had been altered. In the ORIGINAL photo, she’s got sunglasses hanging from her mouth, but they had flipped the negative

glasses with the cigarette holder, he told The Associated Press. Ferrer suggested using either the ORIGINAL photo or an alternative, but the postal service ended up scrapping the stamp and
the office director Zhou Shunguo. Despite complaints from the luxury retailers, we won’t break the ORIGINAL design and install benches in this area. Bringing in 100 or 200 benches wouldn’t

preferably to be accompanied of a Brazilian friend or guide. Samba Schools are the genres ORIGINAL cradle and rehearsals, an unmissable chance of experiencing true samba spirit on its roots.
joining the band permanently, and bar the untimely death of LeRoi Moore in 2008, this ORIGINAL line-up has barely changed since the early nineties. Just one month after Moores death

most sublime. Backed by a smokin seven-piece band (with horns!) and two smooth vocalists, the ORIGINAL lead singer of the Stylistics, his unmistakable falsetto intact and sweet as... Fire
the season and continues his late revival after victories at Aragon and Motegi over the PAST month, while Rossi and Lorenzo’s podium spots were enough to hand Yamaha the team

to hand Yamaha the team championship with only two races rounds to go. Stoner moved PAST Rossi into third in the championship standings behind second-placed Spaniard Dani Pedrosa, who withdrew
said there had been a marked increase in the number of foreign visitors over the PAST two weeks. Outside the site, flocks of tourist buses packing with Expo visitors from

Song backheeled to Jack Wilshere and the ball was played through to Chamakh, who ghosted PAST defender Stephen Carr before rounding goalkeeper Ben Foster and netting the winner. But Wilshere
paths. Some interiors of the China Space Pavilion were created by Wei, who in the PAST was renowned for his shop windows displays of the Shanghai No.1 Department Store. Wei

an increasingly tendency to see trees as obstructive, especially for those in cars. For the PAST month I have to walk around 200 meters from the Pudong Children’s Palace on
the beginning of the month designating October ...” ART: A drive through garage designs of PAST and present ” House of Cars at the National Building Museum proves that the

secretary Robert Gibbs now says Democrats will retain control of Congress, after having predicted this PAST summer that they could lose the House. Come election night, we’ll retain control of
a disputed holy site that has sparked bloody communal riots across the country in the PAST should be divided between the Hindu and Muslim communities. However, the court gave the

In the matter of a voter-intimidation case against the New Black Panther Party, it’s long PAST time for Democrats on the House and Senate Judiciary committees to start protecting the
his aggressive racing style at this weekend’s Japanese Grand Prix despite crashing out of the PAST two Formula One races while attempting ambitious passing moves. Consecutive non-finishes mean the McLaren

jurisdictions in the Washington area for nearly three years. I considered giving you just the PAST couple of years of data, but context makes all the ...” Verizon to sell
up rand ”Strong offshore investment flows that have been driving the rand up over the PAST few months may be here for a while, according to the Reserve Bank’s monetary

central bank may intervene to weaken the rupee and protect exporters if the currency appreciates PAST 43 against the U.S. dollar, a finance ministry official with ...”
season. On fifteen minutes Z Roberto played the ball to Eder Luis, who calmly finished PAST goalkeeper Marcelo Gronhe, but the leagues leading scorer, Jonas, equalized for Gremio before Cesinha

the microbrewery. The diversity and number of small independent beer producers has exploded over the PAST decade, and the average beer-geek is spoiled for choice in many western cities. This
times in the following game. But the Rockets’ bench was unstoppable. They continued their amazing PERFORMANCE to regain comfortable lead in the following game when their counterpart having only five

probably be one-fortieth.” Chinese women take early lead in qualifying ”CHINA put in a strong PERFORMANCE on the opening day of the world championships which should see it easily through
1-1 PHILADELPHIA Roy Oswalt’s daring dash around the bases nearly overshadowed his dominant PERFORMANCE on the mound. Oswalt pitched eight superb innings, Jimmy Rollins drove in four runs

of the Russian Olympic Committee resigned on Wednesday in the wake of the nation’s worst PERFORMANCE at the Winter Games, news agencies said, citing the committee’s spokesman. When contacted by
a clean sweep Sunday, taking a huge step toward reclaiming the Ryder Cup with a PERFORMANCE that wiped out Tiger Woods, Phil Mickelson and the rest of America’s stars. The
of team matches. The Americans face a daunting 9 1/2-6 1/2 gap after their dismal PERFORMANCE Sunday at soggy Celtic Manor. ...Ovechkin: ’No more Olympics, please’ BUFFALO, N.Y.
is refocused on the NHL, and not the fallout in Russia following his country’s poor PERFORMANCE at the Vancouver Games. I’ll talk about the NHL, and no more Olympics, please,

companies spent more to advertise to Web surfers. The Web search leader clocked an impressive PERFORMANCE despite adding 1,500 workers in the quarter, for a total of 3,500 new employees
the desires of the evolving sports coupe buyer. The all-new tC adds new styling, enhanced PERFORMANCE and technologies that add to the driver’s ...” Poverty study’s flip side is

the United States and other global markets in 2013. Befitting the brand’s promise of Inspired PERFORMANCE the Infiniti EV will be a stylish, high performance five-seat luxury vehicle with zero
Befitting the brand’s promise of Inspired Performance, the Infiniti EV will be a stylish, high PERFORMANCE five-seat luxury vehicle with zero emissions technology. ...” HICKS: Growing up without church ”

partnerships. The cocktail that followed the American Day seminars was accompanied by a pandeiro jazz PERFORMANCE by Scott Feiner, photo by Sibel Tinar. The moderator of the panel Steven Raphael
health and climate legislation this year, his top political adviser said Sunday. Senior White House POLITICAL adviser David Axelrod said the president wants legislation with a ...” Tea party hopefuls

case, Attorney General Eric H. Holder Jr.’s Justice Department stands accused of being dishonest, racist, POLITICAL hacks. The department’s responses to those charges have been so weak that they may
Olympics’ impact felt beyond Vancouver ” The flame has gone out for now, but the POLITICAL and cultural reverberations from the just-concluded 2010 Winter Olympics are still being felt far

annual poverty numbers came out recently, and with them the annual onslaught of explanations and POLITICAL posturing. The facts are these: In 2009, the first full year of the Great
Wednesday’s ...” EDITORIAL: Caged Panther investigation ” In their bid to protect President Obama’s liberal POLITICAL appointees at the Justice Department, congressional Democrats are surrendering their responsibility to keep a

VFW at war over some of its PAC’s endorsements ” The Veterans of Foreign Wars POLITICAL Action Committee refused to rescind its candidate endorsements Wednesday, despite outrage from some veterans
Social Security. I’m referring to the Republican Party’s establishment figures and their exaggerated sense of POLITICAL entitlement. The most recent example is in Delaware, where despite ...” LETTER

their respective meanings in politics leading up to the 2010 elections in Brazil, instead, through POLITICAL maneuvering all have been merged into a single concept that in essence meant the
started his presidency by promising to eradicate hunger, as well as pledging to make social, POLITICAL and economic reforms. Aware of Brazils vast resources and potential, Lula quickly assumed the

the... ” Chamber-backed Dems tagged as pro-Big Business ”President Obama has been trying to score POLITICAL points by charging, in effect, that the U.S. Chamber of Commerce is laundering foreign
been kidnapped in Afghanistan. The 90-minute film called The Taking Of Prince Harry, explores the POLITICAL Machinists at Hawker Beechcraft voted Saturday on a new seven-year contract offer that

the nation’s crumbling roads, railways and bridges, but his ambitious new spending proposal faces significant POLITICAL roadblocks. Nearly one in five construction workers is still unemployed and needs a job,
a conservative Congress ”Conservative organizations including a new group led by former White House POLITICAL guru Karl Rove are funneling millions of dollars into Republican campaigns in the

email, read books, watch movies and... ” A grand old house for music ”Architecture, historic PRESERVATION chamber music and jazz combine in benefit concerts in and for the Haas-Lilienthal House,
president, Putin dismissed the rumors, telling journalists to keep their snotty noses out of his PRIVATE life. In the new video, the Putins tell the census taker they are married.

lake has disappeared from public view, not because of drought or pollution, but because of PRIVATE enclosure (Changjiang Daily, September 11). Rings and rings of villas have almost walled in
in a socialist country. It may continue to exist, but it has become de facto PRIVATE According to the Changjiang Daily, some businesses began to invest in cleaning up the

in China. Good. Public opinion knows what’s wrong. But will public opinion fall upon deaf PRIVATE ears?” Eto’o silences racist chants in Inter’s win ”SAMUEL Eto’o scored another cracking goal
skies, but wouldn’t Shanghai’s skies have been bluer had the city curbed the explosion of PRIVATE cars onto its streets? As in most other Chinese cities, private cars in Shanghai

curbed the explosion of private cars onto its streets? As in most other Chinese cities, PRIVATE cars in Shanghai have multiplied in number and size as a much-touted engine of
its reporters who were working undercover and posed as lobbyists for a consortium of American PRIVATE companies. The report said Nigeria’s Amos Adamu was filmed asking for money for a

authorities to introduce low-carbon funds, bonds or other listings channels and to give incentives to PRIVATE equity venture capital or trust funds to invest in green industries. 10 die in stampede

mobile phone application called the Eldorado Reno. Now anyone with an iPhone, iPad or... ” ANIMAL rights group: Coyotes a viable alternative to hunts in Valley Forge nat’l park in Pa.
group: Coyotes a viable alternative to hunts in Valley Forge nat’l park in Pa. ”An ANIMAL rights group that opposes the use of hunters to cut the deer population in Valley

Australia Plans New Detention Centers ”UN Welcomes Australia’s Move to Lift Afghan ASYLUM Ban Australia will build two more detention centers to cope with a steady flow
Ban Australia will build two more detention centers to cope with a steady flow of ASYLUM seekers arriving by boat. Under a new policy, the government...” 4 North Korean women

Agency considers applications for permission to enter or stay in the United Kingdom, citizenship and ASYLUM Immigration is one of the highest profile national and global issues. The International Group
the most peaceful, but Buddhist Warfare exposes its darker side. The eight essays in the COLLECTION describe twisted teachings on phenomena such as Soldier-Zen and atrocities carried out by groups

social network ”Previously undiscovered manuscript material from the New York Public Librarys Carl H. Pforzheimer COLLECTION of Shelley and His Circle is coincidentally central to both of these books, which
on the government to suspend the parliamentary debate. Schools, trains, public transport and even garbage COLLECTION in Marseille have been blocked by intermittent strikes to pressure Sarkozy to back down.

at the Museum of Fine Arts in Budapest, Hungary, believed the equine sculpture in their COLLECTION was probably modeled by the great Renaissance artist. Seeking to know more about the
obesity. Capitalizing on this obsession with body image is Paint Made Flesh at the Phillips COLLECTION EDITORIAL: Black Panther-judgeship nexus ” The Obama administration’s controversial abandonment of a voter-intimidation

incidents more tragic than comic. They indicate an utter lack of confidence in our own CULTURE in our own race. Ultimately this sense of inferiority can be traced to
pure Zhang’s final casting choice may look, she cannot help but be part of a CULTURE largely contaminated by consumerism. As Zhang Yimou reckons, many Chinese actresses today struggle to

Is this progress or regression? Xinhua asked as it discovered what it called a mistress CULTURE spreading among college girls. South China Normal University’s decision, harsh as it sounds, may
you violate traditional Chinese values of chastity and loyalty if you wink at this mistress CULTURE It is not a dilemma in a Western college, where no one would be

dusty heart that fears anything it knows nothing about. That’s why Buddhism and traditional Chinese CULTURE prod people to cultivate a mind at one with nature, a mind capable of
I did, but these men of letters are no doubt part of the Ru Lu CULTURE that leaves these creatures undisturbed. Only a life of the spirit transcending differences in

undisturbed. Only a life of the spirit transcending differences in physical forms can breed a CULTURE that gives each creature space. A culture that has abandoned itself to the concrete
transcending differences in physical forms can breed a culture that gives each creature space. A CULTURE that has abandoned itself to the concrete world of urbanization and material pursuits removes

give workers the same 20 minutes for playing video games - it’s about reshaping a CULTURE that liberates men and women from addiction to machines of all kinds, including cars,
1934 Ford coupe were going to be given ... Incivility breeds classroom chaos ” CULTURE challenge of the week: classroom chaos Two veteran public school teachers lost it last

seminal events of the ’60s. Woodstock has since been celebrated in every corner of pop CULTURE music, movies, fashion and art, among them. Now comes a celebration ...” EDITORIAL:
the court. Thus, local police can issue arrests warranty only when local prosecutors have established EVIDENCE of damages to business credit. This is clearly impossible in the absence of any

FIFA looks into bribery claims for World Cup vote ”FIFA said today it will examine EVIDENCE from a British newspaper alleging that two FIFA executive committee members offered to sell
the housing market has sunk to the lowest level in more than a year, more EVIDENCE that the economic recovery is slowing. The National Association of Home Builders said Monday

Google reported a 32 percent jump in net income Thursday and provided the most persuasive EVIDENCE yet that its past investments are paying off, ...” Museum showcases soul ” Typically,
way he played against Woods on Saturday in the Ryder Cup was more than enough EVIDENCE of his lofty place in the ...” Kerrigan’s brother pleads not guilty to manslaughter

for migrant workers’ children, said the Shanghai Charity Foundation. Yesterday, 12 pieces of work from FOLKLORE artists, including stitch works, Chinese paintings and carvings, were auctioned. The most popular lot
upon a group of older men and women, mostly retired, performing Kunqu Opera, an ancient GENRE of Chinese operas popular around Suzhou for its merrily melancholy melodies and romantic lyrics.

and preferably to be accompanied of a Brazilian friend or guide. Samba Schools are the GENRE s original cradle and rehearsals, an unmissable chance of experiencing true samba spirit on its
raise US$14.1 billion for AIG’s repayment of bailout funds from the US government during the GLOBAL financial crisis, the Asian insurer said yesterday. AIA Group Ltd said in a prospectus

sacrifice ”RECENTLY, an epic traffic jam on an expressway leading to Beijing has been drawing GLOBAL attention. Since August 14 thousands of drivers got stuck in a 100-kilometer-long jam, for
US dollar, said a statement. The challenge of building a stronger, more balanced and sustainable GLOBAL economic recovery is a multilateral challenge, not just the responsibility of China and the

all-new, 2011 Volt electric vehicle with extended range, establishing an entirely new segment in the GLOBAL automotive market. The five-door, four-passenger Volt is designed to provide the benefits of an
first luxury electric vehicle, which is set to launch in the United States and other GLOBAL markets in 2013. Befitting the brand’s promise of Inspired Performance, the Infiniti EV will

Yen StrengthenOct. 18 (Bloomberg) Stocks fluctuated after seven weeks of gains in the GLOBAL benchmark index and U.S. futures fell. The dollar and the yen strengthened as investors
Chinese Demand Boosts Luxury Brand Profits ”UN: Rapid Rise in China’s Yuan Could Stall GLOBAL Recovery The world’s biggest luxury brands have their eyes set on the Chinese consumer

Bonds GainOct. 18 (Bloomberg) Stocks fluctuated after seven weeks of gains in the GLOBAL benchmark index and U.S. futures fell. The dollar and the yen strengthened as investors
saw a remarkable increase in Brazils economic growth, and even though the role of the GLOBAL dynamics that increased the demand for the countrys main exports such as soybeans and

the United Kingdom, citizenship and asylum. Immigration is one of the highest profile national and GLOBAL issues. The International Group of the Agency has responsibility for handling applications submitted overseas
stops. These measures may be repeated next Saturday.” Behind promises of better life through globalization GLOBALIZATION has become a buzz word around the globe. When an expert or a student

more affluent, or merely more wretched? I would probably cite transport containers as archetypical of GLOBALIZATION In suburban Shanghai the newly opened outer ring road is chiefly dedicated to containers
was bestowed and now the rumbling has exceeded the pre-crisis level. But the impacts of GLOBALIZATION can be felt more deeply. During my recent visit to my village home in

56 times! Be consoled by the arguments of those still ardently spreading the gospel of GLOBALIZATION In Money, Markets and Sovereignty, by Benn Steil and Manuel Hinds, we can revisit
mobilize a record 50,000 officers to thwart possible threats from North Korea, international terrorists and anti GLOBALIZATION Taiwan’s Most Admired Entrepreneurs list affirms country’s soft power as Cher Wang joins

which workers in the developing countries would get their fair share. Lulas moderate views on GLOBALIZATION and his embrace of the market-economy to boost economic development turned him into a
science student. It arrived at the Expo site last week, and displays the city’s cultural HERITAGE through the modern communication tool. Users can interact with videos without requiring additional hardware,

its former owner, Lin Jiuru, once an entrepreneur in Shanghai. As one of the protected HERITAGE houses in Hangzhou, Ru Lu now has become a place for literati from Hangzhou
owned company’s celery breeders, Larry Pierce, started developing it in 1991, working off a European HERITAGE variety using natural breeding methods. Jean Ronnei, who oversees the award-winning school meal programs

discriminates intentionally on the basis of race. By the precise definition used in the American HERITAGE dictionary, the department is racialist. The Justice Department hasn’t seriously contested the accusation of
Corrections in 2001, and a lot of rage, most of it provoked by the obstacles, HUMAN or otherwise, that block the path to individual liberty. One persons entitlement to freedom

Court defends terror rulings ”The judge who heads Britains top court last night defended the HUMAN Rights Act and recent rulings by courts that terrorist suspects cannot be sent home
a highly developed sense of responsibility, whether towards individuals, the whole nation, or the whole HUMAN race. If our schools emphasize passing on knowledge to the neglect of moral cultivation,

is cloaked in the name of freedom? It’s a dilemma for Chinese educators: you violate HUMAN rights if you deprive students of their sexual rights; you violate traditional Chinese values
chilly stores made passersby even more uncomfortable, while shoppers inside felt the heat of the HUMAN crowd lost in the misguided pleasure of shopping. But inside Yiyuan (Yi Garden), built

Inc.’s exclusive hold on Apple’s mobile devices. The deal could give both ...” ART: The HUMAN body gets a workout ” From the fat contestants on The Biggest Loser to
Australia. Ms Molly Bond, PhD candidate at the Michael Kirby Centre for Public Health and HUMAN Rights, School of Public Health and...” North Korea Threatens Strikes on South ”South Korea

as he screams out in agony and then threatening to shoot him in the mouth, HUMAN rights activists said Monday. The body of the victim, identified as Werius Selenggen, was...
dies at 85 in Mass.” Daily Outrage: Pennsylvania men face life in prison for beating IMMIGRANT to death ”WHAT: More than a year after their acquittal on state charges, two

and could be sentenced to life in prison for beating and kicking 25-year-old illegal Mexican IMMIGRANT Luis Ramirez, who died of his injuries. WHY: An all-white jury found... ” Nuisance
intersection in the suburban Qingpu District. Zhang refused to take the test, began shouting abusive LANGUAGE and pushed one officer to the ground. As backup arrived, three onlookers blocked the

course a must-see for any cinephile on the pulse of Brazilian cinema, and its visual LANGUAGE is strong enough to allow most to follow the main plot. However, the strong
to the required level. Dual nationality will not normally affect your application for security clearance. LANGUAGE Must be able to speak and write English fluently If interested please send CV

election, was born in the city itself. A World Cup winner in 1994 and Carioca LEGEND after stints at Flamengo, Vasco da Gama and Botafogo, he has now made the
from Dungas failed mission to South Africa in June. However, he is still a Gremio LEGEND and poster boy for the area, having spoken of his desire to return to

at The Rrazz Room sharing her revelry in and reverence for the talent and the LEGEND of Queens Freddie... ” Ga. balloon festival taking off ”The Harvest Balloon Festival is
and towns of southern England. Almost before it was over, the duel had won them LEGENDARY status. National mythology set the defeat of the Luftwaffe during that long hot summer

in thick foliage, affording plenty of shade. And in Nanjing, an ex-mayor axed the city’s LEGENDARY plane trees because they obstruct the view of neon lights at night, making it
RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL This Friday, the HSBC Arena in Barra will host the LEGENDARY Dave Matthews Band, who are embarking on their 2010 South American Tour. DMB, as
Ed Moose who in 1973 opened North Beachs Washington Square Bar and Grill, a LEGENDARY sanctuary for The Citys big-timers died Thursday morning. He was 81. Moose is

the previously estimated 38 minutes, as a new stop in Hangzhou is not yet complete.” LOCAL officials seek massage and serve mammon during office hours ”SINCE August 20, a campaign
men have been punished and the other 217 may be disciplined soon. After the roundup, LOCAL authorities issued a circular prohibiting cadres from using office hours to get a massage,

mass movement. The amount of investment introduced is directly pegged to officials’ promotion and career. LOCAL officials are told to bear in mind that drawing investment can only be climactic,
got stuck in a 100-kilometer-long jam, for up to nine days! I wonder if fame-crazed LOCAL authorities are already asserting another first with Guinness World Records. Anyway, just a little

apiece from Gonzalo Higuain and Cristiano Ronaldo sweeping it past Malaga. Earlier, Atletico Madrid overcame LOCAL rival Getafe 2-0 with goals from Simao, whose freekick went in after hitting the
Province, nearly 200 kilometers away, and her two daughters-in-law were working long hours at small LOCAL factories, leaving her alone to care for four grandchildren aged between 3 and 14.

They traveled to provincial capital Taiyuan on bullet train, attended an opening ceremony, which the LOCAL newspaper reported as a gathering where over one hundred Chinese and overseas media outlets
the company, attending a ribbon-cutting ceremony, posing for photos with the mayor, and hobnobbing with LOCAL dignitaries. Inferiority One poor guy had to give a rehearsed speech as the company

on their support. On Wednesday, we will announce that there will be enough money for LOCAL authorities to protect social care services too, the official, who requested anonymity, said. The
pounds from government spending by 2015. Using funds from health spending to fill holes in LOCAL services budgets may put hospitals under strain after years of above-inflation funding increases. However,

for auction ”EXHIBITS from the 2010 World Expo are going under the hammer to help LOCAL charities. More than 200,000 yuan (US$28,570) was raised yesterday at an auction of exhibits
the auction of items continued online. Cash raised will be used to improve facilities at LOCAL senior homes and schools for migrant workers’ children, said the Shanghai Charity Foundation. Yesterday,

public knowledge, the overwhelming public fury forced a dramatic turn of events, and last Friday LOCAL police from Zhejiang flew to Beijing to make an official apology to Qiu Ziming,
restructuring, insider trading, and other sins. Instead of investigating the accused for the alleged crimes, LOCAL public security bureau in Suichang, Zhejiang Province, tried to terrorize the whistleblower into silence

a reporter for 30 million yuan (US$4.4 million) for a negative report, and in 2008 LOCAL police in Xifeng, Liaoning Province, traveled to Beijing to nab a reporter for defamation
police in Xifeng, Liaoning Province, traveled to Beijing to nab a reporter for defamation of LOCAL Party chief - these events in no way lessen the significance of the wanted

out that the power to arrest somebody lies with the prosecutor or the court. Thus, LOCAL police can issue arrests warranty only when local prosecutors have established evidence of damages
us. As professor Zhan Jiang from Beijing Foreign Studies University commented recently, the case reflects LOCAL interest groups’ intention to suppress media supervision through legal means. This kind of affinity

interest groups’ intention to suppress media supervision through legal means. This kind of affinity between LOCAL police (government) and business can only be cultivated through exchange of something they need
6.65 level. It also marked the third straight rise of the currency this week. The LOCAL currency has gained nearly 0.5 percent this week and about 2.8 percent since June

public and people can still enter. The city government has enacted its peak traffic program, LOCAL TV reported. But so far the only measures taken are adding more buses to
speculative money enters China because people are betting the yuan will appreciate. In addition, some LOCAL governments have loosened controls to attract foreign investment. Li said he did not rule

top leaders have promised foreign businesses that they will be given the same treatment as LOCAL companies. The country unveiled new policies in July to better facilitate foreign investments, including
Philadelphia in 2008. The egregious, ...” Paging Clark Kent ” Education, like politics, is LOCAL You want it close to home, the better to monitor it. That’s how it

Pale ales from Chicago and Irish stout. The bar also has a good selection of LOCAL brews, including the popular Colorado beers, and their own Bottobier, which is delicious and
help you out. The supermarket in the Botafogo Cobal also stocks an impressive array of LOCAL and imported beers. Located near Largo do Machado, the German themed Herr Brauer (Rua

knowledge, qualifications or experienced required for this job Previous immigration/visa experience beneficial Other job-related or LOCAL special factors not mentioned above, including any requirement This is a reserved post and
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to quiet dissenting voices ( ’Sunshine policy’ toward Cuba? OPINION Tuesday). While attempting to justify maintaining the status
But that doesn’t change Ohio State quarterback Terrelle Pryor’s OPINION of a late start, such as the one

and I can say that when he voices an OPINION on a legal issue, people listen. ” Rob
to make contact with terrorist groups to help him PARTICIPATE in jihad against U.S. forces overseas.” Fox News

collapsed in high winds. (AP photo) More than 1,000 PEOPLE including Declan Sullivan’s parents and members of
Grief, questions at Notre DameMore than 1,000 PEOPLE including Declan Sullivan’s parents and members of

to a new Gallup poll. About 1 in 5 PEOPLE is a potential swing voter, the smallest number
block of Riverside Drive, a police spokeswoman said. Two PEOPLE involved in the fight suffered injuries and were

Feithen asked the public to report information about suspicious PEOPLE or activities, especially fires in Prairie Park between
out runaways, dropouts, drug abusers, victims of physical abuse, PEOPLE who need love, attention, money. You know you

trade as well. It’s one of those things that PEOPLE think happens in another country, said Cook County
who created a human-trafficking task force a year ago. PEOPLE need to be educated (that) it’s happening here.

day, there could be as many as 16,000 young PEOPLE involved in the sex trade in Chicago. I
investigate human traffickers. We could do a wiretap on PEOPLE selling drugs, but not people selling children, Alvarez

do a wiretap on people selling drugs, but not PEOPLE selling children, Alvarez said. The law also called
National Mall, according to its official description, for the PEOPLE who think shouting is annoying, counterproductive, and terrible

match the names of donors to Hendon’s campaign or PEOPLE who have been paid by the fund. Among
year. They’re best-known for settling into mattresses and biting PEOPLE while they sleep. But the bugs can hide

belongings means the bugs will inevitably end up wherever PEOPLE go. One of the biggest challenges is properly
he added. He also said that at least 50 PEOPLE have been interviewed. Security has been increased at

New York State budget cuts. ” Social Q: Other PEOPLE Children ”Answers to readers questions about whether it
or 12 may be ineffective by the time young PEOPLE reach their most vulnerable years. ” Letters ”Readers

former Department of Justice (DOJ) attorney, is blowing his wethe PEOPLE whistle on DOJ (Devils Oblivious to Justice) after
home: 6-bedroom contemporary in Cleveland Park ” While many PEOPLE associate Cleveland Park in Northwest Washington with charming

developer conference Thursday, the company’s annual pep rally for PEOPLE who will build programs for the Web, Windows
of Arizona’s immigration law, thwarting the will of the PEOPLE The decision was ominous and will reverberate for

for software developers, the company’s annual pep rally for PEOPLE who will build programs for the Web, Windows
on The Biggest Loser to the successful dieters in PEOPLE magazine, personal stories of weight gain and loss

that appeared suddenly in their quiet streets. The only PEOPLE who seemed to take the disappearance of 13
(AP) Pope Benedict XVI apologized Saturday to five PEOPLE who were molested by priests as children in
sex abuse crisis shaking his church, as thousands of PEOPLE angered at the Vatican’s response marched in central

under questioning Wednesday as attorneys chose at least 31 PEOPLE to move on to what will be the
community on Thursday to intensify efforts to arrest eight PEOPLE sought for alleged war crimes, crimes against humanity

teen will take the stand against one of the PEOPLE charged with torturing and holding him captive in
celebrations ”Families are holding funerals for more than 50 PEOPLE killed when a roof collapsed during a wedding

amount of real estate in the street for moving PEOPLE around. Making Glen Park pedestrian and transit... ”
the household must be composed of 1 to 3 PEOPLE and make a total minimum monthly income of
the household must be composed of 4 to 7 PEOPLE and make a total minimum monthly income of

they’re by design not connected to printers, and with PEOPLE reading more of their... ” Red Carpet: MoAD
after the devastating tsunami that killed at least 343 PEOPLE Relief coordinator Hermansyah says the little boy is

more in a given year. Now imagine that while PEOPLE struggled to afford food, government bureaucrats went around
that would dictate to construction companies how many local PEOPLE they must hire for their city-funded projects. While

Aug. 31. Categories include the scenic coast, the ways PEOPLE use the coast and coastal wildlife. What are
five minutes for the Bowl Championship Series to make PEOPLE heave plates of food across the room. This
the cholera epidemic that has sickened more than 4,000 PEOPLE in the earthquake-ravaged nation.” Driver of alleged police

cough shotA federal advisory panel is recommending that PEOPLE 65 and older who are around infants get
antibiotic-resistant bacteria in Brazil has killed at least 18 PEOPLE around Brazil’s capital, officials said Tuesday, and has

decent start Thursday after the government reported that fewer PEOPLE applied for unemployment benefits last week than in
Court records show that one of the three PEOPLE fatally shot in a central Missouri shooting had

HISD District VIII race ”Cheryl Moodie, one of six PEOPLE who filed last month to run for the
Court records show that one of the three PEOPLE killed in a central Missouri shooting had stored

by injunction ”Lime Group, whose LimeWire software has allowed PEOPLE to share songs and other files over the
lawmakers have said the license suspension just means more PEOPLE driving without licenses...” 6 young men killed in

in the nation, reporting that nearly 8 in 10 PEOPLE removed had a conviction other than illegal entry.
White on Tuesday released a memo by investment...” 15 PEOPLE killed in Mexican car wash massacre ”MEXICO CITY

car wash massacre ”MEXICO CITY Gunmen killed 15 PEOPLE at a car wash Wednesday in a Mexican
to biggest in 40 years ” WASHINGTON – More PEOPLE are volunteering with the Peace Corps than at

Diego police officer was fatally shot and two other PEOPLE were killed in a brief but furious gun battle
alcohol. ’highlight’ The Hot Issue: Should PEOPLE be able to use their tax-free, flexible-spending accounts

a name for himself. ” Stocks of local interest PEOPLE in the News ” Capri Anderson, the 22-year-old
pay that much attention to what’s going on, so PEOPLE are influenced by a simple slogan rather than

the prediction that as many as one in three PEOPLE will have diabetes in the America of 2050,
disrupt sleep, bedbugs are making it harder for some PEOPLE to do their jobs. ” Beat-up secondary still

has been reduced to singing to a handful of PEOPLE while a confident Portman was speaking before enthusiastic
crowds in northern Ohio and simultaneously reaching millions of PEOPLE with a barrage of slick TV commercials. ”

great advance, perhaps saving lives and rushing aid to PEOPLE in the aftermath of a disaster. ” Michael
when he voices an opinion on a legal issue, PEOPLE listen. ” Rob Oller commentary: Pass-happy Buckeyes? Why

developer conference Thursday, the company’s annual pep rally for PEOPLE w” – ”Two happy endings, two resolute people”
for people w” – ”Two happy endings, two resolute PEOPLE Let’s update some recent columns. ”Slain man took

in central Missouri that had prompted police to warn PEOPLE who knew him to flee the area.” State
free e-mail service in the latest attempt to persuade PEOPLE to spend more time on its website.” –

global privacy counsel says he’s surprised by how few PEOPLE choose to control what ads are steered their
did not release details about when and where the PEOPLE were killed.” Spectators can view fall colors along

the team, including Tribune reporters. His next chance to SPEAK with Bears beat reporters covering the team on
struggle against Israel. Unless American Jews wake up and SPEAK out against Mr. Obama’s pro-Arab, anti-Israel policies, the

less than a week after appearing in Houston to SPEAK at the annual Teach for America banquet. Rhee’s
between assistance in voting and assistance in who to VOTE for, a Superior Court judge in Anchorage has

the morose. On Senate trail, Kirk explains cap-and-trade VOTE Republican Senate candidate Mark Kirk, who has
bolster the economy. ” New Strikes After French Pension VOTE Strikes disrupted air and rail traffic again on

elections are set for Monday, but just because a VOTE is scheduled doesn’t mean it will actually occur.
am beginning to wonder why Americans even bother to VOTE anymore on controversial issues. If the America-hating liberals,

Obama hopes ’Daily Show’ chat will boost Dem youth VOTE Leaving no hipster unturned,President Obama took his campaign
at... ” Hundreds of southern Sudanese head south to VOTE in historic referendum for secession ”Hundreds of southern

from his policies ”Continuing his quest for every possible VOTE President Obama is pitching female voters with claims
residents will have their own special election. They will VOTE for either the Pavilion, the Wave or the

border, Texas budgetIn final week before the big VOTE Democratic challenger Bill White and incumbent Gov. Rick
in Texas for a... ” Texas GOP hopeful suggests post VOTE violence may be needed ”Texan Stephen Broden stuns

during bidding process ”A new policy slated for a VOTE Thursday would forbid Houston ISD board members and
get him off the road permanently.” HISD board to VOTE on tighter conflict of interest rules ”The Houston

of interest rules ”The Houston school board plans to VOTE Thursday on a stricter conflict of interest policy
Rep. Virgil Goode two years ago by just 727 VOTES Whatever voters decide Tuesday, Rep. Tom Perriello, a

Panther blackout ” The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights VOTES tomorrow on its report regarding the Black Panther
he doesn’t like. The Republican Congress will not have VOTES to override the vetoes. The GOP will not

persons of other races who sought to cast their VOTES Chile re-emerges ” Good news came
There was an omission in the listing of noteworthy VOTES by the late Sen. Robert C. Byrd, West
of West Virginia, Democrats expect to have the 60 VOTES they need to overcome the threat of a

choose candidates for top county offices in the November ELECTION The candidates run in par” Nintendo sinks into
as voters here line up to cast their primary ELECTION ballots.” US regulators scold Google for taking e-mails

Muslim mosque-teers ” There are no words to EXPRESS the outrage Americans would have expressed if the
” Schedule outlined for Rally to Restore Sanity and/or FEAR The permit application filed by organizers of Saturday’s

political call-to-arms at Saturday’s Rally to Restore Sanity and/or FEAR at the National Mall, but based on the
insistence, many attending their ’Rally to Restore Sanity and/or FEAR in Washington and satellite gatherings in other cities

few details about Saturday’s Rally to Restore Sanity and/or FEAR a gathering on the National Mall, according to
local response to Saturday’s Rally to Restore Sanity and/or FEAR hosted by comedians Jon Stewart and Stephen Colbert.

Elements Slow Aid in Indonesia ”Fresh volcanic eruptions raised FEAR of more damage as bad weather and rough
and regularly accuses others of promoting the ’politics of FEAR they’re awfully willing ...” Big names visit Ohio

show a familiar pattern of nondisclosure, priest transfers and FEAR of bad publicity. After a three-year legal fight,
pending a reorganization. But that hasn’t happened, and students FEAR that the program could simply be allowed to

” Australia’s surging dollar a source of pride and FEAR Strong growth has boosted the Australian dollar; it
one coming up Saturday night at Minnesota. ” Majority FEAR missing housing payments ” WASHINGTON - A majority

to probation for Illinois shooting ”UPDATED, 12:10 p.m. Wednesday” FEAR and dislike ”Excerpts from Wednesday’s decision by Judge
of Mucca Pazza (smelly uniforms), Chicago artists divulge their FEARS in time for Halloween You know that terror/fantasy

of information from authorities has stirred rumors and stoked FEARS on the 25,000-student campus, where a gunman fatally
down six men hanging around a convenience store, fueling FEARS that one of the world’s largest cities is

of information from investigators has stirred rumors and stoked FEARS on the 25,000-student campus, where a gunman fatally
adviser to President George W. ...” Mosque planner’s wife FEARS for her life ” *NEW YORK* | The

homes to some of Chicago’s downtown office buildings and GOVERNMENT headquarters. ” Massacre of 6 men in Mexico
an employee reported bites. And late last month, a GOVERNMENT office in the Loop brought in Meron Kahssai,

of an issue bedbugs are in Chicago offices and GOVERNMENT buildings; there is no requirement to report the
and relieve Americans from rising insurance premiums and bigger GOVERNMENT Chicago’s Catholic Campaign for Human

and their families are leaning more on the federal GOVERNMENT to make higher education more affordable in tough
WarnsA demand puts new pressure on Lebanon fragile GOVERNMENT Giants Jose Guillen Linked to Drug Investigation

the Taliban Against Al Qaeda ”Talks between the Afghan GOVERNMENT and the Taliban leaders will not bring reconciliation,
vetoes. The GOP will not destroy itself shutting down GOVERNMENT as the Gingrich Congress did in 1995. Republican

to begin to reverse the intrusion of the federal GOVERNMENT in American lives and business. It remains to
on their freedom and self-reliance, becoming more dependent on GOVERNMENT or less? ...” – – KUHNER: Should Arizona

not taken. Rather, it involved the surrender of a GOVERNMENT and an entire nation - ...”
the outrage Americans would have expressed if the Japanese GOVERNMENT had proposed to build a memorial to their

of sex ed is exaggerated ” Recently, the federal GOVERNMENT released the reassuring news that an overwhelming number
degree that ordinary Americans no longer understand how our GOVERNMENT works or who it works for. Keeping Americans

bust Until there is full disclosure of the GOVERNMENT role in causing and contributing to the financial
of a Grand Slam tournament for the first ...” GOVERNMENT looking at 62 mpg goal for 2025 autos

like the Toyota Prius and Honda Civic hybrids. The GOVERNMENT on Friday presented the potential range it is
leaders briefly kidnapped, beaten; 1 suffers gunshot woundsVenezuela’s GOVERNMENT promised Thursday to investigate a violent attack on

from fall at site of King Herod-era excavation ”Israel’s GOVERNMENT has announced that a leading archaeologist has died
for sinking SKorean warship earlier this year ”Canada’s Conservative GOVERNMENT announced Thursday it was drafting tough new sanctions

grant program and 125 affordable housing buildings funded by GOVERNMENT agencies, plus 31 privately owned... ” Buddhist author
as his head of the National Security Agency, the GOVERNMENT announced disappointing but sadly not surprising news about

about Fannie and its sibling, Freddie Mac. The two GOVERNMENT secured entities... ” Staff keeps eye on relics of
vintage... Voters fed up with Obama’s big, bossy GOVERNMENT Out on the campaign trail Barack Obama has

Now imagine that while people struggled to afford food, GOVERNMENT bureaucrats went around setting limits on how much
as his head of the National Security Agency, the GOVERNMENT confirmed disappointing but sadly unsurprising news about Fannie

about Fannie and its sibling, Freddie Mac. The two GOVERNMENT secured entities – aka mortgage... LATimes Doyle McManus:
traditional values back to America and to fight big GOVERNMENT I went ahead and adopted an actual grizzly

skyrocketing cost of intelligence- gathering since 9/11 attacks ”The GOVERNMENT releasing the figures for the first time in
a closely guarded secret, but on Thursday the U.S. GOVERNMENT disclosed for the first time in more than

it’s liberal but because it’s wrong for the federal GOVERNMENT to be in the news business or to
bold action. In reality, Americans resist change, pressing the GOVERNMENT to act boldly only when a national calamity

Sarasota County officials did not violate the states’ open GOVERNMENT sunshine law in discussions about a bond issue
to try to control it, according to a new GOVERNMENT report released Wednesday.” Part of Gulf coast jail

got off to a decent start Thursday after the GOVERNMENT reported that fewer people applied for unemployment benefits
lower income from its partners and bigger discounts to GOVERNMENT because of the health care overhaul.” Survey: overall

SALE: In its last auction of the week, the GOVERNMENT sold $29 billion in seven-year notes to investors
$29 billion from investors in the last auction of GOVERNMENT bonds this week.” Panthers RB Williams misses practice

left-wing radicals have taken over universities and the national GOVERNMENT and are radically transforming the country, State Board
approaches the midway point of her four-year contract.” No GOVERNMENT safety rules for airport tram that killed worker

contractor Tuesday at Bush Intercontinental Airport did not meet GOVERNMENT safety regulations for operation because none exist for
budget shortfall. But let’s take a look at state GOVERNMENT spending and see... UN: At least 1,800
he would not rule out violent overthrow of the GOVERNMENT if elections did not produce a change in

in fiscal 2010: $80.1 billion ” WASHINGTON – The GOVERNMENT announced yesterday that it had spent $80.1billion on
state workers ” MONTGOMERY, Ala. - Employees of Alabama’s GOVERNMENT who relied on a deferred-compensation plan from Nationwide

imaging of the entire state and feeds from various GOVERNMENT surveillance cameras to improve the response of government
various government surveillance cameras to improve the response of GOVERNMENT officials to emergencies. Bringing all these sources of

as the venue to renew his call for greater GOVERNMENT aid for such projects. DuPont is adding 70
the future, consider the amount of money the federal GOVERNMENT is spending on it. ” Buckeyes must get

has agreed to pay $25 million to the U.S. GOVERNMENT and at least $52.8 million in refunds to
a 15-year-old in Pagedale.” Cuba moves to lay off GOVERNMENT workers and embrace capitalism ”Fidel Castro, the face

exuberantly into the World Series is enough to give HOPE to other franchises that have not won anything
and searchable database of the scrolls ...” Giants HOPE to give San Francisco first title ” SAN

Harbor immediately following World War II. We can only HOPE President Truman would have ordered our military to
NASCAR schedule is undetermined. But Kelley Earnhardt says they HOPE to use Patrick in up to 14 races.
different wine. The dinner benefits United Cerebral Palsy (UCP)-the HOPE Center. $125, reservations required. Ortanique on the Mile,

progress, but is rather depriving children of... Democrats HOPE to dump Perry, influence redistrictingWASHINGTON - With
Roger Staubach and Troy Aikman are already giving up HOPE of their old team being there.” Houston home

diabetes in the America of 2050, federal health leaders HOPE to sound an alarm. The estimates include diagnosed
Federation of America. Michelle Obama raises funds, Dems’ HOPES Just hours after an at-times testy interview
and of blatant politicization ...” FIELDS:High heels and high HOPES Maybe the radical feminists deserve a little

youth discounts ” COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) - Darlington Raceway HOPES to bring more families back to NASCAR by
Why did you decide to start this... ” Obama HOPES Daily Show chat will boost Dem youth vote

in October 2008 for using... ” Lifelong bike enthusiast HOPES to inspire others ”On Aug. 10, Boulder, Colo.,
and excessive debt. ” Editorial: Keeping watch ” Ohio HOPES to use satellite imaging of the entire state

Colbert, and President Obama plans to visit. Democrats are HOPING to make this race tighter, says one expert.
Fans of Jon Stewart and Stephen Colbert may be HOPING for a political call-to-arms at Saturday’s Rally to

seat paved the way, and now the GOP is HOPING state Rep. John ...” D.C. archbishop named cardinal
said only that information is not confirmed, ...” Harvick HOPING to spoil Johnson-Hamlin duel ” MARTINSVILLE, VA. (AP)

year at the Frys.com Open in Scottsdale, Ariz. He’s HOPING a different site will bring a different result.
Open when it was held in Scottsdale, Ariz. He’s HOPING a different site will bring a different result.

black voters for help in next week’s midterm elections, HOPING they can be the jolt of energy needed
Djokovic got the rain and the rest he was HOPING for. Now, tennis fans will see if that

being carried on... A philanthropic watchdog group is HOPING to light a fire under charitable foundations that
wagered the GOP would capture the chamber. In our OPINION this race is well and truly over with

a sad sight to behold (Obama’s big fat nothing, OPINION Tuesday). If there is any lingering doubt as

get the chance to decide this issue at the BALLOT box, instead of ...” New in Maryland: Brightwell
op-ed pages, Mr. Soros supports California’s Proposition 19, the BALLOT initiative that would legalize the possession of small

to write her name correctly on the Nov. 2 BALLOT and opponent Joe Miller’s ability to withstand a
a Daytona Beach city commissioner who is facing absentee BALLOT fraud charges following a complaint by the local

to disqualify Republican congressional candidate David Rivera from Tuesday’s BALLOT Allies of Rivera’s opponent, Democrat Joe Garcia, had
report at least twice the number of early ballots CAST compared with 2006 Early voting ended Thursday with

reporting at least twice the number of early ballots CAST compared with four years ago. ” Student killed
physically blocked persons of other races who sought to CAST their votes ...” TYREE: Chile re-emerges ” Good

on Aug. 3 as voters here line up to CAST their primary election ballots.” US regulators scold Google
Insider | El Guincho ”The Spanish musician reveals his CHOICE record stores in Barcelona and how he likes

1934 Ford coupe were going to be given ...” Pro CHOICE activist spoiling for a fight ” Pro-choice advocates
given ...” Pro-choice activist spoiling for a fight ” Pro CHOICE advocates have been forced into a corner

bleeding California governor race offers voters a startlingly clear CHOICE between the policies and political leadership of the
lost. ” Obama says he became a Christian by CHOICE The president says he was drawn to Christianity

Obama said Tuesday that he is a Christian by CHOICE and that his decision was influenced by gospel
be a bad thing?” Obama says he’s Christian ’by CHOICE At a campaign stop in Albuquerque, the president

to the policy recommended by Superintendent Terry... ” Panel’s CHOICE for Harris County’s public defender set for Nov.
There aren’t twenty million illegal immigrants because of a CHOICE made by the voting electorate of the country....”

stereotypes in asylum case ”The New York Times Ahmet Yildiz’s CHOICE to live openly as a gay man proved
With *Saw 3D* it’s ’Live or die, make your CHOICE time again as that creepy marionette with the

Quinn, Brady joust over ethics, social issuesGovernor DEBATE is the last one before election Gov. Pat
the budget, ethics and social issues during the final DEBATE before the election. ” Businessman savagely beaten in

Us’ ”Quinn, Brady blast each other at final governor DEBATE Gov. Pat Quinn and Republican challenger Bill
Brady tore into each other tonight during their last DEBATE before the election on the budget, ethics and

”Quinn, Brady tear into each other at final governor DEBATE Smoking ban: something for everyone ”Smokers, nonsmokers and
some Internet outrage Here’s a lesson for all political DEBATE moderators in the age of blogs, Web videos

last seven weeks and had a heated and passionate DEBATE on Wednesday. The meeting was emotional and lasted
of cheating by looking at a BlackBerry during a DEBATE break. A brief moment during a break Monday

during a break Monday night in the Florida gubernatorial DEBATE became the focus of next-day stories after one
unknown anthropoid species in southern Libya adds to the DEBATE about where primates ancestors arose. ” T Magazine:

a line in the sand during the health care DEBATE as he attempts to pass sweeping health and
is under threat, Daisy Khan said during a town-hall DEBATE on Islam broadcast on ABC’s This Week news

ground between the two sides. ” Both sides of DEBATE on dolphin hunt to meet in Japan town
students returned to school to those hotbeds of DEBATE about the crucial issues of the day, right?

get through the governor’s race without a sanctuary city DEBATE along comes this ad from the Rick Perry
White eagerly criticized absent Gov. Rick Perry in Tuesday’s DEBATE but White avoided rating President Barack Obama’s performance

phone radiation safety ”The move comes amid a growing DEBATE over cell phone safety and coincides with efforts
I thought, that we’ve been reduced to... ” Catch DEBATE by candidates for Texas governor live tonight ”Three
candidates for governor will take part in a live DEBATE at 7 p.m. tonight sponsored by the Houston

newspapers and Austin television station KLRU. ” Blogging the DEBATE White’s working in his closing statement to humanize
complaints came from predominantly minority precincts. ” Blogging the DEBATE Listening to Kathie Glass’ closing statement, you can

some considered intolerant of Islam, has sparked a national DEBATE over the public roles and responsibilities of journalists
real change. Sunday was an important anniversary for Burmese DEMOCRACY leader Aung San Suu Kyi. But there were

social issuesGovernor debate is the last one before ELECTION Gov. Pat Quinn and Republican challenger Bill Brady
and social issues during the final debate before the ELECTION South Korea says North Korea opens fire

appellate court appointment. ” A lot fewer swingers this ELECTION The number of potential swing voters is 1
and social issues during the final debate before the ELECTION Businessman savagely beaten in Sauganash home invasion

to help solve the state’s budget crisis. ” Midterm ELECTION spending approaches $4 billion ”This year’s record amounts
heavily toward the GOP. Spending in this year’s midterm ELECTION will approach $4 billion and obliterate the previous

files at work. ” Did Fox Valley tip JFK ELECTION Batavia Mayor Jeff Schielke shares theory, film of
each other tonight during their last debate before the ELECTION on the budget, ethics and social issues. Quinn

President Obama little comic relief from the serious midterm ELECTION campaign, as he was peppered with tough questions
reminder of the racial divide between the parties. If ELECTION night goes his way, as many expect it

infestation. Kahssai Early voting up in Chicago, suburbs” ELECTION officials report at least twice the number of
cast compared with 2006 Early voting ended Thursday with ELECTION officials in Chicago and most of the suburbs

local Colbert-Stewart rally ”Early voting up in Chicago, suburbs” ELECTION officials report at least twice the number of
the court’s landmark ruling. Spending on next week’s midterm ELECTION has been exorbitant. The Supreme Court sent a

Clout Street. ” Early voting doubles from last governor ELECTION Some music fests could see changes ”Lakefront festivals
to reflect on the highs and lows of this ELECTION season. Here are a few. ” A Region

in Berlusconi ”After Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi won an ELECTION in 2008 in large part by promising to
left ankle.Weekend Miser: Dressing Up for Halloween, and ELECTION Night BeersHalloween weekend brings many opportunities to

FIELDS: Politics looks sinister to the left ” Spooky ELECTION campaigns jump-start Halloween this year. Christine O’Donnell, a
governorships and many state legislatures. And with the 2008 ELECTION of President Obama, the Democrats occupied the White

could be won by Republicans. But Scott Brown’s January ELECTION to Sen. Edward M. Kennedy’s former Massachusetts seat
least some of what for liberals is this inexplicable ELECTION It is the Taranto Principle. Coined by the

Obama in his studio on Thursday. In an ELECTION in which ...” Judge tells N.C. school to
usually is preceded by the sad qualifier, *if* the ELECTION happens. ... This year is no different. ...”

weapon and intimidated voters and poll watchers. After the ELECTION the Justice Department brought a ...” BLANKLEY: Routing
the No. 1 Democrat in the Senate, began his re ELECTION campaign last year, he ran ads touting his
grip on a state critical for the 2012 presidential ELECTION The weekend campaign lineup ...” Developer says no

A federal judge on Wednesday ordered Connecticut’s top ELECTION official to allow voters to wear World Wrestling
In the hours that followed, they harassed voters and ELECTION officials, hurled racial epithets and physically blocked persons

political force in the primaries leading up to November’s ELECTION Republicans correctly see the widespread dissatisfaction and disappointment
focus on House and Senate races in this year’s ELECTION there is another set of races that could

future political course. Thirty-seven governors’ seats are up for ELECTION Nov. 2, and Republicans have an edge in
House gains little from success in making groups an ELECTION issue ”A sustained White House campaign to drum

mixed at 1 p.m. ”San Francisco Examiner’s state, nation ELECTION recommendationsWhitman will stop the budget bleeding California
New York could get a bit redder in fall ELECTION In a year when New York Democrats have

but his eyes never left the real prize: his re ELECTION in 2012. While shying away from Democrats in
fat cats are spending wildly to elect Republicans this ELECTION maybe even as much as they are

unions versus working Americans ”With the 2010 midterm congressional ELECTION campaign entering its final week, the fundamental divide
his party is headed for significant losses in the ELECTION nine days hence. Part of the reason that

his widow, President Cristina Fernandez, alone to face a re ELECTION fight and push their leftist political program. Presidents
the Democrats. One of the surprises of this year’s ELECTION is that the GOP has put together a
top-tier Latinos who are likely to make history on ELECTION day. BP, Halliburton had test results showing

a bellwether race that might tell you early on ELECTION night how the congressional elections will turn out
gubernatorial nominee Meg Whitman seeks to regain momentum before ELECTION day, she is lashing out at the media

polls, some Montrose residents will have their own special ELECTION They will vote for either the Pavilion, the
”It appears that some Democrats and Republicans running for ELECTION in November have found a common enemy to
of ethnic clashes ahead of the country’s upcoming presidential ELECTION ICE detainees play Wii video games ”ICE detainees

men... ” These key turning points shaped the midterm ELECTION Flashback to New Year Day: The Democrats were
has given at least $600,000 to Gov. Rick Perry’s re ELECTION campaign in the past month. We say at

which corporations and the wealthy can spend big in ELECTION season under the cloak of anonymity.” Texas unemployment
redistrictingWASHINGTON - With two weeks to go before ELECTION Day, the Democratic Governors Association has invested some

to file now that trustees decided to call an ELECTION Nov. 2 rather than appoint a representative. We’ll
out loud. They do little research, know nothing of ELECTION rules and hate anything related to fact. If
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innovation ” Ford is taking a practical, consumer-driven approach TO advancing the field of autonomous driving and is
ranging from academia, government, suppliers and technology innovation companies, TO the expert gamer and biologist schooled in chaos

gamer and biologist schooled in chaos theory. We have TO take a holistic approach to autonomous driving, ...”
children were small, I would take them with me TO the local polling place. The school would close,
The school would close, but the gym played host TO a steady stream of voters, each rewarded with

market: Supply outpacing the demand ” If you want TO understand what is happening in the Washington-area housing
in the Washington-area housing market, the most important figures TO study are inventory and sales. Supply and demand

inventory and sales. Supply and demand are another way TO describe them. Either way, the relationship between these
Ana Ivanovic defeated Barbora Zahlavova Strycova 6-3, 6-2 Thursday TO reach the quarterfinals of the Generali Ladies. Ivanovic

Dye. The Champions Tour will move its ATandT Championship TO the famed architect’s new TPC course next year
VA. (AP) - Richard Petty Motorsports is looking forward TO finishing this season strong and already is making

at the Thailand Open, top-ranked Rafael Nadal is aiming TO return to his winning ways in his debut
Thailand Open, top-ranked Rafael Nadal is aiming to return TO his winning ways in his debut at the

Nadal arrived in Tokyo on Monday after a loss TO tournament winner and fellow-Spaniard Guillermo Garcia-Lopez in the
Mitsubishi Motors North America announces the arrival of i-MiEV TO its national press fleet. Japanese Domestic market versions

quirk in our hard-wiring that all women will acknowledge. TO wit: Michelle Obama refers to herself as America’s
all women will acknowledge. To wit: Michelle Obama refers TO herself as America’s Mom in Chief. ...” New

building 77 single-family homes on sites of one-third acre TO 1 acre at Brightwell Crossing in Poolesville, a
selling point for a hotel in the District used TO be so basic: Close to Capitol or View

in the District used to be so basic: Close TO Capitol or View of the White House was
enough for most tourists. These days, the District seems TO be hosting a much more high-maintenance bunch. When

New Black Panther Party were stationed at the entrance TO a polling place in Philadelphia. They brandished a
seat from Delaware, is looking for a metered space TO park her broomstick. That’s the kind of candidate

cancer of the esophagus. The deadly disease has spread TO his lungs and lymph nodes. In a recent
any more than I support someone holding a blowtorch TO a Michael Moore fraudumentary. If you don’t want
to a Michael Moore fraudumentary. If you don’t want TO read the Koran or watch Mr. Moore’s fraudumentaries,

Learning Center story ” Utah’s liquor laws are set TO relax July 1, bringing them more in line
of the nation, but don’t expect Salt Lake City TO morph into Sin City any time soon. It’s

City any time soon. It’s not like we have TO turn into Las Vegas to ...” Obama loses
visit by President Obama on Friday. Mr. Obama’s inability TO carry Mr. Perriello across the finish line is

BANGKOK (AP) - Tiger Woods says he’s looking forward TO giving something back to Thailand when he makes
Woods says he’s looking forward to giving something back TO Thailand when he makes a quick visit to

Parkway onto Massachusetts Avenue in Northwest Washington are treated TO a view of towering trees on one side
dozen years. The 32-year-old man says he was forced TO sample food products each day to ensure that

afresh in pursuit of liberty ” It’s largely going TO be gridlock. President Obama will veto what he
doesn’t like. The Republican Congress will not have votes TO override the vetoes. The GOP will not destroy

did in 1995. Republican congressional leaders will try tactfully TO instruct the ...” KUHNER: The conservative
” Fedzilla is taking former baseball pitcher Roger Clemens TO federal court on charges that he lied to

Clemens to federal court on charges that he lied TO Congress regarding his previous sworn testimony about using
Correction ”The industry as they know it is sure TO come undone. Without a loan, they cannot continue.

ballot with her handwritten name, as her long-shot attempt TO come back from a primary defeat forced Alaskans
York City said Wednesday that there are no plans TO move the project to a location seven blocks

that there are no plans to move the project TO a location seven blocks away. In an appearance
a $9 million, three-year contract for the manager, according TO a baseball official familiar with the negotiations. Although

possibility that the Vancouver games might be the last TO feature NHL stars. But will Sunday afternoon’s blockbuster
Motorsports on Wednesday night, clearing the way for him TO join Red Bull Racing for the final five

list was long. Everyone, even Rafael Nadal himself, tried TO explain why he kept leaving the U.S. Open
a Sept. 23 flight because he was too disabled TO fly. If the airlines hadn’t, most of us

deep front porches, this sought-after community also is home TO a few contemporary-style homes. The home at 3643
is known for his ...” ART: William Eggleston’s odes TO the everyday ” Visitors to the William Eggleston

and physically blocked persons of other races who sought TO cast their votes ...” TYRRELL: The god that
The god that failed ” The Democrats are about TO be beaten by something they do not in

again. The Senate confirmation hearings on Elena Kagan’s nomination TO the Supreme Court have been a farce. Republican
Supreme Court have been a farce. Republican senators refused TO challenge thoroughly and aggressively Ms. Kagan’s transnational, leftist
Wednesday that Republicans will use their new House majority TO seek a smaller, less costly and more accountable

Obama would join them. We hope he is willing TO work with us on these priorities, but ...”
Nonbelievers know more about religion than Christians do, according TO a Pew survey released Tuesday. The poll shows,

Little did he know that when he got traded TO San Francisco in August, Fontenot was ...” Aussie
discounts ” COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) - Darlington Raceway hopes TO bring more families back to NASCAR by expanding

- Darlington Raceway hopes to bring more families back TO NASCAR by expanding youth discounts for next year’s
the Showtime Southern 500 in May and free tickets TO its Nationwide and Camping World Truck series ...”

to Northern Virginia’s veteran Republican congressman, Frank Wolf, and TO Texas Republican Rep. Lamar Smith. For good reason,
Republican Rep. Lamar Smith. For good reason, they refuse TO let the Justice Department bury questions about a

it that college and high school coaches are able TO turn student-athletes into top drawer professionals, but many
but many of our superintendents and chancellors can’t manage TO churn out top-flight students? Pat Summit at the

Takoma Park, Md. Many of the community’s homeowners seem TO have incorporated a bit of their personality into
bit of their personality into their homes. From Victorians TO bungalows to American foursquares, each home shares the

their personality into their homes. From Victorians to bungalows TO American foursquares, each home shares the tall neighborhood
during World War II, but its broader objective is TO educate leaders and average citizens about racial prejudices

Holder Jr. should appoint a thoroughly independent special counsel TO look into the Black Panther case immediately. It
White House, it is getting easier all the time TO identify their suicidal tendencies. Common-sense Americans are increasingly

their suicidal tendencies. Common-sense Americans are increasingly waking up TO the Obama fan club that hates entrepreneurialism, capitalism
Wednesday that Republicans will use their new House majority TO seek a smaller, less costly, and more accountable

Board of Education adopted a resolution Friday that seeks TO curtail references to Islam in Texas textbooks, as
adopted a resolution Friday that seeks to curtail references TO Islam in Texas textbooks, as social conservative board

competitors taking the week off, Cristie Kerr is poised TO once again take over the No. 1 ranking
Marcel Duchamp assumed wildly different identities throughout his career TO question the idea of authorship and provoke the

...” EDITORIAL: Caged Panther investigation ” In their bid TO protect President Obama’s liberal political appointees at the
the Justice Department, congressional Democrats are surrendering their responsibility TO keep a presidential administration honest. A Feb. 2

Glenn A. Fine, inspector general for the Justice Department, TO Rep. Frank R. Wolf, Virginia Republican, ...” DE
disclosure of the government’s role in causing and contributing TO the financial crisis, the current financial regulatory bill

their careers that prime ministers, with power slipping away, BEGIN to reveal something of their true natures: Ken
can we get behind these official political pronouncements and BEGIN to understand the Egyptians in context? Occasionally we

end. Yesterday, the 47-hour strike that was due to BEGIN today was called off. This came hours after
in technique, subtle though they are: blues and greens BEGIN to take over from reds, and for the

to get a grip on the deficit and to BEGIN to reverse the intrusion of the federal government
guidance. On 12 September Roe wrote to the minister AGAIN While welcoming most of his comments she was

BBC 6Music that everybody’s ready to go out there AGAIN However a statement from the band’s press office
is already paying dividends and that investors believe once AGAIN that Britain is open for business. The Canadian

will prevent her from being in the bottom two AGAIN because Sundays are depressing enough without having to
cry and claw at her scalp with her fingernails AGAIN And because Paije still hasn’t been in the

The screaming during One Direction’s performance will once AGAIN be misconstrued as a sign that they’re the
less cocky today. This is not 2002 all over AGAIN when a strike for better pay, prefaced by

political battlefield last night, there is real hope once AGAIN for the shining city on a hill. The
the conqueror ” The Republicans have failed - once AGAIN The Senate confirmation hearings on Elena Kagan’s nomination

the week off, Cristie Kerr is poised to once AGAIN take over the No. 1 ranking in women’s

which it was already doing. The threatening behaviour seemed TO be exclusively on the other side. It is
exclusively on the other side. It is hard not TO see the LFB’s court action as a PR

Lib Dems since May. Others argue this always happens TO the party between elections. But this is usually
is a deeper issue here, and Tony Blair comes TO mind by way of comparison. Blair hated the

thing, but he also went out of his way TO ignore and rubbish them. He was unapologetic about
rubbish them. He was unapologetic about Iraq, paid little TO attention the party’s shrinking base and cared even
admitted they should have done much more. Clegg seems TO be on the same trajectory. The left of

make the same calculation: their base has nowhere else TO go and those angry voters will come back.
more? To compound that problem, Ed Miliband is planning TO aggressively go for those disenchanted voters. He launched

42-day detention. He has since said he is open TO Lib Dem ideas on prison reform, raising the
left leaders are so quiet. It’s time for them TO wake up and start making their case, or

unveil the ’Beast of Stroud’, a prototype that aims TO prove green cars can be beautiful, practical
This week, after two years’ development and a licence TO wow, the 330 horsepower, £750,000 machine powered only

out of his drive. Vince is just getting used TO his supercar, which was delivered a week ago.
been two years since he commissioned four F1 engineers TO blow the mind of Jeremy Clarkson and prove

to blow the mind of Jeremy Clarkson and prove TO middle England that an electric car can be
car can be both beautiful and practical. It had TO do at least 100mph for credibility, be sharp
and turn heads. And ideally, all the parts had TO be available online. The test drive began well.
low whine came from the twin engines. It rose TO a whirr, then a whizz and at 60mph,

scream. We zipped along the Gloucestershire lanes, clung hard TO tight corners and recalled Mr Toad in Wind
that reaction? The engineers who created the Nemesis TO give it its proper name had previously

with 20,000 miles on the clock off eBay, retreated TO a Norfolk shed, lengthened the chassis, connected up
months. We wanted a real wow-factor. This is meant TO smash the boring, Noddy stereotype of the green

boring, Noddy stereotype of the green car. We wanted TO show you could be green and have a
green and have a lot of fun. We wanted TO get people to think about climate change and

a lot of fun. We wanted to get people TO think about climate change and still have style,
planning permission for a further site. He also wanted TO prove that the big car companies were withholding

So far the Nemesis has been driven at up TO 135mph, and Vince is now planning to challenge
at up to 135mph, and Vince is now planning TO challenge the UK speed record of 138mph for

to the way certain types of assessment are used TO hold us accountable. It is wrong that a
that a narrow snapshot of attainment can be used TO judge the performance of a school. It is

and how well it is taught. We just want TO spend more time teaching and less time testing.
teaching and less time testing. We want every child TO matter. And we want to be judged on

well we lead our schools, not where they happen TO be located or the chance outcomes of a
take over the administration of tests for pupils up TO the age of 14, Gove said. This follows
This follows the abolition of the quango that used TO do this the Qualfications and Curriculum Development
pipits from the fenceline. A short walk brings us TO another world. The abandoned houses are set not

houses are set not around a harbour nor close TO the flatter land near the western shore but
houses has retained its roof, although part has collapsed TO reveal a glimpse of the interior littered with

timbers. Outside, a wren whirs from a grassy bank TO the rusting skeleton of an ancient motorbike to
bank to the rusting skeleton of an ancient motorbike TO an old Rayburn cooker standing forlorn by the

entrance porch. The track, dry now, leads onwards, rising TO wind its way around a series of knolls
to wind its way around a series of knolls TO other houses set on the slopes facing the

or two, stops with head held high, then takes TO the air revealing, below its wings, the flash
previously seen only on roadside billboards a shock TO sophisticated audiences of the time, but in retrospect,

of American Art in New York and recently transferred TO the Los Angeles County Museum of Art. This
varies from outlandish and eccentric festivities in middle England TO the deserts of Africa, war in the volatile

Arafat. This year, Furlong was chosen by the IOC TO be the official photographer of the Vancouver Olympics.
has always varied with the seasons and from year TO year, creating a challenge for cartographers. Early navigators

permanently ice-free route around the North American coast leading TO the Pacific. The explorers were helped by the
their protagonist, Robinson, perhaps the only hero in film TO be neither heard nor seen in any of

creaking city lost under a cloud of ennui. According TO narrator Paul Scofield, all Robinson had to look
ennui. According to narrator Paul Scofield, all Robinson had TO look forward to was a future where his

narrator Paul Scofield, all Robinson had to look forward TO was a future where his flat would continue
to was a future where his flat would continue TO deteriorate and its rent increase ... the bus

it was perfect. And what better moment for Keiller TO re-appear but 1997 when that endless stretch
poetic than polemical but the film still managed TO conjure up a Britain as instantly authentic as

Obama administration’s malfeasance in this scandal is becoming impossible TO avoid - even for the White House’s most
Liberals are having a difficult time explaining what happened TO them on Election Day. Actually, it appears that

that many of them do not know what happened TO them. They are in denial. Frankly, I expect
I expect many Democrats on Capitol Hill are going TO go on about their business as though ...”

trendy but nonviable green energy alternatives caused this holocaust TO wildlife and the environment. Having read countless ...”
shining city on a hill. The message from sea TO shining sea is wonderfully clear: Americans are fed

of Fame manager who directed Cincinnati’s Big Red Machine TO back-to-back World Series championships and won another one
Fame manager who directed Cincinnati’s Big Red Machine to back TO back World Series championships and won another one in

the player who missed out on a dozen chances TO top the world rankings. Westwood will play with
Johnson won’t be adding the title of sole Survivor TO his winning resume. The silver-haired 67-year-old former coach

Harvick met Tuesday, and it didn’t take much time TO resolve any lingering issues from Sunday’s race. Harvick
and grace with precision, Enclave delivers comfort for up TO eight, plenty of space for cargo and at

plans for a community park. The community is close TO the Marshall Hall boat launch, St. Charles Town
the mountain is growing hotter and may be about TO erupt, scientists said Monday. The flood that began
can be an urban asset, even a beautiful structure TO behold. This fascinating exhibition traces the history of

building type, from horse stables used for auto storage TO a pool-topped car shed at the ...” EDITORIAL:
Assistant Attorney General Thomas E. Perez has an obligation TO clean house at the Justice Department’s Civil Rights

It took the Obama administration less than a year TO instill nostalgia for George W. Bush in the
come and go, projects and business maneuvers when performed TO the best of our ability become all-consuming, but
said Monday its seasonally adjusted housing market index fell TO 14 in July. It was the ...” Republicans

in Tuesday’s midterm elections now turn their attention TO electing leaders within their caucus. The top two
court filing Monday, saying he was only a mentor TO the men who filed civil lawsuits against him.

among blacks, who are roughly three times more likely TO die in such accidents. The mission is close
nutshell, means putting more money out on the streets TO stimulate the economy. The more available money, the

was probably modeled by the great Renaissance artist. Seeking TO know more about the statuette, ...” EDITORIAL: Racialist
resigned ...” NUGENT: The great Tea Party massacre ” TO borrow a 1984 phrase from the Gipper, it’s

208 pages, illustrated Reviewed by Brett M. Decker Listening TO the liberal media, it’s easy to think that
M. Decker Listening to the liberal media, it’s easy TO think that all America’s gener- als and admirals
of Rev. Terry Jones’ planned burning of the Koran TO commemorate the nine-year anniversary of the Sept. 11

the Sept. 11 attacks. The Florida minister had planned TO deliberately desecrate the Muslim holy book to draw
had planned to deliberately desecrate the Muslim holy book TO draw attention to the violent ...NUGENT: Clean

deliberately desecrate the Muslim holy book to draw attention TO the violent ...NUGENT: Clean house, America
Consumer Federation of America. ” Southern Democrat much closer TO extinction after GOP wave ” The white Southern

since the 1960s civil rights era is sliding nearer TO extinction. After this week’s elections, the Democratic Party
24 new cardinals on Wednesday, one of two Americans TO be elevated to the elite group that will

on Wednesday, one of two Americans to be elevated TO the elite group that will elect his successor.
the top ranking after PGA champion Martin Kaymer failed TO finish among the top two Sunday at the

Gordon. Why? Because he always had a contingency plan TO fall back on. It gave him the ability
to fall back on. It gave him the ability TO be discerning when it came to the four-time

Oxfam climate change policy adviser, said: The $100bn committed TO in the Copenhagen accord must come from public
come from public sources of funding rather than private TO ensure it reaches communities desperately in need of

ensure it reaches communities desperately in need of money TO help them adapt to climate change and develop
desperately in need of money to help them adapt TO climate change and develop in a low-carbon way.

meet the needs of developing countries for adaptation. According TO the high-level group, national governments would have options
high-level group, national governments would have options on how TO raise some money but much of the money

strengthened. Members stressed that they had not been asked TO advise how much individual countries should pay or
revenue which could be adopted. So far, market responses TO climate change have failed to meet the needs

So far, market responses to climate change have failed TO meet the needs of the poorest people in
perfidy have captured the imagination of writers from Shakespeare TO Helen Dunmore. Do you have a mind for

Conditions | More Feeds ” European court demands halt TO forcible return of Iraqi asylum seekers ”
39 The government’s programme of deporting failed asylum seekers TO Iraq has been thrown into confusion after the

European court of human rights ruled that forcible returns TO Baghdad should be suspended immediately because of an
including the UK and Scandinavian countries, sending Iraqis back TO the five central governorates, or provinces, including Baghdad.

country is not safe. The ECHR letter, sent initially TO the Dutch government, says: This decision [to suspend
sent initially to the Dutch government, says: This decision [ TO suspend deportations] has been taken in view of

number of rule 39 requests made by applicants seeking TO prevent their return to Baghdad on single or
requests made by applicants seeking to prevent their return TO Baghdad on single or joint charter flights, and

note was also taken of UNHCR’s continuing concern as TO the safety of returning Iraqi citizens to Baghdad
concern as to the safety of returning Iraqi citizens TO Baghdad and certain other governorates. Requests through rule

canon. But what’s on your list? We’ve been talking TO the authors shortlisted for the Guardian first book
a Nazi beetle on Wikipedia. This week we talked TO Nadifa Mohamed about her griot novel, Black Mamba

her writing. She cited Ahmadou Kourouma for his ability TO combine African forms of storytelling with European, but
their writing. It’s a set of writers which helps TO explain Black Mamba Boy’s unusual structure, steeped in

and the deputy editor of Granta magazine, Ellah Allfrey, TO come up with a literary canon all of
literary canon all of their own. They were quick TO agree that it should be diverse not only

to the former Lib Dem leader about his opposition TO the coalition’s tuition fees policy, the possibility of
that, but when I posted a blog asking readers TO suggest questions for him to answer in an

a blog asking readers to suggest questions for him TO answer in an interview, the comments were mostly
she woke one morning and decided it was going TO be stamp ” Sustainable wood’ may still cause

new wardrobe made from sustainably sourced wood, we tend TO assume that the trees that were harvested to
tend to assume that the trees that were harvested TO make the product were replaced by new trees,

the product were replaced by new trees, which continue TO mop up carbon dioxide from the atmosphere and
the trees that are harvested are replaced or allowed TO regenerate naturally. However, Kellman’s research shows that simply
that simply planting a new tree isn’t always enough TO negate the damage of cutting down an old

point. Kellman and colleagues have studied soil profiles down TO a depth of 50 cm at five different
of the trees, which ranged from freshly planted one-year-olds TO ancient trees older than 125 years. The researchers

of its original level. The storage didn’t bounce back TO its pre-cut level until approximately 100 years after
all of this mean for sustainably sourced wood? According TO Kellman, many current certification schemes may not be

may not be allowing enough time for the woodland TO regenerate. My research suggests that long rotation times
long rotation times on the order of 80 TO 100 years are critical for sustainably managing

for sustainably managing forests, and ensuring that carbon lost TO the atmosphere is ultimately returned to the soils,
have the potential to make the resource unsustainable, and TO contribute to the rise in atmospheric greenhouse gases.

potential to make the resource unsustainable, and to contribute TO the rise in atmospheric greenhouse gases. Ultimately we
unfortunately, as far as Stewart is concerned, it appears TO apply only to other environmentalists. The producers of

as Stewart is concerned, it appears to apply only TO other environmentalists. The producers of the film had
to other environmentalists. The producers of the film had TO change the script just a couple of hours

of malaria. These deaths were attributed by the programme TO green campaigners. Before the programme aired, some of
His book contains the following passage: Environmentalists were right TO be inspired by marine biologist Rachel Carson’s book

Rachel Carson’s book on pesticides, Silent Spring, but wrong TO place DDT in the category of Absolute Evil
an excess of zeal that Carson did not live TO moderate, DDT was banned worldwide, and malaria took

may have killed 20m children.’ Brand, in turn, appears TO have fallen for a myth generated by corporate-funded
by email: In the programme you say ’I want TO see an environment movement that can admit when

agreed. So will you admit that you were wrong TO claim, in both the programme and your book,
inviting you, between now and 1pm UK time tomorrow, TO demonstrate that you too can admit you are

debate that followed the film, I repeated my challenge TO Stewart: Will you do what you’re telling us
to Stewart: Will you do what you’re telling us TO do, and admit that you’ve got it wrong?

We should probably compare sources which will be hard TO do live on television, but yeah, let’s do
let’s do that. This morning he wrote the following TO me (I’ll place our full correspondence on my

Gwadz rather than me. Your Stockholm Convention link seems TO make my point rather than yours. It is
Two of Canada’s largest pension funds win 30-year deal TO operate High Speed One, the link between St

link has become the latest piece of British infrastructure TO be snapped up by acquisitive Canadian pension funds.
about slashing Britain’s record debt. Other bidders are thought TO have included Eurotunnel and two of its shareholders,

shows that the decisive action this government has taken TO reduce the deficit is already paying dividends and
as the Channel tunnel rail link is officially known, TO a long list of investments in Britain. Ontario

John Bond. In response, the telecoms giant appointed headhunters TO find a replacement and is expected to announce
appointed headhunters to find a replacement and is expected TO announce a successor by next summer. The real

recently struck a 50-50 joint venture with British Land TO build the £340m Cheesegrater building in the City
(CPPIB), teamed up with Canada’s biggest buyout firm, Onex, TO take the London-based car parts and bath-maker Tomkins

the management of the 68 mile-line which links London TO the Channel Tunnel. They will be responsible for
St Pancras, Stratford, Ashford and Ebbsfleet. The line stands TO benefit from the liberalisation of the cross-border rail
of the cross-border rail market, with Deutsche Bahn planning TO run services between London and Cologne, Frankfurt, Amsterdam

Cage’s heightened soundscape of quietness is the perfect response TO Simon Cowell and The X Factor this Christmas
et al with no intentional sounds requires the track TO be as quiet as possible to make Cage’s

as a new form of corporate consultancy: he appears TO be seeking to shape the environmental debate to
form of corporate consultancy: he appears to be seeking TO shape the environmental debate to suit the businesses

appears to be seeking to shape the environmental debate TO suit the businesses he works for. Tim Flannery,
view, very much a debate the environment movement needs TO have. Far less positive it its inference that

Last week’s loser Somewhat inevitably, given their crushing inability TO decide which note any of their songs started
songs started with, Belle Amie found themselves being thrown TO the wolves in favour of Katie last week.

the papers after an unseemly scuffle about who gets TO stand at the front of a publicity photo.
already a carnival of misery you’ll be able TO see Belle Amie switch on the town’s Christmas

the show’s charity single, Harry from One Direction attempted TO rugby-tackle Wagner, who apparently tried to respond with
One Direction attempted to rugby-tackle Wagner, who apparently tried TO respond with karate and headbutts. Ah, alleged attempted

wardrobe, it’s now been reported that Cher Lloyd wants TO go the whole hog and change her name
to go the whole hog and change her name TO Cher-L. Then, next week, she’ll get married to

name to Cher-L. Then, next week, she’ll get married TO a footballer, get divorced from the same footballer
and spend a full hour weeping relentlessly about it TO Piers Morgan. Tomorrow’s theme After toying with the
creative high point of the entire series, expect Cher TO try her hand at another miserable ballad tomorrow;

Last week, Louis Walsh said that he wanted Wagner TO do something different tomorrow, so expect him to
Wagner to do something different tomorrow, so expect him TO know both the tune and the words of

song for a change. And, obviously, Mary will continue TO modernise her sound by performing something that was
will end. Yesterday, the 47-hour strike that was due TO begin today was called off. This came hours

came hours after the London Fire Brigade (LFB) went TO the high court to seek an injunction against
London Fire Brigade (LFB) went to the high court TO seek an injunction against the union, alleging that

evidence has been produced, but rather compelled the union TO act within the law which it was
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should he be the one to struggle to understand them? THEY are bemused, outraged, and hurt. Here writer Nina Raine
of deafness. Though hearing people often reacted with pity when THEY found out my family were deaf, my deaf friends

jury at her subsequent trial. Her explanations cut no ice. THEY found her guilty of murder. After she was sentenced
she gets tangled up with the prison psychology department and THEY decide that she is not addressing her offending behaviour.

the guiding priority for Defra. Ministers have also confirmed that THEY are still hoping to find buyers or new managers
it harder for the National Park Authorities to protect landscapes. THEY are going to have to make decisions: are they

landscapes. They are going to have to make decisions: are THEY going to have to reduce rangers [or] visits by
got less well-resourced bodies implementing these purposes on the ground THEY are ripe for exploitation. Others are less concerned. The

that sit-ins at the LSE went on every day. Perhaps THEY did. Perhaps they will again, and very soon. I
the named corporations were the top six, only that subjectively THEY were good examples, said Norton. A major report, Charting

marrying, but for dramatic purposes aren’t, you can rest assured THEY ll burst through the chapel doors just as the vicar
to up-skill both current and future generations of workers, so THEY can take full advantage of the opportunities a low-carbon

legislation as well as source practical ways in which THEY can take advantage of the drive to reduce carbon.
more space to shamefully wimp out of the sole thing THEY re paid to do. But the scandal hasn’t completely monopolised

to Simon Cowell’s porcelain veneers. No matter how diligently THEY all rehearse their routine, Robbie Williams will still somehow
orderly demonstration by a ’small minory’ of anarchists. Or are THEY a sign of things to come for an ’out-of-touch’
and ever-shifting line of police, anxiously trying to do whatever THEY could, knowing full well that the people they were

do whatever they could, knowing full well that the people THEY were up against had already if you’ll excuse
it’s appropriate to use violence, it’s a total disgrace, and THEY have completely hijacked this opportunity to make a serious

a fire extinguisher>stupid decision to hurl down a fire extinguisher, THEY were met with an outraged chant of Don’t throw
the real estate market bounces back in Russia, foreign investors ARE returning but are a long way from recovering the

market bounces back in Russia, foreign investors are returning but ARE a long way from recovering the dominant position they
units there. they say their soldiers will be different. Some ARE skeptical.” For the Record Spy Flap Lets Tbilisi Make

percent of people buying houses in new buildings in Moscow ARE ready to take out a mortgage, the Est-a-Tet agency
the world: a supplier of raw materials that those who ARE consuming them take without much thought to what is

President Dmitry Medvedev and Prime Minister Vladimir Putin. Now there ARE three. Mayor Sergei Sobyanin has become as permanent a
has proven a failure in making a better life, why ARE many Chinese cities still racing to the bottom by

Hitachi, Honeywell and Bayer told the forum. The research projects ARE closely connected with Shanghai’s plan to develop several strategic
the regions that they represented. His comments come as questions ARE raised about the government’s chosen growth agenda. Cable has

RDAs to LEPs and how this policy is implemented. LEPs ARE clusters of business chiefs and local politicians, meant to
you invest your cash it in forests and windfarms you ARE at the opposite extreme, using your wealth to bring
being made on the thing you’re buying, the more you ARE simply passing on your carbon responsibility to the person

on your carbon responsibility to the person or company you ARE buying from. At the extreme end of the scale,
that for all the talk of higher fuel prices we ARE a long way from establishing a serious financial incentive

pay for that separately). At the top of the list ARE two of the fairly limited number of options for
governor of the Primorsky region, said Wednesday.” Why Beer Is NOT on Starbucks’ Menu ”In Russia, whenever someone talks about

officials view terrorist acts as another reminder that they are NOT in a position to fulfill their chief function -
have also been widely translated and appreciated the world over. NOT so with Alexander Pushkin, whom Russians consider their greatest

such as power, aviation, transport and telecommunications. More often than NOT they are a drain on the government and a
”With two of his children in college and a third NOT far away from leaving home, dancer and actor Mikhail

could improve U.S. competitiveness in global trade.” Liberals Press Obama NOT to Extend All Bush Tax Cuts ”The White House
entirely to natural history next month.” Saudi Minister: Weaker Dollar NOT a Concern ”Finance ministers from Saudi Arabia and Kuwait

defining problems that threaten the global recovery.” Liberals Press Obama NOT to Extend All Bush Tax Cuts ”The White House
roughly 100 of the brightest minds in finance to discuss NOT just how to restart the global financial system, but

Cruises faces headwinds as it invests in an Asian market NOT used to spending holidays at sea.” Mooncake Madness ”Mid-Autumn
down the idea that Terry Collins was a strong contender if NOT the outright favoriteto be the Mets’ next manager.” On

thus making the Expo taxi hotline inviable.” Time for smarter NOT faster growth - City Party chief ”FAREWELL, our skewed
Reasonably fast development doesn’t mean fast speed only. It should NOT come at the cost of legitimate public interests or

of legitimate public interests or the natural environment. It should NOT cause social conflicts to occur or worsen. He addressed
call against obsession with fast growth that more often than NOT resulted from quick sales of land and houses. Because

contributed 50 percent to Shanghai’s economic growth last year. I’m NOT sure whether he was being too modest - real
well without the knowledge.) For me, what matters most is NOT the national community so much; it’s more that knowing

entirely to the donor, like in the US? (Hunt said NOT When I talk to charitable and cultural organisations they
the record straight on woodland sale ” Our proposal is NOT about a quick sale of valuable environmental assets, but

and less central John Vidal: selling England’s woodlands will NOT be easy The idea of England’s woods being sold
anyone’s heart. It would certainly chill mine. Thankfully, it is NOT going to happen. There has been much speculation about

our woodlands deliver. Putting more woodlands into alternative ownership will NOT lead to a free-for-all of golf courses, holiday parks
never an either/or option to spend it domestically. Public is NOT always good, nor non-public bad. Without, for example, the

intervention of charities and others, parts of our landscape might NOT be managed and its ability to support biodiversity damaged.
managed and its ability to support biodiversity damaged. This is NOT about a quick sale of some of our most

with Industry and Idleness which appeared only as prints, NOT paintings he aimed at apprentices and artisans, at
classic study of his works. For the industrious apprentice does NOT really win our love. As he rises, he shrinks.

of the idle wastrel are tragic, empathetic. Hogarth’s sympathies are NOT as obvious as they first appear. In other words,
drawn to bohemia, the land of the idle. Art is NOT made by industrious apprentices, but daydreamers. London in the

since has been a good city for people like that. NOT it seems, any more. Where does this all come
which opposes REO’s plans, pointed out that the planners did NOT consider whether the property firm had the money to

Greek and Libyan officials, to ensure that the Britons are NOT harmed. The Foreign Office said: We have been informed
a rubber-tapper leader, said people also suffered because they could NOT reach hospitals in nearby cities. Some had to face

a scene that resembles the arid regions of sub-Saharan Africa, NOT the water-rich Amazon. In recent years Brazil has been
has been severely affected by changes in climate and NOT only in the Amazon. Extreme events such as floods

accident happened. Police say a man driving the car is NOT thought to have life-threatening injuries. Some homes in the
block. This is despite the fact that actual drilling would NOT take place for another three or four years because

exploration companies that have less financial clout because they do NOT bring in their heavyweight partners until they start drilling.
evaporated or been dissolved. Oil spilled in the Arctic would NOT evaporate and would be far harder to disperse and

far. Within days the news was in: Dino was dead. NOT that that need deter any eager documentary-maker. Indeed, death
wanted. This was 1986 when that kind of liberty was NOT supposed to happen any more. Some underlings sometimes wondered

” Water shortages as a result of rising temperatures will NOT do as much damage as feared, evidence from ancient
becomes more scarce, spelling death for plants or perhaps NOT always. According to a study of ancient rainforests, trees

others became extinct. The study also shows moisture levels did NOT decrease significantly during the warm period. It was totally
cautioned that future risks for the world’s plant species did NOT end with climate change. Human action would continue to

Conservative party HQ. The real violence in this situation relates NOT to a smashed window but to the destructive impact
the policing minister, said yesterday the police response clearly did NOT go to plan, but said the blame for the

examination of why numbers and violence on this scale were NOT anticipated. Police had anticipated 15,000 protesters, and said 25,000
to train, boost specialist skills and more. The model is NOT perfect, but it is not as bleak a picture

and more. The model is not perfect, but it is NOT as bleak a picture as Clarke has painted. Clarke
Women, Bachelet said, should be seen as agents of change NOT victims. Bachelet’s first cabinet was 50% female. Rousseff, who

the Brazilian women’s magazine Claudia, she said, We [women] are NOT a bunch of melted-butter [softies], incapable of facing up
state, real progress on equality is likely to take time, NOT least in Brazil where the proportion of women in

But papers called in designers and celebrity columnists to comment, NOT on her plans for equal” Aid policy is dangerously
for exactly this reason. Easy to measu” Highlands need NOT be playground for the super-rich | Ruaridh Nicoll ”

of 20,000 acres and more, owned by absentee landowners, are NOT uncommon. Corrour is gorgeous an eternity of heather,
allowed to wander about their land without permission, a right NOT shared in England. The argument goes that nobody would

Cameron criticised in China three years ago, and it’s difficult NOT to think of George Bush, the begetter of waterboarding
coffers rather than prevent accidents.Quotas as means to transformation NOT working, says sports ministerJOHANNESBURG: Quotas for transforming sport

working, says sports ministerJOHANNESBURG: Quotas for transforming sport are NOT working, Sports Minister Fikile Mbalula said yesterday.” Race row
attorney Howard Weitzman. According to Weitzman, the estate organised a LISTENING party with six producers and engineers who had worked

units. His other comments raised equal alarm.” Russian Standard to BUY Ukraine’s Nemiroff ”Rustam Tariko’s Russian Standard has agreed to
of slashing four drinking buddies while they slept.” O’Key Owners BUY Land Before IPO ”On the eve of its initial

of plowing over a 38-year-old man.” City Duma Seeks to BUY 3rd Building ”To make room for 10 new deputies,
Meat Patty ”The Lipetsk officer didn’t have enough money to BUY a snack to go with his vodka.” Activists Rally

by Ireland and other fiscally weak euro-zone countries.” Mizuho to BUY BlackRock Stake ”Mizuho Financial Group, Japan’s second-largest bank by
completed in early December. Bank of America is entitled to BUY 1.79 billion shares in the issue.” Tesla Motors Plans

decor, a pony-inspired child’s room and mirrored finishes.” Mizuho to BUY BlackRock Stake ”Mizuho Financial Group, Japan’s second-largest bank by
service.Coal India in Talks With Peabody, Massey Energy to BUY Stakes in MinesCoal India is in talks with

talks with U.S. miners Peabody Energy and Massey Energy to BUY stakes in coal mines with long-term offtake agreements, said
criticism.Coal India in Talks With Peabody, Massey Energy to BUY Stakes in MinesCoal India is in talks with

completed in early December. Bank of America is entitled to BUY 1.79 billion shares in the issue.” German Growth Slows
National Petroleum made a failed joint $5 billion bid to BUY Kosmos Energy’s assets in the African nation.” Albany’s New

significant are the soaring grain prices. Zhang’s family used to BUY a brand of rice priced at 43 yuan/bag last
door to be open so that they can rush to BUY vegetables left over from previous days and sold at

world goes bankrupt because there would be no one to BUY he said. Everybody would like to sell. Concerns about
while people in Shenzhen are reported to be traveling to BUY daily necessities in Hong Kong, as they are cheaper
of civilization appears to be measured by how much we BUY especially how much nonessential stuff. Doctor Tian Song from

spending cash for two reasons. First, the aviation industry can BUY its fuel for around 30p per litre. Second, it
second only to China’s. Debtor countries the people who BUY German and Chinese goods should put their own

find that the bond market the people willing to BUY Irish debt in euros don’t see any prospect
example of the ubiquitous You don’t respect me? murder.” Baturina BUYS Land for Golf Course ”Yelena Baturina’s building conglomerate Inteko

faith in its ability to clean up the mess.” Marussia BUYS stake in Virgin Racing ”RUSSIAN sports car maker Marussia
initial public offering, the retail chain O’Key has agreed to SELL to shareholders real estate and plots of land for

ancient desert backwater into a tourism hub.” Cyrillic Domain Names SELL Fast ”The body overseeing the Internet domain said
Eye for the Straight Guy, seems to know how to SELL homes, too.” IMF Urges Work on ’Rebalancing’ ”The IMF

allegations in the Sunday Times newspaper that they offered to SELL their votes. There is speculation FIFA is unhappy with
currency helps a country’s exports because they become cheaper to SELL overseas. That can lead to big trade imbalances and

position to react, according to Sun, for any move to SELL its massive accumulation of dollar assets would further depreciate
no one to buy, he said. Everybody would like to SELL Concerns about trade gaps, protectionism and a currency war

which will be built at a Californian factory, will still SELL at a premium. Tesla enjoyed a stellar IPO in
the possibility that an agreement may be postponed, a Japanese TRADE ministry official said Thursday.” The Ultimate Nuclear Test ”On

mine in South Africa over demands by the country’s largest TRADE union to have a greater say in running the
and, business groups say, could improve U.S. competitiveness in global TRADE Liberals Press Obama Not to Extend All Bush Tax

from the 20th Asian Corporate Conference ”Asia’s drive for free TRADE photos by mountain climber David Breashears document the vanishing
but one that’s unlikely to end tension over currency and TRADE policies.” Vietnam Won’t Probe Scandal ”Vietnam’s legislature rejected a

big pain in the Reserve Bank of India’s neck.” Free TRADE Agreement or Futile Talk and Agony? ”A free trade
Free Trade Agreement or Futile Talk and Agony? ”A free TRADE agreement between India and the European Union could help

battle for quality coffee beans.” U.S. Lawmakers warn on Korea TRADE The Michigan lawmakers who lead the House Ways and
Means committee warned that efforts to salvage a U.S.-South Korea TRADE deal will succeed only if it addresses what they

only if it addresses what they called the dangerously lopsided TRADE in automotive vehicles. Friendship a Casualty of Political Rift
India visit turns to geopolitics after a weekend dominated by TRADE deals.” Future of Finance Initiative ”Last week, The Wall
Seeks to Pry Open China Bidding ”The European Union’s top TRADE official Karel De Gucht said he would propose legislation

Chinese President Hu Jintao told G-20 leaders.” U.S. Hit by TRADE Setback ”The presidents of the U.S. and South Korea
cattle and domestic politics, potentially killing the U.S.’s biggest bilateral TRADE deal in more than a decade.Battles Loom Over

his first official visit to China aimed at drumming up TRADE and investment for his flagging economy: how to raise
Rise, Await FedAsian markets ended slightly higher in light TRADE as investors awaited U.S. central bank meetings this week.

12 forex outlets in currency-exchange companies.G20 agree to reduce TRADE imbalances, shun protectionismThe G20 members said they would
to promote external sustainability and pursue policies conducive to reducing TRADE imbalances and maintaining imbalances at sustainable level, said the

said. In the meantime, the G20 reaffirms commitment to free TRADE and investment recognizing its central importance for global recovery.
global recovery. We will refrain from introducing, and oppose protectionist TRADE actions in all forms and recognize the importance of

plunged 8.14 percent to 10.04 yuan. Shanghai Lujiazui Finance and TRADE Zone Development Co Ltd slid 8.17 percent to 19.44
local couples, have incurred the displeasure of the Shanghai Wedding TRADE Association. Officials say posing nude as a memento of

many studios don’t provide contracts. She also encouraged the wedding TRADE association to set up regulations making confidentiality agreements compulsory
dropped 2.84 percent to 10.62 yuan. Shanghai Lujiazui Finance and TRADE Zone Development Co Ltd slid 5.15 percent to 20.08
South Korea. Global leaders were sharply divided over currency and TRADE policies heading in to the Group of 20 summit

become cheaper to sell overseas. That can lead to big TRADE imbalances and protectionist reactions from government’s trying to keep
that has ministered so much to the comforts of its TRADE partners at such sacrifices should expect a few words

world leaders arrived in Seoul sharply divided over currency and TRADE policies. The G20 summit, held for the first time
buy, he said. Everybody would like to sell. Concerns about TRADE gaps, protectionism and a currency war threatened to overtake

that he and Obama had agreed on a long-stalled free TRADE accord as expected did not bode well for the
- stay solid on the ground, promising future use or TRADE for possibly a century to come. In China, many

smart-phone patents. It also filed a claim with the International TRADE Commission. Horacio Gutierrez, deputy general counsel at Microsoft, said
for months on ways to spice up the All-Star game.” TRADE in diamonds sparkles to US$2.2b ”CHINA’S imports and exports

to public baths where male and female prostitutes plied their TRADE For the thousands of pilgrims and tourists who troop
the next year or two, which it might as creeping TRADE protectionism and competitive currency devaluations make the recession up

and better mutual understanding of the need to avoid beggar-my-neighbour TRADE policies, and achieve better currency balances between creditor/exports and
long since gave way to more sophisticated doctrines of free TRADE and comparative advantage. Unfortunately, the Germans as European

take a similarly complacent view of their own huge TRADE surplus, second only to China’s. Debtor countries the
profession. Likening law to the once thriving but now defunct TRADE of mercery, Susskind argues that developments in technology could

from this contrast. As the industrious apprentice rises through his TRADE marrying the boss’s daughter and finally becoming lord mayor
consensus on globalisation, free movement of capital and labour, free TRADE and an economy focused on reducing inflation rather than

in skills every year. Our board, consisting of employers and TRADE unions, decides how to invest these funds, and traditionally
Festival begins at 35MM.” Yury Norshtein: ’The Big Eyes of WAR A new exhibit at Gallery Na Solyanke, timed to

said he’s open to a position switch.” Beacon Court Bid WAR Ends at $15 Million ”By offering $15 million, a
”By offering $15 million, a Ukrainian businessman won a bidding WAR for an East Side luxury condo, the latest sign

(See the full report)” Mexico Town Sees Flight From Drug WAR Hundreds of people have fled a small Mexican town
the U.S. border, the latest incident in which the country’s WAR against drug traffickers is driving refugees from the violence.”

as the warriors held off the Knicks on Wednesday night.” Pre WAR With Flair ”This three-bedroom co-op on the Upper East
Upper East Side townhouses on the market.” Beacon Court Bid WAR Ends at $15 Million ”By offering $15 million, a

”Former actress Lois Pope lost a cousin in the Vietnam WAR but it wasn’t until a fateful day in 1968
after decades of seeking to transform itself from a poor, WAR torn economy.” Road warrior: Ruckus Wireless’s Selina Lo Travel tips

about ballot counting in Ivory Coast’s first election since civil WAR erupted eight years ago, criticizing authorities for barring monitors
to sell. Concerns about trade gaps, protectionism and a currency WAR threatened to overtake momentum for forming global solutions to

Iraq, trying to rebuild its oil industry after decades of WAR and economic sanctions and to quell a stubborn Sunni
the impact per pound spent More carbon footprints: nuclear WAR a pint of beer, more Understand more about

– EU rescue plans are sideshow compared with US-China currency WAR Michael White ” China holds all those dollars
I can’t stress this enough ended in world WAR as the default remedy for a crippling Great Depression.

when someone doesn’t have a clue when, say, the American WAR of Independence was. (Though it’s true these people seem
the names of those who have died in the Iraq WAR whereas dressing up like Father Christmas to ridicule Gordon

mo” EU rescue plans are sideshow compared with US-China currency WAR Michael White ” China holds all those dollars
yet there was the opportunity to help the second world WAR effort through agriculture. He was variously a general farm

indication of internal dissent, criminality, or even the threat of WAR and conflict from the outside. There are no known
victory speech last month Rousseff vowed to wage another major WAR one that would push women’s rights onto the national

though he was one of Bush’s staunchest supporters in the WAR on terror. The British government agrees that waterboarding is
of King Charles I, the empire in India, the Irish WARS the opium wars and China a smaller canvas
I, the empire in India, the Irish wars, the opium WARS and China a smaller canvas than Beevor’s vision

11). Rings and rings of villas have almost walled in THE 0.311-square-kilometer Tazi Lake, the biggest lake in the center
of villas have almost walled in the 0.311-square-kilometer Tazi Lake, THE biggest lake in the center of Wuhan, capital of

walled in the 0.311-square-kilometer Tazi Lake, the biggest lake in THE center of Wuhan, capital of Hubei Province. Last Friday,
disguised home buyers quipped: Have you bought the whole lake? THE arrogant sales agent paled, admitting the developer had not

needs a licence from the Forestry Commission. The role of THE commission will remain central to controlling tree felling and
tree felling and replanting. We have no intention of diluting THE existing safeguards, including those involving replanting and the protection

of diluting the existing safeguards, including those involving replanting and THE protection of biodiversity, in the future. The Forestry Commission
including those involving replanting and the protection of biodiversity, in THE future. The Forestry Commission requires all woodland managed under

involving replanting and the protection of biodiversity, in the future. THE Forestry Commission requires all woodland managed under the English
the future. The Forestry Commission requires all woodland managed under THE English woodland grant scheme to meet the UK Forestry

woodland managed under the English woodland grant scheme to meet THE UK Forestry Standard (PDF), and follow all the guidelines
cuts to keep going on about Victorian Britain, caricaturing THE government as Dickensian villains abandoning the poor to a

about Victorian Britain, caricaturing the government as Dickensian villains abandoning THE poor to a Gustav Dor horror show. So let’s
insight into some of this government’s ideas about work and THE workless. In 1747, William Hogarth published his visual narrative

he aimed at apprentices and artisans, at plebeian London. In THE first image of Industry and Idleness, we see two
two apprentices at their looms. One works hard and well; THE other is asleep. Everything that follows extrapolates from this

is asleep. Everything that follows extrapolates from this contrast. As THE industrious apprentice rises through his trade, marrying the boss’s
contrast. As the industrious apprentice rises through his trade, marrying THE boss’s daughter and finally becoming lord mayor of London,

(NGOs) couldn’t quite believe their luck. When the coalition left THE pledge in place in the comprehensive spending review despite
luck. When the coalition left the pledge in place in THE comprehensive spending review despite swinging cuts to every other

1970, when governments first signed up to trying to achieve THE UN-set target, was finally going to come good. But
very unpopular political commitment. According to a recent study by THE Institute of Development Studies, 63% believe the department for

recent study by the Institute of Development Studies, 63% believe THE department for international development (DFID) should carry its share
department for international development (DFID) should carry its share of THE cuts, while 53% in the study said that most

more worried is DFID secretary Andrew Mitchell’s methods to win THE public and his party round to aid.
be leading his department in several, dangerously contradictory, directions at THE same time. Despite grave reservations, DFID staff obey, fearful

same time. Despite grave reservations, DFID staff obey, fearful of THE threatened job cuts (50% cuts in administrative staff are
administrative staff are proposed) hovering over them. Clearly signalled in THE comprehensive spending review is that the first plank of

be key to British security policy. Yet these are precisely THE hardest places to make aid work; already the increase
are precisely the hardest places to make aid work; already THE increase in aid to Afghanistan announced in the summer

work; already the increase in aid to Afghanistan announced in THE summer is causing headaches. There simply aren’t the skilled
announced in the summer is causing headaches. There simply aren’t THE skilled people or programmes to absorb the aid and

There simply aren’t the skilled people or programmes to absorb THE aid and the danger is that it simply exacerbates
the skilled people or programmes to absorb the aid and THE danger is that it simply exacerbates corruption. Even more

is that it simply exacerbates corruption. Even more problematic is THE three-part mantra Mitchell believes will win the argument for
more problematic is the three-part mantra Mitchell believes will win THE argument for aid: value for money, focus on results

results and transparency. Every speech and interview are peppered with THE phrases. They all sound as unobjectionable as apple pie
an extraordinary piece of modern architecture by Moshe Safdie, that THE Tetra Pak heiress Lisbet Rausing has built for a

£20m. After that I walked for another day, passing over THE watershed and dropping down into Ben Alder estate, to
dropping down into Ben Alder estate, to see another paradise, THE £20m Disneyland of granite that was put up by

manufacturer posted third quarter losses of $34.9m, down slightly from THE $38.5m loss recorded in the second quarter. Meanwhile, its
of $34.9m, down slightly from the $38.5m loss recorded in THE second quarter. Meanwhile, its revenues were up 10% on

the second quarter. Meanwhile, its revenues were up 10% on THE quarter, buoyed up by revenue from the firms’ development
up 10% on the quarter, buoyed up by revenue from THE firms’ development service line as automative sales dipped slightly

service line as automative sales dipped slightly from compared to THE second quarter. Telsa’s automotive sales for the first three
from compared to the second quarter. Telsa’s automotive sales for THE first three quarters this year were also down compared

first three quarters this year were also down compared to THE same period last year, dipping 27.3 per cent. But
cent. But losses were offset by $12.6m in revenues from THE company’s burgeoning development services business. The firm has been

$12.6m in revenues from the company’s burgeoning development services business. THE firm has been developing a battery and charger for
has been developing a battery and charger for Daimler and THE company expects revenue from development deals to continue to

with Toyota last month to develop a new powertrain for THE Japanese firm. The company, headed by chief executive Elon
month to develop a new powertrain for the Japanese firm. THE company, headed by chief executive Elon Musk, also said

mainstream and lower-priced alternative to its sports-class Roadster model. However, THE vehicle, which will be built at a Californian factory,
$2.2bn, but its share price subsequently dipped prompting accusations that THE company had been over-hyped. However, the announcement of a

dipped prompting accusations that the company had been over-hyped. However, THE announcement of a strategic partnership with Panasonic last week
strategic partnership with Panasonic last week pushed Tesla’s shares above THE IPO price for the first time since the summer,

earnings call did little to quash recent market enthusiasm for THE stock with the share price jumping 19.2% yesterday after
little to quash recent market enthusiasm for the stock with THE share price jumping 19.2% yesterday after the announcement on

the stock with the share price jumping 19.2% yesterday after THE announcement on Tuesday. - Electric, hybrid and low-emission cars
”Sri Lanka sent in troops to rescue residents marooned in THE capital, Colombo, yesterday after the heaviest rains in 18

to rescue residents marooned in the capital, Colombo, yesterday after THE heaviest rains in 18 years flooded the city, forcing
Colombo, yesterday after the heaviest rains in 18 years flooded THE city, forcing up to 300 000 people from their

popularity after letting 42 speeding drivers off without charges in THE last week because he thinks speed controls merely serve
week because he thinks speed controls merely serve to fill THE state’s coffers rather than prevent accidents.Quotas as means

photograph of three black women police officers apparently asleep in THE Mitchells Plain charge office - and the man believed
apparently asleep in the Mitchells Plain charge office - and THE man believed to have taken the picture could face

charge office - and the man believed to have taken THE picture could face charges of crimen injuria and defamation.”
former Chadian rebels have been arrested on their return to THE capital, N’Djamena, a move that could dissuade others from

scores dead.” Pakistan|wicketkeeper|suspended|after flight ”ISLAMABAD: Zulqarnain Haider was suspended by THE Pakistan Cricket Board yesterday for abandoning the team in
was suspended by the Pakistan Cricket Board yesterday for abandoning THE team in the United Arab Emirates before a match

a final draft social science curriculum statement is approved by THE Department of Basic |Education.” Magistrates from hell ”Magistrates who
of Basic |Education.” Magistrates from hell ”Magistrates who drink on THE job, decide cases behind closed doors for monetary gain,
monetary gain, steal, murder, and intimidate and threaten members of THE public came under the spotlight in Parliament yesterday.” Sunbeds

and intimidate and threaten members of the public came under THE spotlight in Parliament yesterday.” Sunbeds in prison give new
Parliament yesterday.” Sunbeds in prison give new meaning to tanning THE hide ”MOSCOW: One of Russia’s most notorious prisons will

Russia’s most notorious prisons will soon install sunbeds to improve THE health of its inmates, according to its head.World
Obama said yesterday that Washington’s effort to reach out to THE Muslim world was earnest and would help improve US

Schwarzenegger says no one cares if you smoke a joint. THE Hollywood actor-turned-governor signed a law five weeks ago that
that made possession of up to an ounce of marijuana THE equivalent of a traffic ticket. It carries a penalty

others’ exuberance.” A Beauty Contest for Golf Courses ”As the OPENING FedEx Cup playoff auditions clubs, the PGA Tour wants
ago.” Exotic Pearls and Powerful Girls ”Leading up to the OPENING of White Material, IFC Center revisits nearly all of

14 regular-season meetings in addition to eliminating Miami in the OPENING round of last season’s playoffs. Boston led by as
until tomorrow I can’t tell you anything. Yao played the OPENING 6:14 of the game and did not return. He

October 26, its current losing skid is its longest since OPENING last season 0-6-1. Having won just once in their
public meetings. He was enormously keen on a scheme for OPENING up disused London Underground stations as visitor venues, but

care at Stafford hospital during 2005-09, made on Monday, the OPENING day of the inquiry. In his opening statement, he
on Monday, the opening day of the inquiry. In his OPENING statement, he said: It is inevitable there will continue

he sits alone, staring blankly into space. This is the OPENING scene in the Royal Court’s Tribes, which ends this
thank the writer and cast. She said that watching the OPENING scene was like watching herself at Christmas dinners with

stunning looks that they find attractive, or even her beautiful VOICE it is what one of her admirers describes as
attributed to effective media management that carefully keeps out the VOICE of, say, Noam Chomsky. This 82-year-old linguist’s TG (transformational-generative)

and building materials have found uses in the city. A VOICE activated ball, the star attraction at the Germany Pavilion, will
and building materials will be left in the city. The VOICE activated ball, a star attraction at the Germany Pavilion, will

explanation is: Dad’s being annoying. Again. Billy only finds his VOICE when his girlfriend, who is going deaf, teaches him
Just because you cannot hear. Tribes gives deaf people a VOICE Deafness and hearing impairment - Disability - Theatre

Cascio tracks on Jackson’s upcoming posthumous album. This is the VOICE of the King of Pop, they promise, vouched for
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blood thinner, apixaban, because of dangerous bleeding among patients with A history of heart disease. The drug, co-developed with Bristol-Myers
drug, co-developed with Bristol-Myers Squibb Corp., has been touted as A potential blockbuster drug that could prevent heart attack and

became the first country in the United Kingdom to set A national standard for energy-efficient green buildings. Starting Sept. 1,
LUCKNOW, India (AP) An Indian court ruled Thursday that A disputed holy site that has sparked bloody communal riots
death of their father, who prosecutors say was stricken after A violent clash with his son. Prosecutors say 70-year-old Daniel

his car with getting him and his companions out of A scary situation Saturday night. Button, his father, physiotherapist Mike
distance of shops, restaurants and nightlife in Ballston, along with A library, parks, bike paths, Ballston Common Mall and the

roads and attacked foreigners’ cars over suspicions that peacekeepers introduced A cholera epidemic that has killed more than 1,100 people.
derelict on Black Panther case ” In the matter of A voter-intimidation case against the New Black Panther Party, it’s

on Elena Kagan’s nomination to the Supreme Court have been A farce. Republican senators refused to challenge thoroughly and aggressively
aggressively Ms. Kagan’s transnational, leftist agenda. Instead, they hardly laid A glove on her. This is inexcusable. Ms. Kagan is

Republicans grab majority in both Minnesota houses ” How big A year was it for Minnesota’s Republicans? Let’s just say
painfully watched him become a Hall of Fame player in A different uniform. The Philadelphia Phillies hired Sandberg to manage

different uniform. The Philadelphia Phillies hired Sandberg to manage their Triple A affiliate, the Lehigh Valley IronPigs, on Monday. Nearly 29
the death of their 70-year-old father in what prosecutors called A drunken rage during a trivial argument over use of

70-year-old father in what prosecutors called a drunken rage during A trivial argument over use of the family telephone, the
they refuse to let the Justice Department bury questions about A voter-intimidation case against the New Black Panther Party. The

most people believe the world’s most dangerous terrorist movement is A figment of U.S. propaganda. No one knows Yemen better
their wish finally to exercise some fiscal restraint is truly A sad sight to behold (Obama’s big fat nothing, Opinion,

have expressed if the Japanese government had proposed to build A memorial to their fallen soldiers at Pearl Harbor immediately
out squeakers in Illinois, Washington state Battered Democrats claimed A couple of consolation prizes Thursday from the midterm elections,

for cliffhanger wins in Illinois and Washington state while nearly A dozen other races were still to be decided. President
grape juice and cookies at vacation Bible schools didn’t do A good job. Nonbelievers know more about religion than Christians

Nonbelievers know more about religion than Christians do, according to A Pew survey released Tuesday. The poll shows, among other
2013. The deal was announced Monday. The 38-year-old Contreras was A key member in the bullpen for the four-time NL

favorable scenarios for winning another Sprint Cup title. Not even A third-lap crash derailed his championship effort. Johnson is back
foot. Williams, who cut her foot on broken glass at A restaurant after winning Wimbledon, returned to practice earlier this

vehicle? Ford makes autonomous car innovation ” Ford is taking A practical, consumer-driven approach to advancing the field of autonomous
to postpone a massive cut in Medicare pay for doctors, A senior congressional aide familiar with the details said Thursday.

Black Panther-judgeship nexus ” The Obama administration’s controversial abandonment of A voter-intimidation case against members of the New Black Panther
on sinister. Attorney General Eric H. Holder Jr. should appoint A thoroughly independent special counsel to look into the Black

to Fedzilla, whose mission is to complicate things to such A degree that ordinary Americans no longer understand how our
man. In fact, California’s Daily Breeze newspaper quoted Mrs. Ferraro, A Clinton supporter, as saying: If Obama was a white

extinction. After this week’s elections, the Democratic Party barely holds A presence in the region outside of majority-black urban areas
the ...” Survey: Americans don’t know much about religion ” A new survey of Americans’ knowledge of religion found that

the 166 free agents to switch teams, agreeing Monday to A $2.7 million, two-year contract with the Arizona Diamondbacks. New
V60 R-Design - designed with true sports-car feel and featuring A specially developed chassis to ensure that the driving experience

by little-known Spanish artist Luis Melendez to advertise nature’s bounty. A feast of these works, dating from 1760 to 1774,
Justice Department, congressional Democrats are surrendering their responsibility to keep A presidential administration honest. A Feb. 2 letter from Glenn

are surrendering their responsibility to keep a presidential administration honest. A Feb. 2 letter from Glenn A. Fine, inspector general
a presidential administration honest. A Feb. 2 letter from Glenn A Fine, inspector general for the Justice Department, to Rep.

Report for this insane controversy about the use of high-tech BODY scanners and pat-downs at airport security zones. A minor
more Americans struggle with obesity. Capitalizing on this obsession with BODY image is Paint Made Flesh at the Phillips Collection.
interest rates have dropped to historically low ...” Government insists full BODY scanners are safe ” CHICAGO (AP) - They look

federal officials insist. As the government rolls out hundreds more full BODY scanners at airports just in time for crowds of
under the corruption scandal that has engulfed football’s world governing BODY Weekly green review: Christmas displays, eco cooking hoods”

good winter sources of vitamin D? ” Sunbeds expose the BODY to vitamin D-creating ultraviolet rays similar to the sun,
life, looking at the rare physiology behind exactly how the BODY can physically die, and then reanimate itself.” Using iPhoto

The entry-level Conti not only spawned several performance variants and BODY styles but also helped yank the brand’s annual production
ABRIDGED

the arcing structure injects a welcome dose of contemporary design INTO the space between architect Daniel Burnham’s beaux-arts train ...”
the house where you can easily monitor the content flowing INTO your home? Do you use DVR, TiVo, the V-chip

authorities feared more unrest in the capital Friday. Violence spread INTO Port-au-Prince for the first time Thursday after three days
that saw Sebastian Vettel and the Red Bull team riding INTO the history books. The 23-year-old German emerged from F1’s

signaling the rebirth of an American corporate icon that collapsed INTO bankruptcy and was rescued with a $50 billion infusion
Bible lays out our missive, but as parents, we’ve fallen INTO a trap, can’t seem to get up and have

The megachurch pastor accused of luring four young men INTO sexual relationships categorically denied the allegations for the first
18-year-old man whose asthma attacks were apparently sparked by logging INTO Facebook and seeing how many men his ex-girlfriend had

the nation, but don’t expect Salt Lake City to morph INTO Sin City any time soon. It’s not like we
a rock festival at an upstate New York farm turned INTO one of the seminal events of the ’60s. Woodstock

still remained a largely unknown figure. A picture is coming INTO focus now, and it should trouble all Americans. It
Monday despite calls by the state GOP for an investigation INTO the voting process in the state’s largest city. The

to discuss a number of matters, including the ongoing investigation INTO the New Black Panther voter-intimidation incident. On Tuesday, the
Dan Malloy, despite calls by the state GOP for investigations INTO the voting process in the state’s largest city. Mr.

could prevent outbreaks of HIV and tuberculosis from spilling over INTO the general population, experts say. Prisoners typically have higher
a hard two-handed push after Burton sent Gordon’s car crashing INTO the outside wall during a caution period Sunday. After

suppression in several states and one formal investigation in Kansas INTO accusations of voter intimidation. In Philadelphia, a ...” Education
Jr. should appoint a thoroughly independent special counsel to look INTO the Black Panther case immediately. It was bad enough

promised to fight accusations that he lured four young men INTO sexual relationships. I feel like David against Goliath. But
life ” Serious concerns have been raised about a study INTO the genetics of ageing published earlier this year which

marks the usual frenzied exodus out the front door and INTO the world beyond, but not everybody is in quite
England’s bid to host the 2018 World Cup burst out INTO the open yesterday when chief executive Andy Anson accused

admitted for the first time that an international loan running INTO tens of billions would be needed to calm the
Fridays at Heathrow, it was possible that I would bump INTO Elizabeth Carnegy going to and fro to carry out

finally coming to the Internet. ” Injection of stem cells INTO stroke victim’s brain is a medical first ” A
world’s first person to receive injections of foetal stem cells INTO the brain in order to repair damaged nerve tissue

The social networking giant Facebook has made its ambitious move INTO email, mounting a head-on challenge to Google, Hotmail and
Hotmail and other services and attempting to turn its website INTO the centre of users’ online communications. ” Gove to
cold call scam ” Gangsters are tricking worried internet users INTO buying anti-virus protection that is actually malicious software in

introductory stage direction to the 1944 play that propelled him INTO the major league of American dramatists. Joe Hill-Gibbins takes
Stornoway’s frontman rambles about a study on making lamb fat INTO fuel, which leads the lads into Fuel Up and

on making lamb fat into fuel, which leads the lads INTO Fuel Up and gets a big laugh. The
had an ability to turn a bag of broad beans INTO a culinary feast. ” EDL fuel Islamic extremism claim

round of quantitative easing, the UK economy will slip back INTO a downturn damaging enough for the effects to be
room? ” What would you do if Eric Cantona walked INTO your living room? Go weak at the knee ligaments?

Investigation (DSI), reported on the progress of the department’s investigations INTO the deaths resulting from the military crackdown on the
Bambang Yudhoyono said Friday that an inquiry will be launched INTO a female migrant’s suspicious death in Saudi Arabia, a

26-27 at Bali Hai pier in Pattaya.” Brocade mulling move INTO IP networking space ”BALI, INDONESIA : Brocade, ruler of
area network) in the data centre is looking to move INTO the IP networking space to bring data-centre class resiliency,

Bangkok’s steak buffs of previous decades is going strongly INTO its fifth year after the revival with a long-held
or magician. He’s a Chinese artist who can turn himself INTO a real-life invisible man, sneaking into cities and disappearing

who can turn himself into a real-life invisible man, sneaking INTO cities and disappearing in places around China.” NEW comers
Style Exchange ”Elegant ready-to-wear brand AX Armani Exchange takes you INTO a style galaxy where the collection of the season

she drove up to the mountains. There are few sadder WORDS than those of regret at letting time pass until
Muslim mosque-teers ” There are no WORDS to express the outrage Americans would have expressed if

complete with her handwritten comments and her constant underlining of WORDS or phrases that struck her as important. ” Obama’s

baseball player Jim Leyritz is now in the hands of A South Florida jury. The six-person jury got the case
jury got the case late Thursday after closing arguments and A 10-day trial. The panel is set to resume deliberations

titled, How I’ve Redefined Victory. He is scheduled to be A guest for two segments Thursday on ESPN Radio’s Mike
in the Morning. As he approaches the one-year anniversary of A Thanksgiving ...” Chargers’ miscues help Patriots grab win ”

with 23 seconds left, allowing the Patriots to escape with A 23-20 win over the mistake-prone Chargers ...” Harvick finally
the ordeal has been in his rearview mirror for nearly A decade, Kevin Harvick acknowledges there was a time when

mirror for nearly a decade, Kevin Harvick acknowledges there was A time when he didn’t want anything to do with
French Open champion Carlos Moya retired from tennis Wednesday, ending A 15-year career because of a nagging foot injury. The

retired from tennis Wednesday, ending a 15-year career because of A nagging foot injury. The former No. 1 said differing
God in huddle ” *OPINION/ANALYSIS:* Thanksgiving Day. Time to begin A season-long celebration of what matters most in life -

condominium homes at the Isabella at Monticello Mews near Alexandria, A gated community near Landmark Mall, the Village at Shirlington,
Metro station. Community amenities in this Fairfax County community include A shuttle to the Metro station; a ...Hope for

epidemic may be impossible but there is reason for hope, A researcher who has mapped the cost of controlling the
entrance. Clad in steel and glass, the arcing structure injects A welcome dose of contemporary design into the space between

cows. Before complaining ...” BP = Beyond Petro-safety ” A lot of oil is being spilled in the Gulf,
the collapse of the Soviet Union, Russia could have become A stable democracy at peace with its neighbors. Instead, Mr.

market has sunk to the lowest level in more than A year, more evidence that the economic recovery is slowing.
its time reaching out to tea party voters who played A critical role in the 2010 midterm races. Democrats can’t

pollster and Democracy Corps co-founder Stan Greenberg told reporters at A breakfast Thursday ...” Rain soaks pilgrims on Muslim hajj
baseball player Jim Leyritz had enough time to stop before A fatal 2007 car crash but was too drunk to

2007 car crash but was too drunk to react to A traffic light and should be convicted of DUI manslaughter,
a traffic light and should be convicted of DUI manslaughter, A Florida prosecutor told jurors in a closing argument Thursday.

try ” Tiger Woods is now on Twitter. Returning from A two-week trip to Asia and Australia, Woods posted his
two years ago. IMG executive Ted Forstmann was accused in A lawsuit of gambling millions of dollars on sports events,

of Internet video ” OK, moms and dads, let’s do A quick survey to see how well you’re supervising your
you’re supervising your children’s media consumption. Is the TV in A main room in the house where you can easily

homes on half-acre sites at Poplar Hill Estates in Clinton, A community with wooded home sites near St. Charles Towne
Each home in this Prince George’s County community will include A brick or stone front, 25-year roof shingles, maintenance-free vinyl

that the parking garage can be an urban asset, even A beautiful structure to behold. This fascinating exhibition traces the
building type, from horse stables used for auto storage to A pool-topped car shed at the ...” EDITORIAL: Black Panther

of high-tech body scanners and pat-downs at airport security zones. A minor altercation can take place at Genghis Khan International
Brett M. Decker It took the Obama administration less than A year to instill nostalgia for George W. Bush in

insurmountable domestic and international challenges. Domestically, we have gone through A bloody civil war, a catastrophic dust bowl, a Great
challenges. Domestically, we have gone through a bloody civil war, A catastrophic dust bowl, a Great Depression, Sept 11, 2001

gone through a bloody civil war, a catastrophic dust bowl, A Great Depression, Sept 11, 2001 and survived a number
dust bowl, a Great Depression, Sept 11, 2001 and survived A number of attempts by the Democratic Party to destroy

the Capitol this week for freshmen orientation, the group boasts A record six Hispanics - loosening the Democratic Party’s long
the nation’s fastest-growing minority group. But whether the surge is A one-year anomaly or portends ...” Bishops elect aggressive leader

Bishops in an upset victory over an Arizona bishop with A moderate style who is the sitting vice president. It
ace earned the AL Cy Young Award on Thursday despite A modest 13-12 record. His major league-leading 2.27 ERA and

weight loss might help him get around the golf course A little easier, but it hasn’t come without its problems.
a handshake as firm as a wrench, Danica Patrick greets A guest, then quickly takes a seat on the couch

a wrench, Danica Patrick greets a guest, then quickly takes A seat on the couch in her 18th-floor hotel suite.
hotel suite. The windows look south upon the ocean meeting A sun-splashed beach, but Patrick doesn’t give a glance. Now

the ocean meeting a sun-splashed beach, but Patrick doesn’t give A glance. Now that she ...” Federer says he asked
for the shining city on a hill. The message from SEA to shining sea is wonderfully clear: Americans are fed
city on a hill. The message from sea to shining SEA is wonderfully clear: Americans are fed ...” Utah relaxing

DIEGO (AP) - Posing for a picture with a slobbering SEA lion at the Fed Cup draw at SeaWorld was
a sideshow. Instead, he ...Google, Israel to put Dead SEA Scrolls online *JERUSALEM* | The Dead Sea Scrolls,

put Dead Sea Scrolls online *JERUSALEM* | The Dead SEA Scrolls, among the world’s most important, mysterious and tightly
to make an impact in the Premier League. ” North SEA fisheries madness ” North Sea fishermen are throwing away

the Premier League. ” North Sea fisheries madness ” North SEA fishermen are throwing away up to half of all
today. The Word On... Small Craft on a Milk SEA Brian Eno In part, these recordings are a

with ’flood tax’ ” Millions of homeowners living near the SEA or rivers face being hit with a new flood
Thai and Chinese investors, Dawei’s major projects include a deep SEA port, a giant industrial complex and improved transportation to

$14.95, 208 pages, illustrated Reviewed by Brett M. Decker Listening TO the liberal media, it’s easy to think that all
Brett M. Decker Listening to the liberal media, it’s easy TO think that all America’s gener- als and admirals want
to think that all America’s gener- als and admirals want TO torpedo the ban on ...” Demolishing the Democrats
a historical defeat. Just two years ago, the party seemed TO be forging a majority governing coalition. It controlled Congress,

contributions via text ” Americans, already using their cell phones TO make charitable contributions or vote for favorite contestants on
With the Stars, soon could be dialing in campaign contributions TO their favorite members of Congress. The Federal Election Commission

members of Congress. The Federal Election Commission (FEC) is expected TO rule within weeks on a ...” Megachurch pastor denies
a court filing Monday, saying he was only a mentor TO the men who filed civil lawsuits against him. Bishop

inevitable ” ORLANDO, FLA. (AP) - Commissioner Bud Selig’s plan TO expand baseball’s playoffs to 10 teams seemed inevitable after
(AP) - Commissioner Bud Selig’s plan to expand baseball’s playoffs TO 10 teams seemed inevitable after little to no opposition

expand baseball’s playoffs to 10 teams seemed inevitable after little TO no opposition emerged during meetings this week with owners
with owners and general managers. Because baseball’s labor contract runs TO December 2011, the extra round of playoffs is not

December 2011, the extra round of playoffs is not likely TO start until ...” Golfer blinded by bad shot sues
the rough that it strikes his partner, standing somewhere off TO the side, in the head. Whose fault is that?

on ...” Kyle Busch knows he has some growing up TO do ” AVONDALE, ARIZ. (AP) - Kyle Busch’s latest
proved he’s still a work in progress when it comes TO maturity. But Busch bristles at the notion that his

shoulder and that ...” GM raises stock price range due TO investor demand ” DETROIT (AP) A confident General
General Motors has added 20 million shares of preferred stock TO its initial public offering, and it raised the estimated
estimated price range for common shares by about 14 percent TO $32 to $33. The Detroit automaker, just 16 months

range for common shares by about 14 percent to $32 TO $33. The Detroit automaker, just 16 months out of
the Happy Meal as anything but. San Francisco is poised TO become the first major American city to prohibit fast-food

not wise to pet rabid dogs, commune with grizzly bears, SWIM in piranha-infested rivers or, of course, take a ride
Art attracts fish in underwater Mexican museum ” Tropical fish SWIM past a surprising new sight beneath turquoise waters off

you to buy a pension insurance policy, a new alternative IN long-term savings, whose premium payments are deductible in personal
new alternative in long-term savings, whose premium payments are deductible IN personal income tax calculations. This is to serve the

strikes, locks and throws against his enemies.” Bailout talks start IN crisis-hit Ireland ”International financial experts and Irish officials began
a territorial row.” Tough life for big bro ”The Accord IN 2.4 was always a popular choice among Honda punters

would raise the amount of money that lenders must keep IN reserve as officials step up efforts to contain rising
inflation and soaring housing costs.” Second Chance ”There are times IN our life when we need a second chance. Equally

chance to those who need it like these young people IN this photo. They were attending a rehabilitation programme at
rehabilitation programme at the Central Correctional Institution for Drug Addicts IN Pathum Thani with the hope of being offered such

control of the fight against Taliban insurgents to Afghan forces IN 2014.” Ceramic forms drawn from ’Flower of Love’ ”I
architectural demeanour reminds me of the library of my childhood IN a provincial Irish city, and conjures the memory of

the false statement that Iran has been aiding North Korea ( IN nuclear smuggling and side-stepping UN sanctions).” Finance Ministry proposes
still has a long road to travel to be mentioned IN the same breath as seven-time titleholder Michael Schumacher.” Art

Michael Schumacher.” Art fair with a cause ”The 2nd Kadeejeen Silp IN Soi fair, which begins tomorrow in the Kadeejeen area,
control of the fight against Taliban insurgents to Afghan forces IN 2014.” Auction for art students ”Twenty six paintings and

Constitution Court over the misuse of election grants and irregularities IN the recruitment of court officials has shown the increasing
the increasing role of spy cams and clandestine digital devices IN secret service.” The German Way ”The Continental is probably

deadly crackdown on their prolonged anti-government rally.” Sicilian puppet opera IN Thailand ”Unesco-proclaimed Heritage of Humanity Sicilian Puppet Theatre will
Humanity Sicilian Puppet Theatre will perform The Siege of Paris IN Bangkok and Hua Hin for audiences to enjoy the

various options are exercised. If so, GM will have struck A small victory for the US in the ongoing battle
fish in underwater Mexican museum ” Tropical fish swim past A surprising new sight beneath turquoise waters off the Mexican

to the sun, but is sunbedding in winter for health A bizarre idea? ” Amazon retains links to websites selling
his book Pink Samurai in the LA Times in 1991. A Londoner with Jewish, French and English blood in his

Jewish, French and English blood in his veins, Nick was A product of Hornsey Art School during its radical 1960s
peer says majority have ’never had it so good’ ” A senior adviser to the Prime Minister apologised last night

would be debt-free in two years’ time as he unveiled A solid 6.4 per cent rise in its profits yesterday.
living near the sea or rivers face being hit with A new flood tax under controversial coalition plans to plug

Michael White, first with the latest He has been A political reporter for The Guardian since Pitt the Younger’s
” Universities and colleges will undergo a radical shake-up as A result of government reforms. The students of tomorrow will

government reforms. The students of tomorrow will find themselves in A very different higher education world from that of today.
” Britain ’is running out of new web addresses’ ” A computer scientist known as one of the godfathers of
could run out of new web addresses in just over A year. ” Large Hadron Collider creates miniature ’big bangs’

and docudrama formats ” David L Wolper’s successful career as A producer was built around his talent as an impresario,
understood the business of television and its audiences and was A major shaper of the medium. He popularised the mini-series

Amsterdam ”Mr Amsterdam, in reference to the article ”Is democracy A problem?”, posted on your website and Twitter, I wish
delightful goodies and fun activities for families and friends in A great environment at Shrewsbury International School on Charoen Krung

on Friday as anger mounted over the controversial disqualification of A Taiwan taekwondo fighter.” Beating the reaper ”.When we die,
we die, our brains shut down and our bodies begin A process of decay. But what happens when these processes

of economic competitors, but things may change in Rangoon’s favour A decade or so from now.” Loy krathong ”The Loy
from now.” Loy krathong ”The Loy Krathong festival is truly A special time in Thailand. Inspired by the krathong, or

floats of the approaching Loy Krathong festival, I have created A contemporary floral float for today’s column.” I’m no Schumi
Formula One world champion Sebastian Vettel says he still has A long road to travel to be mentioned in the

brand’s revolution with the aim to extend its appeal to A younger generation of buyers somehow failed to hit
dealing behind bars.” Central Spectacular ”Central Department Store is preparing A spectacular show entitled Central Let’s Celebrate Party: Radiance of

DSI ’progress report’ falls far short of required truth ”At A press conference this week, Tharit Pengdit, director-general of the
the military crackdown on the red shirt protesters.” Rocking to A different tune ”When rock music aligns with makeup, there

heavy or black, and real rebellious rockers can play with A softer and a more colourful palette.” Gebrselassie blames ’retirement’
emotion ”Ethiopian track star Haile Gebrselassie admitted on Friday that A knee injury and the failure to finish this month’s

from athletics.” Multi-director horror masterpiece ”Good anthology horror films are A kind of cinematic equivalent of those shivery evenings when
of terror or the supernatural are lined up, sometimes inside A frame story, to make a full-length movie.” Bulldozer’ aims

are lined up, sometimes inside a frame story, to make A full-length movie.” Bulldozer’ aims at changing the server landscape
server economies. Traditionally, going from two-way to four-way often meant A 3x increase in price, not 2x. With AMD, the

US foreign policy and national security knew since 2003, dealt A blow to the conservative hawks of the Bush administration
years of providing security for end points, Symantec has launched A new logo and acquired a number of companies that

end points, Symantec has launched a new logo and acquired A number of companies that together will provide the trust,
the trust, strong identity and encryption it needs to protect A world where servers are virtualised and are somewhere in

longer.” The eyes have it ”The festive collections bring along A myriad of eye makeup for smoky, smouldering or sparkly
the daytime.” Twelve dead in Indian air force helicopter crash A air force transport helicopter crashed in the mountainous northeast

near the border with China, killing all 12 on board, A defence official said.” A cascade of beautiful sounds ”Masaaki
China, killing all 12 on board, a defence official said.” A cascade of beautiful sounds ”Masaaki Suzuki and his Bach

Dell is expanding its footprint in the Thailand-Indochina region with A new Solution Innovation Centre.” Breaking away from tradition ”After
new Solution Innovation Centre.” Breaking away from tradition ”After showing A concept version in Paris last month, BMW has revealed

this year’s Royal Kathin ceremony in Cambodia which need clarifying.” A new jewel in Hua Hin’s crown ”The grand opening
Yudhoyono said Friday that an inquiry will be launched into A female migrant’s suspicious death in Saudi Arabia, a second

launched into a female migrant’s suspicious death in Saudi Arabia, A second case of alleged maid abuse in the country.”
in the region, while newcomers i Digital Connect will introduce A new title from China and expand web-based and social

from China and expand web-based and social gaming to get A slice of the market.” Ducati’s V-Max ”Ducati unveiled its
big smiles to the faces of shoppers when it presents A special collection launched to welcome the coming Year of

at talks on the future of Atlantic bluefin tuna, issuing A call for negotiators to respect science and crack down
powerplant the first 12-cylinder engine to be developed from A clean sheet since the 3.5-litre variant adopted by the

associated with deposed former premier Thaksin Shinawatra.” Getting more than A kick out of Kung Fu ”When talking about kung
against his enemies.” Suspected bomb in Namibia was ’security test’ A suspected bomb intercepted in Namibia that was to be

bomb intercepted in Namibia that was to be put on A Munich-bound charter plane was a harmless US-made dummy used
was to be put on a Munich-bound charter plane was A harmless US-made dummy used to test security checks, Germany’s

on Friday by the medical journal The Lancet.” More than A reputation at steak ”Reopened in November 2006 with a
than a reputation at steak ”Reopened in November 2006 with A striking, urban-chic interior, RRandB or the Rib Room

going strongly into its fifth year after the revival with A long-held reputation as one of the city’s best gourmet
gourmet steakhouses.” Categorising the world’s websites ”Blue Coat has launched A new traffic-shaping appliance aimed at giving IT departments visibility

up for the upcoming EMMA Experience 30K Championships which sets A price limit on components at B30,000 budget, give or
15), on the prospects of Dawei (Tavoy) in Burma becoming A future economic hub. With the help of Thai and

help of Thai and Chinese investors, Dawei’s major projects include A deep sea port, a giant industrial complex and improved
Chinese investors, Dawei’s major projects include a deep sea port, A giant industrial complex and improved transportation to Thailand and
Park, Bangkok invites the public to attend the Snowman Parade A charity auction, on now through to Nov 29. Proceeds

Blatter kicked off an executive committee meeting on Friday in A bid to turn the page on a damaging World
prompted a ban on two of its members.” Return of A piano legend ”World-renowned classical pianist and conductor Barry Douglas

high-performance open-source computing are of little use if there is A lack of understanding of how to apply such technology
until the end of last month reached 628,361 units for A 49.7% growth over last year during the same period.”

to listen to the headmaster or the school administrator giving A short speech to the students before class begins.” Golfer
to rue calamitous finish in Hong Kong ”Rory McIlroy opened A one-shot lead over his friend and rival Graeme McDowell

short week over two long decades, Burma has returned to A window of potential political transition not seen since its
the remains of almost 1,700 illegally aborted foetuses hidden at A Buddhist temple in Bangkok Friday as the full extent
full extent of the grisly discovery emerged.” Getting more than A kick out of Kung Fu ”When talking about kung

from insurance agents. They want to persuade you to buy A pension insurance policy, a new alternative in long-term savings,
resolving the lingering right foot injury had left him with LITTLE option but to retire. It’s not how I dreamt

loss might help him get around the golf course a LITTLE easier, but it hasn’t come without its problems. After
AIDS ...” Deciphering the da Vinci code ” Was the LITTLE bronze horse really made by Leonardo da Vinci? For

to expand baseball’s playoffs to 10 teams seemed inevitable after LITTLE to no opposition emerged during meetings this week with
learn, and his outburst last weekend clearly shows that a LITTLE more maturity would serve him well. But Busch bristles

and, while the justices sharply questioned both sides, they gave LITTLE indication of whether they would decide if a fringe
to grips with this vital question, which is getting so LITTLE if any, national discussion. As foreign events grow ever
any ...Princess Boy,’ dress spur acceptance debate A LITTLE boy in a bright red dress and his mom’s

woman, and she’ll tell you about her relationships. It’s a LITTLE quirk in our hard-wiring that all women will acknowledge.
scanners are safe ” CHICAGO (AP) - They look a LITTLE like giant refrigerators and pack a radiation dose big

cucumbers, juicy watermelons and ripe tomatoes fill the paintings by LITTLE known Spanish artist Luis Melendez to advertise nature’s bounty. A
at the Shanghai Expo, an international rights group said. ” LITTLE Bird Of Heaven, By Joyce Carol Oates Sometimes

geographic information systems (GIS) and high-performance open-source computing are of LITTLE use if there is a lack of understanding of
a joint House-Senate committee.” Unfinished business ”This may sound a LITTLE bitter but Bentley’s all-new Continental GT looks more like

WAVING
resurface in Mr. Holder’s defense, but that’s exactly ... HAND wringing journalism ” The other day I sat down to

It’s hard to say when this election got out of HAND Some would argue it was the uproar in the
Last weekend, Sen. Lindsey Graham of South Carolina tried his HAND at dissecting Republican foreign policy attitudes. I commend the

on British commercial stations. ” Government accused of ’sleight of HAND over tuition fees ” Thousands of the poorest graduates
Government’s higher education reforms because of a statistical sleight of HAND by ministers, *The Independent* has learnt. ” New cholesterol-lowering

BBC’s royal and diplomatic correspondent. Tom Bradby, on the other HAND may well be on the bridegroom’s personal guest list.
Obama vowed Friday to stand by Afghanistan after NATO-led troops HAND control of the fight against Taliban insurgents to Afghan
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ANGELES A shadow political campaign or an attagirl for A struggling amateur? Bristol Palin’s success on this season’s Dancing
WGN-TV: FedEx missing radioactive package ” WGN-TV has learned that A package containing radioactive sources has been lost during shipment

flag. Corrections and clarifications for Tuesday, Nov. 9, 2010” A caption on the cover of Monday’s Chicago Sports misidentified
that’s looking up ”The president returns from foreign summits with A post-election domestic trip focusing on the economy and an

Obama made his first domestic trip since his party suffered A drubbing in the midterm elections, an appearance that offered
June, they blended religious traditions from both families. Thanks to A wedding planner, a secular venue and abundant advice from
religious traditions from both families. Thanks to a wedding planner, A secular venue and abundant advice from relatives, they pulled

to resolve an internal religious dispute, they determined it was A moot point since the 1966 defendants’ denomination is now
denomination is now dissolved. Tuesday’s ruling sidestepped questions about whether A religious organization can trademark its name or icons. Jeffrey

religious organization can trademark its name or icons. Jeffrey Goldberg, A lawyer and member of the Orthodox Baha’i Faith who
orthodox faction on different grounds. But he hopes it ends A tumultuous chapter for his group. The mainstream Baha’i Faith

Baha’i Faith expressed disappointment in the court’s ruling. This is A complex issue to decide, particularly given the passage of
the founding prophet, had died unexpectedly and allegedly without naming A successor. Naturally, a dispute arose. The National Assembly of

had died unexpectedly and allegedly without naming a successor. Naturally, A dispute arose. The National Assembly of France and about
such as violation of trademark law. But Goldberg maintains that A religious symbol cannot be trademarked and religious authority is

religious symbol cannot be trademarked and religious authority is not A matter for the courts to decide. We’re the true
aimed at reassuring nervous lenders that the country can avoid A bailout by meeting its deficit-cutting targets. ” Tired McDowell

McDowell Shows His Frustration After Dubai Slide ”DUBAI (Reuters) - A punishing sequence of five successive tournament appearances finally took
but vanished into the Arabian night.” Art Review: Jan Gossart: A Master of Modern Western Portraiture ”The Metropolitan Museum of

exhibition that showcases the 16th-century Flemish artist Jan Gossart is A triumph. Dot Earth: A Black Friday Push, From
increasingly dynamic as the city evolves from artistic backwater into A thriving hub of contemporary Middle Eastern painting. The

on Afghan Impostor Claim ”Britain withheld a formal response to A reported Afghan accusation that the British introduced an impostor
Afghan accusation that the British introduced an impostor posing as A high Taliban leader to meet the Afghan president. ”

disrupting life in Norfolk and all along the East Coast, A development many climate scientists link to global warming. ”
many climate scientists link to global warming. ” Special Report: A Cut Above: Watches: Retail Strategy Keeps MBandF in Demand

promised that the 2014 World Cup will take place in A climate of normality despite this week’s violence between police
Review | Open Five’: Twentysomethings in Memphis ”Open Five is A film about four twentysomethings hanging out and hooking up

film about four twentysomethings hanging out and hooking up during A weekend in Memphis. In California, Carports That Can
Global Watch Crisis ”Volna tried to position its watches as A marriage of Soviet watch-making heritage and Swiss know-how, but

London ”LONDON (Reuters) - Formula 1 boss Bernie Ecclestone suffered A head injury when he was mugged in central London,
than those of Brazil.” Inside Art: The Public Warhol in A Public Square ”Public Art Fund sculptures by Sol LeWitt,

Letter: China and Censorship ”A reader responds to A recent article. ” World Briefing | Europe: Britain: Cameron
” World Briefing | Europe: Britain: Cameron Criticized For Telling A Short-People Joke ”David Cameron was under fire after repeating
a Short-People Joke ”David Cameron was under fire after repeating A joke likening the Parliament speaker to one of the

Games ”GUANGZHOU, China (Reuters) - Bangladesh dashed Afghanistan’s hopes of A fairytale finish in the men’s cricket final at the
Zimbabwe: Mugabe Accused Of Breaking Power-Sharing Deal ”Morgan Tsvangirai filed A lawsuit against President Robert Mugabe on Thursday that accuses

Team Accepts Bid From MLB Club ”Tsuyoshi Nishioka has moved A step closer to playing Major League Baseball after his
Major League Baseball after his Japanese team said it accepted A bid for the 26-year-old infielder.” Art in Review: MIKA

than it needs to be. Green: Candy, or Mothballs? EP A Cautions PublicSome brightly colored bags of unregistered mothballs
mistaken for sweets, the agency warns. ” Bits: What’s in A Name? Fashism’s Founder Explains ”A little insight into the

warns. ” Bits: What’s in a Name? Fashism’s Founder Explains A little insight into the origin of a fashion start-up’s
the ones for refrigerators and dishwashers and is working on A new one for television sets, highlighting the difference between

Op-Ed Columnist: Bless the Orange Sweet Potato ”Without enough vitamin A children can go blind or even die. New high-tech
it had been conquered. ” England’s Finn Finds Test Cricket A Crowded House ”BRISBANE (Reuters) - England fast bowler Steve

best yet, which means they are outstanding. Dot Earth: A Search for Enduring, But Upended, Scientific IdeasA scholar
team. ” Trumpeting trees ” WASHINGTON - Got a Christmas TREE Just in time for the holidays, some domestic Christmas-tree

Christmas tree? Just in time for the holidays, some domestic Christmas TREE producers are hoping to emulate the nation’s dairy, beef
to read while awaiting further legal action (Authorities cut down TREE where bodies of 3 missing people found, Dispatch article,

handled a disk. ” Boy hospitalized after he’s struck by TREE limb in Conroe ”The boy was playing on a
for the Magnificent Mile Lights Festival and the Daley Plaza TREE lighting ceremony. The lights festival is Saturday on Michigan Avenue,

activity booths that open at 11 a.m. The Daley Plaza TREE lighting ceremony is Wednesday; holiday music starts at 4:30 p.m.,
teen camper and the injury of another from a falling TREE limb misspelled the name of Laura Kiran, the superintendent

the cover of Monday’s Chicago Sports misidentified the position of BEARS player Roberto Garza. He is a guard. ” Obama
2010In Thursday’s Chicago Sports section, a story about the BEARS offense erroneously reported that general manager Jerry Angelo would

Jerry Angelo would not hold his traditional State of the BEARS news conference with the media during the team’s off
team, including Tribune reporters. His next chance to speak with BEARS beat reporters covering the team on the road will

team on the road will come Nov. 7 when the BEARS face the Bills in Toronto. ” White House defends
spring. ” Green: U.S. Firms Up Critical Habitat’ for Polar BEARS More than 95 percent of the Alaskan territory identified

end up in a tie for the Big Ten championship, ITS position behind Wisconsin and Ohio State in the BCS
national day of mourning yesterday for the 29 victims of ITS worst mining disaster in decades, while officials said it

” RECIPE HELP ” Would J. Gilbert’s Wood-Fired Steaks share ITS recipe for poblano potato gratin? ” Family’s annual
year is questionable - unless Congress allows it to adjust ITS business model. Bob Hunter commentary: With BCS, one

the difference The Ohio State-Iowa game lost some of ITS oomph when the Hawkeyes lost to Northwestern last week.
drink Four Loko announced that it is tossing three of ITS main ingredients to avoid the product being taken off

of pediatric-health indicators in the community, Nationwide Children’s Hospital and ITS partners have revisited 10 of them. ” Game-day road
scoring ” Michigan isn’t back to the glory days of ITS football program, but check out the Wolverines’ scores this

species of dinosaur is part of an exhibit that makes ITS world premiere today at a Cincinnati museum. ” Big
Thieves cashing stolen checks ” An identity-theft scam has made ITS way to Ohio, and authorities say it’s another reason

which interests you for the moment; drop it the moment ITS interest threatens to pale, and turn your talk upon
The international community yesterday continued to condemn North Korea for ITS attack Tuesday on South Korea, as pressure mounted on

on South Korea, as pressure mounted on China to pressure ITS allies in Pyongyang to step back. South Korea reported
Madoff’s huge Ponzi scheme sued the Swiss bank UBS and ITS affiliates yesterday, accusing it of enabling the fraud. ”

of Democratic and Republican politicians ever since the court established ITS NKorea warns region is on brink of war Who
verge of offering e-mail to the 500 million members of ITS social-networking site, making it the largest e-mail service on

gasoline in combined city and highway driving while powered by ITS batteries, the company announced Wednesday.” Jets beat Bengals 26-10
entire work force ”Google has long been known for feeding ITS workers free food and pampering them with other perquisites

government claimed would be enough to restore market confidence in ITS public finances without resorting to a bailout. Corrections
American art form and congratulating the Saratoga Race Course on ITS 142nd season. ” 94-year-old who befriended homeless man dies

With marching bands, flamethrowers and horses, Chicago’s Thanksgiving parade marked ITS 77th year. ” Traditions new and old on parade
swim trunks featuring national flagSINGAPORE (AP) - Singapore rebuked ITS national water polo team for wearing swim trunks that

ruling sidestepped questions about whether a religious organization can trademark ITS name or icons. Jeffrey Goldberg, a lawyer and member
item in Wednesday’s Chicago Sports misstated when DePaul will dedicate ITS McGrath Arena basketball court as Doug Bruno Court. The

90-minute concert with his new band, Black Dub. True to ITS name, the quartet drew from dub reggae components: Passages
building plans that it would be the only structure of ITS size and scope within 1,200 miles of Chicago. Construction

of Chicago’s entrancing adaptation, back for the first time since ITS 2007 production at the Steppenwolf. Just a warm, gripping
supporting agencies that don’t enforce all church teachings, leaders of ITS Chicago branch said Thursday they will reward more than

lenders that the country can avoid a bailout by meeting ITS deficit-cutting targets. ” Tired McDowell Shows His Frustration After
A punishing sequence of five successive tournament appearances finally took ITS toll on Graeme McDowell Friday as his attempt to

on China ”Taiwan’s citizens will vote Saturday for leaders of ITS five biggest cities, but analysts will likely look at
Taken Down by Global Watch Crisis ”Volna tried to position ITS watches as a marriage of Soviet watch-making heritage and

Sounds Again ”With a new marketing campaign harking back to ITS former presidential endorsements, Vulcain is hoping to make a
on February 6 next year, the U.S. band announced on ITS website.” The Tipsy Diaries: Art That’s Best Seen Through

It’s Cirque du Snowfall ”In Wintuk, Cirque du Soleil weds ITS customary hypergymnastics to a boy’s quest for snow. ”
as host of the Irish Open after the tournament lost ITS sponsor earlier this year.” Art in Review: ANDREW MASULLO:

recruited by a Russian bank to be the face of ITS new advertising campaign. ” Scientists Back Early Government Report
insurance protects only the person insured (Car, health insurance like APPLES oranges, letter, Nov. 14). If that were true, I

bad spot as far as the bowls are concerned. If ALL three win this weekend and end up in a
YORK – Diabetes or prediabetic conditions will strike half of ALL adult Americans by the end of the decade unless

the planned withdrawal of the last U.S. troops. ” We ALL pay coverage for the uninsured ” Steven Powers thinks
- For parents, the search for the right toy isn’t ALL fun and games. In the wake of a robotic

model. Bob Hunter commentary: With BCS, one loss makes ALL the difference The Ohio State-Iowa game lost some
me, the best part of Thanksgiving is the leftovers. I’m ALL about finding new and creative ways to use up

Robinson grew up in Deerfield Beach, Fla., thinking he knew ALL about heated college football rivalries. ” Small Business Saturday’
Dispatch). ” Michael Arace commentary: What if the BCS ruled ALL Imagine: a Bowl Championship Series year in review.

mope over loss; there’s reason for hope ” CLEVELAND ALL any fan asks for is hope. Without it, a
Obama on the back for a job well done for ALL the ’free’ health screenings and ’free’ $250 check to

plastic for holidays ” CHICAGO - The idea of an ALL cash Christmas in America may be as elusive as a
to report to Congress by Wednesday. ” Report breaks down ALL greenhouse gases ” I respond to letter writer David

at Sunday’s Dispatch editorial ”Death by 1,000 cuts,” which welcomed THE news that apparent momentum had emerged in Congress for
funnel taxpayer money to questionable endeavors.” That reminded me of THE comic bit on the old BBC television show Yes,

questionable endeavors.” That reminded me of the comic bit on THE old BBC television show Yes, Minist er, called the
on the old BBC television show Yes, Minist er, called THE irregularly conjugated verb. The irregular conjugation of the verb

television show Yes, Minist er, called the irregularly conjugated verb. THE irregular conjugation of the verb to earmark follows: ”
er, called the irregularly conjugated verb. The irregular conjugation of THE verb to earmark follows: ” Michael Arace commentary: Gee

Wednesday dismissed Texas Christian and Boise State as contenders for THE national championship game. Gee said: We do not play
600,000 people worldwide every year, a new study found. ” THE Daily Hunter’ blog: Rumblings Xtra ” Even though Michigan

though Michigan State could end up in a tie for THE Big Ten championship, its position behind Wisconsin and Ohio
while officials said it could be weeks or months before THE men’s bodies are recovered. ” Council’s trickery got legislation

bodies are recovered. ” Council’s trickery got legislation approved ” THE Dispatch reported that there was ”little stir” about the
” The Dispatch reported that there was ”little stir” about THE domestic-partners bill passed by the Columbus City Council and

there was ”little stir” about the domestic-partners bill passed by THE Columbus City Council and implied that this was a
Dispatch article, Tuesday). It is more a sign of how THE bill was passed. Rob Oller commentary: Greene, Franklin

”Rob Oller commentary: Greene, Franklin proud they paved way THE Ohio State and Michigan quarterbacks arrived at their respective
Sullinger is already getting attention from NBA draft gurus - THE Sporting News projects him as the No.2 pick in

ho-hum performance, but any surprise is likely to be on THE upside, with Americans perhaps opening their wallets a bit
of Mondays but love lasagna? Chances are you know Garfield, THE orange tabby with the low-key worldview whose sar-donic wit

lasagna? Chances are you know Garfield, the orange tabby with THE low-key worldview whose sar-donic wit has been a staple
prediabetic conditions will strike half of all adult Americans by THE end of the decade unless people lose weight, said

strike half of all adult Americans by the end of THE decade unless people lose weight, said UnitedHealth Group, the
of the decade unless people lose weight, said UnitedHealth Group, THE largest U.S. health insurer by sales. ” Zoo wolverines

fourth-and-forever. ” Whooping cough outbreak worsens to 25-year high ” THE whooping cough outbreak continues to get worse, with 40
with alumni returning for big games, but it’ll never take THE place of another OSU-based retailer that has been ringing

the place of another OSU-based retailer that has been ringing THE cash register - despite a low profile and even
You There ”When drawing the human figure, tapping into the ENERGY chain among the various parts of the body is

highlighting the difference between plasma and LED. Under the 1985 ENERGY Policy and Conservation Act, it is supposed to label
Gray Friday. ” Woman charged with human trafficking ”Suspect accused OF running a brothel in Little Village and forcing underage

as the Macy’s Thanksgiving Day Parade unfolded Thursday, drawing tens OF thousands of spectators to the annual extravaganza on a
Macy’s Thanksgiving Day Parade unfolded Thursday, drawing tens of thousands OF spectators to the annual extravaganza on a chilly, overcast

Thursday, Oct. 28, 2010 In Saturday’s Chicago Sports, the site OF a canceled NBA exhibition game between the Miami Heat
for decades ”A poll published last week held a glimmer OF hope for the California GOP: Asian voters, unlike other

Koreatown grocery to carefully pick out pears as a swarm OF photographers recorded the scene. ” – – Proviso school
train in Chicago Ridge, authorities say. Michael J. Caplin died OF multiple injuries and his death has been ruled an

was reported at 2:30 p.m. Wednesday in the 10300 block OF Ridgeland Avenue in the south suburb, officials said.
worse at Thanksgiving dinner than someone plopping a quivering mass OF Jell-O upon your plate? It sits there glistening and

concerns actually were about cancers that occurred in animal studies OF the drug. ” California’s GOP is sinking fast ”Column:
Chicago Islamic group sues Illinois State Police ”Lawsuit accuses agency OF discriminating against imam based on race, religion, national origin

imam based on race, religion, national origin The Chicago chapter OF a national Islamic civil rights group filed a federal
federal discrimination lawsuit Monday against Illinois State Police on behalf OF a local Muslim cleric whose appointment as chaplain was

Debts continue to pile up in Russian-born businessman’s estate ”Claims OF more than $20 million now filed in case of
”Claims of more than $20 million now filed in case OF North Shore highflier Highland Park businessman Mikhail Katamanin has

of another from a falling tree limb misspelled the name OF Laura Kiran, the superintendent of public affairs for the
tree limb misspelled the name of Laura Kiran, the superintendent OF public affairs for the Will County Forest Preserve. ”
survived. Footville Fire Chief Joe North hasn’t pinpointed a cause OF the Wednesday morning fire, but says he suspects an

ceiling. – Associated Press ” Ex-House leader DeLay guilty OF money laundering ”AUSTIN, Texas (AP) Former U.S. House
2010 In Sunday’s Trib magazine about Gay Chicago, a story OF individual portraits of the community misspelled the name of

Contributor: Give Thanks for ... Eel? ”This holiday, try serving THE forgotten fish that saved the Pilgrims. ” World Briefing
Eel? ”This holiday, try serving the forgotten fish that saved THE Pilgrims. ” World Briefing | Middle East: Egypt: 156

of attempted murder and possession of explosives after clashes with THE police over the building of a church in Cairo
”The Environmental Protection Agency says it will go 73 miles; THE Federal Trade Commission, relying on manufacturers’ numbers, says the

miles; the Federal Trade Commission, relying on manufacturers’ numbers, says THE correct number is 96 to 110.The FTC is no
on manufacturers’ numbers, says the correct number is 96 to 110 THE FTC is no stranger to stickers; it approves the

to 110.The FTC is no stranger to stickers; it approves THE ones for refrigerators and dishwashers and is working on
is working on a new one for television sets, highlighting THE difference between plasma and LED. Under the 1985 Energy

television sets, highlighting the difference between plasma and LED. Under THE 1985 Energy Policy and Conservation Act, it is supposed
Act, it is supposed to label all alternative-fuel vehicles, including THE all-electric Leaf. ” T Magazine: Kate the Great ”The

alternative-fuel vehicles, including the all-electric Leaf. ” T Magazine: Kate THE Great ”The model and icon Kate Moss on her
out there somewhere. Though seeing them may take having just THE right perspective. ” Names of the Dead ”The Department

may take having just the right perspective. ” Names of THE Dead ”The Department of Defense has identified 1,387 American
having just the right perspective. ” Names of the Dead THE Department of Defense has identified 1,387 American service members

town.Arts, Briefly: Billy Joel Has Hip SurgeryBilly Joel, THE 61-year-old Grammy-winning singer and songwriter, is recovering from double
Secretary Ken Salazar failed to yield a clear path to THE speedier granting of deepwater derilling permits. ” The Barbershop

path to the speedier granting of deepwater derilling permits. ” THE Barbershop Renaissance ”Authentic-looking barbershops have popped up all over
Convicts Tom DeLay ”After a year of depressing news about THE influence of big money in political campaigns, a victory

Western Wall Feud Heightens Israeli-Palestinian Tensions ”Israel’s prime minister denounced THE challenge to Jewish claims on the iconic holy site,
”Israel’s prime minister denounced the challenge to Jewish claims on THE iconic holy site, as tensions with the Palestinians appeared

Jewish claims on the iconic holy site, as tensions with THE Palestinians appeared to worsen. ” Hawks Snap Losing Streak
comb is a friend to any number of haircuts, including THE classic military ”high and tight,” the Elvis, the Steve

number of haircuts, including the classic military ”high and tight,” THE Elvis, the Steve McQueen, the greaser and all the
haircuts, including the classic military ”high and tight,” the Elvis, THE Steve McQueen, the greaser and all the longer styles.

it when the Ohio State present can meet the team’s PAST in harmony, something he believes was captured well by
- Even as crews spiffed up the city’s downtown the PAST few weeks by installing new sidewalks and hanging holiday

As the top cop on Ohio’s ethics-in-government beat for the PAST 16 years, David E. Freel has seen a parade
of jobless benefits ”House measure would have extended checks well PAST Christmas at a cost of $12.5 billion in extra

through clothes. ” Rockets notes: Lowry breaks out ”In the PAST three games, guard Kyle Lowry has had his season
Cable fears TV viewers will cut the cord ”In the PAST three months, Google and Apple have unveiled or updated

two long touchdown plays have lifted the New York Jets PAST the Cincinnati Bengals, 26-10 Thursday night to keep the
duty as a personal shopper and bargain hunter. For the PAST year, retailers have been working to get their mobile

photography as often as he would like. But for the PAST four Christmas seasons, Spoo has made time to combine
before the busy Thanksgiving travel weekend. Pastor’s PAST due bills piling up ”Church wants accused pastor to

the party triumphs nationally, California’s Republicans suffer staggering losses. It’s PAST time for them to reexamine their positions. Column: As
Stake Against New ZealandThe rugby team’s form over the PAST 12 months makes for grim reading, and a tie

government, Air France and Airbus. ” Do-It-All Smith Leads Jets PAST Bengals 26-10 Brad Smith’s left shoe popped off and

particular time in your life; wander at your free will ALL over your life; talk only about the thing which
plastic covers for bowls and plates have arrived. Houston Calling ALL teen filmmakers: Houston library wants you for festival ”The

Houston school board District VIII race. About 30 percent of ALL the precincts in Harris County have been counted. But
practice Thursday.” Dell net income more than doubles ”Businesses of ALL sizes, plus government agencies and other public-sector customers, spent

the Cougars enter the game as underdogs doesn’t matter at ALL to them.” Once-mighty MySpace deepens Facebook ties ”The integration
of its birth, the place where he’s still reviled after ALL these years. ” Facebook jumps into the e-mail fray

inmates to get a small taste of Thanksgiving ”Turkey and ALL the trimmings it ain’t. But for more than 8,400
earnings.” Justice: Sherman repays AandM for faith shown in him ALL the tough times Mike Sherman and the Aggies endured

agreement between ATandT and Liza and Vincent Concepcion calls for ALL disputes to be settled by arbitration and prohibits customers
at Lions ”Tom Brady threw a season-high four touchdown passes, ALL in the second half, to help the New England

in Chicago, and the western suburbs of Maywood and Bellwood. ALL of the 10 Cook County neighborhoods and suburbs getting
remembered ”Barber whose watchword was ’Everything is going to be ALL right’ was slain in family shop one year ago

the Texas- Mexico border. Stores draw big lines, spur ALL nighters for Black Friday die-hards; strong start seenBargain shoppers,
year. They wanted us to open earlier, Storch said. Not ALL shoppers waited until the crowds expected on Friday, with

wasn’t up to anymore. Retailers draw big lines, spur ALL nighters among shopping die-hardsAfter weeks of Black Friday
during shipment this week from North Dakota to Tennessee, putting ALL FedEx facilities across the country on alert, including those

to sales racks on Thanksgiving ”NEW YORK (AP) - Not ALL Americans tucked into turkey with their families on Thanksgiving.
salonBarber whose watchword was ’Everything is going to be ALL right’ was slain in family shop one year ago

gather for a meal and perhaps to take inventory of ALL that is good. Snow, powerful winds, icy roads
Campaign for Human Development for supporting agencies that don’t enforce ALL church teachings, leaders of its Chicago branch said Thursday

Friday as his attempt to win the European Tour money-list ALL but vanished into the Arabian night.” Art Review: Jan
levels rise, tidal flooding is disrupting life in Norfolk and ALL along the East Coast, a development many climate scientists

”Global grain production will tumble 2 percent this year over ALL mainly because of weather-related calamities, a report says. ”
previous attempts by the government, Air France and Airbus. ” DoIt ALL Smith Leads Jets Past Bengals 26-10 Brad Smith’s left

an innovative, restless species. ” Skin Deep: Beauty Gifts for ALL Ages ”Reliable and affordable holiday gifts, from skin creams
Energy Policy and Conservation Act, it is supposed to label ALL alternative-fuel vehicles, including the all-electric Leaf. ” T Magazine:

it is supposed to label all alternative-fuel vehicles, including the ALL electric Leaf. ” T Magazine: Kate the Great ”The model
permits. ” The Barbershop Renaissance ”Authentic-looking barbershops have popped up ALL over Lower Manhattan for men who want classic cuts

and tight, the Elvis, the Steve McQueen, the greaser and ALL the longer styles.
- to help you embrace the season, not dread it. OUR annual slate of ideas will run through Dec. 7.

Christmas. On Thanksgiving, we are reminded to note and savor OUR blessings and to reach out in generosity to our
savor our blessings and to reach out in generosity to OUR neighbors and our community. ” Rob Oller commentary: Browns’
and to reach out in generosity to our neighbors and OUR community. ” Rob Oller commentary: Browns’ Hillis has captured

uniquely American holiday (OK, Canada has one, too, but without OUR Pilgrims), most will express gratitude to God for freedom
Wizards inspire recipes ” Within hours of returning home from OUR family vacation to Florida, my children requested Butterbeer and

likely will keep seats on SBOE ”Reporter Gary Scharrer from OUR Austin bureau reports on the State Board of Education
of being told how much salt we can put on OUR food, what windows we can buy for our...” Irish

put on our food, what windows we can buy for OUR Irish PM’s majority cut to 2 with election loss
one thing is for certain: She is one determined legislator. OUR colleague in the Austin bureau, Gary Scharrer, reports today

on a national tour promoting his new book Fed Up! OUR Fight to Save America from Washington. Our goal is
book Fed Up! Our Fight to Save America from Washington. OUR goal is to take power away from Washington and

moment to reflect on the places and food that enhance OUR lives felt so right that we decided to do
after declaring that the United States has to stand with OUR North Korean allies. Corrections and clarifications for Saturday,
for the current fiscal year. We still have questions about OUR funding stream, Bochenski said. Is it going to stabilize
a year of adversity, things are finally looking up Today, OUR families will gather for a meal and perhaps to

disease that can steal your vision, your mobility and your LIFE change is difficult. College football: Boise State needs
an autobiography: Start it at no particular time in your LIFE wander at your free will all over your life;

your life; wander at your free will all over your LIFE talk only about the thing which interests you for
sister the other day about being 30 and celebrating the LIFE you’ve had up to this point. I feel there’s

is lopsided.” Art inspired by Mexico drug war gives new LIFE to old building ”A pre-Civil War building a block
rally in suburban Taipei, but the island’s leader says his LIFE is not in danger. Police said Lien Sheng-wen, 40,

nine unelected and unaccountable judges appointed to the bench for LIFE Perry’s complaints are similar to those of Democratic and
son of a Muslim scholar - was leading a double LIFE Goodfellows: Mother of 10 puts family first ”Ask

the Cadillac Palace Theatre to peddle that inimitable circle of LIFE in Norfolk, Va. And Billy Elliot the Musical exits
deep ”The Office’ star Rainn Wilson’s SoulPancake aims to ask LIFE bigger questions Why would an ungainly comic actor best

at an area hospital. Oswald says their injuries weren’t considered LIFE threatening The officer shot one of the dogs and a
awards grants ”Chicago campaign satisfies critics by stressing respect for LIFE As conservative Roman Catholics continue to condemn the Catholic

in Sea ”As sea levels rise, tidal flooding is disrupting LIFE in Norfolk and all along the East Coast, a
foreign aid. ” Special Report: Formula One Review: A Full LIFE in Orbit Around FIA’s World ”After his first year

most intimate - and most controversial - friendship of his LIFE Inquiry Into Sell-Off of Taseko in Canada ”A
3,000-mile oil change might be a relic of a simpler TIME and simpler vehicles. ” Rapper looking to revive career

truce in ’war on Christmas’ ” It’s the most controversial TIME of the year. ” Macy’s 84th parade makes hearts
sleet and hail, but whether it will survive until this TIME next year is questionable - unless Congress allows it

in wife’s death ” An Alabama man who served prison TIME in Australia for his wife’s drowning death during their
and algae. ” The Game: Buckeyes want to take their TIME scoring ” Michigan isn’t back to the glory days

trees ” WASHINGTON - Got a Christmas tree? Just in TIME for the holidays, some domestic Christmas-tree producers are hoping
way to do an autobiography: Start it at no particular TIME in your life; wander at your free will all

turned human skin cells directly into blood cells, the first TIME one kind of mature human cell has been converted
to analyze harm from medical care and track it over TIME Penal system goes too easy on inmates ”
” CoverMate Food Covers ($3.99 at Kroger) ” Just in TIME for the holiday leftovers, stretchy plastic covers for bowls

it’s just starting to feel like winter outside, but it’s TIME to start planning for summer. The Houston ISD administration
slammer, today’s Thanksgiving spread promises to be a gut-rumbling good TIME Fiery Washington, D.C. schools chief Michelle Rhee quitsPolarizing

when the new Congress meets in January.” Sunset staff: More TIME needed to gauge change at TxDOT ”The Texas Department
years ago, has worked diligently to make changes but more TIME is needed to judge the depth and effect of

financial support to groups that empower the poor Just in TIME for parishioners to pass the plate this weekend and
there was G-E-N-E-S-I-S. ” Most anticipated holiday theater ”It’s that TIME of year, when no real Chicagoan can resist at

has begun to implement new norms that for the first TIME allow the church to start permanently removing men from
years. Workers earned holiday pay and still were home in TIME for a Thanksgiving meal, Friedman said. Another trend to
their mobile Web sites and apps ready for prime shopping TIME Read more on this business trend HERE at chicagotribune.com.

House business. Incoming Republican leaders say they’re a waste of TIME The House this session has spent time honoring Geronimo,
a waste of time. The House this session has spent TIME honoring Geronimo, celebrating the Hollywood Walk of Fame’s 50th

turn over any evidence that Brynda was texting at the TIME other than the testimony of one eyewitness. No phone
a complex issue to decide, particularly given the passage of TIME a spokesman for the Baha’i Faith said in a

was also a triumphant one, as it marked the first TIME the group has sold out a show here The
But for the past four Christmas seasons, Spoo has made TIME to combine his favorite hobby with his desire to
industry bailout saved jobs from being lost. For the first TIME since the election and after two international summits, President

their characters, Maggie and Jamie, spend a heartening amount of TIME in bed, or near one, in various degrees of
to walk into the homeland-security pond one step at a TIME he added, so there’s no risk there whatsoever. Phase

party triumphs nationally, California’s Republicans suffer staggering losses. It’s past TIME for them to reexamine their positions. Column: As the
that ”Displays would let passengers know if they have enough TIME to grab a coffee or buy a newspaper before

due. Passengers would know at a glance if they had TIME to grab a snack or to stay warm somewhere.
and a daily storage fee of $10 that increases over TIME Last year, 234 motorists were tickets and towed on

House Theatre of Chicago’s entrancing adaptation, back for the first TIME since its 2007 production at the Steppenwolf. Just a
the Racing King Failed to Dazzle ”Driving for Mercedes, the seven TIME champion Michael Schumacher struggled in the first year of

as ever for the New England Patriots - just in TIME for one of the biggest games of this NFL
Malcolm Jenkins admittedly took a bad angle at the same TIME one of the cornerbacks slipped. That left Roy Williams
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telling the truth about its objectives with Iran; what they don’t reveal is that Obama’s policy of engagement and sanctions is showing signs of success. THE headlines from the WikiLeaks dump of thousands of not-very-classified State Department cables have focused, understandably, on the embarrassment factor: It’s not good for American
about its objectives with Iran; what they don’t reveal is that Obama’s policy of engagement and sanctions is showing signs of success. The headlines from THE WikiLeaks dump of thousands of not-very-classified State Department cables have focused, understandably, on the embarrassment factor: It’s not good for American diplomacy when foreign

engagement and sanctions is showing signs of success. The headlines from the WikiLeaks dump of thousands of not-very-classified State Department cables have focused, understandably, on THE embarrassment factor: It’s not good for American diplomacy when foreign leaders see what they thought were confidential conversations reprinted on websites and in newspapers.
Barack Obama slipped unannounced into dangerous Afghanistan on Friday, one year after widening an ever deadlier war and just days before a pivotal review about THE 9-year-plus conflict. ” Proposed mosque wins Temecula Planning Commission’s support ”Heated public testimony surrounded the Islamic Center of Temecula Valley’s application to construct a

deadlier war and just days before a pivotal review about the 9-year-plus conflict. ” Proposed mosque wins Temecula Planning Commission’s support ”Heated public testimony surrounded THE Islamic Center of Temecula Valley’s application to construct a new religious center. A proposed mosque in Temecula has won the unanimous support of the
support ”Heated public testimony surrounded the Islamic Center of Temecula Valley’s application to construct a new religious center. A proposed mosque in Temecula has won THE unanimous support of the local planning commission after more than five hours of often-heated public testimony. ” Chicago Cubs icon Ron Santo dead at

surrounded the Islamic Center of Temecula Valley’s application to construct a new religious center. A proposed mosque in Temecula has won the unanimous support of THE local planning commission after more than five hours of often-heated public testimony. ” Chicago Cubs icon Ron Santo dead at 70 ”Chicago Cubs icon
an illness I thought was the flu, I’d ended up in an intensive care unit on a feeding tube and a ventilator with swelling of THE brain, multiple organ distress and a platelet disorder called disseminated intravascular coagulation. ( Read the first part of Meghan Daum’s medical odyssey .)” Unemployment

on a feeding tube and a ventilator with swelling of the brain, multiple organ distress and a platelet disorder called disseminated intravascular coagulation. ( Read THE first part of Meghan Daum’s medical odyssey .)” Unemployment rate climbs to 9.8% in November ”Job creation falls sharply from the previous month, despite
intravascular coagulation. ( Read the first part of Meghan Daum’s medical odyssey .)” Unemployment rate climbs to 9.8% in November ”Job creation falls sharply from THE previous month, despite positive economic indications in sales and manufacturing. The nation’s unemployment rate climbed to 9.8% in November, a seven-month high, as hiring

odyssey .)” Unemployment rate climbs to 9.8% in November ”Job creation falls sharply from the previous month, despite positive economic indications in sales and manufacturing. THE nation’s unemployment rate climbed to 9.8% in November, a seven-month high, as hiring slowed. ” Southland Catholics honor Vietnamese martyrs ”Cal State Long Beach
State Long Beach ceremony commemorates those killed because of their faith two centuries ago. Thousands of Vietnamese American Roman Catholics on Sunday celebrated and mourned THE memory of their ancestors who were martyred more than two centuries ago.Bill Dwyre: Little Reggie, Little Cam and the NCAAA parable about

put toward expanding the Los Angeles police force to more than 10,000 officers. But even as we’ve moved closer to meeting that goal on paper, THE number of officers on the street is being eroded.” Dodgers don’t tender offer to Russell Martin ”Catcher probably is finished with team, but he
Angeles police force to more than 10,000 officers. But even as we’ve moved closer to meeting that goal on paper, the number of officers on THE street is being eroded.” Dodgers don’t tender offer to Russell Martin ”Catcher probably is finished with team, but he could re-sign for a smaller

probably is finished with team, but he could re-sign for a smaller offer. Russell Martin used to be an All-Star. He was supposed to become THE face of the Dodgers.” The Schullers: A tale of two churches ”Family discord and financial shortfalls have plagued the opulent but bankrupt Crystal Cathedral,
with team, but he could re-sign for a smaller offer. Russell Martin used to be an All-Star. He was supposed to become the face of THE Dodgers.” The Schullers: A tale of two churches ”Family discord and financial shortfalls have plagued the opulent but bankrupt Crystal Cathedral, an operation some

but he could re-sign for a smaller offer. Russell Martin used to be an All-Star. He was supposed to become the face of the Dodgers.” THE Schullers: A tale of two churches ”Family discord and financial shortfalls have plagued the opulent but bankrupt Crystal Cathedral, an operation some see as
All-Star. He was supposed to become the face of the Dodgers.” The Schullers: A tale of two churches ”Family discord and financial shortfalls have plagued THE opulent but bankrupt Crystal Cathedral, an operation some see as outdated. The founder’s grandson has established his own, more intimate church, seeking to evolve

Schullers: A tale of two churches ”Family discord and financial shortfalls have plagued the opulent but bankrupt Crystal Cathedral, an operation some see as outdated. THE founder’s grandson has established his own, more intimate church, seeking to evolve with the times. Three miles from the Crystal Cathedral in an American
opulent but bankrupt Crystal Cathedral, an operation some see as outdated. The founder’s grandson has established his own, more intimate church, seeking to evolve with THE times. Three miles from the Crystal Cathedral in an American Legion Hall, a 29-year-old pastor in a purple sweater and blue jeans takes the

an operation some see as outdated. The founder’s grandson has established his own, more intimate church, seeking to evolve with the times. Three miles from THE Crystal Cathedral in an American Legion Hall, a 29-year-old pastor in a purple sweater and blue jeans takes the pulpit. He rocks from heel
with the times. Three miles from the Crystal Cathedral in an American Legion Hall, a 29-year-old pastor in a purple sweater and blue jeans takes THE pulpit. He rocks from heel to toe, casually joking with the congregants today they almost had to meet at the park because a

American Legion Hall, a 29-year-old pastor in a purple sweater and blue jeans takes the pulpit. He rocks from heel to toe, casually joking with THE congregants today they almost had to meet at the park because a pancake breakfast threatened their rented space.” Kings finally make an addition
and blue jeans takes the pulpit. He rocks from heel to toe, casually joking with the congregants today they almost had to meet at THE park because a pancake breakfast threatened their rented space.” Kings finally make an addition to win column ”They end a losing streak at four

threatened their rented space.” Kings finally make an addition to win column ”They end a losing streak at four games with a 3-2 victory over THE Florida Panthers. Earlier in the day, reports circulated that they had traded for Boston’s Marco Sturm, but Kings General Manager Dean Lombardi said there
finally make an addition to win column ”They end a losing streak at four games with a 3-2 victory over the Florida Panthers. Earlier in THE day, reports circulated that they had traded for Boston’s Marco Sturm, but Kings General Manager Dean Lombardi said there was no deal. They end

execute an innocent man. That is the warning of Judge William Fletcher of the U.S. 9th Circuit Court of Appeals in a 101-page dissent from THE court’s decision to uphold the murder conviction of Kevin Cooper. Although the courts lack the power to grant clemency, the governor has the responsibility
is the warning of Judge William Fletcher of the U.S. 9th Circuit Court of Appeals in a 101-page dissent from the court’s decision to uphold THE murder conviction of Kevin Cooper. Although the courts lack the power to grant clemency, the governor has the responsibility to do so when justice

of the U.S. 9th Circuit Court of Appeals in a 101-page dissent from the court’s decision to uphold the murder conviction of Kevin Cooper. Although THE courts lack the power to grant clemency, the governor has the responsibility to do so when justice requires it. Now Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger is
9th Circuit Court of Appeals in a 101-page dissent from the court’s decision to uphold the murder conviction of Kevin Cooper. Although the courts lack THE power to grant clemency, the governor has the responsibility to do so when justice requires it. Now Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger is duty-bound to use
in a 101-page dissent from the court’s decision to uphold the murder conviction of Kevin Cooper. Although the courts lack the power to grant clemency, THE governor has the responsibility to do so when justice requires it. Now Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger is duty-bound to use that power to save a

dissent from the court’s decision to uphold the murder conviction of Kevin Cooper. Although the courts lack the power to grant clemency, the governor has THE responsibility to do so when justice requires it. Now Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger is duty-bound to use that power to save a possibly innocent man
Speed Rail Authority approves what critics call ’train to nowhere’ ”First segment would run from tiny Borden to Corcoran, an area hit so hard by THE recession and agriculture declines that it has been dubbed the New Appalachia. Citing a need for jobs and fast approaching federal deadlines for funding,

”First segment would run from tiny Borden to Corcoran, an area hit so hard by the recession and agriculture declines that it has been dubbed THE New Appalachia. Citing a need for jobs and fast approaching federal deadlines for funding, the California High Speed Rail Authority board Thursday unanimously approved
the recession and agriculture declines that it has been dubbed the New Appalachia. Citing a need for jobs and fast approaching federal deadlines for funding, THE California High Speed Rail Authority board Thursday unanimously approved construction of the first leg of the state’s proposed bullet train a 65-mile section

Appalachia. Citing a need for jobs and fast approaching federal deadlines for funding, the California High Speed Rail Authority board Thursday unanimously approved construction of THE first leg of the state’s proposed bullet train a 65-mile section in the Central Valley that would not carry passengers until more of
for jobs and fast approaching federal deadlines for funding, the California High Speed Rail Authority board Thursday unanimously approved construction of the first leg of THE state’s proposed bullet train a 65-mile section in the Central Valley that would not carry passengers until more of the system is built.

California High Speed Rail Authority board Thursday unanimously approved construction of the first leg of the state’s proposed bullet train a 65-mile section in THE Central Valley that would not carry passengers until more of the system is built. ” Sikhs spread the word about their faith ”An art
bullet train a 65-mile section in the Central Valley that would not carry passengers until more of the system is built. ” Sikhs spread THE word about their faith ”An art and film festival in Orange County strives to raise awareness about the religion and its followers and dispel

the system is built. ” Sikhs spread the word about their faith ”An art and film festival in Orange County strives to raise awareness about THE religion and its followers and dispel misconceptions. In one of the opening scenes of a light-hearted new film about Sikhism, the young filmmakers pose
faith ”An art and film festival in Orange County strives to raise awareness about the religion and its followers and dispel misconceptions. In one of THE opening scenes of a light-hearted new film about Sikhism, the young filmmakers pose a challenge: If every Sikh could educate 300 people about the

to raise awareness about the religion and its followers and dispel misconceptions. In one of the opening scenes of a light-hearted new film about Sikhism, THE young filmmakers pose a challenge: If every Sikh could educate 300 people about the religion, then awareness of the faith would be a reality.
of the opening scenes of a light-hearted new film about Sikhism, the young filmmakers pose a challenge: If every Sikh could educate 300 people about THE religion, then awareness of the faith would be a reality. ” Dodgers don’t tender offer to Russell Martin ”Catcher probably is finished with team,

a light-hearted new film about Sikhism, the young filmmakers pose a challenge: If every Sikh could educate 300 people about the religion, then awareness of THE faith would be a reality. ” Dodgers don’t tender offer to Russell Martin ”Catcher probably is finished with team, but he could re-sign for
Russell Martin used to be an All-Star. He was supposed to become the face of the Dodgers.” Hate under cloak of religion THE Southern Poverty Law Center rightly calls out the Family Research Council’s anti-gay rhetoric. The Southern Poverty Law Center is an organization with deep roots
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of the Dodgers.” Hate under cloak of religion ”The Southern Poverty Law Center rightly calls out the Family Research Council’s anti-gay rhetoric. THE Southern Poverty Law Center is an organization with deep roots in the civil rights movement. Its ingenious lawsuits helped break the back of the

Southern Poverty Law Center rightly calls out the Family Research Council’s anti-gay rhetoric. The Southern Poverty Law Center is an organization with deep roots in THE civil rights movement. Its ingenious lawsuits helped break the back of the Ku Klux Klan and other white supremacist factions, and in recent years,
Research Council’s anti-gay rhetoric. The Southern Poverty Law Center is an organization with deep roots in the civil rights movement. Its ingenious lawsuits helped break THE back of the Ku Klux Klan and other white supremacist factions, and in recent years, it has joined the Anti-Defamation League as a reliable

rhetoric. The Southern Poverty Law Center is an organization with deep roots in the civil rights movement. Its ingenious lawsuits helped break the back of THE Ku Klux Klan and other white supremacist factions, and in recent years, it has joined the Anti-Defamation League as a reliable monitor of hate
movement. Its ingenious lawsuits helped break the back of the Ku Klux Klan and other white supremacist factions, and in recent years, it has joined THE Anti-Defamation League as a reliable monitor of hate groups.” L.A. County district attorney looks into assemblyman’s residency ”Officials are investigating whether freshman Mike Gatto,

monitor of hate groups.” L.A. County district attorney looks into assemblyman’s residency ”Officials are investigating whether freshman Mike Gatto, a Los Angeles Democrat, lives in THE district he represents. Gatto says the allegations are groundless. Responding to a complaint filed during a heated political campaign, the Los Angeles County district
district attorney looks into assemblyman’s residency ”Officials are investigating whether freshman Mike Gatto, a Los Angeles Democrat, lives in the district he represents. Gatto says THE allegations are groundless. Responding to a complaint filed during a heated political campaign, the Los Angeles County district attorney’s office is looking into residency

Los Angeles Democrat, lives in the district he represents. Gatto says the allegations are groundless. Responding to a complaint filed during a heated political campaign, THE Los Angeles County district attorney’s office is looking into residency questions regarding another area officeholder.” Crystal Cathedral might stage Christmas show despite bankruptcy ”The
campaign, the Los Angeles County district attorney’s office is looking into residency questions regarding another area officeholder.” Crystal Cathedral might stage Christmas show despite bankruptcy THE church would have to gain court approval to change its budget to pay for the costly and elaborate ’Glory of Christmas’ pageant. Church officials

area officeholder.” Crystal Cathedral might stage Christmas show despite bankruptcy ”The church would have to gain court approval to change its budget to pay for THE costly and elaborate ’Glory of Christmas’ pageant. Church officials had canceled it earlier this year. A lawyer in the Crystal Cathedral bankruptcy case hinted
change its budget to pay for the costly and elaborate ’Glory of Christmas’ pageant. Church officials had canceled it earlier this year. A lawyer in THE Crystal Cathedral bankruptcy case hinted that the church is considering staging its annual Glory of Christmas event, which had been canceled earlier this year

costly and elaborate ’Glory of Christmas’ pageant. Church officials had canceled it earlier this year. A lawyer in the Crystal Cathedral bankruptcy case hinted that THE church is considering staging its annual Glory of Christmas event, which had been canceled earlier this year because of the organization’s financial problems.UCLA
Cathedral bankruptcy case hinted that the church is considering staging its annual Glory of Christmas event, which had been canceled earlier this year because of THE organization’s financial problems.UCLA falls to No. 4 Kansas, 77-76, after late foul callWith the game tied at 76 and time expired, referees

everyone knows about radiation: avoid it at all costs. ” Peter Christopherson: Musician and designer who worked with Throbbing Gristle and the Hipgnosis agency ” THE Industrial music genre beloved of angsty teenagers and edgy American filmmakers has its roots in the experiments of the British agent provocateurs Throbbing Gristle
as to how successful you will be in finding employment after graduation. ” Doctors’ chief wants to see consultants on call ” Hospital consultants should WORK more evenings and weekends to ensure the safety of patients, the Royal College of Physicians said yesterday. Mounting evidence of poor care being provided

” NASA has a wonderful collection of photographs of planet Earth taken by satellites circling the atmosphere. ” Irvin Kershner: Director best known for his WORK on the ”Star Wars” and ”Robocop” series of films ” Irvin Kershner (known as Kersh to his friends) directed what many consider the best
for those who are not ardent fans of the enormously popular franchise. Keshner said that his aim was to instil greater character development into the WORK Charity donations still suffering from recession ” Donations to charity increased last year but still remain well below their pre-recession levels, research showed

” Professor John Waterlow: Physiologist celebrated for his achievements in the field of childhood malnutrition ” John Waterlow enjoyed international acclaim for his lifetime of WORK on the scientific basis and medical treatment of childhood malnutrition. He leaves a legacy of devotion to the betterment of humankind worldwide. ” Scotland
Chevrolet Cruze takes a laid-back approach to its work, delivering the precise amount of oil needed during all driving conditions. That requires the engine to WORK less versus a conventional pump and ultimately saves fuel. A standard feature in the Cruze’s ” WETZSTEIN: Marriage out? Here’s other side ” *OPINION/ANALYSIS:

the first stages of President Obama’s 2012 re-election effort will start in the coming months, with Mr. Axelrod himself leaving the administration to begin the WORK Sometime in the late winter or early spring I’ll be coming back here ” Vatican denounces China for bishop ordination ” VATICAN
downtown Washington. Residents here can reach the city in minutes or drive to Arlington or Tysons Corner, Va., or downtown McLean for shops, restaurants and WORK The average recent ” Leaked Embassy cable: Argentina awash in drug $ ” BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA (AP) - A secret U.S. Embassy cable sent

an executive from his management company. The Swiss tennis star said Wednesday at the Paris Masters that he contacted IMG executive Ted Forstmann after learning OF a lawsuit in which Forstmann is accused of betting millions on ” Serena Williams withdraws from Australian Open ” MELBOURNE, Australia (AP) Two-time
cutting more of their business ties as Malone’s Liberty Media sheds its voting stake in Diller’s IAC/InteractiveCorp. Diller, 68, is also stepping down as CEO OF ART: William Eggleston’s odes to the everyday ” Visitors to the William Eggleston retrospective at the Corcoran Gallery of Art may wonder why

also stepping down as CEO of ” ART: William Eggleston’s odes to the everyday ” Visitors to the William Eggleston retrospective at the Corcoran Gallery OF Art may wonder why this photographer’s images are such a big deal. His prints of everyday situations a tricycle on a suburban street,
bed, a teenager at a supermarket are so ordinary ” EDITORIAL: Holder runs from Wolf ” The indefatigable Rep. Frank R. Wolf provided plenty OF fodder for today’s meeting of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights. The eight-member panel is scheduled to discuss a number of matters, including the

supermarket are so ordinary ” EDITORIAL: Holder runs from Wolf ” The indefatigable Rep. Frank R. Wolf provided plenty of fodder for today’s meeting OF the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights. The eight-member panel is scheduled to discuss a number of matters, including the ongoing investigation into the New
R. Wolf provided plenty of fodder for today’s meeting of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights. The eight-member panel is scheduled to discuss a number OF matters, including the ongoing investigation into the New Black Panther voter-intimidation incident. On Tuesday, the Northern Virginia Republican fired off ” FEULNER: The trouble

” KUHNER: Should Arizona secede? ” Judicial activism is pushing America to the breaking point. This week, a federal judge blocked key provisions OF Arizona’s immigration law, thwarting the will of the people. The decision was ominous and will reverberate for years to come. Judge Susan Bolton, appointed
” Judicial activism is pushing America to the breaking point. This week, a federal judge blocked key provisions of Arizona’s immigration law, thwarting the will OF the people. The decision was ominous and will reverberate for years to come. Judge Susan Bolton, appointed by former President Bill Clinton, is a

put this in perspective, it took just four ” ”An article in Monday’s newspaper about the Tiger Woods Learning Center incorrectly stated the number OF employees. The center has 30 full-time staff members. Email [image: Bookmark and Share] ” Republican Foley concedes Connecticut governor race ” HARTFORD, Conn. (AP)
Mr. Foley, a Greenwich businessman and former U.S. ambassador to Ireland, said although photocopied ” Retired chaplains back ’don’t ask’ ” *RALEIGH, N.C.* | Dozens OF retired military chaplains say that serving both God and the U.S. armed forces will become impossible for chaplains whose faiths consider homosexuality a sin

(AP) A Minneapolis-based Somali businessman and lawyer was buried Thursday, one day after he was shot in the Somali capital, his relatives said. Dozens OF people, including Somali politicians, attended the burial of Bashir Ahmed Abdi, said his relative Abdiqadir Mohamed Aden. Mr. ” San Francisco to ban toys
703/518-6165 *Fax:* 703/518-8314 *E-mail:* LTWAL@aol.com *Website:* www.cbmove.com/linda.wolf *Year started:* 1997 *How did you get started in real estate?* I spent 20 years in the field OF design in New York ” Foursquare in deal to create TV series based on it ” SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - Foursquare, a popular startup

first country in the United Kingdom to set a national standard for energy-efficient green buildings. Starting Sept. 1, most new structures in the Celtic land OF song will have to meet mandatory requirements for conserving energy, water and other resources. In Washington, ” EDITORIAL: No Justice for Panther prosecutor ”
wife. They ” Head of Russian Olympic Committee resigns ” MOSCOW | The head of the Russian Olympic Committee resigned on Wednesday in the wake OF the nation’s worst performance at the Winter Games, news agencies said, citing the committee’s spokesman. When contacted by The Associated Press, however, the spokesman

announces retirement at WTA tournament ” DOHA, QATAR (AP) - Beijing Olympics champion Elena Dementieva announced her retirement from professional tennis Friday after bowing out OF the WTA Championships. Dementieva, who has struggled with injuries and was eliminated Thursday from reaching the semifinals, made her announcement in a tearful ceremony
made it America’s favorite SUV for two decades. The redesigned Explorer, which arrives ” HAGELIN: Teach children what Christmas is really about ” *Culture challenge OF the week: ’Must-haves’ for Christmas* He’s been asking me for weeks to get him a Nintendo DSi for Christmas, Alicia explained. Her son, Alex,

threat posed by disgruntled insiders and by poorly crafted security policies, which give too much access to confidential data. And there ART: Still-life paintings OF fruits, vegetables at Gallery Piles of plump cucumbers, juicy watermelons and ripe tomatoes fill the paintings by little-known Spanish artist Luis Melendez to
poorly crafted security policies, which give too much access to confidential data. And there ART: Still-life paintings of fruits, vegetables at Gallery Piles OF plump cucumbers, juicy watermelons and ripe tomatoes fill the paintings by little-known Spanish artist Luis Melendez to advertise nature’s bounty. A feast of these

” Piles of plump cucumbers, juicy watermelons and ripe tomatoes fill the paintings by little-known Spanish artist Luis Melendez to advertise nature’s bounty. A feast OF these works, dating from 1760 to 1774, can be savored at the National Gallery of Art where a small exhibition makes a strong case
Spanish artist Luis Melendez to advertise nature’s bounty. A feast of these works, dating from 1760 to 1774, can be savored at the National Gallery OF Art where a small exhibition makes a strong case ” EDITORIAL: Wolf chases Panthers ” Give credit for honorable persistence to Northern Virginia’s veteran

THE EDITOR: The wizard of Washington ” The image of an American president defending his governmental spending binge in direct opposition to the socialist states OF Western Europe and their wish finally to exercise some fiscal restraint is truly a sad sight to behold (Obama’s big fat nothing, Opinion, Tuesday).
me weird, but I do wintertime stuff each winter, springtime stuff each spring, summertime stuff each summer, and hallelujah, fall hunting season stuff every day OF the fall hunting season. I cant help ” ”A photo caption accompanying a story in Thursday’s editions about Iraqi children going to Algeria

the fall hunting season. I cant help ” ”A photo caption accompanying a story in Thursday’s editions about Iraqi children going to Algeria instead OF Israel for heart surgery did not match the accompanying photo. It should have read: Nabeeha Ismail plays with her 1-year-old son Diyar in an
surgery to repair his heart. Email [image: Bookmark and Share] Democrats pull out squeakers in Illinois, Washington state Battered Democrats claimed a couple OF consolation prizes Thursday from the midterm elections, as their candidates hung on for cliffhanger wins in Illinois and Washington state while nearly a dozen

A federal judge ordered a North Carolina school to admit a 14-year-old high school student suspended for wearing a nose piercing she says is part OF her religion, and the teenager headed to science class Friday afternoon. U.S. District Judge Malcolm Howard on Friday ordered the Johnston ”
according to secret U.S. diplomatic cables disclosed Thursday.” Seeing the Lord’s Prayer in a new light ”Controversial biblical scholar John Dominic Crossan finds in Jesus’ WORDS an evocation for ’distributive justice,’ making sure all are cared for. Our father ” Lakers’ Pau Gasol hopes to play Friday ”Gasol will

despite the way they ran their bank aground. ” Ricky Ponting confronts Andrew Strauss on bad-tempered day ” Andrew Strauss and Ricky Ponting exchanged angry WORDS at the end of a bad-tempered day at The Adelaide Oval as English and Australian tempers frayed on the first day of the Second
is no news on the cover of *The Independent* today. Yet it carries an image that speaks as powerfully of our subject as could any WORDS Today is World Aids Day and this edition of the paper is edited by Sir Elton John, the musician and activist on Aids issues.

delegates believe the British media killed the bid. Weekly green glossary: Bohai, GINKs, Pezoporus flaviventris, polar bears Learn about the biggest green buzz WORDS for the week ending November 26 with the following links. ” Sky News to launch foreign language service ” Sky News today announced plans
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furnishings. ” Moscow’s warm and poetic heart ”[image: Statue of the writer Alexander Pushkin, the Russian Shakespeare, stands in front of THE Moscow square that bears his name.] Russian capital proves it isn’t the austere place we in the West were told
Alexander Pushkin, the Russian Shakespeare, stands in front of the Moscow square that bears his name.] Russian capital proves it isn’t THE austere place we in the West were told it was during the Cold War. Instead, it’s a place that loves

for merry, modern holiday decor While I love tradition and the comfort that comes in the familiar, I simply adore THE opportunity the holidays bring to be inventive. ” Astronomers: Life elsewhere seems even more likely ” However, the first signs
modern holiday decor While I love tradition and the comfort that comes in the familiar, I simply adore the opportunity THE holidays bring to be inventive. ” Astronomers: Life elsewhere seems even more likely ” However, the first signs of life

Iran’s state TV said Friday it will air new footage of an Iranian woman sentenced to death by stoning for adultery, THE latest in state-orchestrated broadcasts on a case that has raised an international outcry. ” Not just a lack of funding
sushi’ is one of the year’s most Googled phrases ” Google’s list of 2010’s most popular searches in Canada and around THE world yields some startling cultural insights. ” Anthopoulos leadership one season later ”[image: Jays GM Alex Anthopoulos] Since he took

Concert Sampler, Dec. 9 to 15[image: Electronic oddity Tricky plays the Mod Club Sunday.] A look at some of THE interesting shows happening this week. ” Honeysuckle: Colour pick of 2011 ”[image: Pantone Honeysuckle fabric swatch] The top hue for
look at some of the interesting shows happening this week. ” Honeysuckle: Colour pick of 2011 ”[image: Pantone Honeysuckle fabric swatch] THE top hue for 2011? Honeysuckle, an intense pink with hints of red and orange, says U.S. colour authority Pantone. ”

Lafeur smiles sheepishly and looks down at his wide hands. ” Secondary suites a boon to home owners and builders ” THE Ontario Home Builders’ Association is applauding the provincial government’s move to make it easier to build secondary suites in homes.
his wide hands. ” Secondary suites a boon to home owners and builders ” The Ontario Home Builders’ Association is applauding THE provincial government’s move to make it easier to build secondary suites in homes. The new, deceptive Twitter message you

Ontario Home Builders’ Association is applauding the provincial government’s move to make it easier to build secondary suites in homes. ” THE new, deceptive Twitter message you need to avoid Be especially wary of any posting in a Twitter stream that
trade Grinch-like greetings in a precursor to a tumultuous 2011. ” Root causes of inequality and poverty ” Welfare Reform: Breaking THE cycle of poverty, Editorial, Dec. 4 ” AbitibiBowater’s new shares to begin pre-trading Friday on TSX ” AbitibiBowater emerged from

AbitibiBowater’s new shares to begin pre-trading Friday on TSX ” AbitibiBowater emerged from 20 months of creditor protection on Thursday with THE newsprint giant’s new shares trading on the so-called grey market as of Friday, the Toronto Stock Exchange announced in a
on TSX ” AbitibiBowater emerged from 20 months of creditor protection on Thursday with the newsprint giant’s new shares trading on THE so-called grey market as of Friday, the Toronto Stock Exchange announced in a trader note. ” Argos QB Lemon may

months of creditor protection on Thursday with the newsprint giant’s new shares trading on the so-called grey market as of Friday, THE Toronto Stock Exchange announced in a trader note. ” Argos QB Lemon may need surgery on his hand ”[image: Toronto
of modern Japanese painting Japanese Art 1950-2010 at the National Museum of Art, Osaka is a historical show by virtue of THE span of time it covers. Drawn from the museum’s collection, however, it is also historically disengaged, largely not placing works

the National Museum of Art, Osaka is a historical show by virtue of the span of time it covers. Drawn from THE museum’s collection, however, it is also historically disengaged, largely not placing works within the narrative contexts of art history and
span of time it covers. Drawn from the museum’s collection, however, it is also historically disengaged, largely not placing works within THE narrative contexts of art history and casually overlooking whole areas distinctive to contemporary Japanese art. ” Okuma to return to

team in September after Hiroshi Jofuku was fired. ” China agrees to import more farm produce ”BEIJING (Kyodo) THE agriculture ministry and a Chinese state-run company reached a basic agreement Thursday under which China will expand imports of Japanese
farm produce, including rice and vegetables. Senior vice farm minister Nobutaka Tsutsui, visiting Beijing, was expected to exchange a memorandum on THE deal with China National Agricultural Development Group Corp. ” Tokyo eateries to light up your Christmas ”If your domestic Christmas
China National Agricultural Development Group Corp. ” Tokyo eateries to light up your Christmas ”If your domestic Christmas decorations aren’t doing THE trick, how about dining out at a restaurant with a bird’s eye view of Tokyo’s biggest and brightest illuminations? Botanica,

brightest illuminations? Botanica, Midtown Illuminations ” Liverpool plans ticket promo for kids ”LIVERPOOL, England (AP) Two months after being rescued from THE brink of financial ruin, Liverpool is giving away free tickets to children accompanied by a paying adult. It is the
apparent in an extraordinary exhibition now on show in Tokyo are some of the most detailed photographs of some of THE most loved but generally most inaccessible animals on the planet. The mind-boggling resolution of these photographs, which were taken by

Tokyo are some of the most detailed photographs of some of the most loved but generally most inaccessible animals on THE planet. The mind-boggling resolution of these photographs, which were taken by American Bryant Austin in the Caribbean, Australia’s Great Barrier
are some of the most detailed photographs of some of the most loved but generally most inaccessible animals on the planet. THE mind-boggling resolution of these photographs, which were taken by American Bryant Austin in the Caribbean, Australia’s Great Barrier Reef and

generally most inaccessible animals on the planet. The mind-boggling resolution of these photographs, which were taken by American Bryant Austin in THE Caribbean, Australia’s Great Barrier Reef and elsewhere, means that they can be printed at life size in other words,
ochitsukanai (unsettled). What with deadlines for everything coming down to the wire along with colds, flu and stomach pains (from THE numerous drinking parties scheduled throughout the month) that assail us every few days, Shiwasu can be a real pain in

for everything coming down to the wire along with colds, flu and stomach pains (from the numerous drinking parties scheduled throughout THE month) that assail us every few days, Shiwasu can be a real pain in the lower extremities. ” Favre’s legendary
the numerous drinking parties scheduled throughout the month) that assail us every few days, Shiwasu can be a real pain in THE lower extremities. ” Favre’s legendary streak may end at 297 ”EDEN PRAIRIE, Minn. (AP) Brett Favre’s sprained throwing shoulder is

reasons with the following arguments. Student Art Fair Offers Russian, French WorksMoscow’s most talented art students will offer their WORK to the public at Artplay Design Center’s Student Art Fair this Dec. 18 and 19. Out of 1,000 competitors, the
was OK, local media report.” Pushkin Square Spared Construction ”City Hall issued an order late last week to stop the construction WORK under Pushkin Square, and if the investor in the project wants to continue, it will have to reduce the size

the military. ” Luukko: Risks in takeover of award-winning fund ” Will Dynamic Funds’ award-winning mutual fund managers be willing to WORK for a big bank? ” BCE boosts dividend amid rise in earnings outlook ”[image: President and CEO of Bell Canada
something ” Bargains for weekday sipping pleasure ”[image: Xplorador 2009 Carmen $9.95 (Chile).] Three bargain wines to get you through your WORK week. In the French Alps, more John Clod than Jean-Claude[image: Being an Ecole du Ski Francais ski instructor

signs autographs at the Canada’s Walk of Fame induction gala in Toronto on Oct. 16, 2010. Furtado says she’d like to WORK with rapper Drake.] When Nelly Furtado released her first album in 2000, she had to fight. A lot. ” Easy
Feliz event, to be held at the Marine World aquarium, will feature Saori Kanda, a body paint / performance artist, whose WORK is known for its unique mix of Japanese and Arabic influences. A graduate of the prestigious Musashino Art University in

new trend among firms to seek more aggressive and proactive employees may be creating more chances for foreign students looking for WORK experience in Japan, even in the increasingly competitive job market. ” Ho ho ho and a bottle of Bordeaux ”It’s
Preservationists Protest Revising Heritage Law ”Russia’s leading preservationist campaign group Arkhnadzor has called on the public to gather Saturday in protest OF what they say is an attack on the country’s cultural heritage. Crimea Scenes, Election SeasonWith Moscow temperatures approaching

slammer in his future, a Kemerovo man stabbed two people to death. ” Korkunov Building Up Warehouse Company ”Andrei Korkunov, president OF Ankor Savings Bank and the Odintsovskaya Confectionery Factory, has decided to expand his network of temporary storage facilities.” Soviet Nobel
Up Warehouse Company ”Andrei Korkunov, president of Ankor Savings Bank and the Odintsovskaya Confectionery Factory, has decided to expand his network OF temporary storage facilities.” Soviet Nobel Stories Offer Hope to China’s Liu A vile slanderer seeking to earn filthy capitalist lucre

Peace Prize ceremony for jailed Chinese dissident Liu Xiaobo?” Chechnya Is More Violent Than Reported ”Ivan Sydoruk, the deputy prosecutor general OF the North Caucasus Federal District, told federal senators that a large portion of weapons are obtained by militants from the
Than Reported ”Ivan Sydoruk, the deputy prosecutor general of the North Caucasus Federal District, told federal senators that a large portion OF weapons are obtained by militants from the stores of military units. His other comments raised equal alarm.” U.S. Businesses Seek

the North Caucasus Federal District, told federal senators that a large portion of weapons are obtained by militants from the stores OF military units. His other comments raised equal alarm.” U.S. Businesses Seek Gains in WTO Entry ”With Russia’s accession to the
the two sides made security the cornerstone of their new relationship, and the first thing they agreed on was a reduction OF warheads. ” In the Spotlight ”The flamboyant pop star Filipp Kirkorov has dominated the tabloids this week after he reportedly

Extra Money for Police FSB’s Bill Holds Hidden Dangers for Free Speech ”Human rights activists have succeeded in eliminating a provision OF a draft bill on state secrets that would have blocked the media from covering most counterterrorist operations. But a provision
on state secrets that would have blocked the media from covering most counterterrorist operations. But a provision that places a veil OF secrecy over the financing of such operations has the potential to do more harm.” $165M Plan for Renewable Energy ”The

have blocked the media from covering most counterterrorist operations. But a provision that places a veil of secrecy over the financing OF such operations has the potential to do more harm.” $165M Plan for Renewable Energy ”The World Bank announced on Thursday
operations has the potential to do more harm.” $165M Plan for Renewable Energy ”The World Bank announced on Thursday the start OF a multimillion-dollar greenfield program of consulting and investment in Russian renewable energy that should unleash a tsunami of additional projects

do more harm.” $165M Plan for Renewable Energy ”The World Bank announced on Thursday the start of a multimillion-dollar greenfield program OF consulting and investment in Russian renewable energy that should unleash a tsunami of additional projects and funding.” 5 Reasons Why
Thursday the start of a multimillion-dollar greenfield program of consulting and investment in Russian renewable energy that should unleash a tsunami OF additional projects and funding.” 5 Reasons Why Russia Could Join NATO ”Regarding the Nov. 19 Moscow Times comment 5 Reasons

students will offer their work to the public at Artplay Design Center’s Student Art Fair this Dec. 18 and 19. Out OF 1,000 competitors, the exhibit’s curators chose 105 students to have a shot at selling their paintings, drawings and photographs.” Detained
so it functions more like a get-acquainted conversation in a bar. ” Absent Chinese dissident applauded at Nobel ceremony ”[image: Chairman OF the Norwegian Nobel committee Thorbjoern Jagland poses next to the Nobel diploma and Nobel medal placed on the empty chair

It’s all about ’face.’ ” Kids rack up huge iPhone charges through Smurfs game ”[image: The Smurfs’ Village] Andrew Butterworth OF Brooklin, Ontario was amazed to find his 5-year-old son had racked up $140 in charges playing The Smurfs’ Village on
2009.] The 100-metre hurdler is named outstanding overall athlete by Athletics Canada, among other honours. ” Epic Mickey: A cracked-mirror vision OF Disney ” The gameplay is nothing special, but Epic Mickey’s dark, dystopian vision of the Disney empire is really something

honours. ” Epic Mickey: A cracked-mirror vision of Disney ” The gameplay is nothing special, but Epic Mickey’s dark, dystopian vision OF the Disney empire is really something ” Bargains for weekday sipping pleasure ”[image: Xplorador 2009 Carmen $9.95 (Chile).] Three bargain
piece The North American Iceberg.] Multi-media artist Carl Beam is oddly bypassed in the new sharing program by the National Gallery OF Canada and Museum of Contemporary Canadian Art ” Growing confidence in recovery lifts TSX ” The Toronto stock market closed

Iceberg.] Multi-media artist Carl Beam is oddly bypassed in the new sharing program by the National Gallery of Canada and Museum OF Contemporary Canadian Art ” Growing confidence in recovery lifts TSX ” The Toronto stock market closed modestly higher Thursday as
and reggae in Anguilla[image: Anguilla is known not only for its spectacular scuba and snorkelling but also for its miles OF beautiful beaches.] Tiny island develops hydroponic farm to feed tourists while Bankie Banx, a local reggae star, wows fans at

Bombardier Aerospace has finalized an order from India’s discount carrier SpiceJet for 15 Q400 NextGen turboprops with a list value OF $446 million (U.S.) ” St-Pierre says he will beat Koscheck and then forget him ”[image: UFC welterweight champion Georges St-Pierre,
Resort in Phoenix offers killer bread pudding and even green eggs and ham.] Phoenix and Scottsdale have a diverse, eclectic mix OF restaurants. ” Special Section: Pre-Owned Wheels ” In today’s Pre-Owned Wheels section, our writers examine radio and cable TV car

office into the nursery. ” Shooting home movies in 3D ”[image: Panasonic 3D anamorphic: The recordings made by the T750 consist OF side-by-side images which have been horizontally squeezed. A 3D TV morphs these into a 3D image.] These cameras can produce
shares surge after strong profit report ”[image: The Lululemon store on Queen St. W. is seen in this file photo.] Shares OF yoga retailer Lululemon Athletica Inc. (TSX:LLL) surged more than 14 per cent in early trading Thursday after the company posted

strategic plan designed with military precision and discipline. Routes must be mapped. Sites targeted. Missions coordinated. Resupply operations planned. The weak OF heart and flat of foot need not apply. ” My first car: Justin Trudeau ” Justin Trudeau remembers his first
military precision and discipline. Routes must be mapped. Sites targeted. Missions coordinated. Resupply operations planned. The weak of heart and flat OF foot need not apply. ” My first car: Justin Trudeau ” Justin Trudeau remembers his first car ” 2010’s top

silhouetted against a starry sky during a time exposure in a field near Randolph, Kansas in this file photo.] For those OF you counting, the new estimate is 300,000,000,000,000,000,000,000. That’s 300 sextillion. Japan Times ”Abductee, 13, freed; mobsters heldKANAZAWA, Ishikawa Pref.
Times ”Abductee, 13, freed; mobsters held KANAZAWA, Ishikawa Pref. (Kyodo) Three men, including two gangsters, have been arrested in the kidnapping OF a 13-year-old girl for a 100 million ransom in Nonoichi, Ishikawa Prefecture, police said Thursday. The first-year junior high school

loss to the Oita HeatDevils. Bubble period disco legend Maharaja, same crowd, returnMaharaja, a legendary high-end disco and symbol OF the booming bubble economy of the 1980s, has made a comeback in Tokyo’s Roppongi district, attracting nostalgic middle-aged partygoers along
Bubble period disco legend Maharaja, same crowd, returnMaharaja, a legendary high-end disco and symbol of the booming bubble economy OF the 1980s, has made a comeback in Tokyo’s Roppongi district, attracting nostalgic middle-aged partygoers along with the younger generation. Maharaja

Tokyo’s Roppongi district, attracting nostalgic middle-aged partygoers along with the younger generation. Maharaja Roppongi opened in November with a floor space OF around 280 sq. meters and a glittering interior capable of holding some 300 people. ” Cinema’s crankiest philosopher and his
younger generation. Maharaja Roppongi opened in November with a floor space of around 280 sq. meters and a glittering interior capable OF holding some 300 people. ” Cinema’s crankiest philosopher and his abstract new film refuse to entertain ”Jean-Luc Godard once said

interview in the magazine Cahiers du Cinema during the 1980s that 1960’s A Bout de Souffle (Breathless) was his least favorite OF his own films. The interviewer responded that he understood, and that the problem with Godard’s first, most watched and most
It had romance to burn, oodles of style, and it featured two of the most memorable faces in the film industry OF the era: Jean Seberg and Jean-Paul Belmondo. Hamamatsu’s Arnold, Shiga’s Hamilton recognized for excellence in NovemberSome players thrive

orchestral pop under the moniker Final Fantasy, a reference to the Japanese role-playing game series that had occupied a sizable chunk OF his adolescence. Not coincidentally, the announcement came as he was on the verge of getting his first proper album release
ceremony held at the U.S. Air Force Research Laboratory in Rome, N.Y., where the machine is being used for a variety OF computing-intensive tasks related to high-definition imagery and artificial intelligence. ” Daido Moriyama: Tsugaru’ ”Taka Ishii Gallery, Tokyo Closes Dec. 18

airline’s rehabilitation efforts if it ends up in court. ” When followers outdo the master ”R. D. Laing, the leading light OF the 1960s anti-psychiatry movement, believed that mental illnesses were natural responses to the unnatural stresses and strains of modern life.
the leading light of the 1960s anti-psychiatry movement, believed that mental illnesses were natural responses to the unnatural stresses and strains OF modern life. Something similar can be said about Surrealist art, which, at times, seems like an artistic reaction to a

a request from the presiding officer at the climate talks in Mexico to make its position against adopting a new round OF greenhouse gas reductions after 2012 more flexible. The Japanese position is still very firm, Kuni Shimada, the nation’s lead climate
Thursday to run in the Dec. 26 Miyazaki gubernatorial election and succeed Hideo Higashikokubaru, who will step down at the end OF his first term. Former Deputy Gov. Shunji Kono, 46, and strawberry farm operator Daizen Miyamoto, 39, both independents, as well

Former Deputy Gov. Shunji Kono, 46, and strawberry farm operator Daizen Miyamoto, 39, both independents, as well as Tadakatsu Tsushima, 65, OF the Japanese Communist Party, threw their hats into the ring. ” Bands to watch ”In addition to groups such as
to watch ”In addition to groups such as Garorinz, Folk Enough, Nontroppo and MacManaman, Fukuoka’s indie scene is still a hotbed OF musical creativity. Here are some other bands worth paying attention to. Probably the biggest band in the local scene now
are some other bands worth paying attention to. Probably the biggest band in the local scene now is emo/powerpop quintet Holidays OF Seventeen. With a debut album produced by Weezer/Super Furry Animals producer Chris Shaw, they are pretty much guaranteed to be

a full-body treatment using the spa’s original oil; back exfoliation with a gentle scrub for the party season; shirodhara, a form OF ayurveda medicine that involves gently pouring warm oil over the forehead, which will lead to deep relaxation; and an aroma-scented,
Japan, U.S. to probe for atomic smugglingWASHINGTON (Kyodo) Japan and the United States will seek ways OF promoting cooperation in investigating atomic smuggling at the bilateral Nuclear Security Working Group established under an agreement between Prime Minister

Security Working Group established under an agreement between Prime Minister Naoto Kan and U.S. President Barack Obama. The working group, composed OF senior representatives from U.S. and Japanese agencies including the FBI and the National Police Agency, will also help Asian and
Japanese agencies including the FBI and the National Police Agency, will also help Asian and other countries achieve the thorough protection OF nuclear materials and related facilities when they introduce atomic power generation, a senior official said on condition of anonymity. ”

the thorough protection of nuclear materials and related facilities when they introduce atomic power generation, a senior official said on condition OF anonymity. ” Marc Jacobs’ flagship sets Tokyo aglow ”Deftly dodging a stream of cars, taxis and bicycles, Stephan Jaklitsch stands
prevent North Korea from taking provocative actions. Holding a news conference at the U.S. Embassy in Tokyo, Adm. Mike Mullen, chairman OF the Joint Chiefs of Staff, harshly condemned Pyongyang for its recent belligerence against Seoul and the disclosure of a new

taking provocative actions. Holding a news conference at the U.S. Embassy in Tokyo, Adm. Mike Mullen, chairman of the Joint Chiefs OF Staff, harshly condemned Pyongyang for its recent belligerence against Seoul and the disclosure of a new uranium enrichment facility. ”
buzz to put a bee to shame. With the new location in Minami-Aoyama, the shop is housed in an American Institute OF Architects award-winning building that at night resembles a glowing lantern. Inside, displays pay homage to American designer Marc Jacobs’ slapstick-glam

said Thursday. The plan, set to be officially decided Friday at the Tokyo Metropolitan Public Safety Committee, will make a part OF Chuo-dori street in Akihabara vehicle-free every Sunday afternoon from Jan. 16 on a trial basis, the sources said. ” When
everything done. The term goes back several centuries, and though teachers are now busy all year round along with the rest OF us, December remains especially tight, hectic and ochitsukanai (unsettled). What with deadlines for everything coming down to the wire

in a Moscow metro underpass. Many Conferences, Few HallsYekaterina Degtyaryova, director of software marketing at Hewlett-Packard Russia, says companies’ HANDS are tied when booking a conference in Moscow.” St. Petersburg to Move Gazprom Tower ”St. Petersburg Governor Valentina Matviyenko said
on Oil Duties ”Russia said Thursday it will drop duties on crude oil exports to Belarus from next year if Minsk HANDS Moscow the duties it gets from exporting products made from Russian oil, cooling fears of an energy standoff that could

more villages.” Sistema Q3 Profit Up 27% Right to Print Wiki Cables ”No editor could resist the appeal of getting his HANDS on a quarter of a million official messages on the gritty details of how America conducts its foreign policy. And
ice - not to mention all the trash that has been buried under winter’s frosty deposits - falls into the calloused HANDS of the city’s dvorniki, or snow workers.Official Arrested While Tithing Part of Bribe Money, Authorities SayThe church isn’t

Travel Editor says. ” My First Car: Guy Lafleur’s Cadillac ” Guy Lafeur smiles sheepishly and looks down at his wide HANDS Secondary suites a boon to home owners and builders ” The Ontario Home Builders’ Association is applauding the provincial
customer. ” No blame for G20 mastermind ”[image: While Toronto burns with anger, Stephen Harper sings at the Conservative Christmas party.] HANDS tied, Blair says, Dec. 9 ” U.S. jobless claims fall for second time in 3 weeks ” Applications for unemployment
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that screening illegal websites is too complicated to contemplate, and then required Gongxing to draw up a complete list of all THE bogus companies. The search engine doesn’t find it too complicated when it comes to ranking business entities, because they only
the imaginative power of Baidu where money is concerned. But if you enter renquan (human rights) in Baidu’s knowledge search engine, THE sage pleads ignorance by refusing to answer. Unlike the factory boss in Toksun, Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region, who knew how

But if you enter renquan (human rights) in Baidu’s knowledge search engine, the sage pleads ignorance by refusing to answer. Unlike THE factory boss in Toksun, Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region, who knew how to make money from the mentally retarded, Baidu has
by refusing to answer. Unlike the factory boss in Toksun, Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region, who knew how to make money from THE mentally retarded, Baidu has yet to find how to extract profits from some esoteric concepts, like the one mentioned. Proposals

to make money from the mentally retarded, Baidu has yet to find how to extract profits from some esoteric concepts, like THE one mentioned. Proposals Relevant authorities are slow to step in, because, as Baidu announced gleefully, it’s too complicated. It would
authorities are slow to step in, because, as Baidu announced gleefully, it’s too complicated. It would be hard to track down THE scam companies, harder to build an ironclad case against them, and virtually impossible to establish where the tort occurs, given

hard to track down the scam companies, harder to build an ironclad case against them, and virtually impossible to establish where THE tort occurs, given the nature of cyberspace. The erring website is in so advantageous a position that the most effective
the scam companies, harder to build an ironclad case against them, and virtually impossible to establish where the tort occurs, given THE nature of cyberspace. The erring website is in so advantageous a position that the most effective way to seek redress

be complicated. As a matter of fact, paid deletion is a thriving business now. Han Feng, a former government official of THE Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region who was disgraced after his diaries detailing sexual escapades were leaked online, was sentenced to 13
for corruption. When Han’s juicy diaries were first posted online, Han had attempted to pay somebody 150,000 yuan (US$22,000) to have THE postings deleted. He was unlucky. The cyber age has so reduced our attention span that our memory and forgetfulness are

were first posted online, Han had attempted to pay somebody 150,000 yuan (US$22,000) to have the postings deleted. He was unlucky. THE cyber age has so reduced our attention span that our memory and forgetfulness are eq” Garnett stars in Celtics’ 12th
big fourth-quarter lead and he drew the foul that negated Carmelo Anthony’s winning basket in San Antonio’s escape from the Nuggets. THE Spurs led 111-108 with 8 seconds left when Anthony got behind the defense for a dunk. Antonio McDyess’ inbounds pass

and Adam Johnson’s shot was deflected over the bar by Zdenek Grygera. Milos Krasic forced Given into an athletic save in THE 56th and Juventus defender Nicola Legrottaglie twice came close from a corner. City equalized when Johnson played the ball into
a draw. Property supply set to jump this weekend ”NEARLY 2,000 new housing units will be released to Shanghai market over THE weekend, the highest weekend volume since late September, as developers hurry to cash in amid increasing likelihood of further rein-in

Property supply set to jump this weekend ”NEARLY 2,000 new housing units will be released to Shanghai market over the weekend, THE highest weekend volume since late September, as developers hurry to cash in amid increasing likelihood of further rein-in policies from
the highest weekend volume since late September, as developers hurry to cash in amid increasing likelihood of further rein-in policies from THE government. A total of 1,926 new homes at 12 projects, covering both apartments and villas, are scheduled to open for

earlier, real estate website Soufun.com said in a report released today. By location, nine out of the 12 developments sit beyond THE city’s Outer Ring Road while one is in neighboring city of Kunshan, Jiangsu Province, which has therefore dragged down the
beyond the city’s Outer Ring Road while one is in neighboring city of Kunshan, Jiangsu Province, which has therefore dragged down THE average price to 21,393 yuan (US$3,212) per square meter, a drop of 18 percent from last weekend, Soufun analysts said.

the average price to 21,393 yuan (US$3,212) per square meter, a drop of 18 percent from last weekend, Soufun analysts said. THE big volume of new houses released over the weekend, coupled with widely available discounts, has indicated that developers are sort
released over the weekend, coupled with widely available discounts, has indicated that developers are sort of eager to boost sales as THE yearend is approaching, said Lu Yiping, a Soufun analyst. As housing prices remain at high levels despite two rounds of

remain at high levels despite two rounds of tightening measures and sales volume continue to shed, there are growing possibilities that THE central government might introduce new policies next year to cool down the market. Average new home price climbed 2.5 percent
volume continue to shed, there are growing possibilities that the central government might introduce new policies next year to cool down THE market. Average new home price climbed 2.5 percent to 22,468 yuan per square meter in Shanghai in November, extending strength
market. Average new home price climbed 2.5 percent to 22,468 yuan per square meter in Shanghai in November, extending strength for THE fifth consecutive month, according to Shanghai Uwin Real Estate Information Services Co. And notably, average price of new apartments surged
jobless rate. The measure, approved overwhelmingly by the Senate on Wednesday, was expected to provide at least a short-term boost to THE US economy but add to a US$14 trillion national debt that some fear is nearing dangerous levels. Many Democrats complained

improving economy have been offset recently by occasional warnings about inflation as well as unemployment that remains at 9.8 percent. Also, THE dollar got a little stronger on yesterday, making oil more expensive for buyers with foreign currency. Most global crude demand
came from emerging economies, led by China. Some analysts expect Chinese demand for commodities will likely fade in coming years as THE economy shifts toward services. Rebalancing of the economy over the next decade is likely to see commodity-intensity drop sharply and

Some analysts expect Chinese demand for commodities will likely fade in coming years as the economy shifts toward services. Rebalancing of THE economy over the next decade is likely to see commodity-intensity drop sharply and with it commodity demand, Capital Economics said
Chinese demand for commodities will likely fade in coming years as the economy shifts toward services. Rebalancing of the economy over THE next decade is likely to see commodity-intensity drop sharply and with it commodity demand, Capital Economics said in a report.

the next decade is likely to see commodity-intensity drop sharply and with it commodity demand, Capital Economics said in a report. THE prices of industrial commodities may already have risen to unsustainable levels. In other Nymex trading, heating oil lost 0.72 cent
knife wounded 13 people this morning outside a railway station in Ibaraki prefecture, northeast of Tokyo, local media reported. According to THE public broadcaster NHK, 11 of the victims are high school and primary school students, but none of them in critical

outside a railway station in Ibaraki prefecture, northeast of Tokyo, local media reported. According to the public broadcaster NHK, 11 of THE victims are high school and primary school students, but none of them in critical situation. Police have arrested the suspect,
primary school students, but none of them in critical situation. Police have arrested the suspect, a jobless 27-year-old man, to investigate THE details of the incident.” A Sinking Feeling ”NO.15 on the Bund is suffering another severe case of subsidence.

broke earlier this year and cost 7.3 million yuan (US$1.1 million) in wasted water. The most dramatic evidence of subsidence is THE 10-centimeter drop into the lobby, which was once at ground level.” Target chengguan in the fight against soaring food prices
and cost 7.3 million yuan (US$1.1 million) in wasted water. The most dramatic evidence of subsidence is the 10-centimeter drop into THE lobby, which was once at ground level.” Target chengguan in the fight against soaring food prices ”SOARING food prices have
most dramatic evidence of subsidence is the 10-centimeter drop into the lobby, which was once at ground level.” Target chengguan in THE fight against soaring food prices ”SOARING food prices have recently provoked some desperate remedies on the part of the government.

ground level.” Target chengguan in the fight against soaring food prices ”SOARING food prices have recently provoked some desperate remedies on THE part of the government. Tolls and fees levied on vegetables have been reduced or exempted. The effect is instantaneous. For
chengguan in the fight against soaring food prices ”SOARING food prices have recently provoked some desperate remedies on the part of THE government. Tolls and fees levied on vegetables have been reduced or exempted. The effect is instantaneous. For the time being

provoked some desperate remedies on the part of the government. Tolls and fees levied on vegetables have been reduced or exempted. THE effect is instantaneous. For the time being the government seems to have temporarily suspended its faith in the market. But
repeatedly slap the vendor in the face. The attack was so violent that Zhang’s cap flew off. A separate incident occurred THE next day in Gaochun County, Jiangsu Province, when 63-year-old villager Qing Chunsheng rode a pedicab to sell some home-grown vegetables

see these enforcers approaching. But these two elderly citizens were probably too old to make a timely retreat. On October 20, THE Indian Supreme Court, asserting vendors’ fundamental right to carry on their business, demanded that Indian Parliament enact comprehensive legislation to
promote livelihoods of more than 10 million street vendors. India has often been cited as an example to throw into relief THE China miracle - China’s powerful bulldozers, the dazzling neon lights, the absence of slums and squalor, or the towering high-rises.

city to conjure up a dazzling spectacle. The brutish behavior of chengguan makes me think of a 12th-century painting which depicts THE energy and prosperity of Kaifeng, in today’s Henan Province. An electric version of Zhang Zeduan’s painting Qingming Shanghe Tu or
Yunnan Province. It was taken in 1945 by Allen Larsen, a member of the 1st American Volunteer Group, also known as THE Flying Tigers. A young man, dressed immaculately and radiating health, satisfaction and confidence, stands beside a table covered with dishes

hold talks with Tevez ”MANCHESTER City manager Roberto Mancini will hold talks with unsettled striker Carlos Tevez today and he hopes THE Argentine would stay at the club despite handing in a transfer request. The 26-year-old City captain has not travelled with
to stage a winter World Cup since it would require changing the international calendar, including possibly the year before and after THE 2022 tournament, and getting the support of domestic leagues and national federations. You can’t just make a decision to move

Cup since it would require changing the international calendar, including possibly the year before and after the 2022 tournament, and getting THE support of domestic leagues and national federations. You can’t just make a decision to move the tournament and that is
labor deal with the players and preventing the league’s first lockout since the 1998-99 season. The players receive 57 percent of THE NBA’s revenues but Stern said the costs of generating that money had increased dramatically. This split is directed toward the

the space station, which began in October 2000. The departure of the Soyuz had been pushed back several days due to THE last-minute replacement of its re-entry module, which had been damaged during unloading earlier this year at the Baikonur cosmodrome. Replacing
several days due to the last-minute replacement of its re-entry module, which had been damaged during unloading earlier this year at THE Baikonur cosmodrome. Replacing a key module so late in the launch schedule had caused some apprehension, although Kondratyev shrugged such

module, which had been damaged during unloading earlier this year at the Baikonur cosmodrome. Replacing a key module so late in THE launch schedule had caused some apprehension, although Kondratyev shrugged such worries off at a final news conference. All the procedures
late in the launch schedule had caused some apprehension, although Kondratyev shrugged such worries off at a final news conference. All THE procedures needed to check the integrity of the ship have been completed, and all those have shown positive results, Kondratyev

had caused some apprehension, although Kondratyev shrugged such worries off at a final news conference. All the procedures needed to check THE integrity of the ship have been completed, and all those have shown positive results, Kondratyev said. Following the Russian space
apprehension, although Kondratyev shrugged such worries off at a final news conference. All the procedures needed to check the integrity of THE ship have been completed, and all those have shown positive results, Kondratyev said. Following the Russian space agency’s rigorously timed

needed to check the integrity of the ship have been completed, and all those have shown positive results, Kondratyev said. Following THE Russian space agency’s rigorously timed launch routine, the astronauts left the hotel that had been their home for the last
as a gang boss, Chow Yun-fat as a bully and popular comedy actor Ge You as a fraud. The movie’s rich ELEMENTS of suspense and black humor, as well as its star-studded cast will definitely make it a box office sensation during

which is gaining popularity in town, draws near, followed by New Year’s Day and the Spring Festival, decorations featuring typical Chinese ELEMENTS such as traditional red lanterns are still popular on local streets.A small potato’s take on veggies, housingAS a
healthiest, 11 percent had an early form of AMD compared to 19 percent who had the worst diets, after factoring in ELEMENTS such as their intake of fruit, vegetables, whole grains, fat and sugar. About one in 10 women in the highest

170 square meters in land for construction with each urbanized villager. The rural-urban land transfer is expected to invigorate key land ELEMENTS resulting in more efficient land use. Hence, the ambitious hukou-for-land proposal. Of course, while the peasants are getting their urban
anticipation of a brave new world where truth will out, and justice prevail. What we actually see today is a deluge OF lies, frauds, and vulgarity. A well-established home moving company legally known as Gongxing recently filed a lawsuit against search engine

industry survey said today. The emerging affluent, those who are aged between 25 years to 40 years with a monthly income OF 10,000 yuan (US$1,504) to 40,000 yuan, opt to more investment rather than savings, said Standard Chartered Bank today, which commissioned
rather than savings, said Standard Chartered Bank today, which commissioned Nielsen to carry out the survey in November. Though 79 percent OF the respondents already owned property, 95 percent of all surveyed people said buying homes is the top priority in their

which commissioned Nielsen to carry out the survey in November. Though 79 percent of the respondents already owned property, 95 percent OF all surveyed people said buying homes is the top priority in their three-year plan, the survey said. The bank didn’t
buying homes is the top priority in their three-year plan, the survey said. The bank didn’t provide break-down percentage point numbers OF each choice. Financial investment and hard work are deemed as the two main channels to accomplish their aim for a

showed. The average financial assets holding of the respondents sat at 470,000 yuan, while 38 percent of them enjoy financial assets OF more than half a million. Nielsen’s findings were based on answers from a total of about 900 respondents in Shanghai,
city with a car-sharing program of its size. Delanoe called the plan a revolution in efficiency that will improve our quality OF life. Groupe Bollore, an industrial conglomerate, beat out two rival bidders after a yearlong selection process: a consortium of rental

our quality of life. Groupe Bollore, an industrial conglomerate, beat out two rival bidders after a yearlong selection process: a consortium OF rental car giant Avis, Paris public transport authority RATP, national rail operator SNCF and Vinci Park, an operator of parking
a consortium of rental car giant Avis, Paris public transport authority RATP, national rail operator SNCF and Vinci Park, an operator OF parking garages; and Veolia Transport Urbain - an international operator of public transport systems. The four-seat Bluecars - so called

RATP, national rail operator SNCF and Vinci Park, an operator of parking garages; and Veolia Transport Urbain - an international operator OF public transport systems. The four-seat Bluecars - so called for their color - developed by Bollore are to be positioned
800 people, and be financed by a 60 million euro (US$80.2 million) investment by Bollore.” Action urged over condition OF bridges ”SHANGHAI’S waterway administration authorities yesterday revealed that there are more than 200 dangerous bridges on the city’s rivers and

the many bridges at risk, mainly in suburban areas, said Chen Xiuping, director of Shanghai Shipping Management Office. Chen said state OF the bridges, which are a public danger, hasn’t been addressed as the city’s development plan for next five years doesn’t
and were not designed to support the weight of modern, heavy cargo trucks, said an official from Pujiang Town. The series OF accidents have compelled the town to conduct thorough inspections and repairs on its 100-plus small, aging bridges. Bridges over Suzhou

new labor deal with the players and preventing the league’s first lockout since the 1998-99 season. The players receive 57 percent OF the NBA’s revenues but Stern said the costs of generating that money had increased dramatically. This split is directed toward
league’s first lockout since the 1998-99 season. The players receive 57 percent of the NBA’s revenues but Stern said the costs OF generating that money had increased dramatically. This split is directed toward the gross, said Stern. And in the interim, as

no longer borrow. An ECB statement didn’t specifically mention the bond-buying program. It said the increase was deemed appropriate in view OF increased volatility in foreign exchange rates, interest rates and gold prices as well as credit risk. The funds will come
training fees from their company, the Changning District People’s Court said yesterday. The pair surnamed Yang and Wang, with the aid OF a man surnamed Jiang who ran training courses, took advantage of a scheme where employees were reimbursed the fees of

yesterday. The pair surnamed Yang and Wang, with the aid of a man surnamed Jiang who ran training courses, took advantage OF a scheme where employees were reimbursed the fees of training courses. Between September 2006 and January 2009, the trio persuaded
for Wealth Management in China, Cao Renchao wrote that the private banking business is growing rapidly. Merchants’ Bank revealed the number OF it” Australian tailenders to the rescue ”ENGLAND tightened its grip on the Ashes in Perth yesterday, restricting Australia to a

tailenders to the rescue ”ENGLAND tightened its grip on the Ashes in Perth yesterday, restricting Australia to a first innings total OF 268 after a feisty rearguard fightback on day one of the third test. England’s seamers blasted through Australia’s first four
Ashes in Perth yesterday, restricting Australia to a first innings total of 268 after a feisty rearguard fightback on day one OF the third test. England’s seamers blasted through Australia’s first four batsmen for only 36 runs during a fiery morning session

morning spell recalled England’s furious attack at Adelaide Oval that saw Australia lose three wickets for two runs within three overs OF its first innings of the second test. After dismissing Australia cheaply in that innings, England then romped to an innings
beginning the precursors of what are known today as newspapers were not created for news, but for ideas. Given the inundation OF information today, Yin believed there is more need for ideological direction. Do ideas make sense in the marketplace? Last Friday,

after it overtook Singapore to become the busiest container port in August. The port handled 2.64 million TEUs (20-foot equivalent units) OF cargo boxes in November, a 19.7 percent rise from a year earlier.” Palestinians act in pursuit of statehood ”THE Palestinians
TEUs (20-foot equivalent units) of cargo boxes in November, a 19.7 percent rise from a year earlier.” Palestinians act in pursuit OF statehood ”THE Palestinians have asked European countries to recognize an independent state in the West Bank and Gaza Strip -

a piercing white flash succeeded by a roaring wall of sound. Within seconds, the rocket seemed little more than a blur OF incandescent flames fading into the distance. Officials at the viewing platform gave status updates at 20-second intervals over loudspeakers until
gave status updates at 20-second intervals over loudspeakers until reaching the 9-minute mark, indicating the ship had reached the relative safety OF orbit, prompting a lively round of cheers. At that moment, a plush toy tiger that Coleman brought as the crew’s

over loudspeakers until reaching the 9-minute mark, indicating the ship had reached the relative safety of orbit, prompting a lively round OF cheers. At that moment, a plush toy tiger that Coleman brought as the crew’s mascot began floating in front of
round of cheers. At that moment, a plush toy tiger that Coleman brought as the crew’s mascot began floating in front OF her, signaling the beginning of weightlessness as the spaceship reached an altitude of more than 200 kilometers above Earth, according

moment, a plush toy tiger that Coleman brought as the crew’s mascot began floating in front of her, signaling the beginning OF weightlessness as the spaceship reached an altitude of more than 200 kilometers above Earth, according to NASA television footage. The
as the crew’s mascot began floating in front of her, signaling the beginning of weightlessness as the spaceship reached an altitude OF more than 200 kilometers above Earth, according to NASA television footage. The flight caps a decade of manned missions to
which began in October 2000. The departure of the Soyuz had been pushed back several days due to the last-minute replacement OF its re-entry module, which had been damaged during unloading earlier this year at the Baikonur cosmodrome. Replacing a key module

some apprehension, although Kondratyev shrugged such worries off at a final news conference. All the procedures needed to check the integrity OF the ship have been completed, and all those have shown positive results, Kondratyev said. Following the Russian space agency’s rigorously
petrol heads who treat the high-pitched scream of a V8 at full throttle with the same rapt reverence as a classical MUSIC devotee listening to the Vienna Philharmonic.” Shanghai market dips in morning ”SHANGHAI’S key stock index edged down this morning, setting

flights at the city’s two airports were on schedule this morning. Some were delayed for 30 minutes to an hour.” Water MUSIC to our ears and our urban hearts ”IT was music on the water, from the water and by the water.
morning. Some were delayed for 30 minutes to an hour.” Water music to our ears and our urban hearts ”IT was MUSIC on the water, from the water and by the water. On Saturday night, my friend treated me to a musical

and outside an ancient riverside house in the ancient water town, Zhujiajiao. The venue has been adapted to host the architectural MUSIC show Water Heavens by Academy Award-winning composer Tan Dun. The show, lasting around 60 minutes, had four parts: dialogue between
of water flowing from behind a Buddhist temple in shaded hills. The names didn’t matter - whether you call it architectural MUSIC or something else, Zen or Bach. One of the things that makes Tan Dun great is his treatment of the
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has confirmed. ” Heathrow nightmare just gets worse and worse ” Another 100,000 passengers contemplated Christmases ruined and holidays wrecked by THE partial closure of Heathrow, as snow and ice kept its second, southerly runway closed until 5.30pm yesterday. It brings the
a year’s subscription - Email: i@independent.co.uk Facebook: facebook.com/i Twitter: @theipaper Text: 07786 200 100 (begin with THEI) - ” Here’s to THE early years: The Pre-school Learning Alliance’s playgroups are facing an uncertain future ” By rights, it should have been Belle

- Email: i@independent.co.uk Facebook: facebook.com/i Twitter: @theipaper Text: 07786 200 100 (begin with THEI) - ” Here’s to the early years: THE Pre-school Learning Alliance’s playgroups are facing an uncertain future ” By rights, it should have been Belle Tutaev’s three-year-old daughter,
life ” Like a latter-day Linda McCartney, health-food-loving rock-star spouse and sometime actor Gwyneth Paltrow publishes her debut cookbook next year. THE press has been issued with extracts from the tome, with the food-free title My Father’s Daughter (sickly subtitle: Delicious, Easy

rock-star spouse and sometime actor Gwyneth Paltrow publishes her debut cookbook next year. The press has been issued with extracts from THE tome, with the food-free title My Father’s Daughter (sickly subtitle: Delicious, Easy Recipes Celebrating Family and Togetherness). ” Gold bugs
sometime actor Gwyneth Paltrow publishes her debut cookbook next year. The press has been issued with extracts from the tome, with THE food-free title My Father’s Daughter (sickly subtitle: Delicious, Easy Recipes Celebrating Family and Togetherness). ” Gold bugs see no end

era, admired and detested in almost equal measure, and a central figure in the foreign policy-making of every Democratic administration of THE last half century. ” Met facing ’most challenging time’ says commissioner ” The Metropolitan Police is facing its most challenging
the foreign policy-making of every Democratic administration of the last half century. ” Met facing ’most challenging time’ says commissioner ” THE Metropolitan Police is facing its most challenging period since Commissioner Sir Paul Stephenson took over, he has said. ” North
priority for Coach Mike D’Antoni.” New Focus in Sex-Assault Cases ”A committee chosen by Police Commissioner Raymond Kelly to study how THE NYPD handles sex offenses has made recommendations aimed at decreasing the number of misclassified complaints and increasing officer sensitivity when

committee chosen by Police Commissioner Raymond Kelly to study how the NYPD handles sex offenses has made recommendations aimed at decreasing THE number of misclassified complaints and increasing officer sensitivity when dealing with victims.” The Show That Ate Buffalo ”For a show
sex offenses has made recommendations aimed at decreasing the number of misclassified complaints and increasing officer sensitivity when dealing with victims.” THE Show That Ate Buffalo ”For a show of this scope and scale, Alternating Currents is not only surprisingly good and

year’s most notable homes, we’re bringing back this four-bedroom home that was finished in 2004 and has a lush backyard that THE owner calls a mini botanical garden. Confidentiality Cloaks Medicare Abuse ”Physical therapy, which cost Medicare almost $3.5 billion in ’08,
provider billing raised flags, Medicare kept paying thousands or even millions of dollars.” Sally Goodrich: Founded School for Afghan Girls ”After THE 9/11 terror attacks took her son’s life, Sally Goodrich traveled to Afghanistan and founded a school for girls in an

Lincoln Center.” U.K. Growth Estimate Reduced ”The U.K. economy expanded by a reduced estimate of 0.7% in the third quarter, although THE savings rate rose slightly in the July-September period.” Storms Hurt U.K. Holiday Sales ”Snowy weather has kept some U.K. shoppers
period.” Storms Hurt U.K. Holiday Sales ”Snowy weather has kept some U.K. shoppers home and out of stores, hurting retailers in THE crucial countdown to Christmas.” Prehistoric Creatures Come to Life at Auction ”A giant, carnivorous dinosaur will lead Sotheby’s first auction

U.S., U.K. and France have agreed to impose joint sanctions against Iran in January and are considering breaking off talks with THE country.” Mugabe Threatens to Seize Foreign Firms ”Zimbabwe’s president vowed to avenge Western economic sanctions imposed on his ruling party
Hunt for Brooklyn Park ”Alternative funding proposals for Brooklyn Bridge Park that would exclude building residential towers are under consideration by THE nonprofit group that oversees the park” Universities Play Catch-Up on City Space ”Despite New York City’s real-estate and population boom

funding proposals for Brooklyn Bridge Park that would exclude building residential towers are under consideration by the nonprofit group that oversees THE park” Universities Play Catch-Up on City Space ”Despite New York City’s real-estate and population boom over the past decade, higher-education
nonprofit group that oversees the park” Universities Play Catch-Up on City Space ”Despite New York City’s real-estate and population boom over THE past decade, higher-education institutions added only about 2.5 million square feet of space in the city since 2000.” Training AIDS

City’s real-estate and population boom over the past decade, higher-education institutions added only about 2.5 million square feet of space in THE city since 2000.” Training AIDS Patients for Careers ”Interior designer Jamie Drake is giving $10,000 to the Alpha Workshops, a
their way into Bollywood and beyond.” Cisco’s Tailored Approach in Asia ”Edzard Overbeek, Cisco’s Asia Pacific and Japan president, discusses THE reorganization of the group’s operations in the region this year and Cisco’s massive pavilion at the Shanghai Expo.” Hong Kong:

Bollywood and beyond.” Cisco’s Tailored Approach in Asia ”Edzard Overbeek, Cisco’s Asia Pacific and Japan president, discusses the reorganization of THE group’s operations in the region this year and Cisco’s massive pavilion at the Shanghai Expo.” Hong Kong: A Love Story
Cisco’s Tailored Approach in Asia ”Edzard Overbeek, Cisco’s Asia Pacific and Japan president, discusses the reorganization of the group’s operations in THE region this year and Cisco’s massive pavilion at the Shanghai Expo.” Hong Kong: A Love Story ”Director Ann Hui’s latest:

development 25 years in the making will take place May 24, the museum announced Monday evening.” Iberian Treasures in Chalk and Ink THE Spanish Manner, at the Frick Collection, is really two complementary exhibitions of drawings: an erratic overview, mainly of 17th-century artists,
the making will take place May 24, the museum announced Monday evening.” Iberian Treasures in Chalk and Ink The Spanish Manner, at THE Frick Collection, is really two complementary exhibitions of drawings: an erratic overview, mainly of 17th-century artists, and an in-depth look

its 7.68-billion-dollar acquisition of computer security firm McAfee but the deal is still being examined in Europe.” MITSU’S ECOCAR ”After performing THE stone-laying ceremony for its new factory in Laem Chabang, Chon Buri, Mitsubishi has revealed two sketches of the Ecocar to
class memory and fabric-based infrastructure and computers are the top 10 strategic technologies for 2011 according to Gartner’s forecast.” Toyota shows THE way ”Toyota’s lead role in building hybrid-powered vehicles in Thailand would eventually make other manufacturers follow suit, even though no
coalition. It controlled Congress, key governorships and many state legislatures. And with the 2008 election of President Obama, the Democrats occupied THE White House. The country had ” : Let freedom rock ” Throughout our history, America has faced seemingly insurmountable domestic

Congress, key governorships and many state legislatures. And with the 2008 election of President Obama, the Democrats occupied the White House. THE country had ” : Let freedom rock ” Throughout our history, America has faced seemingly insurmountable domestic and international challenges.
America. Internationally, America has saved the world ” Correction: Tiger Woods Learning Center story ” An article in Monday’s newspaper about THE Tiger Woods Learning Center incorrectly stated the number of employees. The center has 30 full-time staff members. ” Axelrod to
nor female and have no cutesy names. London 2012 organizers unveiled the Olympic and Paralympic mascots Wednesday one-eyed creations from THE digital age named after two small English towns. Officials predicted the mascots Wenlock and ” Richard Petty Motorsports to

the New Black Panther Party, it’s long past time for Democrats on the House and Senate Judiciary committees to start protecting THE institutional powers of Congress and of independent agencies. Eleven months ago, the Justice Department suddenly and surprisingly : Oh
took just four ” Correction: Quote attribution ” A caption in Wednesday’s Economy section misidentified Mark Cooper, director of research at THE Consumer Federation of America. ” Republican Foley concedes Connecticut governor race ” HARTFORD, Conn. (AP) Tom Foley, the Republican

research at the Consumer Federation of America. ” Republican Foley concedes Connecticut governor race ” HARTFORD, Conn. (AP) Tom Foley, THE Republican candidate for Connecticut governor, on Monday conceded to Democrat Dan Malloy, despite calls by the state GOP for investigations
Conn. (AP) Tom Foley, the Republican candidate for Connecticut governor, on Monday conceded to Democrat Dan Malloy, despite calls by THE state GOP for investigations into the voting process in the state’s largest city. Mr. Foley, a Greenwich businessman and former

Republican candidate for Connecticut governor, on Monday conceded to Democrat Dan Malloy, despite calls by the state GOP for investigations into THE voting process in the state’s largest city. Mr. Foley, a Greenwich businessman and former U.S. ambassador to Ireland, said although
governor, on Monday conceded to Democrat Dan Malloy, despite calls by the state GOP for investigations into the voting process in THE state’s largest city. Mr. Foley, a Greenwich businessman and former U.S. ambassador to Ireland, said although photocopied ” Megachurch pastor

Greenwich businessman and former U.S. ambassador to Ireland, said although photocopied ” Megachurch pastor denies abuse allegations ” ATLANTA (AP) THE megachurch pastor accused of luring four young men into sexual relationships categorically denied the allegations for the first time in
governor, on Monday conceded to Democrat Dan Malloy, despite calls by the state GOP for investigations into the voting process in THE state’s largest city. Mr. Foley, a Greenwich businessman and former U.S. ambassador to Ireland, said although photocopied ” Retired chaplains

on Europe Concerns ”Asian markets were mostly weaker as investors worried over euro-zone sovereign debt problems while Chinese stocks slipped on LINGERING worries about monetary tightening by Beijing. Hong Kong’s Hang Seng Index dropped 1.3%.Shanghai, Silicon Valley Banks Join UpShanghai
year! The air is cooler and less humid, especially in the evenings, and the breeze is heavenly - just right for LINGERING longer and spending an entire evening, without dashing for the air-con. Thesedays, there’s a lot of choice for luxurious dining

ankle ” ORLANDO, FLA. (AP) - Tiger Woods had a cortisone shot in his right ankle 10 days ago to relieve LINGERING soreness. By Tuesday, he was back to work hitting balls and filming a commercial. Mark Steinberg, his agent at IMG,
ending a 15-year career because of a nagging foot injury. The former No. 1 said differing medical opinions on resolving the LINGERING right foot injury had left him with little option but to retire. It’s not how I dreamt Thrill-injected, turbocharged

step as he walks the London streets. ” Astra hit by drug setback ” AstraZeneca has dropped the development of one OF its experimental lung-disease treatments. ” Mourinho denies return to Inter Milan ” Real Madrid coach Jose Mourinho insists his future
Cannel: Writer and producer who created ’The Rockford Files’ and ’The A-Team’ ” For two decades, Stephen J Cannell was one OF American television’s most successful writers and producers. He claimed that his greatest successes, shows like The Rockford Files or The

only because they seem so tangibly to personify social history, but because the contrast between their aged wistfulness and the intemperance OF their youth is so pronounced. Indeed, it’s hard to imagine how anyone could capture that contrast better than Ray Davies
the cynicism and embrace child-like romanticism. So hats off to Mark Thompson for lighting that path with the most touching show OF faith since Clarice Starling led a census-taker into the sitting room with a cheery: Now Hannibal, darling, you will play

pay $32.4m ( £21m) in fines in the US after criticism it was too slow to respond to safety concerns, including reports OF sticky accelerator pedals implicated in fatal crashes. ” Chief executive defends Villa spending ” Aston Villa owner Randy Lerner is
farms and, with a boom in burst pipes and rising fuel prices, even the home. ” Senior general to take charge OF cyber-warfare defences ” One of the country’s most dintinguished senior officers has been appointed to head the military’s cyber-warfare operations

in burst pipes and rising fuel prices, even the home. ” Senior general to take charge of cyber-warfare defences ” One OF the country’s most dintinguished senior officers has been appointed to head the military’s cyber-warfare operations amid rising concern about the
wage-hike negotiations with companies failed.” South Korea Prepares New Drill ”South Korea’s military again flexed its military muscle in the face OF North Korean threats, scheduling another exercise near the inter-Korean border Thursday.” Lisbon Beach Home ”Villa Quinta do Tagus, which sits
Korean threats, scheduling another exercise near the inter-Korean border Thursday.” Lisbon Beach Home ”Villa Quinta do Tagus, which sits on top OF a hill opposite Belem, was once owned by the famous 19th-century Portuguese artist Rafael Bordalo Pinheiro.” Deutsche Settles U.S. Tax

tax shelters that prosecutors claim generated billions in false tax losses.” Onion Price Surge Roils India ”The recent increase in prices OF onions, a staple ingredient of Indian cooking, has once again turned the simple root vegetable into a hot potato.Shanghai,
bank in China that will serve small- and medium-size technology companies.” Indian Banks to Ensure Funds for Microlenders ”The chief executive OF India’s Banks Association said banks will ensure microlenders remain fully funded in the short term to help them overcome temporary

fully funded in the short term to help them overcome temporary hiccups in repayments and maintain business as usual.” The Genesis OF Jobs ”Rajeev Mantri, executive director of Navam Capital, on India’s need for an environment conducive to entrepreneurship.For SAS, Asia
to help them overcome temporary hiccups in repayments and maintain business as usual.” The Genesis of Jobs ”Rajeev Mantri, executive director OF Navam Capital, on India’s need for an environment conducive to entrepreneurship.For SAS, Asia Presents Risks and PotentialFounder Jim
with Tiger Woods’s diminished presence.” Greece Frozen by Transit Strike ”Greece’s public transport workers walked off the job just hours ahead OF a key vote on an austerity budget.” BOE Notes Inflationary Risks ”The Bank of England’s Monetary Policy Committee saw an

prices stabilized as fewer houses remained on the market.” Engler Named Business Roundtable CEO ”John Engler has been appointed chief executive OF the Business Roundtable, a group of leaders of the nation’s biggest multinational companies.” Nuclear Arms Pact Is Poised to Pass
on the market.” Engler Named Business Roundtable CEO ”John Engler has been appointed chief executive of the Business Roundtable, a group OF leaders of the nation’s biggest multinational companies.” Nuclear Arms Pact Is Poised to Pass ”A nuclear-arms treaty with Russia is

market.” Engler Named Business Roundtable CEO ”John Engler has been appointed chief executive of the Business Roundtable, a group of leaders OF the nation’s biggest multinational companies.” Nuclear Arms Pact Is Poised to Pass ”A nuclear-arms treaty with Russia is on the
and a Beverly Hills home asks $9.5 million.” Japan Sees End to Economic Lull ”Japan’s government offered a relatively upbeat forecast OF 1.5% economic growth next year, showing optimism that was reinforced by positive November trade data.” Gartmore Falls on Henderson Approach

the economy from overheating and to curb speculative investment inflows.” Spat Roils Top Party in Japan ”An intensifying conflict between leaders OF the Democratic Party of Japan and the party’s beleaguered power broker raises concerns that the DPJ may unravel.” Universities Play
and to curb speculative investment inflows.” Spat Roils Top Party in Japan ”An intensifying conflict between leaders of the Democratic Party OF Japan and the party’s beleaguered power broker raises concerns that the DPJ may unravel.” Universities Play Catch-Up on City Space

”Despite New York City’s real-estate and population boom over the past decade, higher-education institutions added only about 2.5 million square feet OF space in the city since 2000.Tripping for Light, Fantastic” Ralph Gardner goes scouting for the city’s best Christmas lights.
Thursday, as a standoff between two presidential candidates escalated and threatened to push the country back into civil war.” A Lamentation OF Social Swans ”An invitation to a swan-themed holiday party in a Flatiron apartment promised white swans, black swans and social

campaign to exploit the recent WikiLeaks document dumps for their own narrow and selfish interests. They have reasoned that the leaking OF official documents means that ” Alpina Geneve again official timekeeper of The 12 Hours of Sebring Edition 201 ”After an extremely
own narrow and selfish interests. They have reasoned that the leaking of official documents means that ” Alpina Geneve again official timekeeper OF The 12 Hours of Sebring Edition 201 ”After an extremely successful cooperation in 2009, Alpina Geneve and Sebring International Raceway

interests. They have reasoned that the leaking of official documents means that ” Alpina Geneve again official timekeeper of The 12 Hours OF Sebring Edition 201 ”After an extremely successful cooperation in 2009, Alpina Geneve and Sebring International Raceway once again united for
a $1.4 million, one-year contract, a person familiar with the negotiations tells The Associated Press. The person spoke Tuesday on condition OF anonymity because the deal won’t become final until Counsell passes a physical. The 40-year-old Counsell has played ” McDowell voted

Tour Finals title, there are seven familiar faces looking back. A bit too familiar perhaps, for someone who is running out OF new challenges in a record-breaking career. With the season-ending tournament starting Sunday with only one ” Minneapolis businessman shot in
politicians, attended the burial of Bashir Ahmed Abdi, said his relative Abdiqadir Mohamed Aden. Mr. Appeals court hears pros, cons OF gay marriage for California The fight over California’s same-sex marriage ban unfolded Monday before television audiences as attorneys began

for California The fight over California’s same-sex marriage ban unfolded Monday before television audiences as attorneys began arguing the validity OF Proposition 8 before a federal appeals court in proceedings broadcast live and watched by those anxious about the outcome and
to the dance-floor such as And The Beat Goes On by the Whispers, A Night To Remember by Shalamar and Midas TOUCH by Midnight Star, Sound of Los Angeles Records commonly abbreviated to Solar the West Coast label founded by

to stimulus.” Asia Mostly Higher in Thin Trade ”Asian markets ended mostly higher Wednesday, with resources shares pushing Australia’s market to TOUCH a six-week high, but Japanese shares drifted lower after weaker-than-expected exports data.” Europe’s Travel Chaos Eases; Snow Looms ”Europe’s Christmas
Apple pulls WikiLeaks app from App Store ”Apple said Tuesday it had removed an unofficial WikiLeaks application for the iPhone, iPod TOUCH and iPad from its App Store because it violated its guidelines for software developers.” Women behind the wheel ”There are

Interactive Animation, on why Indians need to imagine, envision and create their way into Bollywood and beyond.” Cisco’s Tailored Approach IN Asia ”Edzard Overbeek, Cisco’s Asia Pacific and Japan president, discusses the reorganization of the group’s operations in the region this
beyond.” Cisco’s Tailored Approach in Asia ”Edzard Overbeek, Cisco’s Asia Pacific and Japan president, discusses the reorganization of the group’s operations IN the region this year and Cisco’s massive pavilion at the Shanghai Expo.” Hong Kong: A Love Story ”Director Ann Hui’s

to a deal on subsidies for exports of commercial airplanes.” Court Probes Kenyan Violence ”The prosecutor of the International Criminal Court IN The Hague said he will pursue cases against six Kenyan leaders for their alleged involvement in election-related violence two years
of the International Criminal Court in The Hague said he will pursue cases against six Kenyan leaders for their alleged involvement IN election-related violence two years ago, sending a signal to African leaders involved in tainted ballots.” The Worst Christmas Gift ”Priya

against six Kenyan leaders for their alleged involvement in election-related violence two years ago, sending a signal to African leaders involved IN tainted ballots.” The Worst Christmas Gift ”Priya Rao asks: What is the worst Christmas gift you’ve ever received?” Richness on
Groundbreaking Slated for New Whitney ”Groundbreaking on a new downtown home for the Whitney Museum of American Art a development 25 years IN the making will take place May 24, the museum announced Monday evening.” UConn Effortlessly Makes History ”UConn overpowered Ohio State, 81-50,
24, the museum announced Monday evening.” UConn Effortlessly Makes History ”UConn overpowered Ohio State, 81-50, to stake their claim to history IN front of a 15,232 fans, the second-largest recorded crowd for women’s college basketball at Madison Square Garden.Windsor Terrace: ’Small
the second-largest recorded crowd for women’s college basketball at Madison Square Garden.Windsor Terrace: ’Small Town, Urban Feel’As home prices IN South Park Slope creep up, Windsor Terrace to the southeast is proving an attractive destination for families looking for a
at the ” EDITORIAL: Black Panther case: Racism rules ” Former Justice Department lawyer J. Christian Adams made explosive allegations yesterday IN testimony to the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, saying that a particular Justice Department official openly announced that civil rights

definitively assess what happened at the Smithsonian Institution’s National Portrait Gallery? A little background for those of you who are not IN the know. Over Halloween weekend, the renowned gallery in downtown Washington opened a privately financed exhibit titled Hide/Seek: Difference and
Portrait Gallery? A little background for those of you who are not in the know. Over Halloween weekend, the renowned gallery IN downtown Washington opened a privately financed exhibit titled Hide/Seek: Difference and ” New in Virginia: Single-family in Manassas ” Stanley

know. Over Halloween weekend, the renowned gallery in downtown Washington opened a privately financed exhibit titled Hide/Seek: Difference and ” New IN Virginia: Single-family in Manassas ” Stanley Martin Homes is building 111 single-family homes on sites of one-half acre to 1
weekend, the renowned gallery in downtown Washington opened a privately financed exhibit titled Hide/Seek: Difference and ” New in Virginia: Single-family IN Manassas ” Stanley Martin Homes is building 111 single-family homes on sites of one-half acre to 1 acre at Coles

Connecticut governor, on Monday conceded to Democrat Dan Malloy, despite calls by the state GOP for investigations into the voting process IN the state’s largest city. Mr. Foley, a Greenwich businessman and former U.S. ambassador to Ireland, said although photocopied ” Retired
head the military’s cyber-warfare operations amid rising concern about the risk of attacks on official websites endangering Britain’s defences. ” Lords SOUND alarm over university ’privatisation’ but fees plan survives ” Plans to raise student tuition fees to up to £9,000

as And The Beat Goes On by the Whispers, A Night To Remember by Shalamar and Midas Touch by Midnight Star, SOUND of Los Angeles Records commonly abbreviated to Solar the West Coast label founded by Dick Griffey, provided the
Los Angeles Records commonly abbreviated to Solar the West Coast label founded by Dick Griffey, provided the sunny, soulful SOUND track for much of the Eighties on both sides of the Atlantic. ” Hundreds expected at Stonehenge for Winter Solstice

closed runways, forced the cancellation of thousands of flights and left thousands of travellers stranded. Most blogged artists: Beach House, LCD SOUND system, Ariel Pink’s Haunted Graffiti. Baltimore indie duo Beach House maintains the lead spot as the most popular act in
is slowly changing, however, thanks to the recession and people’s increasing use of e-commerce websites.” Spain Says Its Regions Are Financially SOUND Spain said its regional governments are on track to meet their budget targets this year, its latest effort to quell

Jersey courts are threatening to block six major lenders from foreclosing on most homeowners unless they can prove their process is SOUND Navistar Profit Falls 55% ”Navistar’s earnings fell 55% as the commercial truck and engine maker reported that its engine business
final day of a three-day visit to the Taiwanese capital.” Angelic voices for Christmas ”Ibycus presents its next Sunday concert, entitled SOUND the Trumpet and Hear the Angels Singing, featuring five soloists from the Metropolitan Opera of Bangkok at Shanghai 38 restaurant,
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Mikhail Khodorkovsky’s latest prosecution suggests Russia’s judiciary is still under Vladimir Putin’s thumb. ” At War: Objective in Iraq Is Irrelevance THE fighting in Iraq is not over, but largely, Operation New Dawn is a twilight war for the troops still living
was imminent. ” Redskins RB Portis: Still Has Good Football in Him ”Running back Clinton Portis made a surprise appearance in THE Redskins’ locker room Wednesday, knowing that he might never return to his professional home of the past seven years.ArtsBeat:

New Day for Wilderness ”In a very welcome move, the Interior Department reversed one of the worst environmental moves made by THE Bush administration. Suicide Bombers in Iraq Kill Police Commander ”Three suicide bombers attacked a police headquarters in Mosul, killing a
Rivers Prompt Evacuations in Australia ”The military flew out a town’s population of 300 people by helicopter in eastern Australia, bringing THE total evacuated to over 1,000. ” Jaguars’ David Garrard to Miss Key Game Due to Finger Injury ”MIAMI (Reuters) -

in time to make a playoff push.ArtsBeat: New Stamps to Honor Musicians, a Lawyer and a Fearless Space ExplorerAmong THE cultural figures commemorated on new stamps announced by the United States Postal Service are Latin music legends; Gregory Peck, as
Dies at 55Ms. Ginsberg, who often performed with the New York City Opera, was a soprano most closely associated with THE spinto repertory. ” Observatory: Crossing the Finish Line for Cacao’s Genetic Map ”Two groups of scientists financed by rival candy

Philadelphia. Green: Nuclear Builders Keep Options Open ”Nuclear companies may not be certain they want to build, but they are doing THE groundwork anyway. ” Titans in Party Dresses ”Socialite, debutante, advocate: all spell Hadley Marie Nagel, who at 19 boasts a
Vick Will Play Sunday Against Dallas ”Eagles coach Andy Reid says he hasn’t decided if Michael Vick’s leg bruise will keep THE quarterback out of Sunday’s regular-season finale against the Dallas Cowboys.” ArtsBeat: ’Women on the Verge’ of an Early Closing ”The

Troubled Spider-Man’ ”Natalie Mendoza, who has been recovering from an injury sustained during a performance of Spider-Man: Turn Off THE Dark, is leaving the production. Unearthing Prehistoric Tumors, and DebateThough often thought of as a modern disease, cancer
retirement as a defender of centre-right economic orthodoxies, without the illiberal liabilities of ur-Thatcherites like Lord Tebbit. Shoring up faith in THE financial services is a message many Tories think has been insufficiently clear from the coalition. Clegg tuts about imbalance towards

Liberal government ended the upper house’s ability to block Britain’s annual budget. In a move to shore up the position of THE beleaguered Liberal Democrats, the cabinet will endorse the deputy prime minister’s plans for the upper chamber to be overwhelmingly composed
lessons on the significance of introducing major reforms to the House of Lords in 2011. Next year marks the centenary of THE 1911 Parliament Act, passed after peers rejected David Lloyd George’s People’s Budget of 1909, which introduced a massive redistribution of

Lords with a fully elected second chamber with considerably fewer members than the current house. Clegg will depict his reforms as THE most far-reaching changes to the upper house since 1911, outflanking the 1949 Parliament Act and the removal of most hereditary
emergency water centres around Belfast there were demands that those at the top of Northern Ireland Water be held responsible for THE shortages. Outside Avoniel Leisure Centre in north Belfast, where people queued for bottled water, there was widespread discontent over the

said the company’s head of customer services, Liam Mulholland. We have people on the ground in every area. This has affected THE whole province, the scale of the situation is unprecedented.. Local doctors have warned that the longer the disruption goes on
Wilson, RandB Singer, Dies at 64. The baritone, as a member of Harold Melvin and the Blue Notes, helped define the SOUND of Philadelphia. Green: Nuclear Builders Keep Options Open ”Nuclear companies may not be certain they want to build, but they

applies. This surprised me because last time I flew, in 2006, regulations only allowed three ounces; the TSA, no doubt, claims SOUND secret reasons why that four-tenths of an ounce of shampoo stopped being dangerous. Meanwhile, every month, more American airports install
Live tracks special ” *Tracklistings* Miike Snow: Silvia Fools Gold: Ha Dvash Local Natives: Aeroplanes White Rabbits: Rudie Fails Husky Rescue: SOUND of Love Broken Bells: High Road Andreya Triana: A Town Called Obsolete Princeton: This Weather is Swimmer Stornoway: Fuel Up

Glasgow, watching as the cavernous brick archways that make up the venue were swiftly transformed from the site of a series OF delicate theatrical installations to the fidgety, smokey darkness of one of the biggest club nights in Scotland. Flats and curtains
our own everyday experience, at points the two converging with breathtaking synchronicity. I watched the journey of Shunt over the course OF this year with unlikely hopefulness. The Shunt Lounge, their home underneath London Bridge station, was a shabby palace of subterranean

single day, a 10-year-old child in Europe may be exposed through food to 128 chemical residues of 81 different substances. Forty-two OF these substances are classified as possibly or probably carcinogens, and five as certainly carcinogens. No fewer than 37 substances are
continued in greater detail. No allowance is made for the effects of probable interaction caused by consuming a cocktail of contaminants OF this sort, and the long-term risk for consumers is probably seriously underestimated, the study claims. We still know very little

a radical critique of traditional modern art criticism was launched by American intellectuals including Hal Foster and Rosalind Krauss. The legacy OF surrealism was at the heart of the matter. Surrealism was reinvented by these very influential critics as the ancestor of
Two years after reaching agreement with India on the supply of six European pressurised reactors (EPRs), Areva has signed a series OF contracts with the Nuclear Power Corporation of India (NPCIL) for the construction of two 1,650-MW reactors. India has little experience

eight-year-old boy. I wanna try something. And sometimes the leap is smaller, but no less rewarding. A man watches an episode OF Outnumbered, sees Daniel Roche as the ruthlessly logical, constitutionally yet unmaliciously troublesome middle child Ben and thinks: You know, there
is not yet done. The scenes at the Melbourne Cricket Ground half an hour before lunch were unforgettable: a joyful celebration OF victors and their supporters, vociferous and otherwise, and We Are The Champions on the public address as the team did

its dependence on coal. Their civil engineering firms haven’t stopped building power stations since, says Roger Seban, the deputy chief executive OF TSNPC, the joint venture that has enabled the French utility company EDF to take part in the project. Another essential
He had the saddest eyes, she says. He could dance the charleston. Elizabeth McGovern, as Simpson, was tremendous, dipping into flashbacks OF key scenes and then portraying the quiet, lonely fear of approaching death. David Chilton’s music was as sumptuous as Simpson’s

land. Although we usually have one of the smallest differences between winter and summer temperatures at these latitudes, we have one OF the highest levels of excess winter deaths. Roughly twice as many people, per capita, die here than in Scandinavia. Even
in New York on Friday night. Editorial: A New Day for Wilderness ”In a very welcome move, the Interior Department reversed ONE of the worst environmental moves made by the Bush administration. Suicide Bombers in Iraq Kill Police Commander ”Three suicide bombers

brings torrential rain to areas already inundated At least 1,000 people have been evacuated in Queensland, including the entire population of ONE town, as north-eastern Australia experiences its worst flooding in decades. Two Blackhawk helicopters helped to relocate all 300 people living
Cyclone Tasha, which hit the area on Saturday, brought further torrential rain. Queensland’s emergency services minister, Neil Roberts, said Theodore was ONE of about 20 communities that had to be evacuated because of the floods. The town’s inhabitants have been moved to

pregnancy and like the idea of a home birth, the advantages include greater privacy and comfort in familiar surroundings, more control, ONE toone midwifery support, and the opportunity for the whole family to stay together after the birth, she added. Warwick called for
rewarded in the best film category, rather than handed the traditional best animated film gong. Apart from the animations, all but ONE of the films in the top 10 were either sequels, remakes, or adaptations. The trend-bucker was Christopher Nolan’s Inception at

environment each year, according to a government report that increases pressure on planners to slow the breakneck speed of development. In ONE of the longest-term accountings of ecological degradation, the China academy for environmental planning calculated that the cost of pollution spills,
permanent secretary at the Department of Culture. They they recommend two names to Jeremy Hunt, who is supposed to select from ONE of them, taking soundings from other members of the Government. However, it is theoretically possible for Hunt to discard both

magazine, it’s no surprise Great Expectations has spawned a fistful of adaptations in the 150 years since it was first published ONE hundred and fifty years after its first appearance, Great Expectations, which Charles Dickens published in All the Year Round from
friend Herbert Pocket. (In another interesting twist of adaptation, Jean Simmons would grow up to play the spiteful Miss Havisham herself ONE day in Kevin Connor’s prime-time television mini-series, which aired in 1989.) Recently Great Expectations has been reaching even wider

new form of electronic distribution is something that Dickens wouldn’t have heartily embraced. A theme that emerges in the reviews is ONE of how much greater Great Expectations becomes on successive readings. One user from West Yorkshire declares: It does it for
Rupert Murdoch’s £8bn controversial buyout of BSkyB should be subject to a further six-month long inquiry and in so doing HAND culture secretary Jeremy Hunt the toughest political decision in his time in office. On Friday, Ofcom’s chief executive Ed Richards

to swing closed behind her. She appears to be smiling and is clutching an object, possibly a purse, in her right HAND Her purse was left in her flat when she disappeared. She is also wearing the light-coloured coat that was also
Mary in Texas reported: The TSA agent used her hands to feel under and between my breasts. She then rammed her HAND up into my crotch until it jammed into my pubic bone ... I was touched in the pubic region in

into my pubic bone ... I was touched in the pubic region in between my labia ... She then moved her HAND across my pubic region and down the inner part of my upper thigh to the floor. She repeated this procedure
some movements behind me, said Saleh, 33. When I turned back to check, I saw Fitzsimons with a pistol in his HAND and aiming at me. Fitzsimons stood behind a wooden fence with two security guards closely watching him. At one point

Blindfolded, listening on headphones, you are utterly lost in a sensory landscape at once real and imagined. Histories telescope together, a HAND brushes your own, and by the end nothing is left but a perfect, breath-tugging silence. It was quite probably my
slip into generically slappable mischief-maker but remained the belligerent idealist of legend. There appears, by contrast, to be no sober, restraining HAND on Giles Coren or Sue Perkins. *Giles and Sue Live the Good Life: A Good Christmas* (BBC2) was meant to

CLAPPING
Everything about Mikhail Khodorkovsky’s latest prosecution suggests Russia’s judiciary is still under Vladimir Putin’s thumb. ” AT War: Objective in Iraq Is Irrelevance ”The fighting in Iraq is not over, but largely, Operation New Dawn is a

Never Used Steroids A Tight End Happy to Have Hands of Clay ”As a boy, Chris Cooley watched his father dabble AT the potter’s wheel; after his football career, he plans to keep pottery in his life. ” Green: 7 Brazilian Birds
federal Fish and Wildlife Service places seven birds found almost entirely in Brazil on the endangered species list. Critical Shopper: AT Dior, a New Look That’s More of a SneerAt Christian Dior’s New York flagship, the new look is aimed

Talks With North ”In an unexpected diplomatic overture, the president of South Korea said he would endorse restarting the talks aimed AT ending the North’s nuclear programs. ” Lions Fine C Raiola $15K for Reaction to Miami Fan ”Detroit Lions center Dominic
as Archaeologist ”A letter from the Director of the Metropolitan Museum of Art about the museum’s efforts to participate in excavations AT archaeological sites. ” 2 Bombs Explode at Italian Right-Wing Party Headquarters ”Police say two small bombs have exploded overnight in

of the Metropolitan Museum of Art about the museum’s efforts to participate in excavations at archaeological sites. ” 2 Bombs Explode AT Italian Right-Wing Party Headquarters ”Police say two small bombs have exploded overnight in front of the northern Italian headquarters of
in danger of losing any credibility he has a compassionate politician. His comments reflect widespread nervousness and anger in UK charities AT the speed and unco-ordinated nature of the cuts. As councils, NHS primary care trusts and Whitehall departments attempt to deliver

estimates by the Greater Manchester Centre for Voluntary Organisation. A quarter of charities in the north-east of England which depend AT least partially on public funding will go bust in the next 12 months, according to research by Voluntary Organisations Network
advice or not. Although his discretion is free, it will be a major surprise if he deviates from the interim verdict. AT issue is whether, by controlling 100% of BSkyB, Rupert Murdoch will have a disproportionate influence over the British media

Some family doctors scaring mothers over comparative safety of hospital versus home deliveries GPs are scaring women out of giving birth AT home by wrongly telling them they will come to harm if they do, the leader of Britain’s midwives claims. Some
is incomplete. A 2007 study by the environment ministry and the World Bank estimated the annual cost of pollution in China AT 780bn yuan. This did not fully take into account other forms of environmental degradation, such as loss of biodiversity, desertification

factories and ski resorts. Prices for many users are likely to rise. Government advisers warn the nation’s small agricultural surplus is AT risk, despite an improved harvest this year. It’s uncertain whether we can keep a sustainable increase in output in the
of environmental degradation as the economy continues to grow, said Prof Pan Jiahua, executive director of the sustainable development research centre AT the Chinese academy of social sciences. We will spend money to improve our ecology and to restore mining areas and

an extended period. As time passed, this beautiful, hysterical parade of events was written ever-more thoroughly over our own everyday experience, AT points the two converging with breathtaking synchronicity. I watched the journey of Shunt over the course of this year with
with barely any warning, it seemed that something special and important had disappeared for good from the theatrical landscape of London AT a time when it was needed more than ever. Yet they have persevered brilliantly, re-imagining the lounge as part of

his chief constable said today. The 29-year-old, who has not been named, was shot after he arrived to arrest Alistair Bell AT his home in Kirkheaton, near Huddersfield, West Yorkshire, on Monday night. After a night-long standoff, during which Bell fired repeatedly
at his home in Kirkheaton, near Huddersfield, West Yorkshire, on Monday night. After a night-long standoff, during which Bell fired repeatedly AT officers, he was fatally wounded by a police marksman. Today, in an interview with the Yorkshire Post, West Yorkshire’s chief

an extended period. As time passed, this beautiful, hysterical parade of events was written ever-more thoroughly over our own everyday experience, AT points the two converging with breathtaking synchronicity. I watched the journey of Shunt over the course of this year with
with barely any warning, it seemed that something special and important had disappeared for good from the theatrical landscape of London AT a time when it was needed more than ever. Yet they have persevered brilliantly, re-imagining the lounge as part of

a Missing Room in a museum just outside Brussels. Blindfolded, listening on headphones, you are utterly lost in a sensory landscape AT once real and imagined. Histories telescope together, a hand brushes your own, and by the end nothing is left but
his chief constable said today. The 29-year-old, who has not been named, was shot after he arrived to arrest Alistair Bell AT his home in Kirkheaton, near Huddersfield, West Yorkshire, on Monday night. After a night-long standoff, during which Bell fired repeatedly

at his home in Kirkheaton, near Huddersfield, West Yorkshire, on Monday night. After a night-long standoff, during which Bell fired repeatedly AT officers, he was fatally wounded by a police marksman. Today, in an interview with the Yorkshire Post, West Yorkshire’s chief
more effective in terms of productivity, income generation, and resilience. The innovations we uncovered on our research tour across Africa THE Worldwatch Institute visited 25 countries in eastern, southern, and western Africa during the last year represent the kind of
uncovered on our research tour across Africa the Worldwatch Institute visited 25 countries in eastern, southern, and western Africa during THE last year represent the kind of new thinking that more people are calling for. There is a realisation that

across Africa the Worldwatch Institute visited 25 countries in eastern, southern, and western Africa during the last year represent THE kind of new thinking that more people are calling for. There is a realisation that there is no uniform approach
problems and costs, making cities more livable, and creating jobs in a stagnant economy. This new direction is long overdue. Over THE past decade, an alarming increase in the number of hungry people triggered this renewed interest and spurred lofty commitments and

and creating jobs in a stagnant economy. This new direction is long overdue. Over the past decade, an alarming increase in THE number of hungry people triggered this renewed interest and spurred lofty commitments and pledges to improve food security, but since
2003 only nine African nations have pledged 10% of their budgets to agriculture. We hope that our new book, State of THE World 2011: Innovations that Nourish the Planet, published in January, will serve as a roadmap for policymakers and the international

water company. Everyone knew that whenever the thaw came there was going” Weatherwatch: Travellers’ plans disrupted by snow and storms ” THE first half of last week saw heavy rains continuing to deluge southern California. Widespread flooding and mudslides resulted in a
Angeles, Santa Barbara and Santa Maria reported cumulative monthly rainfall totals of between 150 and 230mm so far, making this December THE wettest on record. Los Angeles received half its annual rainfall in just six days. Preliminary damage estimates are already into

leave roads flooded and thousands of people without power. Finally, many parts of western mainland Europe were disrupted by snow in THE last few days before Christmas. Hundreds of flights were cancelled from Charles de Gaulle airport near Paris on Thursday, leaving
declared backing of almost half the party’s 253-strong Commons contingent as a significant signal of the party’s opposition to replacing the firstpast THE post system. The Labour leader, Ed Miliband, backs the change to the alternative vote system a Labour manifesto promise
of almost half the party’s 253-strong Commons contingent as a significant signal of the party’s opposition to replacing the first-past-the-post system. THE Labour leader, Ed Miliband, backs the change to the alternative vote system a Labour manifesto promise and has

Commons contingent as a significant signal of the party’s opposition to replacing the first-past-the-post system. The Labour leader, Ed Miliband, backs THE change to the alternative vote system a Labour manifesto promise and has refused to rule out campaigning alongside
a significant signal of the party’s opposition to replacing the first-past-the-post system. The Labour leader, Ed Miliband, backs the change to THE alternative vote system a Labour manifesto promise and has refused to rule out campaigning alongside the Liberal Democrat

wage cuts Unemployment was yesterday predicted to rise by 200,000 to 2.7m by the end of 2011, adding to pressure on THE chancellor, George Osborne, to delay the most severe cuts in public spending since the second world war. The Chartered Institute
thing this winter and lots of people don’t seem to know much about it, said Charlie Mullins, founder of Pimlico Plumbers, THE country’s largest independent plumbing firm. With older boilers you might expect a problem in the cold weather, but when people

Charlie Mullins, founder of Pimlico Plumbers, the country’s largest independent plumbing firm. With older boilers you might expect a problem in THE cold weather, but when people have spent a lot of money on a new boiler it’s a nasty surprise. Overall,
their precious cargo of supercooled liquid gas. The timely expansion which coincided with the coldest weather for decades means THE £1bn liquified natural gas (LNG) terminal, the world’s largest outside Japan and Korea, can now supply up to a fifth

The timely expansion which coincided with the coldest weather for decades means the £1bn liquified natural gas (LNG) terminal, THE world’s largest outside Japan and Korea, can now supply up to a fifth of the UK’s average annual gas demand.
for End-of-Life Care ”Readers respond to an article about a plan for Medicare to cover doctors’ discussions with their patients about END oflife care. ” South Korean President Open to Talks With North ”In an unexpected diplomatic overture, the president of South Korea

regulatory weapons and Lib Dems feel faint. Nothing happens on the Cameronian grid by accident. Heseltine’s sally is the Tory leader’s year END present to his confused troops. In the wake of Vince Cable’s over-eventful constituency surgery, twitchiness in the Tory camp has
turning it on, what public scrutiny will there be? Under the old power all of London was designated for months on END as a place where police could stop people without suspicion. Chakrabarti said: The geographical area can’t be an enti” Charity

Petroleum shares plunge 20% as politically sensitive Falklands drilling finds no oil for second time this month Hopes that 2010 would END on a triumphant note for new oil exploration off the Falkland Islands were dashed today when Desire Petroleum reported another
into the idea that it’s all about tackling the deficit, the exorbitantly expensive plans to reorganise the NHS and the heavy front END costs of the new tuition fees are a telling demonstration of the small-state dogma behind the soundbites. But it’s clearly

he described the BBC boss dismissively as a former Labour councillor. Under the existing process, interviews will take place at the END of January in front of an independent three-member panel comprising: Lord Browne, the former chief executive of BP; Stuart Purvis,
lost in a sensory landscape at once real and imagined. Histories telescope together, a hand brushes your own, and by the END nothing is left but a perfect, breath-tugging silence. It was quite probably my favourite show of the year. I look

would depress economy and lead to real-term wage cuts Unemployment was yesterday predicted to rise by 200,000 to 2.7m by the END of 2011, adding to pressure on the chancellor, George Osborne, to delay the most severe cuts in public spending since
to 20%, from January 4, would cause 250,000 job losses and the austerity measures overall would cost 1.6m jobs by the END of the parliament. John Philpott, its chief economic adviser, described 2011 as a jobs light/pay tight year that will see
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Trading System ”The next stage in the world’s CO2 emissions-trading scheme will BEGIN in two years. Everyone agrees that the rulebook is complicated and
taken from Southwark crown court to Wandsworth prison in south-west London to BEGIN his 18-month sentence. Mark Leech, editor of ConVerse, the national newspaper

high-speed rail route with trees to help contain noise and keep trains FROM view Residents next to the 250mph high-speed rail route between London
the 250mph high-speed rail route between London and Birmingham will be sheltered FROM the £17bn project by 2m freshly planted trees, the government will

Shoesmith, who was speaking to teachers and local authority children’s services officers FROM across the country at the North of England Education Conference in
been some improvements. Total household waste in England has dropped by 2.7%, A decrease that follows the annual decreases seen since 2006/07. Peterborough city

2006/07. Peterborough city council noted the largest decrease in household waste with A drop of 11.1%. Although municipal waste has also decreased, there were
a favourite target of the conservative Tea party movement. In an opinion PIECE in the Wall Street Journal, Fred Upton, the Michigan Republican who

billions of dollars on building a sprawling Olympic town is a bold PIECE of extravagance.” Gref’s Words Didn’t Help Khodorkovsky ”The Foreign Ministry accused
unemployment rate dipped last month to the lowest level since the spring OF 2009. Still, the economy created substantially fewer new jobs than had

substantially fewer new jobs than had been expected a painful reminder OF just how slow the jobs recovery may continue to be. ”
THREAD

renewable power generation requires the construction of unsightly new overland power lines CARRIED by masts 80 meters tall. Citizens’ groups and local authorities are
everyone sing from the same hymn sheet. Third, activists cannot get too CARRIED away by our own radical rhetoric and ignore broader public opinion.

is a very hidden crime so we didn’t have a victim coming FORWARD and saying what had happened, so we’ve had to investigate without
This support became concrete under the coalition government when Lord Lester put FORWARD a private members’ defamation bill and Lord McNally, the new justice

pram is fine, it’s no surprise that five months in, I’m looking FORWARD to making quicker and infinitely more pleasurable journeys with
in Phoenix and had trouble sleeping after returning to Los Angeles. The FORWARD took a hard fall Wednesday night in Phoenix and had trouble

this year amid fears of attacks by Muslim extremists. In an interview WITH SPIEGEL ONLINE, Egypt’s ambassador in Berlin criticizes the German reaction to
Despair’ ”Greece’s plans to construct a wall along part of its border WITH Turkey have outraged human rights groups this week. Many German editorialists

Need ”Specially-trained Capuchin monkeys in the US are helping physically disabled people WITH the housework by performing tasks such as removing garbage, fetching the
switching on the microwave. The furry companions are also helping paraplegics cope WITH loneliness.” Remembering Benazir Bhutto: ’She Gave Her Life to Her People’

”The next stage in the world’s CO2 emissions-trading scheme will begin in TWO years. Everyone agrees that the rulebook is complicated and that the
People’ ”Monday marks the third anniversary of Pakistani politician Benazir Bhutto’s assassination. TWO US political strategists began making a documentary shortly after her death

in Athens: Explosion Outside Courthouse Rattles Greece ”A bomb in front of TWO courthouses in central Athens on Thursday morning has caused significant damage
NEEDLES

the German company hopes that carbon fiber components could lead electric cars INTO the future.” Von Hagens Has Parkinson’s: ’Dr. Death’ Wants to Exhibit
of nuclear abolition will not be realized.” Copenhagen Terror Probe: Investigators Look INTO Possible Ties to ’Mickey Mouse Project’ ”The suspected terrorists in this

company bids a temporary farewell to Centenary Square and sets off on A two-year journey across the city while building work takes place. Those
Zack with Justin Moorhouse continues. Shows you should beg, borrow or steal A ticket for include in no particular order 1927’s The

is clean. If your lenshood isn’t up to the job, use a PIECE of card or a hand to prevent the light from falling
the label got started, and what they look for in a quality PIECE of techno. Listeners should also be warned that Alexis can’t stop

deadlock, but the cynical horsetrading has damaged the image of politics. Residents OF Baghdad no longer trust their fellow citizens and have withdrawn into
As Party Leader Are Numbered’ ”Guido Westerwelle, Germany’s foreign minister and leader OF the Free Democrats, is fighting for his political life. A speech

first Japanese minimalists upset the status quo by throwing reams of black CLOTH over the glitz of Studio 54 and the colourful frills of
Salazar. It’s what everything else plays off; it’s his essence. Fashion is A great cultural signifier, and these straightened times chime with the uncompromising

University of Westminster. It’s a fundamental realignment of fashion’s core values, and A reaction to wearing short, sexy and symmetrical clothing. In times of
Lenovo only returned data on its monitors and not its extensive PC LINE The consumer electronics industry is committed to greening its products and

High-speed rail route to get 2m trees for shelter ” Government to LINE London-Birmingham high-speed rail route with trees to help contain noise and
in the home counties will be accompanied by a planting programme. The LINE goes through Tory constituencies in Buckinghamshire, Warwickshire and Northamptonshire, where many

Poison Attacking Democracy: Facebook Generation Fights Hungarian Media Law ”As Hungary takes OVER the rotating presidency of the European Union, Prime Minister Viktor
defective Rolls-Royce engines, competition from China and the ongoing dispute with Boeing OVER illegal subsidies.” The Denisovan Code: Researchers Decipher DNA of Mysterious Human

publishing a draft defamation bill in the Spring. We intend to provide A new statutory defence for those speaking out in the public interest,
the free speech world have welcomed Clegg’s announcement on libel reform as A major milestone. However, I think it is premature to celebrate victory.

LOOP
LOOPS

data. In fact, it’s too much for Tableau Public maximum 100,000 ROWS only. Given that restriction, what’s an interesting thing to look at?
The Muddle-Headed Wombat (1962). The first in a 13-book series stretching over A 20-year period, The Muddle-Headed Wombat was immediately appealing for its quirky
The series was especially appealing to Australian children because the wombat is A home-grown creature, rather than the bears, rabbits and elephants in children’s

will be different. Some are skeptical.” Putin Orders VTB to Get in SHAPE ”Prime Minister Vladimir Putin told managers and staff of VTB, the
Putin told managers and staff of VTB, the country’s second-biggest lender, to SHAPE up and do more sports to help improve the bank’s performance

PROGRESSES
a comprehensive and efficient service to all. But with £37m to cut FROM its budget this year, the council has little choice, she argues.

poor, parents with young children. More than 300m book loans were made FROM public libraries last year, according to the Chartered Institute of Public
been an absolutely incredible day, said Richard Dewar, a 28-year-old marketing specialist FROM Bexleyheath, south-east London. To be in Sydney to see this is

which was created by Nancy Pelosi in 2006. It had tackled issues FROM politicisation of climate science to the BP oil spill. Meanwhile, Darrell
of Alexandria Blast: European Police Protect Coptic Churches ”The bomb attack against A Coptic church in Egypt, along with a list of targets found

Berlin: Germany’s Food Contamination Scandal Widens ”German consumers have been alarmed by A health scare over potentially contaminated eggs, after dioxins were discovered in
or lesser extent from inherent design faults short legs, long backs, FLAT faces, small or droopy eyes, too much angulation, too much wrinkling

days of the latest additions to the city’s underground architecture.” Woman Torches FLAT After Ex-Boyfriend Dates Mom ”The arson suspect’s mother and former beau
corporate partner can come with restrictions. All our programming and productions had TO be discussed and agreed but then compromise is the essence

de France, Pedal Pusher which, having been performed in London, transferred TO last year’s Edinburgh fringe and a revival of David Hare’s
are. The second, introduced by Ted Poe of Texas, would block funding TO any government agency associated with cap-and-trade. The third, introduced by Shelley

prolific author best known in Australia for The Harp in the South, A 1948 novel for adults, and The Muddle-Headed Wombat, a much-loved series
in the South, a 1948 novel for adults, and The Muddle-Headed Wombat, A much-loved series of radio plays, later children’s books. She was surprisingly

an Era’ as Germany Suspends Conscription ”The German army received its last ROUND of conscripts on Monday ahead of the official suspension of the
sparring partners. He closed Mason’s eye, forcing a stoppage in the seventh ROUND but only after absorbing some heavy body blows. Several years later,

more bilateral trade.” Riding the Wave of Islamophobia: The German Geert Wilders A former member of Chancellor Merkel’s Christian Democrats has formed a party
Geert Wilders ”A former member of Chancellor Merkel’s Christian Democrats has formed A party to attract voters enthralled by Thilo Sarrazin and disappointed by

CIRCULAR
anniversary of Pakistani politician Benazir Bhutto’s assassination. Two US political strategists began MAKING a documentary shortly after her death which is being released in

fetishists and hang-the-DJ indiephiles, they studied avant-garde composition at college and began MAKING beats on GarageBand before working as DJs. Those beats, although not
heights. Pineapple Express, while entertainingly silly stoner fun, really only succeeded in MAKING us aware of James Franco’s impressive comedic talents. The Green Hornet

Christmas celebrations on Friday. Moderate Muslims have offered to help.” The World FROM Berlin: Germany’s Food Contamination Scandal Widens ”German consumers have been alarmed
in 2009.” Mountain Revolt: Bavarian Farmers Threaten Bid for Olympic Games ”Resistance FROM disgruntled farmers in the Alpine town of Garmisch-Partenkirchen has rattled Germany’s

writer and then as a novelist. In The Drums Go Bang! (1956), A joint autobiography written by Park and Niland, they describe their struggle
those early years, during which they were living in Surry Hills, then A deprived district of Sydney. Park caused outrage when she used Surry

KNOT
Police Stop Leather-Clad Fetishist Out for a Walk ”A 45-year-old German man INTO sadomasochism got into trouble with the police after slavishly obeying an

the German company hopes that carbon fiber components could lead electric cars INTO the future.” Von Hagens Has Parkinson’s: ’Dr. Death’ Wants to Exhibit
as a radio play in 1949. The story, which Park described as A domestic comedy about the Catholic Irish-Australian Darcy family, was set against

a domestic comedy about the Catholic Irish-Australian Darcy family, was set against A background of the squalid living conditions and deep poverty of its
SHAWL

through music and rhythm. Throughout all these setbacks, Mason came across as A bright, optimi” Supermarkets on dioxin alert over contaminated egg products ”
went into were short shelf-life cakes and quiches that have gone to A variety of retailers including most of the high-street supermarkets. They are

BLANKET
school at St Benedict’s college, Auckland, and then Auckland University. She became A social worker and then worked as an editor on the children’s
Auckland Star and the Zealandia. Determined to expand her horizons, Park accepted A job on the San Francisco Echo, but the bombing of Pearl

tolerant country. They say they want our democratic feedback the very WORD makes me feel nauseous. I remember how, before he was elected
glasnost had returned to Russia. Former Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev used the WORD stagnation to criticize his predecessor, Leonid Brezhnev, and now that Medvedev

and rural affairs show a 2.1% increase in recycling, composting and reuse OF household waste collected in 2008/09. One of the biggest improving councils
city council noted the largest decrease in household waste with a drop OF 11.1%. Although municipal waste has also decreased, there were still 12.5

blockbuster impressionist art sales in London next month. Christie’s today announced details OF its February impressionist and modern art sales which will include works
MOUTH

Charm Offensive: China Promises Support for Euro Zone ”China’s leadership has launched A charm offensive aimed at Europe. The country’s vice premier, who is
is preparing to become an exhibit himself, he said.” Naked Bodies and A New Messiah: Green Groups Try to Sex Up Climate Change ”The

the world. And there is no guarantee that the north won’t meddle.” A Slow Poison Attacking Democracy: Facebook Generation Fights Hungarian Media Law ”As
yarmulkes or other visible symbols of Judaism. He says the state has A problem with anti-Semitism, but Brandenburg officials claim they are doing all

of Pakistani politician Benazir Bhutto’s assassination. Two US political strategists began making A documentary shortly after her death which is being released in the
meters tall. Citizens’ groups and local authorities are resisting the projects in A campaign that poses risks for Chancellor Angela Merkel’s conservatives.” Interview with

tough, providing a pleasing contrast witht the often wan melodies. Their debut SINGLE Silver Screen, is led by flutes and sounds like Flowered Up’s
may see or hear them. And everywhere there is the sound of SINGLE syllable words, such as other people’s mums or the soldier boys who

PLY
one else to trust.” Bombing in Athens: Explosion Outside Courthouse Rattles Greece A bomb in front of two courthouses in central Athens on Thursday

Ship Building or Services?: Booming German Employment Masks Shrinking Industry ”Last year A record 40.4 million people were employed in Germany. However, behind the
million people were employed in Germany. However, behind the strong figures lurks A worrying structural change. Industry, the traditional motor of the German economy,

seeing its importance dwindle.” Search Queries: EU Launches Anti-Trust Investigation against Google A number of Google’s rivals accuse it of abusing its dominant position
PATTERN

for joyous and prolonged celebrations for England and their travelling Barmy Army, FOR many of whom, after an all-night vigil in the bars and
Michael Vaughan spent the morning cracking dodgy Australian jokes accumulated via Twitter. FOR England’s players, the celebrations began on the outfield at the SCG

trophy in a football-style moment of tickertape and dry ice before heading FOR the bar in the historic old pavilion, scene of successive generations
with batsman Kevin Pietersen promising on Twitter to sink a few bombs FOR fast bowler Stuart Broad, who returned home injured after the Adelaide

finally approved the New START disarmament treaty with Russia. The ratification is A major triumph for US President Barack Obama, but German commentators warn
gas deliveries from Russia via Ukraine to Western Europe, was hailed as A success. But since Viktor Yanukovych became Ukrainian president in February, many

Furthermore, the president’s friends have profited handsomely while the state has lost A fortune.” Right-Wing Extremism: The Village Where the Neo-Nazis Rule ”Hitler salutes
at this weekend’s wild-card games shows, everyone looks beatable. That includes Indianapolis, NEW Orleans, Green Bay et al. ” Dysfunctional Duo’s undoing ”Michael Bloomberg

sake isn’t necessarily courageous or wise. Unfortunately, partisan politics has immobilized Washington, NEW York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg told Time magazine in 2007. Bloomberg,
partner: California’s then still shiny governor, Arnold Schwarzenegger. Together, they were The NEW Action Heroes who, according to Grunwald, were doing big things that
closely examine the latest increases slated for thousands of individual policyholders. California’s NEW insurance commissioner called for health insurer Blue Shield of California to

called Thursday for health insurer Blue Shield of California to delay controversial NEW rate hikes for 60 days, saying recent increases by the industry
SWEATER

torture suspects with a blowtorch. None feature government agencies full of shifty-eyed DOUBLE agents and bosses who can’t keep their jobs for any longer
to the big screen several times as part of 1949 Disney DOUBLE header The Adventures of Ichabod and Mr Toad; in the much-loved 1983

sent packing before they even get to skate, courtesy of two shock DOUBLE eliminations. Which will hopefully include the celebs that I’d never heard
Peterborough city council noted the largest decrease in household waste with a DROP of 11.1%. Although municipal waste has also decreased, there were still

conference, said the visit enabled colleagues to ” Joanna Yeates case: police DROP ITV complaint ” Avon and Somerset constabulary will not report ITV
CIRCULAR

STITCH
worked on some of their mother’s books). Park’s first children’s book, The HOLE in the Hill, the story of white children meeting a Maori,

a separated shoulder, General Manager Dean Lombardi says.” Down the nuclear rabbit HOLE ”The damage done by rogue Pakistani scientist A.Q. Khan’s network show
therefore money. The heads of other major oil companies have pointed the FINGER at BP in testimony to Congress, arguing that the company had

”Russia’s leading preservationist campaign group Arkhnadzor has called on the public to GATHER Saturday in protest of what they say is an attack on
of deadly bombing in Egypt ”Carrying crucifixes and pictures of Jesus, protesters GATHER in front of the Federal Building in Westwood and call on

GRAFT
ARAN

ARGYLE
And we intend to clarify the law around the existing defences of FAIR comment and justification. We believe claimants should not be able to

no win no fee arrangements to make costs more proportionate, more FAIR Our aim is to turn English libel laws from an international
be an increase in the number of contract military personnel. ”Student Art FAIR Offers Russian, French WorksMoscow’s most talented art students will offer

offer their work to the public at Artplay Design Center’s Student Art FAIR this Dec. 18 and 19. Out of 1,000 competitors, the exhibit’s
ISLE

PLEAT
RIB

SHADOW
cuts were carried out as botched, costing more than they will save SHORT term. Andrew Lee, head of the SDC, was critical of suggestions

the data Thanks to the sterling work of open data campaigner Adrian SHORT we now know exactly where the first million journeys taken by
of the largest vegetable box schemes in the UK, discovered that swapping SHORT lived cardboard boxes for more durable plastic ones could reduce the company’s

a fundamental realignment of fashion’s core values, and a reaction to wearing SHORT sexy and symmetrical clothing. In times of recession, skirts lengthen. -
suffer to a greater or lesser extent from inherent design faults SHORT legs, long backs, flat faces, small or droopy eyes, too much

better than the sum of their parts, and films which almost accidentally SLIP into genius territory. Let’s hope there are more than a few
STITCH
SPOOL

NEEDLE
TUCK
WARP
WEFT

security outside the court building following protests by far-right organisations including the ENGLISH Defence League. The gang members were found after an undercover investigation
in September 2009 when Professor Richard Dawkins addressed delegates and argued that ENGLISH libel crushes free speech, particularly highlighting the problems for scientists and

21st century, the deputy prime minister declared: Our aim is to turn ENGLISH libel laws from an international laughing stock to an international blueprint.
of the Bristol Arms, which managed to combine local barbecued sausage with ENGLISH style drizzle, Barmy Army co-founder Dave Peacock said the general mood was

firing of news analyst Juan Williams.At 60, a church blends Arabic, ENGLISH and SpanishSt. Nicholas Antiochian Orthodox Christian Cathedral celebrates its past
CONTINENTAL

CIRCULAR
me forever. On the rooftop of the Bristol Arms, which managed to COMBINE local barbecued sausage with English-style drizzle, Barmy Army co-founder Dave Peacock

figures Recycling rates for households across England have risen to 39.7%, an INCREASE on last year’s rate. The statistics, compiled by the Department for
by the Department for environment food and rural affairs show a 2.1% INCREASE in recycling, composting and reuse of household waste collected in 2008/09.

with rivals ” Analysts say chef, snow, job cuts and impending VAT INCREASE behind 10.1% rise in revenue for supermarket during December Sainsbury’s won
three weeks of lacklustre sales, the supermarkets collectively revelled in a 16% INCREASE in revenues in the week to Christmas Day, taking a record
some improvements. Total household waste in England has dropped by 2.7%, a DECREASE that follows the annual decreases seen since 2006/07. Peterborough city council

the annual decreases seen since 2006/07. Peterborough city council noted the largest DECREASE in household waste with a drop of 11.1%. Although municipal waste
DIP

ELONGATE
PLAIT

has decided to expand his network of temporary storage facilities.” Moscow Fuming OVER Minsk Arrests ”Relations with Belarus were turning frosty again as Moscow
against dragging its feet on the release of Russians jailed during protests OVER President Alexander Lukashenko’s re-election.” GONGOs Are Returning in Force ”GONGOs, or

almost half of the funds allocated for improving the capital’s transport infrastructure OVER the past three years, auditors have said. ” School Closings Indicate
interests to stop proliferation. Seven years after the U.S. government proclaimed victory OVER the rogue Pakistani scientist A.Q. Khan, the seeds of catastrophe he

report said Friday.” Celebrating Children’s Day 2011 ”It’s that time of year AGAIN when government and private organisations open their doors to encourage children
can cause cancer.” Celebrating Children’s Day 2010 ”It’s that time of year AGAIN when government and private organisations open their doors to encourage children

facilities.” Moscow Fuming Over Minsk Arrests ”Relations with Belarus were turning frosty AGAIN as Moscow warned Minsk against dragging its feet on the release
nuclear trafficking network to thank. North Korea’s continuing development of nuclear weapons? AGAIN Khan’s doing.” Women’s tears tank men’s libido ”Men who sniffed such

Weeks ”More than 4,700 farms have been temporarily closed in Germany as A result of a feed contamination scare. On Friday, officials in one
4,700 farms have been temporarily closed in Germany as a result of A feed contamination scare. On Friday, officials in one German state said

Secures Crucial Stake in Rival Hochtief ”Hochtief’s battle to remain independent suffered A setback on Tuesday when Spanish builder ACS said it had crossed
attack, which drew condemnation across the Middle East. A devastating New Year’s DAY terrorist bombing at a Coptic church in Egypt that killed 21
days, General Manager Dean Lombardi said Thursday. ” Don’t deny detainees their DAY in court ”Indefinite detention of post-Sept. 11 detainees without charge or

Iraq altogether. Rimon Metti’s family will go to Christian services on Christmas DAY but his relatives will be praying for their own survival and
The move is to accommodate ESPN’s broadcast schedule. For the Dodgers, opening DAY is coming earlier and will be more like opening night.”

Contamination Scandal Widens ”German consumers have been alarmed by a health scare OVER potentially contaminated eggs, after dioxins were discovered in animal feed. On
Poison Attacking Democracy: Facebook Generation Fights Hungarian Media Law ”As Hungary takes OVER the rotating presidency of the European Union, Prime Minister Viktor

defective Rolls-Royce engines, competition from China and the ongoing dispute with Boeing OVER illegal subsidies.” The Denisovan Code: Researchers Decipher DNA of Mysterious Human
including The Muddle-Headed Wombat (1962). The first in a 13-book series stretching OVER a 20-year period, The Muddle-Headed Wombat was immediately appealing for its
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also a symbol for regenerationThere is no other way of putting it: a huge BLUE cock will stand on the fourth plinth in Trafalgar Square in 2013.The 14ft
will stand on the fourth plinth in Trafalgar Square in 2013.The 14ft (4.3m) aqua-marine BLUE cockerel, Hahn/Cock, which will be made in Germany, is one of two contemporary

and Dragset.Johnson conceded that there was no getting round the fact that a giant BLUE cock was going up in the square where it will stand proud with
Conditions | More Feeds” Fourth plinth at Trafalgar Square gets (no sniggering) a 14ft BLUE cock ”Katharina Fritsch says her 2013 installation is a comment on male posturing

the anti-fascist movement.One day late 2009, early 2010, Mark asked me out of the BLUE if I knew any places in Germany with Nazi issues. He said he
but there might be returns.In a year of many Rattigan revivals, including The Deep BLUE Sea at West Yorkshire Playhouse (just awarded ¬¨¬£1.5m to investigate what models a

in all the top US magazines’ 2011 hot lists, began playing with her family’s BLUE grass band when she was eight, and recorded her debut EP, White Lies,
victory or defeat.German artist Katharina Fritsch’s proposal, Hahn/Cock, is a giant cockerel in ultramarine BLUE The cockerel is a popular motif in modernist art, symbolising regeneration, awakening and

–Oldham East byelection: how Lib-Con co-operation saved Nick Clegg’s bacon | Tom Clark BLUE yellow co-operation in Whitehall is already extending into the political battlefieldThe first thought
it can hope to make good some of the losses by advancing on the right BLUE yellow co-operation in Whitehall is, it seems, already extending into the political battlefield.

and contamination.Rangers 1, Canucks 0Wolski’s first goal as a Ranger helps Lundqvist, BLUE shirts notch a shutout victory.” City to Target Dilapidated Apartments ”Mayor Bloomberg announced
to people familiar with the matter.” Passenger Carries Pilot’s Gun Aboard Flight ”A Jet BLUE pilot’s backpack containing a handgun was picked up by an unsuspecting passenger and
Air Lines knew they would have to quickly change strategy.” Something New in Tiffany BLUE The jeweler is launching an expansive collection of handbags, ranging from clutches to

Federal Statistics Office said, confirming its preliminary reading in Europe’s largest economy.” DuPont Leads BLUE Chips Lower ”Deal activity and worries about the euro zone weighed on the
a deteriorating fiscal situation that they say needs correction.” Orkla Reaches Deal With China’s BLUE star ”Norwegian conglomerate Orkla signed a deal to sell its Elkem unit to

”Norwegian conglomerate Orkla signed a deal to sell its Elkem unit to China National BLUE star for $2 billion.” Photographer Takes Pictures of Pictures ”Marilyn Minter takes pictures.
of 3,000 books to the buyer of their home.” Washington Times Orioles sign former BLUE Jay reliever Gregg ”BALTIMORE | The Baltimore Orioles have finalized a $10 million,

Gregg.The 32-year-old went 2-6 with a 3.51 ERA and 37 saves with the Toronto BLUE Jays last season. He is expected to compete with Koji Uehara for the
occupied the White House.The country had ...NUGENT: Autumn colors look red, white and BLUE There is a very happy, exhausted black Labrador retriever at my feet. A

three-way sexual relationship a decade ago.The Rev. Cedric Miller made worldwide headlines last week BLUE Jays send LHP Ledezma outright to Las Vegas ”TORONTO (AP) - The Toronto
...”Blue Jays send LHP Ledezma outright to Las Vegas ”TORONTO (AP) - The Toronto BLUE Jays have sent left-handed reliever Wilfredo Ledezma outright to Triple-A Las Vegas.The 29-year-old

to Triple-A Las Vegas.The 29-year-old will be a non-roster invitee to spring training, the BLUE Jays said Tuesday. Ledezma was claimed off waivers from the Pittsburgh Pirates last Wednesday.
Sasser’s memory.I was walking to my European History class when I saw a sky BLUE Austin-Healey parked on campus, he recalled, confessing, I was late for class that

full term in 2012, she announced in a letter to supporters Thursday BLUE Christmas services offer solace during holidays ”In a season of joy, churches take
even score in new season.” Zekas: Silk mini-dress rocks Ruined co-stars ”[image: Sophia Walker ( BLUE dress) and Sabryn Rock, co-stars the Pulitzer prize winning Ruined, shopping at IDO

Vegas Thursday night. And are you ready for smart appliances? LG hopes so. Giant BLUE rooster, rocking horse art set for Trafalgar Square[image: Models of Michael Elmgreen
Francisco, was arrested on charges of... ” Computer could make 2 ’Jeopardy!’ champs deep BLUE ”DAVID R. MARTIN Associated Press YORKTOWN HEIGHTS, N.Y. ... ” Customer shoves 100-year-old

after shooting Liberals are in denial about presidents achievements ”There are red states and BLUE states, and there are states of denial that liberals turn to when things
of the 100 copies pressed of the latter somehow made its way on to BLACK Keys’ Dan Auerbach’s desk it might have been a chair, even a

their books that they’re getting tributes to them engraved on their bodies. US publisher BLACK Ocean is impressed by fans who have had a fetching black and white
bodies. US publisher Black Ocean is impressed by fans who have had a fetching BLACK and white telephone tattoo inspired by the work of its author Zachary Schomburg,

a thank you to anyone who follows suit with a tattoo inspired by a BLACK Ocean title. (It has to be for real, though: temporary henna tattoos don’t
Matthew McLean, featuring the exploits of post-human spook Hatcher and his underworld boss Dragon-San. BLACK topA post-apocalyptic romance from writer Chris Hayes-Kossman, telling the story of two young

The week in wildlife ”From orphaned spider monkeys to the mystery of hundreds of BLACK birds falling from the skies, here is a pick of this week’s best
site to read up on things. I’m sympathetic to the jobs argument. There’s no BLACK and white here. It’s a struggle that’s full of anguish. I feel for

were valued more highly than creativity. This disconnect lurks behind discussions of Darren Aronofsky’s BLACK Swan the ballerina played by Natalie Portman has an apparent lack of
Sovereign-Fund Deals ”The SEC is investigating whether banks and private-equity firms, including Citigroup and BLACK stone Group, violated bribery laws in their dealings with sovereign-wealth funds.The Tyranny

with their festive parades and animated window displays have always ...” EDITORIAL: Holder corrupts BLACK Panther probe ”Justice Department whistle-blower J. Christian Adams says Attorney General Eric H.
Holder Jr. tampered with two ongoing investigations into voter-intimidation by members of the New BLACK Panther Party. Tampering or not, Mr. Holder clearly prejudiced the case by publicly

2009. More than 40 percent saw significant increases, ranging ...” EDITORIAL: No sunlight on BLACK Panthers ”Judicial Watch is exposing the emptiness of open-government promises by President Obama
to the Justice Department’s dismissal of a voter-intimidation case against members of the New BLACK Panther Party. Judicial ...” NUGENT: Passion essential to American politics ”In the wake

he’s precluded by law from investigating a specific piece of litigation such as the BLACK Panther ...” COHEN: Russia’s repression ”The new Congress was sworn in just last
White House-sized holiday season. As in 50,000 guests, 28 parties and open ...” EDITORIAL: BLACK Ops on Black Panther case ”The Justice Department still hasn’t explained its decision

season. As in 50,000 guests, 28 parties and open ...” EDITORIAL: Black Ops on BLACK Panther case ”The Justice Department still hasn’t explained its decision to drop most
still hasn’t explained its decision to drop most of its voter-intimidation case against violent BLACK Panthers 18 months ago. If the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights finally adopts

system the second largest in the country was fully operational, ...” EDITORIAL: BLACK Panther black out ”The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights votes tomorrow on its
the second largest in the country was fully operational, ...” EDITORIAL: Black Panther BLACK out ”The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights votes tomorrow on its report regarding

out ”The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights votes tomorrow on its report regarding the BLACK Panther voter-intimidation case. The Obama administration’s malfeasance in this scandal is becoming impossible
Henri Matisse, the French painter known for his vivid colors, is being represented in BLACK and white for two more weeks at the Baltimore Museum of Art. This

typical view of Matisse through one of the least known sides of ...” EDITORIAL: BLACK Panther case: Red hot ”Assistant Attorney General Thomas E. Perez has an obligation
Division. That’s clear after explosive new whistle-blower testimony under oath Friday in the New BLACK Panther Party voter-intimidation case, which triggers a pledge Mr. Perez made under oath

for the contemporary-art museum, on the National Mall between Capitol Hill and ...” EDITORIAL: BLACK Panther case roars back to life ”Thomas E. Perez, assistant attorney general for
public-interest group Judicial Watch yesterday released a 62-page index of documents regarding the New BLACK Panther Party voter-intimidation case that undermines the credibility of Mr. Perez and of

”NEW YORK | The Pittsburgh Penguins will open a new arena, and the Chicago BLACK hawks will unfurl a long-awaited championship banner in the first week of the
banner in the first week of the 2010-11 NHL season.The league said Tuesday the BLACK hawks will mark their first Stanley Cup title since 1961 on ...” Petty

Department has reached staggering proportions on a host of issues stemming from the New BLACK Panther voter-intimidation case. Such systemic evasion of justice breeds lawlessness.The Justice Department’s latest
stables used for auto storage to a pool-topped car shed at the ...” The BLACK klan ”J. Christian Adams, a former Department of Justice (DOJ) attorney, is blowing

Oblivious to Justice) after it dropped all charges against the members of the New BLACK Panther Klan who were blatantly and irrefutably guilty of voter intimidation in Philadelphia
Friday that Tai Shan will go in January or February for breeding. The cuddly, BLACK and white panda was born at the Washington zoo July 9, 2005, and ...”

and-white panda was born at the Washington zoo July 9, 2005, and ...” EDITORIAL: BLACK Panther case: Racism rules ”Former Justice Department lawyer J. Christian Adams made explosive
”NUGENT: Autumn colors look red, white and blueThere is a very happy, exhausted BLACK Labrador retriever at my feet. A romantic fire flickers in the stove in

trying to talk above the music and supping on some very ...” EDITORIAL: Media BLACK out for Black Panthers ”Where is the New York Times? Where is The
above the music and supping on some very ...” EDITORIAL: Media black out for BLACK Panthers ”Where is the New York Times? Where is The Washington Post? Where

based on their reactions to treasures from the Phillips’ holdings. ...” ADAMS: Inside the BLACK Panther case ”On the day President Obama was elected, armed men wearing the
Black Panther case ”On the day President Obama was elected, armed men wearing the BLACK berets and jackboots of the New Black Panther Party were stationed at the

Obama was elected, armed men wearing the black berets and jackboots of the New BLACK Panther Party were stationed at the entrance to a polling place in Philadelphia.
Obama, flanked by daughters Sasha and Malia, said as the feathered ...” EDITORIAL: Pro BLACK Panther prejudice ”The foundation is crumbling from the Justice Department’s stonewall on the

Panther prejudice ”The foundation is crumbling from the Justice Department’s stonewall on the New BLACK Panther voter-intimidation case. What’s becoming visible is a serious corrosion in the whole
scheduled to discuss a number of matters, including the ongoing investigation into the New BLACK Panther voter-intimidation incident. On Tuesday, the Northern Virginia Republican fired off ...” LAMBRO:

of the first Chinese emperor plus related artifacts are on view at ...” EDITORIAL: BLACK Panthers but no white rights ”Let’s avoid all the mealy-mouthed euphemisms: In the
but no white rights ”Let’s avoid all the mealy-mouthed euphemisms: In the now-infamous New BLACK Panther Party voter intimidation case, Attorney General Eric H. Holder Jr.’s Justice Department

...” Mustang’s ’12 Boss 302 lets loose ”You hold two keys: One has a BLACK Boss logo, the other red: Either will start your 2012 Mustang Boss 302.
the other red: Either will start your 2012 Mustang Boss 302. Slide the all BLACK key into the lock cylinder, give it a twist and you’re treated to

with the era of Marie Antoinette. The headless ...” EDITORIAL: Congress is derelict on BLACK Panther case ”In the matter of a voter-intimidation case against the New Black
on Black Panther case ”In the matter of a voter-intimidation case against the New BLACK Panther Party, it’s long past time for Democrats on the House and Senate
and values of an agrarian lifestyle, which she neglected to appreciate at that time BLACK Berry says Indian security fears answered ”The Canadian maker of Black Berry said

in the Twenty20 international at the MCG on Friday.” Music and Dance Chamber concert BLACK Berry announces answer to India security fear ”The Canadian maker of Black Berry
Chamber concert Black Berry announces answer to India security fear ”The Canadian maker of BLACK Berry said Thursday it had found a way out of an ongoing standoff
week, she carted away a 5-gallon bucket of moldy apples, carbonated kimchi, overripe avocado, BLACK banana peels, coffee grounds, half a birthday cake and a whole lot more.

he frustrated with the Postal Service? His neighbors? Himself? Authorities say shooting suspect’s BLACK bag contains ammunition, other itemsTUCSON, Ariz. (AP) A man walking his
other itemsTUCSON, Ariz. (AP) A man walking his dog has found a BLACK bag holding ammunition that authorities believe was discarded by a gunman accused of

Fast Forward planner on Page 3 Monday listed an incorrect opponent for the Chicago BLACK hawks ’ home game Tuesday. The Hawks play the St. Louis Blues. ”
wants to meet girl family ”Ellie’s advice colummGood news, bad news for Conrad BLACK [image: Former media mogul Conrad Black leaves the federal court building in Chicago

advice colummGood news, bad news for Conrad Black[image: Former media mogul Conrad BLACK leaves the federal court building in Chicago on Thursday after a status hearing
the hearing Thursday, Judge Amy St. Eve set a June 24 re-sentencing date for BLACK on the two convictions that were upheld by the appellate judges. (Jan. 13,

appellate judges. (Jan. 13, 2011)] State prosecutors say they do not intend to retry BLACK on the two fraud counts that were reversed in October ruling.” Argos re-sign
the Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas and users got to try out a BLACK berry Playbook for the first time. This and more in our CES roundup.”Air

Thursday funeral of Arizona nine-year-old shooting victim Christina Taylor Green.” New dye creates little BLACK dress that never fades ”[image: A little black dress on display in London’s
Taylor Green.” New dye creates little black dress that never fades ”[image: A little BLACK dress on display in London’s Science Museum with a black dye that never

fades ”[image: A little black dress on display in London’s Science Museum with a BLACK dye that never fades.] The dye actually stays attached to the polymer, says
same day.” New technique to fatten your lashes ”[image: Dior DiorShow 360 Mascara in BLACK $39.] What new at the beauty counterIn Zurich, visitors peer into Chagall

another black male around 4:25 p.m. and... ” Time Warner Cable customers face another BLACK out ”The Associated Press The Associated Press NEW YORK Once again, Time Warner
According to San Francisco Police Department Sgt. Michael Andraychack, the victim, described as a BLACK male, was gunned down by another black male around 4:25 p.m. and fled

Michael Andraychack, the victim, described as a black male, was gunned down by another BLACK male around 4:25 p.m. and fled the scene... ” Victim of brawl at
American Caucus, chaired by former Rep. Mike Honda. Honda also formed the Tri-Caucus coalition ( BLACK Hispanic, Asian-American). Both organizations truly believe quotas mean Democracy. Their goal is to

Warner Cable subscribers face the possibility of... ” Time Warner Cable customers face another BLACK out ”If Democrats go it alone on taxes, legal battles are certain to
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